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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,

BUREAU OF EDUCATION,

Washington, February 5; 1909.
SIR: Inquiries.havbeen made from time to time with, reference to

the oppoteturkities open to Chinese students in Arfprican lcolleges and
universities. Such inquiries have of late been urgently presented by
representatives of the United States in the Chinese Empire, who have
taken a deep interest in the, pfogress and influence of American
educational ideas among the Chinese people. The recent negotia-
.tions with reference to an educational use Of that portion of the Boxer
indemnity which hn been- remitted by the United States Government
haw. given new point to these inquiries. I 'hive accordingly re-
quested Prof. John Fryer, of the University of California, to prepare
an account of the educational advantages and opportunities offered
to Chinese students in a number of our American instant ins. In-
quiritS sent out from this office have brought replies from many.
sources, giiing an abundance of such inforniation as has been desired.
The information thus obtained' has been collated and edited, by Pro-
4es...ior Fryer, and in this form is transmitted herewith. I beg to
recommend that itdbe published as one number of the Bulftetin"of the
Bureau of Education for the year 1909. .

The editor of this work, Prof.)Ahn Fryer; was for thirty-five years
a resident of the Chinese Empire, 'where he held important official
pogtions under the Imperial Governffient. He cendered extraordi-
nary service in the introduction qf western science into that Empire,'
was the authbr and editor of a large, nunemr of important -works in
the Chinese Ittnguage, and received distinguished recognition of an. .

official character.: Fore the past twelve years he has. been Agassiz
pransor of Oriental fanguages and literature in the Universitrof
California. His wide acquaintance with educatioltal conditions In
both China Aid America has fitted him to an'unusual degree for the
present undertaking. ,

It is fair to expect that this publication will be :widely useful in
ft firing tht3 new educational relations between the AmeriCan and
the Chineae peoples. '1 may add that the time is undoubtedly near it



Littran or riasamr.rraL.

'hand when similar publications will be needed to set bef9re the people
of other nations the opportunities 'for advanced study which this

4 country' affords. American students have long enjoyed the hospi-
tality of variods European universities and schools of the several arts..
Already the return wave of-student attendance has set in, antra con-
siderable number of students from foreign countries are enrolled in
American institutions of learning. It is gratifying to note a growing,
disposition on tht part of South American students, as well as those
from European countries and from the three remaining continents,
to seek in this country certain educational advantages which we now
have to offer.,
' A recent inquiry revealed the fact that in nine of the institutions

mentioned jn this publication there were last year 942 foreign stu-
dents enrolled. They were distributed as follows: From other
countries of North Kmerica 344, from South America 74, from
Europe 202, from Asia 249, from Africa 16, from Australia 57. The
table presented by Rudolf Tombo, jr., in Science *for. Oetober 30,
1908, shows 1,262 students from foreign countries enrolled for the
year 1907-8 in 27 of our leading colleges and universities. While
the number of Chinese students in this country is not definitely
known, it is probable that, including those attending both elemen-
tary and higher institutions, it is now over three hundred. Mr.
George Marvin, in an article in The Outlook for November 28, 1908,
reports', the attendance during the preceding year of 155 Chinese
students at American institutions, on foundations provided by either
the imperial or the provincial governments. Of these all.but about
20 were in institutions of collegiate or university grade.
. A more general setting forth of the opportunities which are already
at hand in this country and those which will undoubtedly be de-
veloped in the immediate future can hardly fail to increase this
tendency of foreign students to come to our seats of learning. The
movement is wholesome and stimulating in a great variety of ways.
I anticipate, accordingly, that the publication here offered will be
but the beginning of a series of similar publications which may serve
to strengthen the spiritual bonds between this nation and the other
nations of the world. ti

Very respectfully, ELMER ELLSWORTH BROWN,

Commicsioner,...



. INTAODI ICTION..

Five weeks' residence in Shanghai and a five weeks' tour in northern
China have recently .given me valuable opportunities of again coming
into touch with the chief educational centers and of investigating the
main fcstures of what is known as the "new learning." My last
visit to China was five years ago, and during this period the con-
servatism which characterized the national education in past centuries
seems to have disappeared. In its place there is what may almost- be
called a " wild craze for western learning pervading all classes of
society.

c To satisfy this growing demand an elaborate national educational
Vsystern has been organized, covering almost every branch of instruc-

tion Mom the elementary to the most advanced. This system is now
being carried out as far as circumstances will permit under the direc-
tion of the central board of education at Peking, with a provincial

and in each Province. The most strenuous endeavors are being?o
nade anigreat sums of money expended to establish new schoolgnd

l

colleges. Almost as much seems to be done by private individuals as
by the Government itself.

From the very outset it was felt that the masses of the people could
be instructed only through the medium of their own language. Hence
the want of competent Chinese teachers and suitable Chinese text-
books has been keenly realized To provide these in sufficient numbers
and of adequate grade, as well asto keep China in touch with the
progress of western civilization, many of the most intelligent young
'men and women have been sent to study abroad. It was found that
these required a thorough Chinese education turbegin with, together_
with good elementary attainments in a foreign language and in some .-'
of the branches of western learninbf before leaving Chilli.

It Was easily seen that such students, entering the universities of
. America' and Europe and graduating after a full course of study,
would be able, on returning to China, to prepare text-books and fill
all important positions in schools and colleges under the boards of
education, while many of them could hold offices in the various
branches of the civil service where a knowledge of sciences and arts
or of international affairs is indispensable. With such pioneers as a
basis it appeared possible to educate the Mole country through the
medium of its owu language in a'comparatively short time.

.,, xi.
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BII INTRODUCTION.

Within the few years that have elipsed since this new educational
movement has commenced, hundreds of promising young men and afew young women have gone from China to Eurppe and America ontied. own account to complete their education. first it was thought
that Japan was able to furftish the desired instruction, and accord-
inglY thousands of students flocked to. Tokyo, only to meet with dis-
appointment. A residence there of a year or two at the cost sufficedto show that since America and Europe have been the sources fromhich Japan has obtained her instruction, it would be preferable for
China also to get her knowledge from those countries at first hand.Hence the tide has now turned in the direction of America andEupope.

For many reasons, which it is not necessary to partArlarize, Amer-ica is the favorite country for Chinese students, notwithstanding the
many drawbacks which have existed in former years, but which havefortunately now been almost entirely removed. Every year is certainto find an increasing' number of young people, the flower of the
eighteen Provinces of China, desirous of wending their way to " thebeautiful country," or to the country of the flowery flag," as they'call the United States. It is for such persons that this bulletin has
been published by the United States Bureau of Education, to' impart
necessary information so as to avoid mistakes or delays.

Furthermore, there is a atrong desire on the part of the Americanpeople tehe on the most friendly terms with their Chinese neighborson the other side of the Pacific. This is shown not only in the recent
relinquishing of the Boxer indeninity money in the hope that it will
be applied to the purposes of western-learning, but also in th© willing-
n.ess expre,sstd by the leading colleges and universities in America toreceive Chinese students on the Most friendly terms and $o aid themin every possible way.

The bulletin has been specially prepared' to show the character ofthe entrance requirements of a number of typical institutions and thespecial facilities, offered to Chinese students 5y certain of higher
educational establishments in the different States. Serving thus as aguide to all prospective student4,.it will enable them without iiffiettlty
to decide beforehand where it will be most suitable and advantageousfor them to proceed and how to.arrange their studft%

Among other organizations that are rendering assistance in thisconnection it may be mentioned that the "Chinese Students' Alli-Ance," through the publications of its various branches, has imparted,.much valuable information and advice, . while the Chinese Young
Men's Christian Association and the Chinese Young Women's Chris-tian Association are now fostering this educational movement inChina as far as circumstances permit. They have endeavored to pro-

.



INTRODUCTION.

vide not only reliable information, but also suitable escorts and ad-
vigers, intloductions to colleges and universities, the arrangements for
finances, and various other matters of importance. Students wishing
to proceed to America on their owcn resources, or with government
assistance, would therefore do well to inquire of the nearest branch
of the Chinese Young Men's Christian Association or Young Women's
Christian Association for whatever information of a more personal
and practical character they may desire, and which the bulletin
necessarily does not attempt to cover.

JOHN FRYER,
Professor .of Oriental Languages and Literature, and Special

Commissioner of Oriental Educational Investigation.,
UniPersity of California.

SHANGHAI, CHINA. N ovember 30, 1908.

t
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ADMISSION OF CHINESE STUDENTS TO AMERICAN
COLLEGES.

THE AMERICAN COLLEGE SYSTEM.

The universities and colleges of the United Statel in their number
and complete Mack of cawdination seem to present at first sight a
very complex phenomenon. In no other country are so many col-
leges to be found, each with a tradition and individuality of its own.
In 310 other country perhaps are there such varied opportunities of
higher education offered. Yet each college and univet-sity stands by
itself, unrelated to any other, and its distinctiveness is maintained
amidst a generous feeling of rivalry. The American student, once
attached to his " Alma Mater," 'becomes her devoted partisan; and
this very partisanship, carried often through life, helps to keep up
the sense of individuality and distinctiveness with which each col-
lege is endowed. Such terms as " Yale man," or " Harvard man," of
little or no meaning to the uninitiated, come to bear u curious import
when the friendly rivalry between the two is understood, a rivalry
which springs from a deep feeling of loyalty and attachment on the
part of a student to his college.

The case may be stated another way by saying that one can' not
adopt an impersonal view toward different American colleges; each
is much more than a mere institution; it is a being with a character
of its. own; and the instruction which each offers is, often enough,
less considered than the spirit which it imparts. Yet this intangible
difference between one college and another must, let us admit, be most
bewildering to a foreigner; and while it is the one characteristic
thing about tile American college system, it is) at the same time, the
one feature mbst difficult to describe.

Certain differences may be accounted for, in part, by diversity of
origin. Some of the largest institutions were created and endowed
by private Citizens of great wealth, as, for example, the University
of Chicago in the city of Chicago, and the Leland Stanford Junior
University, near San Francisco, Cal. Others were founded through
religious denomination4; and with the gradual movement of popula-
tion from the East to the West, institutions of this kind have multi-

70049No. 2-09-1



2 ADMISSION OF CHINESE STUDENTS TO AMERICAN COLLEGES.

plied extensively. Most of these still retain a denominational char-
acter; a few have relaxed their denominational strictness and their
tone inclines to be secular, especially in the older and larger colleges.
A third class of college is distinctly secular in origin; such is the
state university type to be found in the West, the Middle West, and
on the Pacific coast. Supported by state ur public taxation, which
practically does away tuition fees, these institutions are pre-
eminently democratic in tone, and their popular character helps them
to keep closely in touch with popular educational needs, especially
in the fields of professional and technical education. Many of them
have carried technical education and the various branches of applied
science to a high degree of perfection. and their equipment, for such
studies often compares most fiivorably a ith that of older and wealth-
ier institutions.

In general, it may be said that the oldest and largest institutions,
and, with one or two exceptions; the best eqUipped, are to be found
in the Eastern States. In the West and Middle West small denomi-
national colleges are, indeed, very numerous and very well attended,
but here university education is, for the most part, in the hands of
the state universities.

From the confusion which so frequently arises in the minds of
those not used to the American system by the indiscriminate use of
such terms as " university," "college," and " school," it may be use-
ful to explain the different usages to which the terms are put. Adopt-
ing European precedent, education in America was originally or-
ganized as follows: At the top stood the learned professions, 'com-
prising theology, law, and the various branches of medicine. Each
subject was taught by a corps of instructors corporately known as a
faculty. Each separate faculty with its body of students- was termed
sometimes a college, sometimes a school. A student normally pro-
ceeded to one of the three learned professions after three or four
years devoted to liberal culture. The latter, consisting of many
branches, such as literature, philosophy, history, mathematics, and
natural science, had its own corps of instructors organized into a
faculty. To this faculty, commonly known as the faculty of arts,
the term "college" was particularly applied; as, for example, Yale
College or Harvard College. " University " was the term assumed
by an institution which had two or more distinct facultieg, one of
which was the faculty of arts, or the college proper. Thus, for ex-
ample, Harvard University. consisted of Harvard College and the
three " schools " of divinity, law, and medicine. The term." univer-
pity," therefore, implies an aggregate of two or more faculties, and
whenever it is used instruction in one ou more of the learned pro-
fessions islordinarily implied. An institution conanstito one faculty
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only kept the title of college, school, or sometimes institute, as, for
example, Haverford College, Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology, etc.

The normal university course usually consisted .oilifrom three to
four years of study under the faculty of arts, during whi9h period
the student was designated an " undergraduate." At the completion
of this part of his work he became a graduate, with the degree of
bachelor of arts. If, on the one hand, he then chose to continue an
arts course as a gradttre student he knight attain the degree of
master of arts, anti still further, the degree of doctor of philosophy.
If, on.the other hand, he chose to enter one of the learned professions,
he enrolled with one of the other faculties. Until recently, even in
the larger universities, a student might commence the study of one
of the learned professions without the preliminary course in arts;
but the tendency within the past few years has been to bring profes-
sional studies within the category of graduate work ; that is, a full or
partial undergraduate course' in arts is deemed prerequisite.

The development of the various branches of applied science,
especially within the past fifty years, and their introduction as sub-
jects of instruction into the curriculum of colleges have necessitated
a general reorganization and redistribution of undergraduate study.
A more or less strict line of demarcation has Conte to be drawn
between studies in arts proper and studies in applied science. Some
institutions accept this broad general division; thus, the under-
gradt -lc at Harvard University has hitherto been shared be-
tween Harvar liege and the Lawrence Scientific School, a coordi-
nate part of the university. Yale University makes a similar division
of its undergraduate work between the college proper and the Sheffield
Scientific School. But other institutions have carried out this sub-
division and differentiation more minutely. Thus, the University of
California, to take a typical example, divides its undergraduate study
as follows: Ile Colleges of,Letters, Social Sciences, Natural Sciences,
and Commerce; the Collegeoof Agriculture; and the Colleges of
Mechanics, Mining, Civil Engineering, and Chemistry; in all nine
coordinated colleges offering undergraduate Study.

Admission to any college or scientific school offering undergraduate
work is usually gained only after the successful completion of pre-
paratory studies specially designed to fit a student for, college instruc-
tion. The nature of this preparation, and the general standard of

.scholarship expected, Will naturally be of interest to the Chinese
student purposing to come to the United States. These requirements
will be found fully and minutely stated, subject by subject, in the
following-pages, with a special discussion of the provisions milde for
the admission of Chinese students.



4 ADMISSION OF CHINESE STUDENTS TO AMERICAN COLLEGES.,

COLLEGF ENTRA!CUE REQUIREMENTS.

(A) GENERAL REWEMENTS FOR AMERICAN STUDENTS.

Nothing shows more clearly the lack of coordination among Amer-
-ican colleges than the fact that no uniform system of entrance re-
quirements has yet come into force. Quite recently an attempt in
the direction of a uniform' system has been made in the establishment
of a college entrance examination board, which conducts matricula-
tion examinations without reference to any particular college, and
which issues certifictites to successful candidates, which are honored
by some of the leading colleges, in lieu of thelr own examinations.
References to this board will be found below. In general, each college
or -technical school conducts its own entrance examinations, and
maintains its own standard of matriculation. Most American
student's, therefore, arrange their preparatory studies having in view
the specific requirements of some particular college. Thus a student
is stUd to "prepare for Pennsylvania or to " prepare for Michigan."

It has been thought best, in order to make perfectly clear to Chi-
nese students the matriculation standards exacted by American
colleges, to reprint in full the entrance requirements of some of the
larger and better known institutions. A perusal of these will explain
perhaps better than anything 'else the exact scope of preparatory
study which college instruction implies. The list has been chosen
partly because it includes colleges at which Chinese students are
already in attendance in fairly large numbers, and partly because the
colleges themselves may be regarded as typical of certain general
broad divisions of the country. The data in each case are taken
from'the Nest- authoritative statement which the institution in ques-
tion has issued.°

(1) IIARVARI) u*nrERs1r1.6
HARVARD COLLEGE.

ADNISSION.

A student wh wishes to enter Harvard College nsia candidate for a degree
must ordinarily p examinations fbr admission, either those of the university
or ;bow of the liege entrance examination board; but If he comes from

Certain changes have been made in the entrance requirement. of some of the institu-
tions selected stnce the preparation of this bulletinrwas completed, and further changes
may be expected to be made from time to time. It will- accordingly be understood that
the requirements here given are designed to be tyylcaf of existing conditions, and can not
be depended upon as representing the actual requirements in any Individual cat, though
more or less closely approximating hem. Students preparing for any-particular Insti-
tution shonld'therefqre procureits latest schedule of requirements before committing
themselves to any lint of study.Entroa.

!Froth the HarVard VolVersity Catalogue, 1907 -8, int 462-492.
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another college or scientific school, he may he admitted without examination.
special students alsothat is. students not members of a college classmay
be admitted without examination.

GENERAL. REGULATIONS.

HeyiNtration for era M ina IMMCamilda RIR for admission by examination are
required to register for eXa Mination on blank forms, which may be obtained
front the secretary. In order to facilitate preparations for the proper ('(induct
of examinations. It is desired that candidates register as earlyt possible.
Candidates who wish to be examined in June should register by Jt 10; those
who wish to be examined in September. by SepiendIPC 10.

remEach registration for examination must be aksompanied hy an ex-
amination fee of $5. This fee can not be accepted in advance of registration.
It must be sent; with the registration blank, by check. post-office order, or
registered letter to Claties F. Mason, bursar, Dane Hall, Cambridge, yass.

Itirision of eraminatimis.A candidate may, with the approval of his school,
divide his examinations among several examination periods.

Cerfifieates.Th university does not accept certifie s of secondary schools
in ',Mee of entrance examinations. The testimony of metiers is, however.
highly valued and Is given special consideration in all tses In which the evi-
dence of examinations appears inconclusive. Ott- eeipt of each applica-
tion for admission a blank form will be sent to the head master of the school,
requesting the' candidate's reword and any facts about his character and scholar-
ship which will be helpful to the committee on admission.

Certificates for preliminary exarninati(ms.A preliminary examination is an
examination taken at any period (June or September) antecedent to the final
examinfit in at which the candidate completes his admission record. If a candi-
date divh s his examinations among several periods. those of every period
except last are preliminary. At each registration for preliminary examina-
tions the candidate must present a certificate trots his school or tutor naming
the subjects in which he is recommended. A candidate passing preliminary
examinations will be credited only with those subjects in which he is recom-
mended.

Certificates of honorable dismissal.Every candidate for admission is re-
quired to furnish a certificate of honorable disnlissal fivm- the school or college
he has attended or from the tutor with Whom he has studied. If a candidate
has within a year left one school for another, or for a private tutor, any certifi-
cate received from the second school or private to or must be accompanied by
the written consent of the principal of the first school.

Good English.Clear and idiomatic English is expected In all examination
papers and notebooks written by candidates for admission. Teachers are re
quested to Insist on good English, not only in translations, but In every exer
ciao in which the pupil has occasion to write or to speak English.

Laboratory etaminations.A candidate who is examined In any study In
which a laboratory examination Is held' will hand In his laboratory notebook at
the hour of the laboratory examination. Laboratory notebooks will be deposited,
after examination, in the college office, where they will be kept for one year,
subject to the order of the owners.

A candidate examined In June at any place where a laboratory examination
is not provided will be required to take such an examination in Cambridge
lu-the autumn of the year in which he enters college; but If be passes the writ-

/
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ten examination In June, the subject will be temporarily counted in his favor In
determining the question of his admission to college.

Examination paper& A set ofrecent eiantinatiou papers will he sent free
to any address,. on application to the publication agent of the university. No. 2
University Hall. Separate papers may be had in quantities of not less than six
copies of any one paper (not one each of Rix different papers) at 10 cents a
dozen.

STUDIES IN WHICH EXAMINATIONS ARE IffoELD.

Examinations for admission to Harvard College will be held In tin studies
contained in the following list and In accordance with the requirements In
each study therein defined. For the terms of admission, see pages 204A.

1. Emmett.

A eaaidate for admission to Harvard College may Ake either of the exam-
inations described below. If he passes English A he is exempt from the
prescribed English of the freshman yeal. (Vriglish A ) ; but if he pusses it with
Grade frets required to take before the end of his second year a half course
in Englis composition in addition tp his regular elective courses: furthIwmore,
on thl evidence of his elainimaion book, he may be credited with an ungraded
murk of "pasts" in elementary English, but required to take the , rescribed
English of the freshman year.

sLentsarraaT ENGLISH.

The examination will test, by means of short compositions, the candidate's
spelling, punctuation, use of capital letters. grammatical accuracy, use of
words, structure of sentences and of paragraphs, and In general the quality
of his English. He is also expected to have a knowledge of 'Rood literature at
least equal to that prescribed by the requirements in English adopted by the
commission of colleges in NewsEngland.

, These requirements include two lists of books, all of which the candidate Is
expected to read. Ileshould read them as he reads other hooks; he is
expected not tp know them minutely, but to have freshly in mind their most
important parts. In connection with the reading and study of the prescribed
books he should read other books its parallel or subsidiary reading, and should
commit to memory a considerable amount of English poetry.

lipe Woks /or reading In 1908 are
Shakespeare's Macbeth and Merchant of Venice; Till% Sir Roger de Coverley

Papers In the Spectator; Irving's Life of Goldsmith; Coleridge'e A lent Mart-
der ; Scott's Ivanhoe and Lady of the Lake; Tennyson's Gareth a d Lynette,
Lancelot and 'Elaine, and Passing of Arthur ; Lowell's Vision of r Launfal;
George Ellot's Silas ?darner. .

The books for study in 1908 are "
'. Shakespeare's Julius' Omer ; Miltbn's L'Allegro, Ti Fenseroso, Comus, and

. Lycidas; Burke's Speech on Conciliation with America ; Macaulay'r ,Essays on
.. ...:.Addison and Life of Johnson.

The books for reading in 1909 are
Group I (two to be selected).

k,
Shakespeare's As ton Like It, Henry V, Julius Caesar, Merchant of Venice.

Twelfth Night.
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Group II (one to l)e selected).
Bac(m's Essays: Bunyan's Pilgrim's Progress, Part 1 ; NIFhe Sir Roger de

Cvoerley Papers in the Spectator; Franklin's Autobiography.
Group III (o.to be selected).
Chaucer's Prologue; Spenser's Faerie Queens (selections) ; Pope's Rape of

the Lock; Goldsmith's Deserted Village; Paigrave's Golden Treasury (First
Series). Books II and III. with especial atteution to Dryden, Collins, Gray,
Coomsor, and Burns.

Group IV (two to be Selected 1.

liOldS1111ilfS Vicar of Wakeileld: Scott's Ivanhoe; Scott's Quentin Durward;
Hawthorne's Hollow of the Seven Gables; Thackeray's Henry Esmond; Mrs.
Gaskell's Cranford; Dickens's Tule of Two C114.(8;-George Silas Marner;
Illackmore's Lorna Doone.

Group V (two to be selected).
Irving's Sketch Book ; Lamb's Essays of Ella ; Quincey's Joan of Arc and

English Mail Coach; Carlyie's Heroes and hero Worship; Emerson's Essays
(selected); ItuskIn's Sesame and Hiles,

Group VI (two to be selected).
Colerldge's Ancient Mariner ; Scott's Lady l)f the Lake; Byron's Mazeppa and

Prisoner of Chilton; Paigrave's Golden Treasury (First Series), Book IV, with
especial attention to Wordsworth, Keats, and Shelley; Macanlay's Lays of
Ancient Rome; I'ce's Poems; I ,owel l's Vision of S Launfal; Arnold's Sohrab
and Itustuno; Longfelhor's Courtship of Miles Stand I; Tennyson's Gareth and
Lynette, Lancebot and Elaine, and Passing of Arthur; Browning's Cavalier
Tunes, Li)st Leader, Ilow They Brought the 010(1 News from Ghent to Aix,

Evelyn hope. Homo Thoughts from Abroad, Home Thoughts from the Sea,
Incident of the French Camp, The Boy and the Angel, One rd. More. Herv6

PheidIppides.
The books for study fill 909 are--
Shakespeare's Macbeth; Niilton's Lychlas. Comm s, L'Allegro. and It Penseroso;

Burke 's Speech fun Conciliation with America, (or Washington's Farewell Ad-
dress and Webster's First Bunker Hill Oration; Macaulay's Life of Johnson,
or Curlyle's Essay on Burns.

Iwo Liss A.
"Ng.

The examinatipn will be klapted to the proficiency of those who have studied
English composition and literature In at systematic course of three school hours
or periods at week for four years. and will consist of questions in rbetoric,a ques-
lions In itterar3, history from the time of Shakespeare, aunt compositions based
ion the following works:

I'algrave: MiltonContintaxi.
Golden Treasury ( First Series). Couts.

Shakespeare :* Bunyan:
Julius Ciesar, The Pilgrim's Progress, or
The Merchant of Venice, Defoe:
Macbeth, Robinson Crime.
Twelfth Night, or As You Like It, Dryden:King Lear, or Hamlet.

Alexander's Feast,
Milton: To the Memory of Mr. Oldham,

L'Allegro,, Upon the Death of the Earl of
II Penseroso, Dundee.
A. a. Hill's Principles of Rhetoric Is used for the eorrespondlpg study In Harvard

College, and Is recommended for use In preparation for this elimination.
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Swift :
The Voyage to LBW.

Addison and Steele:
The Sir Roger de Coverley Papers.

Pope:
Epistle to Arbuthnot.

Goldsmith :
_The Vicar of Wakefield,
The Deserted Village.

Scott :
The Lady o( the Lake,
Ivanhoe,
Quentin Durward.

Macaulay :
Life of Johnson,
Lays of Ancient Rome.

Byron:
Mazeppa,
The Prisone,yr-Of Chillon.

Irving:
The Legend of Sleepy Hollow,
Rip Van Winkle.
Tales of a Traveler.

Thackeray :
Henry Esmond.

Dickens: -
A Tale of Two Cities. or David

Coppertield.

BroWnIng: Selections; for example.
Ca valler Tunes,
The Lost leader,
How They Brought the Hood News

from Obent to Aix,
Evelyn Hope, .
HOW(' Thoughts from Abroad.
Home Thoughts from the Sett,
Incident of the Wrench Clump,
The. Boy and the Angel, .

'(sne Word More,
Vervd

Tennyson: Selections; for example,
Enid,
Elaine,
The Passim: of Arthur,
The Lady of Sim lott,
The Lotus Eaters,
Ulysses,
Tit bonus,

Revenge.
Franklin:

Autobiography.
Hawthorne :

The Mouse of the Seven Gables,
Longfellow :

Titles of a Wayside inn.
I :

The Vision of Rir ynfal.
The candidate Is expected to read all the books prescribed' lie should read them as

he reads other books, not trying to remember them to detail, but regarding each work
as a whole and giving It such appreciation as shrill enable him to write about It intern
gently. In every case the examiner will regard knowledge of the books)as less Important
than 'ability to write English If the examination book hi English affords inattflIcient

R evidence, he wilt examine the written work of the candidate In other subjects.
No candidate will be accepted In English whose work is seriously faulty In spelling,

grammar, punctuation, or division Into paragraphs.
Throughout the course frequent short' composition should he required an well as

occasional long ones. Topics should be chosen by the pupil himself whenever that Is
possible; and the topics assigned by the Instrugtor should be within the range of the

m should Pre constant ccount
pupil's knowledge and sympathies, void should lie such

thorough; It should take nuch

as to awaken interest and stimu-
late Intelligence. Criticismerits

as well as of faults, and should never interfere with the honest expression fg-
opinion or with the tree play of individuality In thought and expression. Mechanical.
methods of ever, kind should be avoided; and attention should be fixed on principles
rather than rules.

As to the right way of studying rhetoric, attention Is called to the following extract
from the Report of the Vassar Conference ;'

"Though It Is clear that the power to write a language can be obtained only by un-
remitting practice, yet. In the opinion of the confereince, such practice may properly be
accompanied and illestrsted by a course In elementary rhetoric. This course Should
include not only the principles of clearness, force, and good taste. but the principles of
the arrangement of clauses In the sentence and of sentences In the paragraph.

Tteacher should bear In mind that any body of written English, of whatever lenkth. Is au
Organic unit, with principles that apply as well to the arrangement of the minor elements
as to the grouping of the larger divisions of essay or book. Especial care should be
taken that rhetoric is nolotudied by Itself or for its own sake. its connection with
the pupil's tnal writte or spoken exercises should be kept constantly in view."

In conn len with the prescribed books, parallel or subsidiary reading ishould be
eneouraged, a d a considerable amount of EngIM poetry committed to memory.

Report of e Committee of Ten, p. 85, sec. 8.
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2, 3: GREEK.

2. ZLZICENTART GSM.

The examination will be adapted to the piofielerrey of those who hall
studied Greek In a systematic course of tire exercises a week, extending through
at least two school years. The two parts of the examination can not be taken
SITU lately :

(a) The translation at sight of simple Attic prose. . (Tile passages set for
translation must Is' rendered Into simple scud relionat)lc Ear ish.!

h) .\ thorough examination on a preseribeelf port bm of Xenophon (about
Ar. ^u tagett a), directed to testing the candidate's mastery of the ordinary forms,

coin:tractions, and idioms of the language: the test to consist, In part, of
eriting simple Attie prose, involving tine use of such words, constructions, and
idioms only as occur in the portion of Xenoplit prescribes'.

The portion Xenophon prescribed fur this examInntIon is the first hook
if the Anoints's. chapters Twu years' uutiee will be given of any change
In the' selection.

3. ADVANOZD GREEK.

The esmentination will be adapted to'the profielency of time who hare studied
Greek In a systematic' course alive exereisete N week, extending through at
least ther svhool years. The seeon,d part of the examination (Greek Composi-
tion) is optional, but candidates are milli:4.mi to try this part of the paper, since
a fair translation wi11 offset deficiencies in the preceding part.

(a) The translation at sight of Attic prose nal' of Homer, with questions
designed to test the candidate's understanding of the passages set, and questions
(de ordinary forms. constructions, and Idioms, and out prosody. There will also

questienes on the Homeric 'seems alit' Homeric life. (The passages set for
translation must be rendered' into simple and Idiomatic English.)

I b) The translation IMO Attic prose of a short passage of connected Faiglish
narrative. (The passage set for translation will he bused on some portion of
the Greek prose works usually read In preparation for college, and will be
limited to the subjetmafter of those works.)

The estimate f.the periods of study necessary to prepare for the elementary and
advnced exam) norm in Greek is based on the assu ption that the candidate has begun
the study of La In at haat a year earlier, and has ontinued It along with his Greek
course; otherwis, the periods speclfled would not he RU lent.

In preparation r the elementary examination in Greek, candidates should read from
130 to 170 pages° of Attic prose. For the advanced examination candidates should rend
from 30 to 50 paps more of Attic prone, and from 3.000 to 5.000 verses of Homer. The
reading of Homer may lie advantageously begun with a thorough'study of Iliad, Hooks
and Ii (to the catalogue of ship.).

The pupils should be constantly guided in proper methods of reading, and trained to
read the Greek intelligently. as Greek, before undertaking ,to render. it into idiomatic
English. There should' be constant practice lu reading kloud, with due etpression, and
In hearing the language read. in connectieln with the reading, to Insure thoroughness ,
and accuracy In the pupil's understanding of the language, the study of grammar, with
some practice In writing Greek, should be maintained throughout the course. There
should also be frequent written translations Into idiomatic English.

To prepare. for the examination In Greek Composition, pupils should be trained, from
an early stage of the preparatory course, to render into Greek not merely detached servals
tenses, illustrative of constructions, but also passages of connected narrative or description,
prepared by the teacher on the hails of the prose authors read.

The pages of the more reoent Teubher text editions are taken as a standard In this
statement.

ft

ka
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4, 5. LATIN.

4. ELTICENTABY LATIN.

The examination will be adapted to the proficiency of those who 'lave studied
Latin in a systematic course of five lessons a week, extending through at least
three school years. The passages set for translation must be rendered into sim-
ple and idiomatic English. The three parts of the examination can not be taken
separately

(a) The translation at sight of simple Latin prose.
(b) An exaibinutIon (which may include translation) on the first four books

of Virgil's Aeueld. or on selected myths from Ovid's Metamorphoses, or on
selected speeches of Cicero, with questions on the subject-matter and on literary
and historical allusions. Two years' notice will be given of any change in these
alternative requirements.

(c) An examination directed to testing the candidate's mastery of the ordi-
nary forma, constructions, and idioms of the language; the test to consist, in
part, of writing simple Latin prose.

6. ADVANCED LATIN

The examination will be adapted to the proficiency of those who have studied
Latin in a systematic course of five lessons a week, extending through at beset
Jour school years. The passages set for translation must be rendered into sim-
ple and idiomatic English. The two parts of the examination can not be taken
separately:

(a). The translation at sight of Latin prose and verse, with questions on ordi-
nary forms, conetructithis, and idioms, and on prosody.

(b) The translation into Latin prose of a short passage of connected English
narrative. (The passage set for translation wilt be based on some poillon of
the Latin prose works Usually rend in preparation for college, and will be limited
to the subject-matter of those works.)

-

The estimate of the periods of study necessary to prepare for the examinations In Latin
L made with reference to schools which have aefour years' course. Schools which have a
five- years' course may more advantageously provide for beginning the study of Latin
to the drat year, with some diminution, If necessary, of the time devoted to It In the
last years of the course.

The course of reading pursuectln preparation for the examinations in Latin should
include

(a) Easy reading, included In or following a suitable Introductory book (Latin Les-
sons), amounting to from 90 to 40 'pages;

(6) Nepos (Lives) and Cesar (Gallic War)" 90 to 120 pages;
(c) Cicero, 90 to 120 pages, including the speech on the Manillan Law, the four

speeches against Catiline, the Defense of Archlas, and the Defense of Marcelius, with
additIonal-speeches selected by the teacher:

(d) -Virgil and Ovid. 6,000 to 10,000 verses, including the first six bookreof theAeheld.
Pieparatlon for the elementary examination alone should include (a) and (6), about 40

pages of Cicero, and eitbei the first four books of Virgil's Aeneld, or the speeches of
Cicero on the Mannian Law, Catiline, Archiaa, and Marceline, or the following myths
from Ovid's Metamorphoses: Deucalion, Daphne, Phaethon.'Cadmus, Pyramus, 'Andro-
meda, Proserpina. Niobe, Medea, Meleager, Philemon, irtaWita, Midas, Alcyone, Galatea.

The pupil should be constantly guided in proper metlMs of reading, and trained tq
read the Latin intelligently, as Latin.-before undertaking to render it. Into idiomatic
Ettglish. There should be constant practice in reading aloud, with due expression, and
in hearing the language read. In connection with the reading, to insure thoroughness
and accuracy in the pupil's understanding ofthe language, the study of grammar, with
some practice In writing Latin, should be maintained throtilhout° the course. There'l-

..
should also be frequent written translations into idiomatic English. ,

nee foots e, p.
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To prepare for the advanced examination In Latin composition, pupils should be trained,
from an early stage of the preparatory course, to render into Latin not merely detached
sentences, Illustrative of anstructions, but also passages of connected narrative or
description, prepared by the teacher on the basis of the prose authors read.

6, 7. GERMAN.

6. MIXMIENTABY GEDLIGLN

(a) The translation at sight of simple German prose. The passages set
for translation must be rendered into simple and idiomatic English.)

;111) The translation Into German of simple English sentences, or of easy
connected prose, to test the candidate's familiarity with elementary grammar.

The passages set for translation into English will be suited to the proficiency of candi-
dates who have read not less than 200 pages of easy German (including reading at Right
In class).

Grammar should be studied concurrently with the reading as an indispensable means
of Insuring thoroughness and accuracy In the u:1derstanding of the language. The re-
quirement In eleragetary grammar Included the conjugation of the weak and the more
usual strong verbs: the declension of articles, adjectives, pronouns, and such nouns as
are readily classined; the commoner prepositions; the simpler uses of the modal auxil-
iaries; the elements of syntax, especially the rules governing the order of words.

Pronunciation should be carefully taught, and the pupils should have frequent oppor-
tunities to hear German spoken or read aloud. The writing of German from dictation Is
recommended as a useful exercise.

7. ADVANCED GERMAN..

(a) The translation Ft sight of ordinary German. (The passages set for
translation must be rendered Into simple and Idiomatic English.)

(b) The translation into German of a connected passlige of English prose,
to test the candidate's familiarity with grammar. Proficiency in grammar may
also be tested by direct questions.

The' passages set for translation into English will be suited to the proficiency of th
who have read, in addition to the amount specified under. elementary German, not leas
than 500 pages of classical and contemporary prose and verse- It is recommended that the
reading be selected from such works as the following: Mehl, Cultursteschichtliche
Norelien: Freytag, Bader ass der deutsche,. Ternangrnheit, Die Journalistes; Kohl-
much, Das Jahr 1813; Schiller. Der dreissiggilirlye Ereiy, Wilhelm Tell, Maria Stuart,
Dichtngfrau con Orleans ; Glithe. Hermann and Dorothea, Egmont, 1phigenie;, Leasing,
Hisao eon HarnIrclm. About nne-half ,of the amount Had should be nineteenth century

. . .

In the translation into German, candidates will be expected to show a thorough
knowledge of accidence. the elements of word formation, the principal uses of prepo-
sitions and conjunctions, and the essentials ot'Syntax, especially the .uses of the modal
anxiliaries,_and of the subjunctive and infinitive modes.

It is recommended 'that the candidate be trained to follow a reettalloo conducted In
German and to answer In that language questions asked by the Instructor. .

1
8, 9. FRENCH.

..;
8, BABY 7RMINCIEL

(a) The transtelEon at sight of otrdinary nineteenth century prose. (The
passages set for translation must be. rendered into simple and idipmatic
English.) . .

(b) The translation into French of simple English sentences 'or of easy
ty

con-
nected

in.giammar may also be tested by direct questions, based on *he pas-' -'

nected prose, to test the candidate's familiari with -elementary graunna ..
Proficiency
sages set for translation under (a).

The passages set for translation into English will be united to the proficiency of
candidates who have read not less than 400 pages (Including reading at sight In class)
from the works of at least three different authors. It 1? desirable that a portion of the
reading should be from works other than works d deice

.t . *.`
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Grammar should be studied concurrently with the reading as an indispensable means
of Insuring thorodghness and ,accuracy in the understanding of the language. The
requirement In elementary grammar Includes the conjugations of regular verbs, of the
more frequent irregular verbs, each as alter, enroyer, fence, pouroir, Ton., Toulon-, dire,
sarolr, faire, and those belonging to the classes represented by ourrir, dormir, connofeer,
conduire, and craindret; the forms and positions of personal pronouns and of possessive. ,.wail
demonstrative, and interrogative adjectives; the inflection of nouns and adjectives for
gender and number, except rare cases ; the uses of articles, and the partitive con
struct ions.

Pronunciation should be carefully taught, and pupils should have frequent oppor
Utilities to bear French spoken or read aloud. The writing of French from dictation
is recommended as a useful exercise.

9 ADVANCED FICHNCH.

(a) The translation at sight of standard French. (The passages set for
translation must be rendered into simple and idiomatic English.)

(b) The translation into French of a'connected passage of English prose,
to test the candidate's familiarity with grammar. Proficiency in grammar
may also be tested by direct questions.

The pa.sages set for translation into English will be suited to the proficiency of can-
didates who have read, in addition to the amount specified under Elementary' French.
not less than 600 pages of prose and verse from the writings of at least four standard
authors. A considerable part of the amount read should be carefully translattd Into
Idiomatic English.

Candidates hpected to show a thorough knowledge of accidence and famil
larity with the essentials of French syntax, especially the uses of tenses, modes, prepo-
sitions, afid conjunctions.

It Is recommended that the candidate be trained to follow a recitation conducted In
French and to answer In that language questions asked by the Instructor.

10, 11. Iitf3ToRT (iliciAnnito HISTORICAL GEOGRAPHY).

10. RLRBEICNTARY HISTORY.

Either of the two following groups, each Including two, fields of historical
study :

1. Greek and Roman History. (a) Greek history to the death of Alex-
ander, with due reference to Greek life, literature, and art. '(b) Roman history
to the accession of Commodus, with due reference to literature and government.

2. English and American Mew-v.-0) English history, with due ,reference-
to social add political develqpment. (I) American history, with the elements
of civil government.

For preparation in each of .the two historical fields presented. a course of study
equivalent to at least three lessons a week for

examination
year will be necessary.

The candidate will be expected to show on examination such general knowledge of
each-field as may be acquired from the study of an accurate text-book of not less than
300 pages, supplemented by suitable parallel readings amounting to not less than 500
pages. The examination will call for comparison of historical characters, periods, and
events, and in general for the exercise of Judgment as well as of memory. Geographical
knowledge will be tested by means of an outline map.

In the Judgment of the department of history it Is desirable that Greek and Roman
history be offered as a part of the preparation of every candidate.

11. ADV.A.NORD HISTORY.

Any one of the three courses of study which .follow :
1. Greek history to the destruction of Corinth and Roman history toySe

death of Constantine (open to those candidates only who have offered English
and American history as an elementary study).

?. English history and American history (open to those candidates only who
have offered Greek and Roman histpr.1 as an elementary study).

8. European history from the dernianic conquests to the beginning of
seventeenth century,

j
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Candidates may obtain credit for advanced history (2 points) by passing any
one of these three examinations, if they take or have taken elementary Greek
and Roman history.

In every case the candidate will Is expected to show on examination such an acquaint-
ance with the whole fle.1 as may be gained from the etudfy of good teil-booker together
with substantial parallel readings, and, further, such a detailed knowledge of some part
of the field as may be gained from suitable topical study. A higher standard of acquire-
ment and of power to combine results will be expected than In the elementary requirement.

As further evidence of the candidate's proficiency satisfactory written work, done at
school and certified by the teacher, must be submitted at the time of the examination.
It must be presented In the form of a notebook for bound collection of 'rotes), contain-
ing not less than 50 written pages on each historical field offered, and must show practice
In some of the following exercises t

(a) Jiotes and digests of the pupil's reading outside of the text-books.
(b) Brief written testa requiring the application to new questions of knowledge pre-

viously acquired.
(c) Parallels between historical characters or periods.
Id) Short studies of topics limited in scope, prepared outside of the class room and

Illustrated ')y some reference to contemporary material.
tm Historical maps or charts showing exploitations, migrations, conquests, territorial

changes, or social conditions.

12,13. Music.

12. HAILMNOT

The examination will be adapted to the proticlemcy of those who have studied
harmony in a systematic course of three lessons a week through one school
year, who are proficient In pianoforte playing, and who have. the ability to
read chorals and mNlerntely easy piano pieces at sight. Theexamination will
test

I. The accuracy of the candidate's knowledge of the following whits:
((I)' Notation; clefs; signatures; diatonic and chromatic intervals and their

Inversions; consonance and dissonance; major NM minor diatonic scales:
chromatic scale; 'natural harmonic series.

(GI) Triads of the major and minor modes.
ic) Pules of chord connection; range of voices; open and close harmony ;

tonality.
(d) Inversions of. triads; principles of doubling voices in chords, especially

in successive sixth chords.
(c) Chords of the dominant seventh :and diminished seventh; preparation

and resolution.
(f) Secondary_ seventh chords.
(j)) Principles of key relationship; simple modulation.
II. His analytical knowledge of ninth chordsvaltered chords (including aug-

mented chords), noaharmonic tones, stispenstAa, and pedal point. (Students
should be encouraged to apply this knowledge In their harmonization.)

Preparation for this examination should consist of systematic practice in the har-
monization of simple melodies is soprano and In hoes. All exercises should be written
in a clear and well-formed notation. -Modern Harmony, by roots and Spalding, is used
in the college course corresponding to this requirement, and is recommended for use in
preparation for the examination.

OOMMISPOlirr.

The examination will be adapted to the proficiency of those iTlio have studied
counterpoint in a systematic course of three lessons-a week through one school
year, and presupposes training in pianoforte playing. As counterpoint applies
the principles of harmony to the melodious treatment of the several voice parts
In combination, and as the art of musical composition begins properly with this
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study, the work should consist principally of written exercises on given themes,
in the following order :

Chorale and melodies harmonized, with a free use of passing notes; the sev-
eral orders of counterpoint in two, three, and four voices, with and without
cantor //risme; double counterpoint ; free imitative counterpoint analysis of the
two-part inventions and fugues of Sebastian Bach; simple forms of free com-
position, organ preludes, two-part Inventions, and part songs.

Students should use as models simple organ compositions and part songs of
modern composers. For the exercises in counterpoint the alto and tenor clefs
should be used.

14-17. 'TATHEMATICS.

A thorough practical acquaintance with ordinary arithmetic is assumed as underlyingall preparation in mathematics. Knowledge of the fundamental principles of arithmeticand careful training in accurate computation with whole nuthhers and with vulgar anddecimal fractions form an essential part of early school work. Btyt the pupil's timeshould not be wasted In the solution by arithmetic of puzzling problems which properly
belong to algebra, or In complicated and useless reductions, or In the details of cornmerclot arithmetic. It is desirable that some familiarity with algebraic expressions andsymbols, including the methods of solving simple equations, be acquired in connectionwith the course in arithmetic.

ELEBIENTA34Y IL&TIECKMATIC8.

14. Elementary Algebra.Xlgebra through Quadratic Equations.
The requirement in algebra Includes the following subjects,: Factors, common divisor.

and multiples, fractions. ratios, and proportions ;4 negative quantities and, the Interpretstion of negative results ; the doctrine of exponents; radicals and equations Involvingradicals; the binomial theorem for positive integral powers of the binomial, and theextraction of roots,, arithmetical and geometrical progressions; putting questions Intoequations and the reduction of uations; the ordinary methods of elimination and the
solution of both numerical and eral equations of the first and second degrees with oneor more unknown quantities and of problems leading to such equations.

The student should cover'carefully the whole ground here specified, and should acquire
a thorough understanding not only of the practice, but of the reasons involved in the
elementary algebraic rules; for example, in the rules of multiplication, of signs, andof exponents, In the rules for fractions, and in those relating to the reduction and solu
tion of equations. He should train himself to practical skill by the solution of a large
number of examples, and should learn to do his work with reasonable quickness, as wellas with confidence, accuracy, and clearness. The solution of fairly complicated literal
quadratics, the various methods of elimination for equations of the first two degrees, the
putting of problems In a neat manner Into equations, and the working of the various
algebraic operations both for integral and fractional expressions may be mentioned asimportant subjects of attention. The student should be taught to arrange his work in
a -clear, orderly, end compact fashion.

The time supposed to be devoted to the systematic study of the requirement in algebra
is the equivalent of a course of three lessons a week through two school years.

15, Geometry.Plane and solid geometry, including problems in mensuration
of plane and solid figures, i,nd original propositiOns In plane geometry.

Geometric education should begin In the kindergarten or primary school, where thechild should acquire familiarity through the senses with simple geometric forms, by
inspecting, drawing, modeling, and measuring them, and noting their more obvious relitions. This study should be followed In the grammar school by systematic Instruction
In concrete (or observational) geometry, of which geometric drawing should form a part.
Such lostruction should inclnde the main facts of plane and solid geometry, treated asmatters of observation, and not as exercises In logical deduction, without, however,
necessaray excluding the beginnings of,deductIve proof as soon as the pupil Is readyfor them. Concrete geometry is believed to have important educational value, and to
prepare an excellent foundation for the later study of formal geometry. It belongs,
however, to the earlier stages of school work, and should not be postponed until the
time that belongs to direct preparation for college or the scientific school.

In teething formal geometry, stress should be laid from the outset on accurs0 of
statement and elegance of form, as well as on clear and strict reasoning. As soon as
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the pupil has begun to acquire the art of rigorous demonstration his work should cease
to be merely receptive ; be should be trained to devise constructions and dethonstrations
for himself, and this training should be carried through the whole of the work In plane
geometry. Teachers are advised, In they aelectioh of a text-book, to choose one hav-
ing a clear tendency to call out the pupil's own powers of thought, prevent the forma-
tion of mechanical habits of study, and encourage the concentration of mind which it
Is a part of the discipline of mathematical study to foster. The subject of geometry,
not a particular treatise, Is what the pupil should be set to learn ; and Its simpler methods
and conceptions should be made a part of his habitual and instinctive thought. Lastly,
the pupil should be stimulated to good work by interest in the study felt and exhibited
by the teacher.

The requirement in geometry embraces the following topics : The general properties
of plane rectilinear figures; the circle and the measure of angles; similar polygons;
areas ; regular polygons, and the measure of the circle; Vie relations of planes and lines
In space; the properties and measure of prisms, pyramids, cylinders, and cones; the
sphere and the spherical triangle. The propositions required under these several heads
are those only which are contained in the older treatises, and which are recognized as
constituting the elements of geometry. The examination does not include the additions
Introduced Into some recent text-books, although most of those additions are In them-
selves valuable for the student who has time and taste r extra study in this field. A
syllabus of the required propositions has been prepare his syllabus may be obtained,
price 10 cents, at the Publication Office, 2 University Hall, Cambridge.)

The examination in geometry also includes original propositions In plane geometry.
based on the propositions named to the syllabus, and problems In menstitation In both I
plane and solid geometry: but excellence in bookwork and in exercises immediately
illustrating bookwork will be allowed to offset In part any lack of skill In original work.

The time which It Is recommended to assign to the systematic study of the require-
ment In formal geometry is the equivalent of a course of live lessons a week for one
school year, but it Is believed to be advisable to extend this allowance of time over tilo
years.

1,5a. Plane pew/lett-v.The requirement in plane geometry is stated on pages
1 to 14 of the syllabus mentioned labove.

ADVANCIXD DIATIERZILATIOS:

15b. Solid geometry.Chnurenet's Geometry, revised and abridged (fhila-
"Iti: J. B. Lippincott & Co.), Books VI, VII, VIII, and IX, will serve to
indicate the nature and amount of the requirement in solid geometry.

11. Logarithms and trigonometry.The theory of logarithms and the use of
logarithmic tables. Plane trigonometry. The solution of the right spherical`
triangle. Applications to simple problems,

No technical knowledge of the subjects of surveying and navigation, such, for
Instance, as the methods of parallel ot_middle latitude sailing, will be required, but such
terms as latitude, longitude. angle of elevation er depression, bearing, etC., should be
understood. At the examination, candidates are furnished with four-place,tables belong-
ing to the university, and are not allowed to use their own tables. Two sets of tables
will be provided : (1) The regular nexagealmal tables ; (2) a set of tables in which the
degree is divided into tenths and hundredths Instead of Into minutes and seconds, The
questions will be so worded that the candidate may use, with equal facility, whichever
set of tables he prefers. The talles provided abe distributed before the hour of exam-
ination, so that candidates may have at least sM hour for becoming acquainted with
their arrangement and use. Teachers who wish a still earlier opportunity of seeing
these tables should write t)) the secretary.

17. Advanced algebra. The requirement in advanced algebra Includes the
following subjects:

(a) Simultaneous quadratics apd equations solved like quadratics; properties of
quadratic equations; addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division of complex quan-
tities; Inequalities; variations ; arithmetical and geometrical progressions ; mathematical
induction; simple problems in choice and chance; continued fractions; scales of
notation.

Special reprints from pp. 2-5, 8-15 of J. M. PeIrce's "Four-Place Tables" (Ginn
& Co., Boston). not obtainable separately.

" Four-Place Tables," abridged edition, compiled by IA V. Huntington (for mils bythe Harvard Cotiperative Society).
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(b) Determinants, not Including the multiplication theorem ; simple applications of
determinants to linear equations; the solution of nUmerical equations of higher degree,
and so much of the theory of equations (fit Including multiple roots or Sturm's theorem)
as to necessary for this purpose.

The topics Included under (a) may be treated briefly. About half the time devoted
to the requirements should be spent on the topics included under (b).

l$-24. SciaNti:.°

ELEICKISTARY PHYSICAL SCHINCH.

IR. Elementary phytties.A c;,,,rse of study dealing with the leading elemen-
tary facts aud principles of physics, with quantative laboratory work Ify the
pupil.

The Instruction given In this course should include qualitative lecture-room extoll.
merits, and should direct especial attention to the illustrations and applications of
physical laws to be found In everyday life. The candidate is required to pass a
writtee examination. the main object of which will be to determine how much be bas
profited by such Instruction. This examination may include numerical/ problems. If
will contain more questions than any one candidate is expected to answer, in order to
make allowance for a considerable diversity of Instruction In different schools.

The pupil's laboratory work should give practice in the observation and expinnetion
of physical phenomena. some familiarity with methods of measurement and some train-
ing of the band and the eye in the direction of precision and skill. It should also I.,
regarded as a means of fixing in the mind of the pupil a considernble variety of facts and
prbrciples. The candidate is required to pass a laboratory examination, the main object
of which will be to determine how much he has profited by such a laboratory course.

The candidate must name as the basis for his laboratory examination at' least thirty.
file exercises selected from a list of about sixty described in a publication issued by the
university under the title " Descriptive List of Elementary exercises In Physics."
(This list may be obtained, price 40 cents. at the Publication (ffice, 2 University
Cambridge.) In this list, the divisions are mechanics (including hydroat )tics). light.
heat, sound, and electricity (with magnetism). At least ten of the exercises selected miei
he in mechanics. Any one of the four other ffivisione may be omitted altogether, but
each of the three remold/1g divisions most he represented by at least three exercises.

The candidate is required to present a notebook in which he Ana recorded the steps
and the results of his laboratory exerciser. and this notebook mustbear the indorse.
ment'of his teacher, certifying that the notes area true record of the pupil's work. It
should contain an index of the exerciser; which it describes. Therm exercises need not
be thetsame as those upim which the candidate presents himself for the laboratory exami-
nation, but should he equivalent to them In amount and grade of quantitative work.

The notebook is required as proof that the candidate has formed the habit of keeping
a full and Intel ible record of laboratory wort through an extended course of experi-
ments, and that "work has been of atich a chnracter as to raise n presumption in favor
of his preparatio for the examination. Rut much greater weight will be given to the
laboratory examine n than to the notebook in determining the candidate's attainments
in physics. Experien has shown that pupils can make the original record of their
observations entirely presentable, so that copying will he untiecessary, and they should
In general be required to do so.

This course, If taken in the last year of the candidate's preparation. Is expected to
occupy to laboratory work, recitations, and lectures. five of the ordinary school periods,
'about fifty minutes in length, per week for the whole year. With few exceptions e'er-
cises like those In the Descriptive List already mentioned can be performed in a single
school period, but for satisfactory results it will often be necessary to repeat an exercise
Two periods per week for the year should be sufficient for the laboratory work proper.
If the course is begun much earlier,,than the last year of the candidate's preparation, as
it well may he. It wilt require more time.

19. Chemistry.bA course of tit least sixty experiments performed at school
by the pupil and accompanied with systematic instruction in principles and their
applications. In accordance with directions given in a pamphlet entitled "Au

For rules relating to the tittle of' handing In notebooks and to candidates examined
In June In places where no laboratory examlnatton is provided) see pp, 6-0.

torte course will be mainly an experimental marlin In Vieoietleal chemistry, but there
will expertments covering all branches of pure chemistry.
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Outline of Requirements In Chemistry," issued by the university fur the use
of teachers only.

The candidate is required to pass both a written and a laboratory examination. The
written examination will test his acquaintance with the facts and principles of chemistry.
The laboratory examination will teat both his skill in perforlsing expert 'nts and his
grasp of the principles involved in them. The candidate Is further require,. present
the original notebook In which in) recorded the steps and results of the ei ,riments
which be performed at school. and Ulla notebook must bear the indorsement of his
teacher, certifying that the notes are a true record of the pupil's work_ It show con.
lain an index of the exercises which it describes.

The-notebook is required as proof that the candidate has formed the habit of keeping
a full and intelligible record of latoratory work through an extended course of expert
merits, and that his work has been of such a character as to raise a presumption in favor
of his preparation for the examination. But much greater weight will be given to the
laboratory examination than to the notebook in determining the candidate's attainments
In chemistry-.

Plielogrophy.A course of study equivalent to that described in a pam-
phlet entitled "An Outline of Requirements In Physiography." issued by the
university.

For the form of examination see note under Astronomy, below.

After 1908 the examinations In physiography and meteorology will be with-
drawn, and In place of them will be substituted an examination in geography.

20u. Grography..A course of study equivalent to that described in a pam-
phlet entitled "An Outline 'of Requirements In Geography." issued by the uni-
versity.

21. Anatomy, physiology, and hypictic.A course of study and laboratory
work equivalent to that described in a pamphlet entitled An Outline of Re-
quirements in Anatomy. Physiology, and Hygiene." issued by the university.

The candidate will be required to pass both a written and a laboratory examination.
The written examination will test the range and thoroughness of his knowledge of the .

elements of anatomy, physiology, and hygiene. The laboratory examination will test
1(11 his ability to perform the experiments described In the Outliner stequIrements, and
Ibi his itn,wledge of the first aids to he rendered to the injured.

At the time of the laboratory examination the candidate must present the original .
notebook containing (with dates1 the notes and drawings he has made In the course of
his laboratory work, and bearing the Indorsement of his teacher, certifying that the book
is a true record of the paella own observations and experiments. An index of subjects
should be appended.

4 23. ilcfcarology.A course of observa(ionarstudy equivalent 0).thnt described
In n pamphlet entitled "An Outline of Requirements in Meteorology," Issued by
the university.

This course requires n knowledge of elementary physic's. (For the form of examine
tion see under Astronomy. below.I

After 1908 the examinations in physiography and meteorology will be with-
drawn, and lu place of them will be substituted an examination in geography:
(See 20a.) ..

24. ANtrononty.A course of observational study equivalent 'to that derribed
In a pamphlet entitled "An Outline of Requirements In Astronomy," Issued by
the university.

This course requires a knowledge of geometry.
In physiography, meteorology, and astronomy, the candidate will he required to take

both a written and n laboratory or practical examination. The written examination may
test file understanding of observational methods appropriate to the 'subject. but will call
chiefly for a- knowledge of facts and principles. The laboratory or practical examination

I will test his skill in observation as well as his grain.of principle.. This examiAation can
be taken In Cambridge only; for those who are examined elsewhere in dune, It will be
postponed to September.

76040No. 2-00-2
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The laboratory examination in physiography ,may include the description, explanation,
pod comparison of geographical features shown in photographs, maps, and models. 'the
laboratory examination in meteorology may include the use of instruments,the discussion
of observations, and the construction and InterpreVtion of weather maps and climatic
charts. The practical examination In astronomy wePy call for an ability to make simple
naked-eye and instrumental observations, and to establish the simpler generalizations-of
astronomy by discussion of these observations.

The candidate In these subjects will be required to present, at the time of the laboratory
or practical examination, the Original notebook In which he recorded, with dates, the steps
and results of the observations which he mode at school. This look -must bear the in
dorsement of his teacher, certifying that the notes are a true re rd of the pupil's work.

An index of subjects should be appended. The notebook is required as proof that the
candidate has. formed the habit of keeping a full and Intelligible record of his work
through an extended course of observational study, and that his work has been of a
satisfactory character: but greater weight will be given to the practical or laboratory
examination than to the notebook in determining the candidate's attainments.

The following studies may fur presented by candidate.s for thr degree of S. H-

23, 26. BOTANY AND Zoot.00Y.

25. Botany,A course of study and laboratory work equivalent to that indi-
cated in an "Outline of Requirements in Botany." issued by the unh'ersIty,
The course should extend throsgh at least half of a school year, with five les-
sons a week. The laboratory work is to be directed especially to the external
anatomy sod the activities of our common plants.

26. Zoology.A course of study and laboratory work equivalent to that
described in a pamphlet entitled "An Oufglue of Requirements In Zoology,"
'filmed by the university. The course should extend through at least half of it
school year, with five lessons a week, and should include the laboratory study
of at least ten types of animals, with special reference to their extermil anat-
omy and their activities. These types are to be selected hi accordance with
directions to be given in the latinplilet nit med.

In botany and in zoology the candidate will be required to pass both a written and a
laboratory examination. The written examination will test the range and thoroughness
of his knowledge of the subject. The laboratory examination will teat his skill In
observation and experimentation, and his ability to apply names properly to the parts of
the organisms studied.

At thetime of the laboratory examination the candidate must present the original note-
book containing (with dates) the notes and drawings he has made In the course of his
laboratory work, and bearing the Indorsement of his teacher, crifyi that the book Is
a true record of the pupil's own observations and experiments. An index of subjects
should be appended.

After 1908 the examination in zoology will be based on the requirement in
zoology of the college entrance examination tioard. This 'requirement Is in
accordance with the report of a committee appointed by the American Society.
of Zoologists.

27-30. FillOPWORK.

A course of instruction In the use of tools and in the ordinary processes em-
ployed In the working of wood or metal, equivalent to that described in a
pamphlet entitled "An Outline of Requirements In Shopwork," issued by the
university. The course may embrace one or more of the following divisions:

27. Woodworking. Z. Chipping, filing, and fitting.
-728. Blackaniithing. 80. Machine-tool work.

The candidate must be familiar with the names, conatruction, and operation of the
tools commonly used In these processes, and will be expected to read ,ordinary mechan;
ical drawings sad to make free-band sketches of articles which are to be produced in the
workshop.

For rules relating to laboratory examinations and notebooks, see pp. 5-6.
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The candidate is required to pass both a written and a laboratory examinition. The
written examination will test his knowledge of tools and mechanical _processes, aid of
the properties of materials of common use In construction. Ile will ee expected to show
familiarity with approved methods for kmple work in the branch In which he presents
himself for examination. and to write an`ratelliglIIIII description of those methods, illus-
trated 63, such sketches as may he necessary to make them clear. The laboratory
examination will test the candidate's skill in the' use of tools. Ile will receive the
materials and specifications for a piece of work, and will be expected to select his
tools, preparing them for use if necessary, and to demonstrate satisfactorily his kftowl-
edge and skill.

Every candidate, is further required to pres ie original notebook In which he
entered the descriptions and sketches of the woe he performed at school ; and with this
he may present, as evidence of hift'eklii in the orkshop. the models made by him at
school. Both the notebook and the models must be accompanied by the indorsement of
his teacher, certifying that the book is a record, and that, the models are specimens
of the pupil's own work.

31, 32, 33. DRAWING.

A course of drawing, in either or both of the following branches,
to that described In nu "Outline of Requirements in Drawing," issued by the
university :

31. Freehand dratring.ilie representation of simple objects, in outline and
with shading.

k

Accuracy of delineation, correctness of proportion, and good quality of line are desired.'
rather than any attemptmt elaboration. The aim should be to express-as much as pos-
sible with the fewest lines. The examination will consist of the drawing, first, of a group
of geometrical solids, apd. second, of either a simple piece of machinery or a shpple
pleee .if architectural ornament (such RR a Greek anthemionr, as the candidate may elect.
Every candidate Is further required to tirettent a set of plates or drawings made by him
at school, showing that he has completed a thorough course In this subject; and these
dra, Ines must be accompanied by the certificate of his teacher stating that they are%the
pupil 8 own. work.

ProjetiOnS.The projection In plan and elevation of geometrical figures
and of simple parts of architectural subjects or machinery.

The examination will test the candidate's knowledge of principles and methods.
Every candidate Is expected to bring to the examination the ordinary drawing Instru-
ments and lend pencils; drawing board and paper will be supplied. Ettry candidate
is further required to present a set of plates or drawings prepared by im at school,
sufficient to demonstrate his understanding of the subject and his fnmiiiarity with
Instruments. Including the use of the rightlity pen : and these drawings must be
accompanied, by the certificate of his teacher stating that they are the pupil's own work.

83, ,4rrhitectural tfroirino. (This suillect h,111 he fits ruitinued after the year
11)09.)Elelpentary shinies, shadows, and perspective. Thorough study of the
forms of the Tuscan, the Greek Doric. the Ionic, and the Corinthian orders.

That course requires knowledge. of projections. Every candiellite Is expected to
bring totthe examination he ordinary drawing Instruments and lead pencils; drawing
1)0110 and paper will be supplied. Every candidate is further required to present set
of plates or drawings weltered by him at school, sufficient to demonstrate his under-
standing of the subject and Ills familiarity with instntmenta, Including the 'use of the
right line pen ; and these drawings must be accompanied by the certificate of his teacher
stating that they are the pupil's own work.

The candidate will be required to pass a twohour written examination and a three-
hour examination In drawing. The written examination will test his knowledge of the
principles of shades, shadows, and perstiective, and his udderstanding of the simple
forms of the orders and their moldings. in the drawing examination the made/late
will be required to draw from description In plan and elevation a simple architectural
composition (such as O doorway) Invoking the use of an order. Tke drawing will be

For rules relating to laboratory examinations and notebooks, see pp. 5-4.
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madepencil with cast shadows in wash. The examination in drawlug will be held In
Cambridge only.

34, 35. GOVERNMENT 4ND ECONOMICS.

34. CAW governmentCivil government in the United States (national,
state, and local) ; its constitution, organization, and actual workine

The candidate will be expected to show, on examination, such g end knowl-
edge of the field as may be acquired from the study of a good text-book of Dot
less thin 300 pages, supplemented by collateral reading, and discussion. The
examination will call fur familiarity with constitutional questions and with'
the procedure of legislative bodies.

For preparation In this subject, a course of study equivalent to at least three lessons a
week for one year will be necessary.

SS. Econotnics..The candidate will be expected to show, on examination. a
knowledge of the leading facts and principles of economics, including such Huh.
sects as division of labor, the teeters of production, the laws of diminishing
returns, demand and supply, value and price, wages, Interest, rent and profits,
credit, and international 'trade. For this part of the study one of the letter
grade of manuals in current use will serve as a basis, but it must be supple-
mented with collateral reading. discussion, and practical exercises. In addition
to the study of principles, the student will be expected to have acquired a fair
knowledge of elementary banking operations, and of the banking and monetary
history of the United States since 1.460.

For prepaAtion In this subject, a course of study equivalent to at least three lessons a
week for one year will be' necessary.

TERMS OF ADAUSSIOly.

GENERAL STATEMENT.

To be admitted to Ilarvard College from a secondary school as a candidate
for a degree a student must present himself for examination in studies ordi-
narily taught in high schools and academies. To each study is assigned a value.
expressed in " points," which indicates the relative weight given to that study
in determining the question!.'of n candidate's fitness for admission.

If the student wishes to enter as a candidate for the degree of A. B., the
studies in which he presents himself for examination should include English,
one ancient language (Greek or Latin), one modern language (Berman or
French), history, algebra, plane geometry, an elementary science or sciences
counting two points, and elective studies counting eight points, four of which
must be in advanced work; in all, studies counting 26 points,

If the student wishes to enter as a candidate for the degree Of 2. B., the
studies in which he presents himself for examination should include English,
modern languages counting 4 points, history, algebra, plane and solid geom-
etry, an elementary science dr sciences counting 2 points, and elective studies
counting 9 points; in all, studies counting 26 points.

The difference between the requirements.for admission for a candidate forsthe
degree of A. B. and those for a candidate for the degree of S. B. is as followsi
The candidate for tthe degree of A. B. must take one ancient language (Greek
or Latin) and one modern language (German or Freneli); the candidate for
the degree of S. B. is not required to take Greek or Latin, but must take both
elementary German and French, or both elementary and advanced German, or
both elementary and advance& French. The candidate for the degree of it.. B. is
requited to take algebra and plane geometry, whereas the candidate for the
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degree of S. B. must take algebra and plane and solid geometry. Again the
candidate for the degree of A. B. is tequired to take elective studies counting
S points, 4 of which must be !if advanced work, whereas the candidate, for
the degree of S. B. is required to take elective studies counting 9 points, none
of which need be in advanced work. Moreover, the range of election for
caudidatem for th0 degree of S. B. is wider than that for candidates for the
degree of A. B. Of the elective studies civil government, economics, botany,
;eulogy-, drawing, .4 shopwork are open to candidates for the degree of S. B.,

-but not to candidates for the degree of A. B.
Candidates who fail to ,meet in full the requirements indicated abbve may be

admitted under conditions which require them to do extra college work or to
miss certain e minations later. Iu admitting students with conditions the
committee on dmission bike into account not only the number of examinations
ur points" lb a student passes, but also the quality of his work as shown
both by his examinutlons and by his school record. It is impossible, therefore,
to define the requirements for admission with conditions in terms of "points."
The roquirentents for admission without conditions are so defined, but the re-
quirements for admission with conditions vary with Individual records. With
the evidence afforded by examinations and by school records the committee oil
admission endeavor to consider each case on its merits.

DETAILID STATEMENT FOR CANDIDATES FOR THE I )EGIRFit br

The studies which may be presented in satisfaction of the requirements for
admission by candidates for the dekree_of A. B. are named together in the fol-
lowing lista. The figure attached to each study indicates the relati7e weight
which will be given to that study in determining the question of the candidate's
fitness for adtuisaion:

Elementary. Advanced.
English (4)
Greek (4)
Latin (4)
eferinan (2)
French (2)

IllatOry One of the following two:
Greek and Roman

(2) English and'Anierican

Harmony (4)
Algebra (2)
Geometry (3), or

Plane geometry (2)

Physics (2)
Chemistry (I)
Geography (1), or

Physiography (1)
Anatomy, etc. (1)

Greek (2)
Latin (2)
German (2)
French (2)

One of the following five:
Ancient

History English and American
(2) English

American
of Europe

Counterpoint (2
Algebra (I)
Logarithms and trigo-

nometry (1)
Solid geometry (1)
Astronomy (1)
Meteorology (1)

0
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A candidate foleadinission must offer from this list studies amounting to
twenty-six points, of which points at least four must be In hdvanced studies,
The studies offered must include
English 4
One ancient language (Elementary Latin or Elementary Greek) 4
One modern foreign language (Elementary German or Elementary

French) 2
Elementary history
Algebra
Geometry or plane geometry :i or :2

Studies amounting to two WHIR front the following sciences: Elemen-
tary physteti chemistry, geography or physiography, anatomy, physiol-sogy, and hygiene. 2

19 or Is
No candidate may offer nu advanced study who does not at the same time

hr earlier offer the corresponding elementary study ; but physics is considered
elementary with respect to meteorology, and geometry or plane geometry, with
respect to "agronomy.

Candidates who are looking forward to the extended study of English or of
any other modern literature are advised to acquire it knowledge of Greek as
well as of Latin.

DETAILED STATEMENT FOR CANDIDATES FOR THE. DEGREE OF S. B.

The studies which may be presented in satisfaction of the requirements for
admission by-candidates for the degree of S.B.' must be ,thosen from the studies
mated In the folfoling list 14 accordance with the require nests set forth on the
next page.

The figure attached to each study Indicates the relative weight (ternAl
points) which will be given to If in determining the question of.the'candidate's
fitness for admission:

Elementary.

English (4)
Greek ( 4 )
Latin (4)
German (4)
French (2)

I

History One of the following two:
Greek and Roman

(2) English and American

Economics (1)
Harmony (2)
Algebra (2)
Geometry (3). or

Plane geometry (2
Physics (2)
Chemistry (2)
Geography (1), or

PhYslograPbY (1)

Advanced.

Greek (2)
Latin (2)

German (2)
'French (2)

On of the following five:
Greek and Homan

History English and American
(2)

American
of Eurppe

Counterpoint (2)
Algebra (/)
Logarithms and trigonometry (1)
Solid geometry (I)
Astronow (/)
Meteorology (1)
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Eirmentary(('ontluued.) A dranced(C'outinued.)
Anatomy, physiology, and hygiene 1 /)
Civil government (
Botany ( 1 )
Zoology ( )

Drawing. / Freehand ( /) Architectural drawing (2)
/ Projections /)

Wood=working ( 1 )

Shopwork, Blacksmit king (/ ).
'hipping, Ming, and tilting ( 1 )

Machine-tool work (1)

A candid tee fur admission most offer from this list atudles amounting to 28
points. These studies must include-
English _ 4
Modern languages_ 4
Elementary history _ 2
Algebra 2
Plane geomet ry. 2
Solid geometrya 1

Studies amounting to two points from the citilowing sciences: Elementary
ephyslcs, chemistry, physiography or geogiliaphy, anatomy, etc., zoology,
botany, astronomy_ 2

17
EX.Alf }NATIONS.

A candidate who ans extended his studies beyond the requirements for ful-
fill/49km may present himself for examination in additional studies and thua
qualify himself to pursue Inure advanced courses in those subjects lu college
and anticipate work which counts toward a degree, but no extra admission
subject will be counted as a course or halt course toward a degree unless
offered in advance as the equivalent of a college course and unless the examl-
natioVook has been read with that end In view and marked not lower than C.
Examrilatimis in elective studies that are not equivalent to admission .studies
ma4also be taken, provided the courses are of such a character that they may
proptly he anticipated by examination, but the number of courses that may
thus e antiOpated is very small. Such examinations are he only in the first
fortnight of the academic year and only at Cambridie: Writ notice of inten-
tion to take these examinations must be In the 111a1 of the secretary not later
than September 10.

COLLEGE ENTRANCE EXAMINATION BOARD.

In June, '1008. papers of the College Entrance Examination Board may be sub-
stituted for corresponding papers set for the separate admission examinations
held by Harvard University, but no candidate may offer both Hat:vp.rd and
board examinations lu the same subjects. For more particular information
apply to Mr. J. G. Hart, secretary, 20 University Hall, Cambridge.

The examination fee Is $5 for all, candidates examined at points in the
United States and Canada, and $15 for all candidates examined at points out-
side of the United States and Canada. The fee (which can 'not be accepted
in advance of the application) should be remitted by postal order, express

*The requirement in geometry may be satisfied by passing either in geometry (S) or
ht pine geometry (a and sqlid geometry CO.

.*. _
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order, or draft on New York, to the order of the College Entrance Examination
Board.

A list of the places at which examinations are to be held by the board In
1908 'may be obtained by addressing die secretary of the board, Prof. N. G.
McCrea, post-office substation 84, New Yiirk, N. Y.

ADMISSION OF SPECIAL STUDENTS.

The courses of study provided by the Faculty of Arts and Sciences are open
to persons who give satisfactory evidence of their fitness to pursue the par-
ticular courses they elect, although they have not passed the usual examina-
tions foe admission. These students are known as special students. They may
become candidates for a degree by satisfying the requirements for admission
to the freshman cidas. To be recommended for a degree, however, they must
have been registered as candidates for that degree for at least one year.

Candidates for admission as special students may obtain from the secretary
blank forms of application, which should be duly filled and returned to the
secretary. They are advised to apply before September 1 ;41ut applications will
be considered at any time of the year.

Special students in Harvard College are subject to all the regulations of the
,ollege. Each student is,under the particular supervision of a member of the
faculty, who acts as his adviser. Every special student is required to meet
his adviser before the beginning of the academic year, at a time and a pliice
to be announced on the official bulletin boards, and to submit his choice of
studies for approval.

Grades are assigned to special students In the several courses ; and special
students are subject to all requirements affecting the courses which they take.
The names of special students who attain Grade A or Grade B In any course
are entered, at the end of the year, hi the printed list of distinguished students
In the course, and this list is sent tothe father or recognized guardian of every
student.

A special student who has passed in twelve elective courses, and has stood
above Grade C in six courses (or their equivalent) without falling below
Grade C in any course, may on application receive a certificate to this effect on
Commencement Day, and be named in the commencement programme as the
recipient of such certificate. If he has received honors in any department or
honorable mention in any- study, that fact will be stated in his certificate ,and
will be mentioned in the commencement programme and in the next annual
catalogue.

ADMISSION FROM OTHER COLLEGES AND SCIENTIFIC SCHOOLS.

Graduates of ether colleges and scientific schools and students who have
completed creditably the work of at least one year at other colleges or scientific
schools may be admitted withont examination to the standing for which their
previous training seems to qualify them.

4 Every person wishing to enter, under this provision must make a complete
written statement of the work on which he bases his application. Blank
forms of application for admission may be obtained from Ape secretary.

Much importance is attached to the quality of the work offered. The applicant
should furnish: (1) statements of his rank or grade in his various col-
lege studies; (2) letters, or other evidengeoshowing thtt opinion his instructors
haveformed of his character and scholarship; '(8) a letter of honorable die-

"1 . missal from the collate whence ha camas,
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(2) UNIVERSITY OF IIICHIGAR.a

DEPARTMENT OF LITERATURE, SCIENCE, AND THE ARTS.

ADMISSION OF CANDIDATES FOR A DEGREE.

Applican4s for admission as undergraduates must be at least 16 years of age,
and must Lave completed the requirements for admission, as here described.
These requirements are stated in units, a unit weaning u subject of study pur-
sued through a school year, with not less than four recitation periods each
week. The subjects from which choice may be made, and the number of units
which will be accepted in ettc4 subject, are Is-foljp_wa:

English composition and literature, 3 or 4 units.
Mathematics (algebra and geometry), 3 units.
Physics, 1 unit.
Greek, 2 units. Botany, 1 unit.
Latin, 2, 3, or 4 units. Zoology, 1 unit.
French, 2, 3, or 4 units. Biology, 1 unit.
German, 2, 3, or 4 units. Physiography, 1 unit.
History, 1, 2, or 3 units. unit.
Chemistry, 1 unit. Trigonometry, unit.

Fifteen units are required for admission. These 16 units must include S
units in English compOsition and literature, 3 units in mathematics, 1 unit in
physics, and at least two units in Latin, French, or Gerinan. The other 6 units
may be selected by the applicant from the foregoing list.
., Applicants who offer trigonometry may complete the unit by offering one-half
year's work in-physiography. For the full unit in physiography the text-book
work must be supplemented by work in the laboratory and in the field.

Biology is defined as one-half year of botany and one-half year of zoology.
hence It can not be accepted from an,applicant who offers at the same time
either, or both, of those subjects.

SCOPE OF THE PREPARATORY WORK.

The following descriptive outline indicates the amount of preparation ex-
pected In each of the subjects named:

MOLDER OOMPORITTON AND LITICRATIMIL

The 3 units in English composition and literature should cover the following
subjects: -

Comifogition.As preparation for this requirement, it is-expected that the
student will have prepared, under the direction of a competent instructor, one
or more written exercises each week for at least three years. A sufficient nom=
her of these exercises should be corrected by the teacher add revised by the
student to secure the desired accuracy. It is hlgblar desirable that longer and
more carefully planned papers should be a feature of the fourth year. The
subjects upon which the student writes should not be drawn exclusively from
literature; a considerable proportion of them should be so distributed as to
give proper training In the various types of discourse, 'namely, description,
.narrative, argument, an9 exposition. -

The student's credentials should show the amount and character of the work
in composition.

From the Calendar of the University of lilebigan for 0071-8, pp. 511-74.

a
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Rhetoric. The student should be grounded in the essentials of rhetorIcAbut .1
those principles should receive emphasis which are most -likely to be of service
to him in his piactice in writing, such as the principles of sentential etructure,
paragtgphing, and the outlining of the essay. The correction of stock sped-
.mens of bad English is not recommended, and will form no part of the entrance )
,requirement .

Grammar.The applicant should be prepared to state intelligently the essen-
tial principles of grammar and to explain the syntactical structure of any sen-
tence encountered in his reading.

Reading of classics. The following books are recommended by the Joint
Conference on Uniform Entrance Requirements in English:

1906-1911. For reading, ten books selected from the following list:
Group I (tWo to be selected) :
Shakespeare's As You Like It, Henry V, Julluk Cesar, The Merchant of

Venice, Twelfth Night
Group II (one to be selected) :
Bacon's Essays; Bunyan's The Pilgrim's Progress, Part I ; The Sir Roger do

Coverley Papers in The Spectator; Franklin's Autobiography.
Group III (one to be selected) :
Chaucer's Prologue; Spenser's ,Faerie Queene (selectionsi) ; Pope's The Rape

of the Lock; Goldsmith's The Deserted Village; Palgrave's Golden Treasury
(first series), Books II and III, with especial attention to Dryden, Collins,
Gray, Cowper, and Buyns.

Group IV (two to be selected)
Goldsmith's The Vicar of Wakefield; Scott's Ivanhoe; Scott's Quentin Dur-

ward; Hawthorne's The, House of the Seven Gables; 'rhackeray's Henry
Esmond; Mrs. Gaskeirs Cranford; Dickens's A Tale of TWo Cities; George
Eliot's Silas Marner; Blackmore's Lorna 1)oone.

Group V (two to be selected) :
Irving's Sketch Book?; Lamb's Essays of Ella ; De Quince§'INJoan of Arc and

The English Mall Coach; Carlyle's Heroes and Hero Worship; Emerson's
Essays (selected); Ruskin's Sesame and Lilies.

Group VI (two to be selected) :
.

Coleridge's_The Anc.ant Mariner; Scott's The Lady of the Lake; Byrpn's
Maseppa and The Prisoner of Chlllon; Palgrave's Golden Treasury (first
series), Book IV, with epeeist attention to Wordsworth, Keats, and Shelley;
Macaulay's Lays of Ancient Rome; Poe's Poems; Lowell's The Vision of Sir
Launfal; Arnold's Sobrab and Rustum \Longfellow's the Courtship of Miles
Standish; Tennyson's Gareth and Lynette, Lancelot and Elaine, and the Pass-.
Mg of Arthur; Browning's Cavalier Tunes, The Lost Leader, How They

.- Brought the Good News from Ghent to Aix, Evelyn Hope, Home Thoughts from
Abroad, Home Thoughts from the See, Incident of the French CamplThe Boy
and the Angel, One Word More, Herve Riel, Pheldippides.

For study and practice: Shakespeare's Macbeth; Miltonls Lydda'', Comus,
L'Allegro, and Il Penseroso; Burke's Speech on Conciliation with America, or
Washington's Farewell Address and Webster's First Bunker Hill Oration;
Macaulay's Life of Johnson, or Carlyle's Early on Burns.

It Is expected that the applicant will have read these books appreciatively
and will have made himself familiar with the subject-matter and the form of
each work. Thee reading should be connected, in reasonable measure, with the

.lives and characters of the ;aborts read and with the history of their times.
Although the books mentioned above are recommended as preparation for

this part of the requirement, they are not prescribed. Books of equal merit
covering a sun iar range of literary 14.0:11, will be acme equivateat-
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It is recommended that in connection with the reading of classics, the memo-
rizing of notable passages, in both prose and poetry, should fond a regular
exercise throughout the whole preparatory period. This is all-Important for
the development of a correct taste in language and literature.

History of English Literature.The apprcant who offers foul units in English
composition and literature should have pursued the study throughout the four
It.ars of the high-school course. In addition to the foregoing requirement his
preparation should include a systematic study of die outlines of English literary

) history. Due emphasis should be laid upon the division of t4Le subject into
"...zerbxls; and the leading charnuteristics of each period should be studied and,

ns fur as is possible, Illustrated by the reading of representative authors. Any
of the current manuals of English literature may serve as the heels- of this
part of the work, which should oectIvti the third or fourth year of tae course.
The historical study should, however, be associated as closely as possible with
the reading of classics.

Applicants who present themselves for examination will be asked to write two
essays of not less than 200 words each, one upon a subject drawn from the
books of the foregoing list, and the other upon a subject drawn from experience
or observation. The language ,of these essays must be grammatical and clear.
The spelling, punctuation, and capitalising must be correct. The applicant
must shov) ability to discriminate in the use of words and to construct well-
organized sentences and paragraphs., A topical outline should accompany each
essay. The applicant should also be prepared to answer questions upon the
fundamental principles of grammar and rhetoric. Additional questions in the
history otiEnglish literature will be given to applicants for four units.

DIATECIIMATSCS.

The thr91 units in mathematics required of all applicants include algebra
through qiiKdrafics, and geometry, both plane and solid (including spherical).
Beman and Smith's Elements of Algebra, and the same authors' New Plane mid
Solid Geometry are mentioned to indicate the scope and character of the work
r tred.

TRICIONOKBTRY.

The one-half unit in trigonometry should cover the work in plane trignome-
try as given in Crockett's Trigonometry or an equivalent in other authors.

PHYSIC&

The required unit in physics includes an amount represented by Carhart and
Chute's High School Physics. The instruction in the class room should be
supplemented by work in the physical laboratory to the extent of at least one
period a week throughout the school year.

ORKIN.

The two unitk in Greek should be made up of grammar, prose composition,
and reading, as llows: -

..
..r.

Grammar.--Goodwin's or HaAley's.. The inflections must be thoroughly
mastered.

Prose Composition.Jones's Exercises, with ispecial reference to the writing.
of Greek with the accents, and to the general principles of syntax. Woodruff's
Greek Prose Compczition Is taken as an equivalent.

Reading. Three books of Xenophdn's Anabasis and two books of Homer.
The so-called continental sound of the vowels and diphthongsand pronuncia-

tion Stcording to the written accents are preferred. -4,
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An applicant offering two units in Latin should have Completed Jones's First
Latin Book' or an equivalent amount lu some other introductory text-book;
and should have read four books of Caesar's Gallic War, or an equivalent ; and
be should, furthec, be prepart o meet one-half of the requirement in Latin
prose composition described be w.

N. B.This prepare Liou is sufficient to enable the student to enter litin A or
B in theiuniversity.

An amtlenint offering three units in Latin should have completed the fore-
going requirements for two units. Be should, lu addition, have read not less
than.six orations of Cicero or six books of Virgil's Aeneld, or an equivalent.
And he should, further, be prepared to meet the requirement in Latin prose
composition described below.

The four units in Latin. should be made up of grammar, prose composition,
and reading, as fellows:

Grammar.A thorough preparation in the elements of etymology, syntax,
and prosody.

Prtse Cornea's-Mon.Applicants will be asked to translate Into Latin a pas-
sage of connected English narrative, based upon some portion of the Caesar or
Cicero read. As a text-book, Jones's, Collar's, Daniell's, or, Bennett's Is
recommended. Special care should be taken with the training is prose coin -

position.

Reading. Four books of Caesar's Gallic War, six select orations of Cicero,
and six books of Virgil's Aeneld. For any two books of the Aeneld, 1,600 lines
of Ovid may he substituted. The books named may serve to indicate the
amount and kind of text adapted to give the ability to read passages of moder-
ate difficulty at sight, which is what the university requires.

The Roman method of pronouncing Latin is used at the unlirsity.

saszios.

The applicant who offers 2 units in French will be expected to pronounce
French intelligibly and with some fluency, to understand French when spoken
in simple phrases and about familiar subjects, to read ordinary prose easily
and accurately, and to write correctly in French simple sentences based on
texts studied. This ability demands a firm grasp of the elements of grammar
(such as the conjugation of the verb, both regular and irregular, the use. of
auxiliaries, the forms of he pronoun, the agreement of adjectives and parti-
ciples, the main uses of th rticies, and the order of words in the sentence),
and such a familiarity with th structure of the"sentence and common turns df
expression and such command of vocabblary as may be given by the careful,
well directed reading of 300 or 400 pages of easy. prose.

nie applicant who offers 3 units in French should be 'able to read on11-
nary prose rapidly at sight, with clugr understanding of the distinctions of
tense and mode and all the common points of syntax, to reproduce in simple
but connected F ch the substance of a narrative or dramatic text, and to
follow ordinary pianations% and commentaries ma orally in Frenrk lu
acquiring this abi ant should be laid on the ra understanding of, the
French phrase, whether it be addressed to the eye or t ear. Much should .
be read, spoken,' and dictated. At least 600 pages of prpseshould be read, and
in the end it should not be too easy.

The applicant who offers 4 units in French should be able to 'read at sight
any French notAlloffering very unusual difficulties of vocabulary or syntax, to

. translate into French a passage of simple English, and to carry on a converse- -1

.

Lion in French upon a familiar subject. Be should have read, in additiga to
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what Is required for 3 units, at Ileast 1,000 pages of French chosen from
standard authors, and he shol7 75e able to answer questions on the content
and meaning of the works read as well as upon the language fu which they /
are written.

GERISAN.

The applicant who offers .2 units in German should be able to pronounce
German correctly and should be thoroughly familiar with the everyday facia
of the grammar. He should have read about 300 to 350 pages of standard
modern prose and should be able to take part In a simple conversation in- Ger-
man on topics drawn from the works relit. He should also (e able to trans-
late easy English prose into German.

The applicant who offers 3 units in German should, in addition to the work
described above, be prepared as follows: He sh9uld have rend two classics
selected from the works of Leasing, Goethe, and Schiller, and about 250 pages
of standard prose fiction and history. He should have a goolOknowledge of
Gernim syntax and should be able to write a short essay on some subject taken
from the works read. He should also be able to translate ordinary English
into German and to express himself in German grammatically and with ease
on topics connected with his reading.

The 4 units in German include the foregoing requirements and additional
preparation as follows: The reading. of five standard dramas (exclusive. of
those read in the third year) selected from 'the works of Goethe, Schiller,
Leasing, Heinrich v. Kleist, and Grillparzer; g thorough command of German
grammar, and the ability to speak and write German with considerable ease
and oorrectneas. The applicant should bare written several longer essays on the
works read.

HISTORY.

The applicant who offers 1,'2, or 3 units in history may select from the
following list :

Ancient history to the year 800 A. D., 1 unit.
Mediteval and modern history, 1 unit.
English history, 1 unit.
United States history and government, 1 unit.
A year's work in general history, with the use of such n book as Myers's

General History, will still be accepted as 1 unit, though It is believed that bet-
ter results will be obtabled if a year is given to ancient history down to the
fall of the Roman Empire (or, preferably, to the year 800 A. D.), and a year
to medieval and modern history.

PHYSIOGRAPHY.

The applicant who offers one-half unit in physiography Is expected to have
studied one of the following books for n half year: Dryer's Lessons in Physical

° Geography; Gilbert and Brigham's Introduction to Physical Geography; Davis's
Eleinentary Physical Geography; or Tarr's New Physical Geography. In
this connection field excursions are earnestly recommended.

The applicant who offers 1 unit In physiography should have a thorough
course In the subject,' extended over a year and supplemented by field ex-
cursions.

The ability to read a topographic map is essential in physlographic study;
teachers will find the topographic umpa issued by the United States Geo-
graphical Survey an important aid,
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CCHICMISTILY.

The nature and extent of the requirement in this subject are indicated by
the mention of rItemsen's Introduction to the Study of Chemistry. The study
of the text should be accompanied by laboratory work.

BOTANY.

The unit required of those whooffer botany for admistilon is expected to
include as much as a competent teacher, trained In laboratory methods, can
accomplish with his classes in a year. No attempt is here made to indicate the
exact extent of the ground to be covered, for the teacher should have large
liberty in selecting material and topica as occasion requires; but it is.recom-
mended that one half year be given to the forntriRructure, and habits of flower-
ing plants, while the other half year may be given to the &aural groups of
plants, physiology, and the adaptation of form and structure to environment.

The following text-books are recommended as offering numerous and.helpful
suggestions: Atkinson's Elementary Botany, Bailey's itetany, Barnes's Plant
Life, Bergen's Foundations of Botany, Coulter's Plant Relations and Plant
Structures, Spaiding's Introduction to Botauy, Stevens's Introduction to Bot-
any. Ganong's Teaching Botanist is one of the most useful books for the
teacher.

ZOOLOGY.

An applicant, offers a unit in zoology will be expected to have a knowl-
edge of at least e t of the following animal types: 11 and 2) Two protozoa:
Amoeba, Paranaecium, Vorticella, Stentor, Voivox : (3) a sponge: Spongilla or
Grantla; (4) a hydroid: Hydra, to be compared with a medusoid form; (5) an
echinoderm: starfish or sea-urchin; (6) an annelid: the earthworm or the
leech; (7) a crustacean: crayfish, lobster, or crab; (8) an insect: butterfly. (In-
cluding immature stages), grasshopper, cricket, cockroach, or other Insect; (0)
a mollusk : the fresh-water mussel or one of the snails; (10) a fish: minnow or
perch; (11) an amphibian: frog, toad, tree toad, salamander (Amblystoma), or
mndpuppy (Necturus).

Ti4se forms must be studied by the laboratory method. Laboratory work
should be directed not merely toward a study of animal structure, Mt \ztar as
practicable toward the study of habits and reactions. It should ft ish the
-basis for the class room"discussion of principles; especially.of evolution. Of the
four periods per week that must be given to the work, two at least should be
laboratory periods of two hours each, and the other two should be-given to reci-
tations or other class exercises. Careful original notes and drawings must be
presented by applicants as part of the examination.

The mention of the following books may serve to indicate the character of the
work required; Needham's Elementary Lessons in Zoology, Davenport's hrtro-
duction to ZOology,t3ordart and Kellogg's Animal Life, French's Animal Activ-
ities.

BIOLOGY.

One-half of the work above outlined In botany, togetherwith one-half of that
outlined in zoology, will meet the requirements in biology.

DIVISION Or THE EXAMINATION.

The applicant may divide the examination into two parts, taking one part
either a year or a semester before the date of his admission and the second

. part at the time of admission. But if he fall to secure the requisite number of
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units within the specified time he, forfeits all credits for the subjects he may
have passed.

CONDITIONAL ADMISSION.

An applicant who fails in some part of the examination may, at the discre-
tion of the faculty, be admitted conditionally; but any condition thuaAsicurred
must be removed at one of the net two regular examinations for admission.
No student who has an admission condition oetkanding at the beginning of his
second year of residence will be allowed to enter his classes until such condi-
tion is removed.

ADMISSION ON DIPLOMA.

The privilege of sending pupils for admission on diploma is limitedtto schools
that have been approved by the faculty. On request of the proper authorities,
the faculty sends an officer of the university to visit a school and report upon its
condition. If satisfied from the report of this officer that the school is taught
by competent Instructors and is furnishing a good preparation to meet the re-
qnlrements for admission, then the faculty places the school on the approved
list for a period not exceeding three years (inclusive of the year of visitation) ;

nerving, however, the right to require another inspection if, within the period
specified in each case, important changes affecting the course of study in the
school or the efficiency of the instruction seem to make an examination
necessary.

The superintendent of each approved school is expected to send to the
president of the university annually, at a date not later In the year than
March 1, a catalogue of the school; or, if no catalogue is published, he is

to giving the number of
pupils, and a description of the courses of study.

gratuities of schgtms that have been placed by the fnculty on its approved
list are admitted without examination on presenting a recommendation, signed
by the principal of the school, certifying that they have satisfactorily done all
the work required for admission. The recommendation must be made on a
blank form furnished by the university.

The principals of approved schools are urged to send to the dean on or before
September 15 the recommendation of each graduate intending to enter this
department of the university nt the beginning of the ensuing college year. If,
on inspection, the recommendation is fousatisfactory, the ban will forward
to the applicant a certificate, entitling him to admission without examination.
Such ceittificate, or an ot1iginnl recommendation, must he presented to the dean
at his office in UnlversitY Hall as early as the day preceding the opening of the
academic year.

ADMISSION TO ADVANCED STANDING.

1. A stisisat who brings a certificate of standing from an appr6ved college
or university, showing that he has satisfactorily 'completed nt least one year
of the curriculum of the institution from which he comes, may be admitted
without examination to equal standing in this department of the university. A
graduate of one of the stronger courses of an approved normal school, who
brings an official certlfleate explicitly describing the extent and character of his
work, may be given, without examination, ouch advanced standing as is justified,
by the course he has completed.,

The certificates above referred to must be presented to the dean of the depart-
meat as early as the 15th of October (or,if the student enter at the beginning
of the second semester, as early as the 1st of March).
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2. All other applicants-for advanced standing must present to the registrar
as early as the 15th of October (or, if they enter at the beginning of the sef.ond
semester, as early as the 1st of March) a statement showing the amount of
work done in the subjects in which credit Is asked. The registrar will there-
upon furnish a blank form for presentation to the professors in charge of the
several subjects designated in the blank, wlio will by examination determine the
amount of credit to which the applicant is entitled.

Credits must be secured and returned to the registrar as early as theist of
November (or, if the sturttent enter at the beginning of the second semester. as
early as the 15th of March)/-An account once closed can not be reopened
without special permission of the dean.

ADMISSION OP STUDENTS NOT CANDIDATES FOR A DEGREE.
Persons over 21 years of age who wish to pursue studies in this departmcat,

without becoming candidates for a degree, may be admitted as special stikdents,
provided they pass an examination in English, and show that they are qualified
to pursue profitably the studies they may desire to take up. In the eX11111111I
Hon in English applicants will be asked do write brief essays on subjects that
will be assigned, and to answer questions on the rudiments of English grammar..

Should a special student subsequently become a candidate for graduation. tie
musf pass all the examinations for admission required of such a candidate at
least one yea before the time when he proposes to graduate.

Special students who wish credit for studies pursued before admission are
referred to the rules relating to advanced standing given above.

(8) TULANE UNIVERSITY OF LOUISIANA.

REQUIREMENTS FOR ADMISSION.

The board of administrators and the several faculties of the Tulane Unl
vernity of Louisiana all now require for admission to the freshman class a
preparation equivalent to a four-year course le high-school work.

Applicants for admission to the freshman class of any department of the
university must be not less than 10 years of age.

The requirements for admission to all departments of the Tit lane University,
of Louisiana, have been placed upon a basis of "units" as follows:

I. "A unit" Is a subject pursued through one school year, with not less than
five recitation periods per week.

2. Fifteen units are required for full entrance.
3. Applicants presenting 12 units may be admitted to partial standing, with

the condition that they make up the deficiencies.
4. Applicants presenting less than 12 units will not be received.
5. All applicants for admission must offer 3 units lb English, 3 in math-

ematics, and at least 2 in Latin or French or German.
6. Applicants entering for the degree of bachelor of arts must affer 3 units

In Latin.and 2 In Greek. For the Greek 1 unit in history and 1 unit in science
may be substituted. t-.

7. Applicants entering for the degree of bachelor of science or bachelor of
engineering must over 2 units in science and 2 is history. For the 2 "units in
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scietice 1 additional unit in mathematics and 1 in the language selected under
may be substituted.

.. The units not ::pceltied above must be chosen from the table below, making
in all 15 units for NU standing:

1. English composition
2. English literature._
:t. Elementary fflgehrtt ".
4 Platte geometry_
5. Solid geometry!'
G. Trigonometry _ _
7. Latin_
S. Greek _
9. l'rencli

.

11. I lernian_
12. Ancient history
1:4 letilleviti anti

1 or
2 m. American history _

2 m. Physics _.
2 17. Chemistry__ ..

1 18. Biology (botany and zoology) _
19. Botany__ ...
_k). Zoology ___
21. Physiology _
22. Physiography_
23. Free-hand drawing
24. NfechanIcal drawing.
25. Wood working_
20. Foundry work

2. :t. or -1
__ 2 or ii

2 or :t
I or _2
:i!orif if

modern history. I

English history_ 1

27. Forge work
25.- chine-tool practice .

1

1

1

4

9. No entrance credit will be allowed foi any subs'jtt pursued for less than
one school year. w ty

10. Certificates for work done In nffillatttd preparatory schools will be

accepted only in the ease of produnten of those schools. Applicants for admis-
sion who hare not graduated from nit affiliated school will be admitted only
upon examination.
911. Recononemiations (not I...mired) :

(a) Students preparing to enter for the degree of bachelor of science are
recommended to _offer one unit In drawing.

(1) Students preparing to enter for a degree In architecture are recommembid
to offer one unit In chemistry and one-half unit In each of the following sub-
jects: Freehand drawing. mechanical drawing, wood-working, and forge work.

(c) Students preparing to enter the college of technology are recommended
to offer one-half unit in freehand drawing and one-half unit In mechanical

ing..
(d)((f) Students preparing to enter the medical department are recommended

to study especially Avery's or (Inge's Physics; Wittha IIWSI Manual of Chemistry:
Morris's or Gray's Anatomy; Brubaker's or Kirke's Physiology: or any other
standard works on thesif four subjects.

The study of physics Is especially urged on all intending to enter a medical
college.

-1. ENOLIRH COMPORITION.

Preparation equivalent to the following will be required for admission:
As much as live recitations a week should he devoted to English composition

for two years of the high school course, or the equivalent may he attained
through giving two Miura a week for two years, and three hours a week for two
years more. The greater part of this time should be devoted to practice lu
writing. Close attention should be given to spelling, sentence structure, and
division Into paragraphs. The candidate will be required to show a good know) -.
edge of the principles of English grammar and the fundamental principles of

Beginning October 1, 1010. elementary algebra will count for but 11 units.
, Beginning October I, 1010, solid geometry will be required of all students seeking

adralsalon to the university.
.00

76049No.
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rhetoric, and an ability to Wilk consecutively and eXpresi himself clearly on
simple subjects. (Two units.)

2. ENGLIHG LINERATURE.

As much RR three hours H Week ter one year and two tours a week for cow
year mire should be devoted t& the study of English literature.

(One unit.)
This requirement would be doubled for 2 units.
No candidate will be Hewitt.% whose work. Is notably deficient In point of

spelling, sentence structure,-or division Into paragraphs. A good knowleilge
of the principles of English grammar will he exacted. The eamildnte will be-

),required to present evidence of a Food knowledge of the subject-matter of the
books named below as "To he read" and of the lives of the authors. The
test will be the writing of short exercises on two topics chosen by the candidate
from a large number Het In the examination. The treatment of these topics
is designed to test the candidate's, power of clear and accurate expression, and
will call for an accurate knowledge of the substance of the !woks. am.

The candidate is urgently advised to cultivate the habit of clear, simple,
easy expression. As a means to Otis end, it Is suggested that he triiin himself
by writing frequent short exercises upset themes drawn from striking deserip-,.
tire and narrative portions of the books named as "To be read." In these
exercises the details of correct granntutr, spelling, sentence structure, punctua-
tion, and paragraphing should receive close attention.

The books under "Study and practice" will be for more tho ough examina-
tion as to subject-matter, form, and structure.

No candidate markedly deficient in English will be admitted o any course
in the university.

For 1908
Study and practice: Shakespeare's Julius ('wear; L'Alleape II

Penseroso, C0111118, and Lycldas; Burke's Speech on Conciliation with :141crica;
Macaulay's Essays on Addison and Life of Johnson, and Essay on Milton.

To be read: Addison's De Covirley Papers; Coleridge's Ancient Mariner;
George Eliot's Silas Milner; Irving's Life of Goldsmith; Lowell's Vision of
Sir Launfal; Scott's Ivanhoe and Lady of the Lake; Shakespeare's Merchaitt
of Venice and Macbeth; Tennyson's Princess, Gordis and Lynette, Lancelot
and Elaine, and the Passing of Arthur; Goldsmith's Vicar of Wakefield.

3. ELEMENTARY ALGEBRA.

The candidate should possess a thorough knowledge of all the fundamental
processes of algebra from simple addition through quadratic equations of one
or more unknown quantities, as found In a text of the grade of Hall and
Knight's College Algebra. He must be able to factor any ordinary product; to
find the greatest common divisor or the least common multiple; to solve simple
or simultaneous equations of the first degree, especially those involving frac-
Hotta; toextract the square or cube root : to solve any quadratic by completing
the square, as well as by other methods; to solve the type equations in simulta-
neous quadratics; to handle fractional and negative exponents, and to interpret
their meaning; to solve equations involving such exponents or involving radicals.
He must ow bow to solve problems from the statement of the conditions.
He must be, ble to do this work with ease and accuracand must show the
familiarity of coitnt and abundant practice. Beginning October 1, 1910,
elementary algebra 111 include, in addition to the aboc, ratio and proportion,
the progressions, and the binomial theorem, and "will count 13 units, insteall of
2 units. (Two units.)
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4. PLANE GEOMETRY.

The requirements In this rover not only the whole of the text of plane
geometry. but also a sufficient number of original problems to enable the student
to Nike such problems readily and accurately. (One unit.)

5. Sot.tu (lFOliFTIY.

The relation of lbws and ;ditties; the properties of prisms, pyramids, cylin-
ders. and cones; the Sttere and the spherical triangle, with original exercises inall these subjects. (One-half unit.)

t;. THIOONOMETRY.

This includes the theory and use of logartamis; the proof -of the ge ral
formithe of plane trigonometry, and the use of these forumbe in original prob-
lems. especially in the numerical solution of triangles. (One-half unit.)

7. LATIN.

All candidates for admission should present a statement from their former
teacher of the amount of Latin read and the text-books us(xl.

EltnientaribGrainumr, Inflections, and-11w essentials of syntax; Omit's:
Caine War. Books I-IV, or an -equivnlent; Latin prose cornitoaltion. The
{melioration should Include an accurate knowledge of the forms of the language;
the ability to pronounce Latin with proper attention to the quantity of the
syllables; the ability to translate-stw Latin prose into good, Idiomatic English;

the ability to turn simple English sentences tutu Latin. (Two units.)
b. Intertniftafr.ain additron the requirement under a, the candidate for

admission shOuld have had continued training In Unit forms and syntax; le
should have read six orations of Cicero, or an equivalent, with at least one
exorcise each week in turning Into Latin connected English of simple style,
and some training in translating easy Latin at sight. (One unit.)

r. Adcanerd.Continued training In Latin forms and syntax ; at least six
hooks of yergll's Aeneld. or an equivalent. It should include a knowledge
of the rules of prosody and ability to read hexameters metrically; also a
review of prose syntax through systematic work in Latin writing.

, (One 'unit.)
S. GREEK.

a. Elemenlary.Grammar, phonetics. Inflections, formation of words, and
the essentials of syntax ; Xenophon's Analatsim, I-I\', or an equivalent ; Greek
prose composition, once a week in connection with the reading of the text. The
candidate for admission should be able to read Greek aloud without stumbling
and to translate simple, easy prose at sight.

Text-books suggested :
Ball, Elements of Greek, or Benner-Smyth, Beginner's Greek Book.
Hadley-Allen or Goodwin, Greek Grammar.
Goodwin-White or Smith, Xenophon's Atinbasis.
Jones or Gleason or CollarDaniell, Greek Prose Composition.

(Two units.)
b. Advanced. Homer, Iliad, I-Ill, or an equivalent ; advanced prose composi-

tion. The candidate must show a thorough acquaintance with the forms and
syntax of Homeric Greek, and must be able to read imetrically, with accurate

1
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attention to (identities and rhythm, any given passage of Homer. He should
have, in addition to the requirements tinder u, at least one exercise each week
in tUrning lish into Greek. (One unit.)

9-10. FRENCH AND SPANISH.

a. Elemcniary.The elementary study of the languages, covering two years
of daily recitatilsos, should lay stress on the following points: (1) An accurate
knowledge of t forms of the language, lin:hiding the inflections, conjugations,

. and priucipal parts of verbs. Particular attention should be devoted to thls
part of the subject ; constant drill in the verbal inflections, both written mid,

' oral, and dictation exercises are recommended. (2) The elements of syntax,
such as the use of the article, the personal prououns,, the subjunctive. the
partitive constrnetion, and the agrOement of the participle. (3) The ability
to turn easy English promo into French or Spanish, (41 The ability to trans-
late ordinary French or Spanish into idlomatiem`Eitglish. (5) The ability to
pronopne French or Spanish correctly.

The reading in the elementary course should cover qot less than 400 duo-
decimo pugee chosen from the works of at least three different authors.

(Two units.)
9ne-half the stipulated amount of Spanish may be offered for 1 unit.

- b. Aranced.The advanced requirements are Intended to represent a third
year of du recitations. The specific demands are: (1) A thorough knowledge
of malern ench syntax. (2) The ability to turn modern French at sight
into idionuitic :nglish. (3) The ability to translate connected English prose
into^French. ) The ability to write French from dictAtion,

+he readin t she advanced course should cover not less than 400 !mites of
Wese and verse, a'portlon to be in the dranlitic form. (One unit.)

It)
1. GERMAN.

The requIriments in German are essentially thosereeommended by the com-
mittee'on college entrance requirements of the National Educational AesochrtdiOn.

All candidates grould present a statement from their former teacher of the
amount of German read and the text-books used.

a. Elementary. The ability to translate easy German prose anti verse at
sight; an accurate Julowledge of the principles of grammar, embracing especially
Inflections, word order, syntax, the composition of words,' and the force of pre-
fixes and suffixes; the ability to translate easy prose from English into German:
the Wilt; to pronounce German and to recognize Gertimn words and simple
sentences when spoken. Careful attention should be given to the rules for
pronunciation and accentuation, to insure the fluent and intelligent reading 'of
the German texts used in the class room. This preparation would be repre-
sented, approximately, In reading, By material of the character of +hones and\
Hervefs Reader, and the careful study of one or more modern dramas (about 1

200 duodecimo pages of easy German), supplemented by the reading 'cif Ger-*
man poems, lyrics as well as ballads, a number of which should be 'memo-
rized; in Composition, by the first 26 exercises in Harris's rman Prose
Composition, or an equal amount of work based on texts read In class. These
exercises, the original work done by the student, followed by the corrected
work approved by the teacher, should be written In ink and preserved fot"--%,
inspection. (Two units.)

b. Advanced. The ability to transiate`ordinary German prose and verse at
sight; a thorough knowledge of word-formation, derivatives, and the relation.
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of the English and Gentian consonantal changes; advanced German syntax,
with special reference to the uses of the tenses and cases, the modal auxiliaries,
and the moods; the ability to translate into German ens) connected English

\ prose. v

It is believed that this preparation can be acquired by the careful reading
of 54K) duodecimo pages of .classical and contemporary prose and verse, in
addition to the reading reqUired 'for Elementary German. It is recommended
that one half of Hits reading be selected from the following classics: Lessing's
Minna von Barnhelm, (kx'the's Egmont or Getz von Heigh:tinge'', SchIller's
Wilhelm Tell or dungfran von Orleans; the other half from more recent writ-
ers, such as GrIliparzer. Freytag, Keller, Storm. etc. It Is further recommended
that particular attention be paid to the literary value of the works read. For
the preparation in translation from English Into German the first 50 pages on
Von idgemann's or Poll's German Proae CouSposition, or Its equivalent, is rec-
unintended. This work should be preserved In the manner suggested under
EletnenIary German. It Is desirable that candidates should acquire the ability .

to follow u recitation ouducted 14 German, and to trwer In simple German
sentences. (One unit.)

12-15. HISTORY.

text -book knowledge Is valimble, candidates for credit in entrance
history must submit evidence of a certain amount of work done outside theotext-
books. They must have received training in map drawing and in the Investi-
gati6o of topics requiring supplementary rending. They must show'n consid-
erable knowledge of the supplementary rending given below, with analysis of
specified chapters.

The evidence .of such work may be presented in the form of n notebook,
containing tte exercises of the student In any one of the four hjstory subjects,
or In the form of a detailed statement made by his teacher.

14. ANCIENT HISTORY.

Text-hooka: The Oriental. Nationsj-West, Ancient iflstory. 1-75; or Myers,
General History, 1-S4i, or an equivalent. GreeceMyers, History of Greece;
or Botsford, ilistoryreeee, or an eqtalent; RomeMyers, Rome; or
West, Ancient History; or Botsford. Rome, or an equivalent.

For supplementary reading: Munro. Source Book of Roman Cistory; Cox,
General History of Greece (Student's Series) ; Pelham, Outpace of Roman
history; Abbott, Roman Political Institutlous; Ginn & Co., Classical Atlas.

(One unit.)
MEDIR1VAL AND YODILIT HISTORY.

Textbooks: Myers, lildircval and Modern History; or Robinson, History
of Western Europe, or an equivalent.

For supplementary reading and 'reference: Robinson, Readings in Edropettn
History; West, Modern History; Adams, Civilization during the.Middle Ages;
Fyffe, History of Modern Europe (popular edition); University of Pennsyl-
vania, Translations and Reprints; Putzger, Historischer Schul-Atlas.

(One unit.).
14. ENGLISH HISTORY.

1

TeIt-books: Andreies, Histori of England;'Coman and Kendall, 111lItory of
England; or Ransom, Advanced History of England, or an equivalent.

For supplementary reading: Green, Short History, of the English People;
Trill, Social England; Adams and Stephens, Select documents of English
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Constitutional History; Kendall, Source Book of English History; Lee, Source
Book of English History; University of Pennsylvania, Translations and ite-
prints; Gardiner, School Atlas of England. (One unit.)

115. AY ER/GAN HINDORY.

Text-books: Chambers, History of the United States; or Montgomery, Ameri-
can History, or an equivalent ; and Hart, Actual Government ; or Ashley, Ameri-
can Federal Government, or an equivalent.

For supplementary reading.and reference: "Epochs of American' History"
series; Hart, American History told by Contemporaries: lacDotiald. Select
Charters, Select Documents, and Select Statutes; McCoun, historical Geog-
raphy of the.United States. (One unit )

M. PHYSICS.

An elementary course covering the whole range of the subject, and occupying
at least five hours a week for one yeaiN one-third to two -fifths of the time
being devoted to laboratory work, mostly quantitative, by the student. The
instruction should include abundant qualitative lecture room experiments, and
should devote special attention' to the illustrations of physical principles to be
found in every-day life. The scope of the work required is about that 'Indicated
by the text-book of Carhart and Chute, that of N11111kan and Gale. or that of
Mann and Twigs, together with at least thirty-five or forty laboratory experi-
ments similar those of the Laboratory'Course.of Milttknu and Gale. or the
National' Physics Course. A properly certified notebook containing the record.
of these experiments must be submitted. (Coe unit) 'N.

17. CHEMISTRY.

The applicant for admission offering chemistry as one unit should have mas-
tered the elementary principles of inorganic chemistry and learned the chemleal
characteristics of a few of the common metals and nonmetals. Re should be
able to express his thoughts clearly and to understand and employ chemical
symbols and eqttations.

If high school course has been fully illustrated by means of .lecture
experiments, it is not absolutely necessary that the applicant himself should
have worked in a laboratory, though this is, of course, greatly to be desired.,
In the latter case, unless coming from an approved school, he should submit a
properly certified laboratory notebook on work covering not less than three-
fourths of the list of experiments recommended by tti "Committee of Ten,"

(One unit.)
18. thoLoot (BOTANY AND ZOOLOGY).

Oneyear's work divided between botany and zoology, according to the scheme
presented under 19 (botany) and 20 (zoology).

Text-books suggested: Leavitt, Outlines of Botany, and Chapin and Rettger.
Zoology. (One unit)

19. BOTANY.

Structure and elassiiicatIon of the flowering and higher orders of the non-
flowering plants. A working knowledge of the compound microscope.

Text-book suggested: Bergen, Elethents of Botany. (One unit)

41.44204, '
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20. ZOOLOrr.

89

A thorough knowledge of animal life in general, such as may be obtained
by out-door observations of the habits of wild and domestic animals under the
guidance and supervision of a competent instructor.

As a text-book: Davenport, Introduction to zoology; Alvin Davison, Practical
Zoology, or an equivalent. (One unit.)

21. PFLYSIOLOOT.

The structure and functions of the human body. Text-books suggested
Martin, The Human Body (briefer edition, fifth revised edition) ; Lincoln, Hy-
gienic Physiology, or Smith. The Human Body and its Health.

Candidates for entrancewho have taken only the. work in elementary physi-
ology and hygiene done In the grammar or intermediate grades are not pre-
[mired to offer the subject for entrance credit. The elementary physiology and
hygiene of the grammar grades In this regard are in the same category as are
the other subjects' studied in the grammar grades, such as arithmetic and
geography, which are assumed as preliminary to the subjects offered for en-
trance. (One milt.)

22. PurElleoliAPHy.

The equivalent to Dt vis, Physical Geography. with a laboratory and field
course of exercises actually performed by the candidate. The original note-
book, c,ertified by the teacher and recording, with dates, the steps and results
of the observations made by the candidate, should be submitted as evidence

.of the nature of the work. (One unit.)
23. FREEHAND DRAWING.

a. 001-LICOR OF TRcKNOL.00Y.

The ability to sketcb,with neatness and accuracy, and to-dimension and let-
ter properly is expected of a candidate for admission to the College of Tech-
nology.

' The course should have included practice in free-hand drawing o'f straight
lines, curves, and balanced geometrical figures. Simple objects and( machine
parts should be drawn and dimensioned. Special attention should be given to

'lettering and to the arrangement of the various views of an object.
Samples of work, duly certified by his teacher, should be presented by the can-

didate. As an examination the candidate may be called upon to make a simple
drawing embodying the points mentioned above.

cOLLZOR Or ARTS AND seism=

Tidlikndidate for entrance to the scientific course should prove ability to
draw with some shading from usual plaster cast of ornament or from the
object, the ability to draw from simple objects in perspective, and the ability
to mix and apply water colors in plant drawing. (One unit.)

24. MECHANICAL. DRAWING.

The candidate is expected to have acquired neatness and accuracy in the use
of drawing instruments. His course should have included practice in line work,
lettering and dimensioning simple mechanical drawing, and tracing.

He should present for inspection as much of his work as possible, duly certi-
fied by Ids teacher. As an examination the candidate may be called upon to
mike 441fimple working dtawing of some specified object. (One-half unit)

A t ,

*
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25: WOODWORKING.

The ability to recognize the common varieties of wood and some knowledge of
their physical properties, such as east of working, strength, toughness, hard-
ness; etc.. is expected. Candidates 4ust have a thorough knowledge of oldskill in the use of all bench tools used in the construction of the various joints
and fastenings, proficiency in the use of wood-turning tools, and skill in the
construction and finishing of pattern9 and core boxes. They should be familiar
with the operation of the lathe. band and circular saws. and planing

(One-half unit.)
26. FOUNDRY WORK.

The candidate must have a comprehensive knowledge of and experience in
general foundry practice, embracing the making of molds and cores, the care of
the cupola in the melting of metals, and the pouring and mixing of metals.

((Suehalf unit.)
27. FORCE WORK.

This demands an elementary knowledge of the properties of wrought Iron
and steel and of the proper heats at which to work them. The managetnent offorge and fire and the nature and uses of all the ordinary blacksmithing tools
should be known. The candidate must be proficient in the operations of draw-
ing out. upsetting, bending, and twisting of rhetal into simple designs. the artof welding, and the proper treatment of steel in the forging and tempering of
tools.

(One -huff unit.)
MACHINE -TOOL. PRACTICE.

To obtain a credit of one unit in machine-tool practice a student must have
acquired the arts of chipping, filing, and scraping, also experience In laying out
work and the manipulation of the lathe, planer, and scraper, and the ability to
produce machine work of a simple character.
-Technique is considered of prime Importance in the above requirements.

(One unit.)

(4). UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA.a

ADMISSION TO COLLEGE. I

Candidates for admission to the freshmen class in the college may satisfy
the scholastic requirements for admission either: (1) By passing the entrancil
examinations; or (2) by being able to show by the record of their work in
school that they have covered these requirdments in a manner satisfactory to
the committee on admission.

Every candidate for admission is also required to furnish a testimonial of
honorable dismissal from the school,or college which he last attended, or from
the tutor with whom he has studied. He must also refer to two persons, pref-
erably is teachers or employers, from whom information may be obtained.
TestIm tale and referisiees must be sent to the dean not later than the first
day of t entrance examinations in June and September (June 18 and Septem-ber 17, vely, In 1908).

Iro University of i'ennsylvanleCatalogue, 1907 -8, pp. 69-90.
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I. ADMISSION BY EXAMINATION.

Candidates may attend either the Laminations conducted by the university
in Philadelphia or the examinations of the College Entrance Examination Board
(referred to below by the initials C. E. E. B.). The university conducts en-
tgzice examinations in Philadelphia in January, June, and September. The

Irme schedules of these examinations for 1908 are given. on pages 70-72.
_Candidates for admission to the college Wishing to be examined away from
Philadelphia will take the examinations conducted by' the C. E. E. B. Infor-
mation concerning the time and place of these examinations may be had from
She Secretary of the Board, P. 0. Substation 84, New York City.

Pre carp examinations.Candidates may present themselves at (my of
the regal r examinations held not more than two years and four months in
advnuce-s f their admission to college for examination In any portion 'of the
aubjec required for admission to the course they propose to enter. Erery
candidate for such preliminary examinations must present to the dean of the
college a certificate of preparation from the principal of his school, or from
his tutor, naming the subjects in whhch he is prepared, before he can be ad-
mitted to the examination. Illeika candidate, hoverer, has been In regular
atkadance at a school or academy during the year preceding his application
for'admisslon to preyntinary, examination, a certificate from a private tutor
will not in itgolf be sufficient. --

Blanks for this purrs:ale may be obtained upon application to the dean.
A candidate who presents himself for preliminary examinations in June may

not present himself at the entrance examinations in the September following
with the view of taking examinations In addition to those stated in the prelim-
inary; certificate received from his school in June. This rule, however, Is not
to be construed no forbidding a dictate for admission In any year from
dividing his examinations be ten Jt 41 September' of that year, if he so
desires. I

II. ADr5AaSION UPON SCHOOL ItECOSD.

Under the following ret lations candidates may receive credit without
examination for the entrance requirements In whole or In part. A statement of
the candidate's school record, certified by the principal of the school, is required
to be seutto the dean of the college. This statement must give full information
regarding/each subject, which the candidate has studied in school, In the manner
called for on the blank provided for this purpose, together with the marks or
grades which he has 'received in each subject during at least the Rot two years.
This statement of school record* referred by the dean to a committee of the
college faculty. which decides for each candidate for what subjects, if auy, the
candidate will receive credit.

To secure consideration of his school record a candidate, must have com-
pleted n regtilar course of study (I, e., not a special or partial course) in the
school which be last attended, he mtlist have attended that school for at least
one year, he must have completed his course there not more than one year prior'
to the date of lila application for admission tck college, and the school must be
one with regard to whose standing the university is satisfied. Subjects which
have been studied privately, outside of the regular school curriculum, even' if
under the direction of members of the School staff, will not be considered as
forming part of the school record.

The fact that candidates from a given 'school may have previously been
admitted on their records dose not establish any right to which a candidate may
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appeal for thmicceptance of his own record. The case of each individual is
decided absolnft on its own merits.

All applications for admission upon school record should be in the hands of
the dean as early as possible-In June, for decision in the spring: should this, for
,good reasons, be impossible, then not later than September 1. Principals of
schools will appreciate the importance of sending in the applications of candi-
dates at as early a date as possible, when they understand that until their
oredentials are acted upon, and the decision announced, candidates will not
know in what subjects they will be required to take examinations.

The candidate must not fail to appear at the September examinations if he
has not been informed of the decision in his _case before the (late when the
examinations begin. For this date consult the university calendar.

Schools with the results of whose work in preparing students for college the
university is not Samillar, must notify the dean before May 1 in any year if
they wish to have students 4ply for admission to that year on their school
tecord.

REQUIREMENTS FOR ADMISSION TO EACH COURSE.

ARTS AND SCIENCE. .

Each candidate must offer subjects amounting to 2:1 points, as determined by
counting up the point values attached to the subiects in the following lists:

LIST OF SUBJECTS WHICH MAY BE OFFERED IN BIOS AND THEREAFTER FOR ADMIS-
SION TO THE COURSE IN ARTS AND SCIENCE,

N. B.The designations and definitions of these remilrements are identical
with those of the college entrance examination board.

I.

Each candidate must offer English A. B. two branchese of history, and mathe-
matics A, C, amounting altogether to 10 points.
English: PoInto.

AReading and practice
BStudy and practice

History:
A Ancient history

1

BNiedtteval and modern Idatory__
1

CEnglish history
1

D Amerlenn history and civil government_ ._
Mathematics:

AElementary algebra ____ 2
CPlane gempetry_____

I I.

Each candldathnist offer two of the four languages contained in this group,
and be must offer as much o the two selected as lb stated here.
Latin: . Points.

B-- Caesar, Gallic War, books 1-IV__ _ 1
C Cicero, Sit Orations 2
13Virgil, meld, books I-VI___ ._ _ _ 2
LProse composition_ ..._ 1
M- -Sight translation of prose r-- -- 1 ..-. .

!
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Greek: Points.
8Xenophon, AnabasJs, books I-IV 2
CHomer. Iliad, books I-IV 2
FProse composition.
GSight translation of prose - 1

French:
AElementary French'_ a

uprisen:
3

AElementary German 3

Candidates who do not offer Latin and Greek in (II) which make, with the
10 points contained in (I). the required number of 23 points, must make up
the required numbed of points by offering additional subjects. These may be
selected from subjects In (I) and (II) which have not been °fared otherwise.
and from list f III) given below. If a candidate offer Latin or Greek as a third
language, he must offer at least three points In that language.

Points.
French 8I n termed tate French 2
German B Intermediate German 2
swinish 2
Mathematics BHigher algebra_
Mathematics D Solid geometry 1
Ilathirmatics F--Plane trigonometry. 1

Physics B 2
Chemistry *-

2
Botany 2
Zooloyy 2

COLLE013 COURSES TOR 'TEACHERS.

The requirements are the same as for the course In arts and science.

FINANCE AND COMMERCF. (THE WHARTON SCHOOL).

Candidates must offer all the subjects contained in list I. and two languages as
In list II, or they may substitute for one of the languages Mathematics 0, E, -

and Physics A (see pp. 49 and 50).,

RIOIAXIY.

Candidates must offer all the subjects contained in list I, and two languages
as in list II.

COURSE IN MUSIC:

(See under "A4misaion to special and partial courses.")

ARCHITECTURE.

Candidates must offer all the subjects contained In list I, French A or German
A (see pp. 47-48), Mathematics D, and Physics A (pp. 49 and 60).

N. B.It is atrongly recommended that candidates for admission to the course
in Architecture offer Frefieh rather than German.
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CHEMISTRY, CHEMICAL ENGINEERING, CIVIL ENGINEERING, ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERING, AND MECHANICAL ENGINEENNO.

Candidates for any of these courses must offer all of the subjects contained
In list I, French A or German A (see pp. 47 and 48), Mathematics D, E, and
Physics A (see pp. 49 and 50).

'DESCRIPTION OF THE DIFFERENT SUBJECTS IN WHICH
ADMISSION - EXAMINA TIONS A RE HELD.

SUBJECTS REQUIRED OF ALL CANDIDATES.

ENGLISH.

No candidate will be accepted In English whose work is'notably defective
in spelling, punctuation. idiom, or division into paragraphs.

A. (1) Grammar and analysis, as in any advanced course in English gram-
mar, analysis, and composition; (2) th writing of several paragraphs, correct
in spelling, punctuation, grammar, and expression, written on subjects taken
from the following works, a general knowledge of which is required:

For 1908: Shakespeare's Macbeth and The Merchant of Venice; the Sir
Roger de Coverley Papers in The Spectator; Irving's Life of doldstnith; Cole-
ridge's Ancient Mariner; Scott's Ivanhoe and The Lady of the Lake; Tennyson's
Gareth and Lynette. Lancelot and Elaine and The Passing of Arthur; I,owell's
Vision of Sir Launfal; George Eliot's Silas Marner.

In 1909, 1910, and 1911 the student will be given some choice In the reading
for A (2). The form of examination will be the writing of a perm_ aph or
two on each of several topics chopen by the candidate from a considerable
numberperhaps 10 oi 15set before him in the examination paper. The
treatment of these topics is designed to test the candidate's power of clear and
accurate expression, and will call for only a general knowledge of the substance
of the books.

The list for 1909, 1910, 1911, follows:
Group I (two to be selected).
Shakespeare's As You Like It, Henry V, Julius Caesar, The Merchant of

Venice, Twelfth /sight.
Group II (one to be selected).
Bacon's Essays; Bunyan's The Pilgrim's Progress. Part I; the Sir Roger de

Coverley Papers in The Spectator; Franklin's Autobiography.
Group III (one to be selected).
Chaucer's Prologue; Spenser's Faerie Queene (selections); Pope's The Rape

of the Lock; Goldsmith's The Deserted Village; Palgrave's Golden Treasury
(first series), Books Iand III, with especial attention to Dryden, Collins, Gray,
Cowper, and Burns.

Group IV (two to be selected).
Goldsmith's The Vicar of Wakefield; Scott's Ivanhoe; Scott's Quentin Dur-

ward; Hawthorne's The House of the Seven Gables.; Thackeray's Henry Es-
; Mrs. Gaskell's Cranford; Dickens's A Tale of Two Cities; George Eliot's

SI iMarner ; Blackmore's Lorna Dome.
(;Tropp V (two to be selectedr.
Irving's Sketch,Book; Lamb's Essays of Ella; De Quincey's Joan of Arc and

The English Mall Coach; Oarlyle'sHoroes and Hero Worship; Emerson's
Busidn's flemulte and

,
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Group VI (two to be selected).
Coleridge's The Ancient Mariner; Scott's The Lady of the Lake; Byron's

Mazeppa and The Prisoner of Chilton; Pa Igrave's Golden Treasury (first series),
Book IV, with especial attention to Wordsworth, Keats, and Shelley; Macaulay's
Lays of Ancient Rome; Poe's Poems; Lowell's The Vision of Sir Launfal;
Arnold's Sohrab and Rustum; Longfellow's The Courtship of Miles Standish;
Tennysou's Gareth and Lynette, Lancelot and Elaine, and The Passing of
Arthur; Browning's Cavalier Tunes, The Lost Leader. Ho* They Brought the
(fod News from Ghent to Aix, Evelyn Hope, Home Thoughts from Abroad.
Mime Thoughts from the Sea, Incident of the French Camp, The Boy and the
Angel. One Word More, Ilerv6 Rip& Pheidippides.,

B. A itpecisi knowledge of the subject-matter, form, alld structure of the fol-
lowIng,works:`

For 11X 3: Shakespeare's Julius Omar; Mian's Lycidas, Come, I: Allegro,
and Penseroso; Burke's Speech on Conciliation with America; Macaulay's
Essays on Addison and Life of Johnson.

For 1909, 1910. 1911: Shakespeare's Macbeth; Milton's Lycidas, Conn's,
(,'Allegro and Il Penseroso; Burke's Speech on Conciliation with America or

.Washington's Farewell Address and Webster's First Bunker VIII Oration;
Macaulay's Life of Johnson, or Carlyle's Essay on Burns.

Candidates who pass the examinations of the C. E. E. B. in aigliah A and B
will be given credit for English A and' B.

11113TORT.

Each candidate Is examined in two of the four subjects, A. B, C, D.
Outline maps will he furnished for the. questions in historical geography

which will form n part of each paper.
Extra credit will be given for student notebooks giving abstracts of collateral

rending, notes of lectures, or digests of the text -hook used. Such books should
be certified by the candidate's teacher.

A. Ancient history, with special reference to Greek and Roman history, and
including also a short introductory study of the more ancient nations and the
chief events of the early Middle Ages, down to the death of Charlemagne (814).

B. Mediaeval and modern European history, from the death of Charlemagne
to the present time.

C. English history, with due reference to social and political development.
D. American history. The questions will he upon the four following' topics:
1. Historical geography. Questions are to be answered by drawing on an

outline map certain geographical boundaries.
2. The colonial period.
3. The Revolutionary period.
4. The gonstitutional period. Under this topic will be a few questions ono

civil government.
Candidates who pass the examinations of the C. E. E. B. in history A, B, C, D

will be given credit for the corresponding subjects above, via: History A, B, C,
0, respectively.

MATISIATIC8.

A. itiocarram ALCM:BRA.

(4) Algebra CO quadratics.The four fundamental operations for rational
algebraic expitssion. Factoring, determination of highest common factor and
lowest common multiple by factoring. F.ractions,including complex fraction,'
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ratio and proportion. Linear equations, both numerical and literal, containingone or more unknown quantities. Problems depending on linear equations.Radicals, Including the extraction of the squares root of polynomials and ofnumbers. Elpouents, including the fractional and negative.
(H) Quadratics an beyond. Quadratic equations, both numerical and lit-. eral. Simple cases of equations with one or more unknown quantities, that cultbe solved by the methods of linear or quadratic equations. Problems dependingon quadratic equations. The binomial theorem for positive integral exponents.The formulas for the nth term and the sum of the terms of arithmetical and

geometric progressions, with applications.

O. PLANTA GEOMETRY.

The usual theorems and constructions of good text- Books, including the
general properties of plane rectilinear figures; the circle, and the measurementof angles; similar polygons; areas, regular polygons, and the measurement ofthe circle. The solution of numerous original exercises. including loci prob-lems. Applications to the mensuration of lines and plane surfaces.

Candidates who pass the examinations of the C. E. K B. In mathematicciA (I), A (it), and C will be given corresponding credit.

ANCIENT AND FOREIGN LANGUAGES (IN PART).

GREER.

NOTE.Quest tons on inflection, ,derivation, composition of 4f
ords, and onsyntax Will be asked under B and C.

B. Xenophon.The first four books of the Anahaels.
C. Homer.The first three books of the Iliad (omitting II, 484-end).
F. Prose' composition.Continnoms prose based upon Xenophon and other

Attic prose of similar difficulty.
G. Bight translation of prose of no greater difficulty than Xenophon's Ana-basis.
Candidates who pass the examinations of the C. E. E. B. in Greek B, C, F, Gvtill be given corresponding credit.

LATIN.

'No's. Questions will be asked under B. C, and D do the Inflection, deriva-tion, and composition of words, onsyntax, and on geography, history, andmythology.
B. Ccssar.Four books on the Gallic wr, preferably the first four.

Cicero, Six Orations.The order of )ireference is indicated in the follow-ing list: The four against Catiline,.thoee of Ambles, the Manilian law, Mar-celine, Sextus Roach's, Milo, Sestina, Ligarius, and the fourteenth Philippic.
D. Virgil.The first six books of the Xneld, with the scanning of the dactylichexameter.
M. Translation at sight.Prose of no greater difficulty than the easier pee -sages In Cicero's Orations.
L Prose composition.The translation into Latin of continuous English prosebased upon passages of moderate difficulty in Cesar or Cicero.
Candidates who pass the examlnaBons of the O. E. E. B. in Latin B, C, 0,tk-will be given corresponding credit.
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FRENCH.

A. XLININTAILY 711.312713H.

Preparation for this examination should comprise; (1) Careful drill In pro-
nunciation; (2) the rudiments of grnummr, Including the inflection of the
regular and the more common irregular verbs, the plural nouns, the inflection
of adjectives, participles, rind pronouns; the use of personal pronwins, common
adverbs, prepositions, and conjunctions ; the order of words in the sentence,
and the elementary rules of' syntax ; (3) abundant easy exercises, designed not
only to fix in the memory the forms and principles of grammar, but also to culti-
vate readiness lu the reproduction of natural forms of expression; (4) the
re Mg of from 100 to 175 duodecimo pages of graduated texts, with constant
p active In translating Into French easy variations of the sentences read (the
metier giving the English), and In reproducing from memory sentences pi.evl-

ously read; (5) writing French from dictation.
A'DitrIng the second year the work should comprise: (1) The rending of from

250 to 40f) pages of easy modern prose in the form of stories, plays, or historical
or biographical sketches; (2) constant practice. as in the previous year, in
translating into I;rench easy variations upon the texts read; (3) frequent
abstracts, somelinies oral and sometimes written,. of portions of the text already
read; (4) writing French from dictation: (5) continued drill upon the rudi-
ments of grammar, wifh constant application in the construction of sentences;
(1) mastery of the forms and use of pronouns. 'pronominal adjectives, of all
but the rare irregular verb forms, and of the simpler uses of the conditional and
subjunctive.

Suitable texts for the second year are: About's Le roi dos montagnits, Bruno's
Le tour de In France, Daudet's-polder short tales, La Bedolliere's 1,e Mere
Michel et son chat, Erekmann-Chatrian'a stories, Foa's Contes blographiques
and Le petit Robinson de Paris; Foncin's i.e pays de France, Labiche and Mar-
tin's La poudre aux yeux and Le voyage do M. Perrichon, Legonve and
LabIche's La cigale hez les fournas, Motors Sans famille, Mairet's Lit tAche
du petit Pierre, Merimee's Colombo, extracts from Michelet, Sarcey's Le siege
de Paris, Verne's stories.

Candidates who pass the examinations of the C. E..E. B. In French A will be
given corresponding credit.

GERMAN.

A. zuriourrAirr 011101.AN.

The preparation for this examination should comprise: (1) Careful drill
upon pronunciation; (2) the memorizing and frequent repetition of easy collo-
quial sentences; (3) drill upon the rudiments of grammar, that Is, upon the
inflection of the articles, of such nouns as belong to the language of everyday
life, of adjectives, pronouns, weak yerbs, and the more usual strong verbs; also
upon the use of the more common prepositions, the simpler uses of the modal
auxiliaries, and the elementary rules of syntax and word order; (4) abundant
easy, exercises designed not only to fix in mind the forms and principles of
grammar, but also to cultivate rc.ttdineaa in the reproduction of natural forms
of expression; (5) the reading of from 75 to 100 pages of graduated texts from
a reader, with constant practice in translating into German easy variations k'
upon sentences selected from the reading lesson (the teacher giving the
English), and in the reproduction from memory of sentences previously read.

During the second year the Welt should comprise: 41) The reading of front
150 to 200 pages of literature in the form of easy stories and plays; (2) ,
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skw)mpanying practice, qs before, in tir. translation into German of easy varia-
tions upon the matter read and also In the offhand reproduction, ROUICtIMM4
orally and sometimes In writing, of' the suffstance of short lurzl easy selected
Passages; (3) ,continued drill upon the rudiments of the grammar, directed
to the ends of enabling the ptip11, first, to use his knowledge with facility In
the formation of sentences, and, secondly, to state Ips knowledge correctly in
the technical language of grummar.

The following reading recommended In the report of the Committee of Twelve
will furnish matter from which selections may be made by the teacher: Ander-
sen's Miirchen and him-Mich ohne BlIder ; Arnold's Fritz oaf Ferien; Baum-
ltch's Die Norma tind Der Schwiegersohn; Gerstiicker's Germelshausen; Heyses
L'Arrabblata. Das Mildchen von Treppi, and Anfang mid Et* Hillern's Baer
als die KIrchet; Jensen's Die braune Erica; Ixander's Trilinnerelen, and Kleine
Geschichten ; Seidel's Marcher); Stiiitl's Cuter dem Chrlathatim; Storm's Ita.
mensee and Geschichten ens der Tonne; Zschokke's Per zerbrochene Krug;
liftoff's Das kalte Herz. Among shorter plays the best available are perhaps
Henedix's Per Prozess, Per Weiberfeind, and Glinstige Vorzeichen; Elz's Er istnicht eiferstichtig; Wichert's An der Mujorsecke; Wilbehas Einer mussheiraten.

Candidates who parrs the examinations of the C. E. E. B. in German A will
be given corresponding credit.

FOREIGN LANOUAGES, ADVANCED MATHEMATICS, AND SCIENCE.

FRENCH....

B. INTERREEDIATE FRENCH.

Preparation for this examination should comprise the reading of from 40()
to 600 pages of. French of rirdinary difficulty, a portion to be in the dramatic
form; coriataht practice in giving French paraphrases, abstracts, or repro-
ductions from memory of selected portions of the matter read.; the study of agrammar of 41 rodern completeness; writing from dictation.

Suitable texts are: AbonCs stories, Angier and Sandenu's Le gendre de M.
Polder, Beranger's poems, col-twine's C Id and .Horace, Coppee's poems,Daudet's Ln Belle-Nivernalse, 1.1r Brete's Nfon mule et man cure, Madame deSevigne's letters, lingo's Remind and La chute, Labiche's plays, hoti's Pe-cbeur d'Islande, Mignet's historical writings, Moliere's L'avare and, Le bour-
geois gentlibounne, Racine's Athalle, AudrChunque and Esther, George Sand'splays and stories, Sandenu's Mademoiselle de in Seigliere, Scrilie's plays,Thierry's Welts des temps merovinglens, Thlers's L'expfslition de Bonaparte
en Egypte, Vigny's La came de jonc, Voltaire's historical writings.

GERMAN.

B. INTERBERDLATZ CHERMAN. b

The preparation for this examination should comprise, In addition to the
elementary course, the rending of about 900 pages of moderately difficult Arose
and poetry, with constant practice In giving, sometimes orally and sometimes In
writing.paraphrases, abstracts, or reproductions from memory of selected p9r-tiond of the matter read; also grammatical drill upon the less usual strong

For the requirement in elementary French (French A) see p. 47.
b ror the requirement In &men iietiensJen Mama A) see p, 47.
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verbs, the use of articles, cases, auxiliaries of all kinds, tenses and modes (with
special reference to the infinitive and subjective), and likewise upon word
order and word formation.

Intermediate course is supposed to be the elementaiy course, plus one
year's work at the rate of not less than foul: recitations a week. Suitable read -
tog mutter for the third year can be selected from.such works as the following:
Freytag's Die Journa listen and Inkier lum der dentschen N'ergangenheitfor
example, Karl der Grosze, Aus der Nreuzzligen, Doktor Luther.

SPANISH.

The preparation fo; this examination should comprise: (1) Careful drill in
prontmcintion; 12) the rudiments of grammar, including the conjugation of the
regulo and the na)re common Irregular verbs, the intlectlon of nouns, adjectives.
and pronouns, and the elementary rides of syntax ; (3) exercises containing
illustrations of the principles of grammar; (4) the reading and accurate render-
ing Into good English of from 1(X) to 175 duotlecimo Pages of graduated texts, with
translation Into Spanish of easy variations of the sentences read; (5) writing
Stanish from dictation.

Iluring the second year the work should comprise: (1) The reading of from
to 400 pages of modern prose from different authors; (2) practice in trans-

lating. Spanish into English, and English variations of the text into Spanish;
(3) continued study of the elements of grammar and syntax ; (4) mastery of
ill but the rare irregular verb forms and of the simpler uses of the modes and
tenses; (5) writing Spanish from dictation; (6) memorizing of easy short
toems.

Suitable texts for the second year are: Valera's El Pajero verde; AlarcOu's
El final de Norma; Valdf.tes Josk; (told/hes Doha Perfecta, Slariunela.

NiATHEMATICS.

B. ADVANCED ALGEBRA.

Permutations and comhinatipns, limited to simple cases. complex members,
with graphical/representation of sums and differences. determinants,, chiefly
of the Second, third, and fourth orders. including the use of minors and the
solution of linear equations. Numerical equations of higher degree, and as
much of the theory of equations, with graphical methods, as is necessary for
their treatment, including Descartes' rule of sips and Horuer's method, but
not Sturm's functions or multiple roots.

D. SOLED GEOMETRY.

'rhe usual tl,eorems andrconstructions of good text-books, including the rela-
tions of planes alai lines in space; the properties and measurement of prisms,
pyramids, cylinders, and cones; the sphere* and the spherical triangle. The
solution of numerous original exercises, including loci problems. Applications
to the mensuration of surfaces and solid's.

Z. RIIDININT)I OPLANE TRIGONOKETILY.

Including the definitions and relations of the six trigonoMetrlyal functions
as ratios; proof of elementary formulas; theory and practice of the use of
`tables of logarithms; solution of right and oblique plane triangles.

NOTE.MatlAnattes E is exclusively for candidates for admission to the
corses in engineering, chemistry, and finance and commerce who offer trig-
onometry. Candidates for admission to the course in arts and science who
offer trigonometry as an entrance requirement, Ir who ofiltr this subject for,
advance credit will take mathematics F.

70049--No.1-00-44
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7. PLANE THIGONOYETHY.

Definitions and relatibns of the six trigonometric functions as ratios; cir-
cular measurement of angles. 'Proofs of principal formulas, In particular for
the sine, cosine, and tangent of the sum and the difference of two angles, of the
double angle and the half angle, the product expressions for the sum or the
difference of two sines or of two cosines, etc.; the tatinsformation of trigonn
metric expressions by means of these formulas. Solution of trigonometric
equations of a simple character. Theory and use of logarithms (without Inc
Introduction of work Involving infinite series). The solution of right and
oblique triangles, and practical applications.

SCIENCF..

PHYSICS A.

As in Carhart and Chute's, or Gage's Elements Of Physics.
Although at present no laboratory work Is included in the requirement hi

physics A. yet a notebook, properly certified in accordance with the regulations,
of the College Entrance ExanSination Board, will be given due consideration.

NomPhysics A Is exclUsively for candidates for admission to the courses
in engineering, chemistity. architecture. IV thuteee nod commerce who offer
physics. Candidates for adhilssitm to the course itiftrts and science who offer
physics as ftii entrance requirement will take physics B.

PHYSICS B.

It is recommended that the candidate's preparation in physics should in
elude:

(a) Individual laboratory work, compfisIng at least 35 exercises rely, tee4
from a list of 60 or nmre, not very different from the list given below.

(b) Instruction by lecture-table demonstrations, to be used mainly as a
basis for questioning upon the ieneral principles involved in the pupil's lobo-
riltoty investigations.

(c) The study of at least one standard text-book, supplemented by the use
of many and varied numerical problems, "to the end that a pupil may gain a
comprehensive and connected view of therost important facts and laws in
elementary physics."

THUM PART.

Mechanics and hydrostatics:
1. Weight of un,it voluine of a substance.
2. Lifting effect of water upon a body entirely liamersed in it.
3. Specific gravity of a solid body that will sink in water.
4. Specific gravity ofa block of wood by use of at sinker.
5. Weight of water displaced by a floating body.
61 Specific gravity by flotation method.
7. Specific gravity of a liquid; two methods.
& The straight lever; first class.
9. Center of gravity and weight of a lever.

10. Levers of the second and third classes.
11. Force exerted at the fulCruthof a lever.
12. Errors of a spring balance.
VI, Parallelogram of forces.
14, Friction between solid bodies ton a level).
1&. Coefklent of friction (by sliding on inollie).
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Light:
lb. 16. Use of photometer.

17. Images In a plate mirror.
18. Images foraml by a convex cylindrical mirror.
19. Image Pt formed by a concave-cylindrical mirror.
20. Index of refraction of glass.
21. Index of refraction of water.
22. Focal length of a converging lens.
28. Conjugate foci of a lens.
24. Shape and slip of it real image formed by a lens.
25. Virtual image formed by a lens.

8EOOND PART.
Mee ha II iCti : -

26. Breaking strength of a wire.
27. Comparison of wires In breaking tests.
2S. Elasticity : Stretching.
20. Elasticity: Bending; effect of varying loads.
30. Elasticity : Bending: effect of vary lug dimensions.
31. ElAtticity : Twisting:
32. Specific gravity of a liquid by balancing columns.
23. Comprstility of air; Boyle's law.
34. Density of air.
35. Four forces at right angles in one plane.
:in. Comparison of masses by accelendlon test.
i7. Action and reaction: Elastic collision.
38: Elastic collision cootInued: Inelastic collision.

flea f: .

39. Testing /I mercury thermometer.
40. Linear ex tainslon of it solid.

4110141. Increase of pressure of a gas heated at constant volume.
g 42. Increase of volume of a gap heated at constant pressure.

43. Specific heat of a solid. .

44. Latent beat of melting.
45. Determination of the deW point'
46. Latent heat of vaporization.

Sound: 6

47. Velocity of sound..
48. Wave length of somal.
49. Number of vibrations of a tuning fork. ...

Eleetrieitrand magnetism:
50. Lilies of force near a bar magnet.,
51. Study of a sinkle-fluid galvanic cell.'
52. Study of a two-thild galvanic cell.
53. Lines of force about a galvattoscope.
54. Resistance of wires by substitution; various lengths.
65. Resistance of wires by substitution; crosssections and multiple arc.
56. Resistance of Wheatstoue's bridge; specific resistance of copper.
57. Temperature coefficient of resistance in copper.
58. Battery resistance.
L6ir59. Putting together the parts of a telegraph key and sounder.
0. Putting together the parts of a small motor.

61. Putting together the part&Wf a small dynamo,,
,

.
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LLSON.ATORY NOT BOOS.

Every candidate must present at the timeof and as part of the examination
in physics a notebook containing in the candidate's own language A description
of his laboratory exercises, the steps, observations, and resalts of each exercise
being carefully recorded. The record should be well- ordered, plainly legible,
and concise. Simple drawings are the briefest and best descriptions of most
apparatus. Mere repetitions of directions or descriptions given elsewhere
should be avoided, but the notebook must afford clear evidence of the pupil's
ability to make accurate observations and to draw correct conclusions.

The notebook must contain an Index of experiments, and must bear the in-
dorsement of the teacher, such indorsement being written In Ink on -the inside
of the cover. The indorsement must be in effect as follows:

I certify that this notebook is a true and original record of experiments actually per-
formed by in the physical laboratory of school during the year ISO__

Instructor in PhysRa.

The ratio of counts for laboratory notebook and for examination shall be as
30 to T.

The labOratory notebook will be returnedAo the candidate upon request at
any time within one year after the examination. Laboratory notebooks will
not in general be paeserved longer than one year.

CHEMISTRY.

The following outline includes only the indispensable things which must be
studied in the class room and laboratory. The material Is, for the most part,
common to all elementary text-books and laboratory manuals. Each book
makes its own selection of facts beyond those which may be necessary for the
illustration of the principles of the science. The order of presentation will
naturally be determined by the teacher.

OtIrLENE.

The chief physical and chemical characteristics, the preparation and the recog-
nition of the following elements and their chief compounds: Oxygen, hydrogen,
carbon, nitrogen, chlorine, bromine, to4ine, fluorine, sulphur, phosphorus, silicon,
potassium, sodium, calciuml magnesium, zinc, copper, mercury, silver, aluminum,
legit, tin, iron, manganese, chromium.

More detailed study should be confined to the italicized ELEMENTS (as such)
and to a resti1cted list of compounds such as water, hydrochloric acid, carbon
monoxid, carbon dloxld, nitric acid, ammonia, sulphur dioxid,' sulphuric acid,
hydrogett sulphide, sodium hydroxid.

Attention should be given to the atmosphere* (constitution and relation to
animal and vegetable life), flames, acids, bases, salts, oxidation and reduction,
crystallliation, manufacturing processes, familiar substances (illuminating gas,
explosives, baking powder, mortar, glass, metallurgy, steel, common alloys, por-
celain, soap). .

Combining proportions by weight and volume; calculations founded on these
and Boyle's and Charles's laws; symbols and nomenclature (with careful
avoidance of special stress, since these are nonessentials) ; atomic theory, atomic
weights and valency In a very elementary way; nascent state; natural group-
ing of theelements; solution (solvents and solubility of gases,, liquids, and
"\\.solid*, saturation) ;ionisation ; Maas action and equilibrium; strength (activity)
of acids and bases; .cossertation and dissipation of energy; chemidal energy
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(very elementary); electrolysis. Chemical terms should be defined and ex-
plained, and the pupil should be able to Illustrate and apply the ideas they
embod.4. The theoretical topics are not intended to form separate subjects Of
study, but should be taught only so' far as is necessary for the correlation and
explanation of the experimental facts.

The facts should be given as examples from various classes, and not as iso-
lated things. Thus, to speak of a " standard method of preparing hydrogen,"
whereby the action of zinc ou hydrochloric acid is meant, shows narrow and
infertile teaching. It should be shown that all acids ark acted Ilpn by certain
classes of metals to produce hydrogen. Examples of both classes of metals
should be given and the general principles derived. The reason for using zinc
and hydrochloric acid in the laboratory can then be stated.

It Is recommended that the candidate's preparation in chemistry should
include :

(a) Ini4ividual laboratory work, comprisink at least 40 exercises selected
from a list of 00 or more, not very different from the list given below.

(b) Instruction by lecture-table demonstrations, to be used mainly as a basis
for questioning upon the general principles involved in the pupil's laboratory
investigations.

(e) The study of at least one standard text-book, to the end that the pupil
may gain a comprehensive and connected view of the most Important facts and
laws of elementary chemistry.

LIST OF XXPIIRIXS2FIS.

General:
1. Composition of the atmosphere.
2. Dissociation of mercuric oxide, and study of resulting products.
3. Burning of magnesium, sodium, and potasalum in air, and of iron in

oxygen, with study of resulting products.
4. Combination of substances produced in (3) with water, and study of

results.
5. Burning of sulphur and phosphorus in air; study of products.
0. C,ombluatioil of substances produced In (5) with water; study of

products.
7. Treatment of substances resulting from (3) and (4) with hydrochloric

acid, and examination of final products.
Laws of gas volume's and vapor tension:

8. Boyle's law..
0. Charles's law.
10. Vapor tension as related to temperature.

Common elements and compounds:
11. Preparations and study of oxygen. .

12. Weight of a liter of oxygen under standard conditions.
13. Preparation of hydrogen py action of sodium on water. Careful stildy

of by-prodttt.
14. Preparation of hydrogen by zinc and acid. More thorough study of

hydrogen in larger quantities. Study of by-product.
15. Weight of a liter di hydrtkgen under standard condition*. (Optional for

best students.)
16. Proportion by weight in which hydrogen and oxygen Wafte. (Lecture

demonatrationi with endloareter.)
17. Propilkion by weight in which hydrogen and oxygen combine.
18. Study of boiling point, freezing point, action on litmus, and taste of

subatance produced by 'combining oxygen and hydrogeli.
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Common elements and compounds-Continued.
19. EJechylysis of water, resulting gases being accurately measured and

tested.
20. Vapor density of water, conclusion as to formula for water. (Op-

Ilonal for best pupils.)
21. Study of sodium, potassium{ lithium, strontium, calcium, and barium

compounds. Detection of presence of these metals by flame tests,
and by spectroscope.

22. Study of salts of cobalt, copper, nickel, manganese, chromium, Iron.
Tests for these metals and those mentioned in 21 in unknown mix-

. tures.
23. Study of compounds of aluminum, magnesium, and zinc. Tests for

these in mixtures of 21 and 22.
24. Tests for silver, lead, and bismuth In unknown mixtures of 21, 22,

and 23.
25. Tests for merchry and arsenic in unknown mixtures of 21, 22, .23,

and 24.
26. Preparation and study of chlorine gas.
27. Weight of a liter of chlorine.
28. Combustion of chlorine in hydrogen.
29. Preparation of hydrochloric acid and study of properties.
30. Decomposition of hydrochloric acid gas by sodium amalgam, and con-

clusions as percet'age composition. Avogadro's law.
31. -Preparation and study of at least three chlorides.
32. Preparation and study of bromine.
33. Preparation of at least three bromides.
34. Preparation and study of Iodine.
.35. Preparation of at least three iodides.
38. Comparative study of thechemism of chlorine, bromine, odine by

mutual displacement.
.37. Study of hydrofluoric acid and fitioridets.
38. Determination of the combination proportion of chlorine and zinc and

the atomic weight of zinc.
39. Atomic weight of zinc from specific heat. Law of Dulong and Petit.
40. Atomic weight of silver by displacement of zinc,
41. Study of forms of sulphur.
42. Direct formation offsulphides.
43. Study of sulphurous oxide.
44. Preparation of sulphurous and sulphuric acids.
45. Preparation of at least two sulphites and two corresponding sulphates.

Comparative study of these.
48. Decomposition of ammoniunr nitrate and study of nitrous oxide.
47. To determine the composition of nitrous oxide., Gay-Lussac's
48. Preparation and study of nitric acid.
49. Preparation of three nitrates in three different ways.
50. Composition of gas formed by action of cold dilute nitric acid on copper.
61. Composition of gas formed by union of nitric oxide and oxygen. .

52. Preparation of chromic anhydride, chromic acid, and potassium cbro-
te.

58. Choosing potassium chromate to. potassium bichrowate and back again.
Oxidatiotkand reduction in solutions.

'64. Chromium as an acid-Miming and as a base-forming element. Prepare-
z don of chromium sulphate.

'66. Preparation of ferroup and ferric salts.
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Carbon and some carbon comiound
56. Product of burning charcoal.. Tests.
57. Test for presence of carbon in wood, paper, kerosene, coal gas, alcohol.
58, Preparation of three carbonates.
59. Solubility of carbonates in the presence of carbon dioxide.
60. Effect of heat on suspension of carbonates in solution:
61: Carbon dioxide from fermentation.
62. Alcohol from fermentation. -

03. Preparation of ether by alcohol and sulphuric acid.
64. Preparation of alkaline salts of fatty acids, or soap making.

LABORATORY NOTRBOWL

Every candidate must present at the time of and as part of the examination
in ,einistry a notebook containing, in the candidate's own language, a descrip-
tion of his laboratory exercise* the steps, observations, and results of each exer-
cise being carefully recorded. The record should be well ordered, plainly legible.
and concise. Simple drawings are the briefest and best descriptions of most ap-
paratus. Mere repetitions of directions or descriptions given elsewhere should
be avoided, but the notebook must afford clear evidence of the pupil's ability to
make accurate observations and to draw correct conclusions.

The notebook must contain an index of experiments, and must bear the In-
dorsement of the teacher. such Indorsement being written in ink on the inside of
the cover. The indorsement must be In effect as follows:

certify that this notebook Ia a true and original record of experiments actually per-
formed by in the chemical laboratory of school during the year 19__.

Instructor in Charge.

The ratio of counts for laboratory notebook and for examination shall be as
30 to 70.

The laboratory notebook will be returned to the candidate upon request at any
time within one year after the examination. Laboratory notebooks will not in
general be preserved longer than one year.

BOTANY. . ,

Lecture and laboratory study extending over at least live hours per week for
a year, conducted under definite instruction aided by text-book study. The
scope of the work to be estimated In part by notebooks, with outline drawings
included. The studies should comprise the structure of the cell, the formation
of tissue, the general morphology, physiology, and ecology 9 the seed, seedling,
and tnattire plant in the higher types. The broad principles governing plant
classification should be thoroughly understood, and selected types similar' to
those recommended by the college entrance examination board in botany should
be studied alike with text-book and laboratory aid. The lecture and laboratory
work should be supulemented in all cases by studies mad in the garden and
the field. For more detailed information reference should be made to the del
tailed outline of study recommended by the college entrance exandeationtVoard.

Zoothoy.

Preparation in this subject presupposes a full year's course of five hour* per
week, not less than qv-thirds of the time being devoted- to laboratory work
guided by definite directions. This should be supplemental by the study of
some good elementary text-book, each as Parker and Parker, Practical Zoology.
or Linville and Kelly, General Zoology.
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The scope of the course should be similar to that outlined in th4 text-books
named. Each student should keep a laboratory notebook in which to enter
from day to day a record of the laboratory work done; this record should
consist of carefully labeled outline drawings of the chief structures studied,
and accurate notes of all observations, experiments, or demonstrations which
can net be recorded by drawings. This notebook, properly certified by the.
teacher, must be submitted by the applicant for adniission. The requirements
here outlined are essentially the same,as those specified by the college entrance
examination board for the subject of zoology, to which reference should he
made for a more detailed description.

ADMISSION 719 ADVANCED STANDING.

(1) Students who present themselves for admission to advanced standing,
will be required: (a) To satisfy the requirements for admission to the fresh-
man class; and (b) to take examinations In those subjects in the course fur
which the applicant desires to receive advance credit.

At Its option, the committee on admission to advanced standing may accept,
in the case of students who come from other colleges, the work done nt such
colleges in any subject or subjects in lieu of examination, provided a statement
is submitted, properly certified by the authorities of such collsges, stating In
detail the extent and character of the work done and the grades attained.

(2) Every applicant for admission to advanced standing who comes from
another college must present a letter of honorable dismissal from such college.
Applicants who do not come from other colleges must conform in this regard to-
the regulations governing admission to the freshman class.

(3) A graduate of another college of sufficient standing may be admitted
without examination to the senior class as a regular student, provided :
(a) That his previous course has been such that in the judgment of the com-
mittee on admission to advanced standing he will Ile able to complete in one
year the work required for the bachelor's degree, in the course which he pro-
poses to enter; and (b) that the professors in charge of the subjects which he
proposes to take find that he has had the requisite preparation.

(4) No student may be admitted as a candidate stor a degree after the begin-
ning of the senior year.

ADMISSION 219 SPECIAL AND PARTIAL COURSES.

Every 'applicant for admission as a special or partial student is required to
fill out a blank containing such questions as may seem necessary to determine

-his general educational fitness, the reasonableness of his application, and the
mprietw of entertaining it. An application for admission to a special or par-
I,Totirselnust be accompanied by certificates covering the prescribed require -
- eats and must be'received in time to have these certificates verified and ap-
p eyed before the beginning of the course for which applicatlon'Is made. The
co ttee on admission to special and partial courses may make supplementary
inq ries of former teachers of the applicant, and of others to whotiN it may be
refe

In e case of special courses for which technical requirements are prescribed,
or part 1 courses involving subjects requiring, technical preparation, the head
Of the department concerned decides whether these requirements are satisfied..
His decision on this point is final.

The committee, with this additional evidence, accepts or rejects the applIca-
Hon, Or makes the admission of the candidate conditional on his,passing such ,
entrance &laminations as it may see St to prescribe.
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The requirements for admission to the several authorised special courses are
as follows:

SPECIAL Comas is Aacurracruita.

Candidates for admission to the two-year special course in architecture must
be at least 21 years of age (unless graduates of public high schools), and must
UnVe spent two years at work .in the office of a practical architect, or must
have had such other technical training as may, In the judgment of the professor
of architecture, be considered an equivalent.

They must further pass examinations in Mathematics A (0, C and -D, any' in
freehand and instrumental drawing. Those who desire to take the optiOal
Work In mechanics of materials are required to pass entrance examinations also
in Mathematics E.

Candidates who do not at the time of admission satisfy fully the requirements
In 3lathennitles A I i), C and D, and in freehand drawing, must postpone work for
which these are directly preparatory until a subsequent examination is passed.

SPECIAL COLTSSE IN BIOLOGY.

The candidate must be at least 18 years of age, and must satisfy the require-
ments for admission to the regular course, except In.Latin, when only B and C
or D are required. (For admission to the regular course in biology see p, 43.)

o SPECIAL COURSE IN BUSINESS PRACTICE AND BANKING.

A two-year special course is offered in business' practice and banking.
A candidate lAust fulfill one of the follo.wing requirements:
1. If he be 21 years of age or over, the admitting committee will require him

to satisfy the professors in charge that he is qualified to take the work.
2. If he be, under 21 years of age he must have graduated from a public high

school which has a course of at least three years In length and he must have
had two years pfbusIness experience of a grade satisfactory to the professors
In charge.

(5) COLUMBIA

t ENTRANCE EXAMINATIONS.

GENERA!. STATEMENT.

There areo.no examinations for admission to the schools of law, political
science, philosophy, pure science, and tine arts (courses leading to degrees), or
to teachers' college. For the requirements for admission to these departments
see the separate announcements of the schools and ficulties concerned.

Examinations for admission to Columbia College, Barnard College, the College
of Physicians' and Surgeons, the College of Pharmacy (university course), the
Schools of Applied Science, and the Schools of Flue Arts (courses leading to
ertilicalea) arwheld each year in January, June, and September.

In lime the examisattotuo are those of the College Entrance Examination
Board, of which Columbia Univeridty is a member. The milveraity accepts the
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numerical ratings ofotbr board, but fixes a uniform passing mark for the several
colleges and schools.

In January and September the examinations will he held only at the univer-
sity. The board at present holds examinations only in. June.

While all persons takiag the January examinations will receive due credit
for the results of the examinations, students may hr admitted, at the beginning
or the Recond half year, only to Columbia College and Barnard College.

All eorrespomlence with the College Entrance Examination Board. all -requests
for Its publications, etc., should be addressed to its " Secretary, Post-Office Sub-
station 84, New Ydrk, N. Y."

All correspontience with the university should be addressed to the secretary
of the snlversity.

EXAMINATION FEE:.

Every application for examination in June must be accompanied by a fee
of $5 for all candidates examined at points in the United' States and Cannola,
and $15 for all candidates examined at points outside of the United States
and Canada.

Every application for examination in January or September must be flee011i-
panted either by a fee of $5; by a receipt from the Bursar for an examination
fee previously paid, or by the receipt Issued by the secretary of the College
Entrance Examination Board for the June examinations immediately preceding.
The latter will be accepted in either Neptember or January, bat not in both and
a *Wile fee paid to the university will melr only two conseeutim seriet of -
e.raltninalions. namely, January and September or September and January.

It a late application is accepted, either by the College Entrance Examination
Board or by the university, a second fee of $5 must be paid.

The examination-fee receipt should he carefully preserved. It must be pre-
sented by the candidate to the supervisor in charge of the examinations which
he attends as evidence that he is entitled to be admitted to the Rattle. No
candidate will be admitted to the .1 ,nunry or September examinations upon the
receipt of the hoard, unless that receipt bears the certification of the registrar
of Columbia University that the candidate's application has been filed.

DIVISION OF EXAMINATION.

A candidate may present himself at any of the schettuled series of examina-
tions, subject to the following resteictIons:

(1) Ile may not present himself at more than Mur series of examinations
except by special consent of the committee on admissions of the school which
he purposes to enter.

(2) At the first and second series credit will be given only for such subjects
or lettered (or numbered) parts nf.a subject as are approved by his principal
Instructor.

Ache results of an examination shall stand to his credit for twenty-eight
s, but no longer.

PLASMA OT EXAMINATION.

In June, 1908, entrance examinations will be held at a lame number of widely
distributed points, a Ust of which will be published by the board about March 1.
Requests for examinations at txtrticular points should reach the secretary of the
boord not lattr than February 1.
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In January and September, 190S, examinations will be held only at the
tersity.

EXAMINATION SUBJECT'S.

59 :f

uni-

Columbia University recognizes the following examination subjects. which
may be offered for 'admission to one or more of the colleges and schools in-
cluded in the university, each subject counting for a specific number of points
as indicated below:

English 3 , Musical appreciation 1

Elementary French_ 2 ' M111.11011 performance° 0

Elekentary German 2 Phymlography _ 1

Dem utary Greek 3 Shopwork a
Eb..oentary history_ 2 Zoology 1

11ementary Italian d___ 2 Intermediate French. 1

Elementary Latin 4 +Intermediate German . 1

Elementary mathematics 3 Advanced English ° 1

Elementary physics 1 Advanced Greek ° 1

Elementary Spanish__ 2 Advanced history a
Botany 1 Advanced Latina. 1

Chemistry 1 Advanced mathematics 1

Prawing 1 Advanced physics °. 1

Harmony

The combinations of subjects for atilt' salon to the several colleges and schools
are indicated in the pages devoted to each college or schoOl, under the heading
"Admission."

SUBMISSION OF NOTEBOOKS, BRAWING8, ETC.

All work submitted must be duly certified to in Ink by the teacher in the
following form:

I certify that this Is a true and original record of work actually performed by
while In attendance at__ during the year 19____

instructor in
Drawings should bear a similar certification, of in case of work not done

under instruction should be accompanied by the candidate's own signed declara-
tion.

Ail notebooks unless otherwise specified should be submitted at the time for.
examination. Candidates desiring their return should apply for the Juue
examinations to the secretary of the college entrance examination board; for
the September and January examinations, to the secrets of the university.

English exercise books, submitted in lieu of examinati, advanced English
essayti, or advanced history and advanced physics notebooks, should be sent
to the secretary of the university at least two weeks before the examinations
begin. Within ten days the candidate will be informed whether or not the
work submitted has been accepted. EnglisWexercise books will not be returned
to the writrs.

DEFINITIONS OF REQUIREMENTS.°

(Specimens of the question papers set by Columbia University may be pb-
talned from the secretary upon application. The question papers set by ie

Candidates will be examined in this subject only in January and September.
The several subjects are stated In terms of units; the unit is a coarse of fire periods

weekly throughout an academic year of the preparatory school; the subjects are assigned
units in accordance with the time'requIred to prepard adequately upon them for college,

1
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college entrance examination board are published annually in book form by
Glen & Co., Boston, Mass.)

The following abridged statements are intended merely to indicate the gen-
eral scope of the requirements. The official definitiou of each requirement is'
printed In full in the bulletin of entrance examinations, and any person who
Intends to take the examinations himself or to prepare others for them, should
procure this bulletin. The current edition of the bulletin and specimen goes-
tion papers may be obtained from the secretary of Columbia University upon
application.

Botany (One point). (1) Structure and life history of 16 or more types of
representative families of plants, 10 of them seed plants; (2) elementary plant
physiology; (3) elementary natural history (ecology of plants). Requiring one
year of laboratory and class-room instruction for the course.

Chemistry' (one point).Preparation and properties of the common ele-
ments and their important compounds.

Mastery of the more usual chemical terms and abil ity to make simple calcu-
lations and explanations of chenilcal processes. Preparation should include
lectures and demonstrations, study of standard elementary text-books, and 40
or more laboratory exercises.

Drawing ° (one polut).The ability to sketch free-hand with reasonable
accuracy(a) From dictation, simple geometrical figures; ( bl from the ob-
ject, a vase, household utensil, or other familiar object; (c) from the copy,
enlarging or reducing simple pieces of machinery or architectural or decorative
detail. (At least 20 free-band drawings must be submitted.)

English (three points).(a) Reading and practice (this part of the test may
be fulfilled in whole or in part by an exercise hook; see p. 59). A test of
training in English composition. A list of the books prescribed for reading
appears in the bulletin. (b) Study and.practice. The subject-matter, form and
structure of certain specified works, and incidentally English grammar and
English literary history. Prescribed for 1908: Julius Ciesar ; Lycidas; Comas;
L'Allegro and II Penseroso; Burke on Conciliation ; Macaulay's Addison and
Life of Johnson. (For succeeding years see bulletin.)

English, advanced (one poirit).The equivalent of English Al-A2. (1)
English composition, presupposing the elements of rhetoric ; (2) general his-
tory of English literature, and selected works (a list of which may be obtained
from tiie secretary of the university). Ten essays of at least 500 words each
must also be submitted. (Se'p. 59.)

French, elementary (two points).Accurate pronunciation and the ability
to read at sight easy prose4ind to put into French simple English sentences.
The itudiments of the grammar. Involving all but the rare irregular verb forms
and the. simpler twee of conditional and subjunctive. The preparation should
include, beside the mastery of a good elementary text-book, the reading of
800-800 pages of easy French.

French, intermediate (one point).Additional reading, 400-600 pages, includ-
ing dramatic works. Grammar completed. Further drill in composition.

firrmatt, elementary (two points).Accurate pronunciation and the ability
to read easy dialogue and narrative prose, and a working knowledge of gram-
mar anti composition adequate for the putting into Geripan of simple English
sentences based upon trfamillar vocabulary! The preparation should include,
beside the mastery of a good elementary text-book, the reading of 150-2(X)
pages of easy German.

in certified sad Indexed notebook mast be satitaitted. (Bee p. 59.)
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Uerman,'intermedtate (one point).Additional reading, 400 pages of mod-
erately difficult prose and poetry. Further drill in grammar and composition,
with special reference to syntax.

Greek, elementary (three pointa).(a) 1 and 2. Attic grammar and ele-
mentary composition, based on Anabasis 1-11; (b) Anabasis 1 -IV; (c) Iliad
1-III (except 11 494-end) with tests concerning constructions, poetic forms,
and prosody; (J1 translation into Greek of simple continuous English prose;
(p) translation into English at sight of continuous Greek prose.

Greek, advanced (one point).The equivalent of Greek 3-4 (see p. 53) : At
least 1,600 additional4nes in Homer and eight orations of Lysios. Also at
hnst 20 exercises In writing connected narrative Greek prose.

elementary (two points, I. e., a and b. or c and (1, of (for applied
science) one point, I. e., a or b or e or d) Either: (a.),..Ancient, beginning with
brief study of oriental peoples and coming down to the death of Charlemagne,
with reference to art, literature, and government: ( b) from t100 on including
growth of the-state system; (e) English history. including .ocial and poptical
developments; (d) American history with the elements of civil government.

Each field may best be covered by an accurate text-book .of 300 pages plus,
say, 300 pages of selected supplementary rending.

History, advanced (one point ).°(To he taken In the group not offered for
elementary history.) Equivalent to history Al-A2. Supplementary reading
emphasizing the significance of historical phenomena. The candidate must
present at least 5.000 words of notes on each historical field offered, and show
practice In making historical parallels. in preparing digests of outside reading,
and in the use of historical nmlos.

Italian, elementary (two oints).The requirement corresponds tethat in
elementary French. ( Mee p. 00.)

Latin, elementary ( four points), I. e., n, er 0, 1, mnd in, or two points, I. e.,
a and either c or 0, or (except for Columbia College and Barnard College, and
Schools of Muslj and Designcourses lending to rt certificate in music or
design) b. (a) I and Iielementary grammar and prose composition: (b)
any four books of Cremes Gallic War, preferably I-1V; (e) Cicero, any six
orations, preferably the four orations against Sulphas, Arehlas, and the Monit-
ion Law; (d) Virgil, the .Eneld I-CI, with Incidental ifrosody; (1) translation
into Latin of simple continuous English prose; (m) translation into English
at sight of continuous Latin prose.

Latin, adranecd (one point).Equivaleri to JAM Al-A2. Horace, Odes
Books I and III, with Incidental prosody, and Livy, Book XXI, and chapters
41-53, Book XXII. Twenty exercises-from Part I of Gildersleeve and Dslge's
Prose Composition.

Mathematics, elementary (three points).(a) Elementary algebra, Including
.1the four fundamental (gyrations for rational expressions, and such topics as
lowest common multiple, ratio and proportion, linear equations. radicols, frac-
tional and negative exponents; ii,-quadratic equatitins, arithmetic and geo-
metric progressiOns, the binomial theorem for positive integral exponents, the use
of graphical methods: (h) plane geometryoriglual exercises, loci, mensura-
tion of lines ind plane surfaces.

Mathematics, advanced (one point).(d) Solid geometry, original exercities,
loci problems, mensuration of surfaces and solids; (c) trigonometry,,the
cipal formulas, simple equations and triiingles, theory and use of logarithms
(without infinite series).

.4 certified notebook must be submitted. (See p. 59.)
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Music. NOTE.A candidate for admission to Columbia College may offer
either a or b. A candidate for admission to the School of Music (courses lead-
ing ton certificate in music) may offer either a or b or both --with or without
the addition of musical performance.

(a) musical appreciation (tot involving ability to Perform nor to read from
printed musty) (one poInt).(1) The principal musical forms and their his-
torical development ; (2) the lives and environment of Bach, Mozart, Beethoven,
Schubert, and Chopin. and five other composers: (3) familiarity with certain
compositions designated In Bulletin.

(b) Harmony (one point).The elements of simple harmonization.
(c) Musical performance (two points).The candidate should communicate

with the School of Music regarding this requirement.
Physics (one polnt) .aThe most important facts and laws in elementary

physics. PreparaCon should include me mastery of a standard text-hook sup-
plemented by numerical problems,nrstruction by lecture with demonstrations
and individual laboratory ex,,reisessay mechanics, 13; sound, 3; heat. 5.;
light, 6; electricity, 8.

Physics, ad ra aced (one point ).nEquivalent to physics 3-4. Requires 3o
additional and more advanced experiments.

Physiography (one point). 4 5Prep' ra t ion includes modern text-books and
at least 40 individual laboratory and field exercisessay, earth as ai globe, 5;
ocen ; atmosphere. 12; land, Hi.'

Sifiruork (one point).Involving in each subject 1S1) laboratory hours,
examination, both written and practical, on the use and structure ofitools, na-
ture of shop processes. niethods of construction, and properties of materials.
Authenticated models may be presented as evidence of technical skill.

The candidate may offer either: (a) WoodworkI. PlItla.z; it. turnlmW and
pattenimaking; (b) forging; or ( r) machine work.

Spanish, cirmilatary two points) The requirement corresponds to that in
elementary French (see p. 60).

oology (one point).6Laboratory and field study, supplemented by text-
book and further reading: (1) General natural history of common American
animal types; (2) classification-olkiinimals Into phyla and leading classes; (3)
structure of typical animals say, frog or fish, de,mpod, earthworm, hydra, pro-
tozoon; (4) physiology of the types studied and comparison of life-processes
of animals and plants; (5 and 6) (in a very elementary wayl reproduction.
embryology and (optional) elements of cytology; (7) optional biological his-
tory.

eat

SCHOOL QF APPLIED SCIENCE. gi;

The faculty'of applied scieffee has charge of the following schools:
The School of Mines, with four-year course() lending to the degrees of engineer

of mines and metallurgical engineer.
The schools of engineiing, with four-year courses in Civil engineering, elec-

trical engineering, and mechanical engineering, the first two leading to the
degree of civil engineer, and the others to the degree of electrical engineer and
mechanical engineer, respectively.

A certified and indexed notetook must be submitted. (Bee . 09.1
This corresponds to the subject called geograplf)r by the liege Entrance Examina-

k, don Botrd.
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The School of Chemistry, with four-year courses leading to the degrees of
chemist and chemical engineer.

These courses are intended to meet the requirements of the several professions
Indicated. Many of the courses permit a certain amount of specialization,
particularly lu the fourth year.

AssIP

ADMISHION.

The committee on admissions of the schools of mines. engineering'. and
chemistry has charge of all matters relating to this subject. Candidates for
admission to the first-year class should he at least 14 years of age at the tune
of matriculation.

('oL1.6Gl ATE PREPARATION RECO Af MENDED.

The liberal training offered by the preliminkry collegiate course is quite es
Important to engineers, atetnilargists. and OW11111074 as 10 lawyers, physicians,
or clergymen. and is strongly recommended by the faculty of mmlied SCIPIICP.
This, however, does not and should not involve a residence of eight, years In
collirie and technical selo H )1 before a candklate receives the professional degree.

.\ graduate of any good college who has selected his course with reference
to future work in Implied science is aide to complete the rtspdrements for a
degree In the schools of mines, engineering. and 'chemistry in less than four
years after receiving the bachelor's degree. The opportunities for (IOW articu-
lation between Columbia .College and these schiles are particularly good.

lizom HEMP:NTS FOR Aim iss ioN' FOR STUDENTS WITHOUT COLLEGIATE PREPARATION.

(see below) sub-
jects nmounting to 15 poin A point represents a course of live Meri't's
it week for one yenr In the econdnry Ftehool.

The candidate 'Text offer! counting in points.
Chemistry
Drawing __ .

F,lementnry French
or y 2

1

Elementary I :erinati
Engl ish
Niathenialles
Physics . _

3
4
I

and three points from the following, subject to the restriction that to offer an
advanced subject will Involve offering either at the same or earlier the wa,,

correspondin elementary subject: ... 6
Elements Ceraaun Point..

Of ;re above__ 2
Elementary French
Eletnentfiy lipanishl_ 2
Elernentft
Intermedinte French_.- 1

Intermediate Gewalt _ ..,.. _ 1

Ancient history de_ 1

Modern and medieval history_ 1

Ameritan history ______ ... ______ . __ awl

IJItglislihistory N, I .
43otany.::, - 1

Phial -_- -...400. -
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Zoology
Shopwork
Advanced physics

All candidates for degrees of engineer of mines, metallurgical kind chemical
engineer, or chemist, are recommended to offer elementary and intermediate
German.

ADMISSION TO ADVANCED STANDING.

Candidates for admission froip other universities or colleges, and those desk-
Mg to.be admitted to advanced, standing on examination, should make applica-
tion as early as 'possible iti writing to the chairman of the committee on
admission of eke schools of mines, engineering, and chemistry.

The application should be accompanied by
1. A catalogue of the institution for, work in which credit is desired. -The

courses which the candidate has completed must be distinctly marked in this
catalOgue.

2. I'mPerly certified official statements-ufJAs standing in the subjects which
he offers.

3. Letters or other evidence vouching for his character and honorable dis-
missed from the institution from which he comes.

Each candidate dr a chlree seeking admission to mistimed standing must
show that he has attained proficiency in the equivalents of:

1. The requirements for admission to the first year clas.s.
2. AD the urescribed studies already pursued by the ChM to which he seeks

admission.
A candidate may be admitted .etwithstanding deli lencies in some of these

but no candidate will be recommended for a pr esslonal degree until he
shall have completed all the studies reqUired for that ( .grey.

No applicant will be allowed to enter the fourth-year class as a candidate for
a degree after October15 in any year. . - N

The capinittee on admission will notify the tNandidate by mall at the address 0

given inWS letter what-courses, of those gig r ed, are accepted as equivalent to
courses at Coltmibla University. The committee gives credit for complete
mimes only. In cases where the work previously done by the candidates has
not been accepted by theNonmilttee, the candidate may present himself for
examination during the week immediately preceding the opening of the Uni-
versity at the times and places at which the regular fall examinations are held.-
When no examination Is scheduled for the course at this time, the candidate
miry present himself at the office of the dean, who will arrange for themeeesaary
examination. The schedule of fall examinations is to be' obtained from the
registrar. A fee of $5 is charged for these examinations to all applicants who
do not take them at the regular time.

ADMISSION TO SPECIAL COURSES.

Graduates of the schools of mines, engineering, and chemistry, and of other
institutions of equal grade, may pursue any subjects taught in the schools for
which they are properly qualified.

Persons of mature age who are not graduates, but who show special qualifi-
cations, are sometimes perthitted to pursue special courses, but this permission
is not given to. others.

When the candidate Is at n considerable distance from the university, his implicit.
Min should be made as early as possible In order that he may receive the reply In time
to present himself at the university on September 14. 1908.
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COLUMBIA. COLLEGE.

ADMISSION.

Candidates are admitted by the committee on admissions under the following
regulations

Exceptfor reasons of weight, candidates for admission tothe _freshman class
must be at least 15 years of age at the time of matriculatfon and correspond-
ingly older for admission to advanced standing. Each candidate must before
admission present a certificate of good moral Character from his last teacher
or from some citizen of good standing. Students from other colleges or univer-
sities must bring certificates of honorableglismisslon.

All requests for Information regarding admission should be addressed to the
secretary of the university.

To TI1E FRESIIMA.N CLASS.

EVirwiCandldate must offer at the entrance examinations (see belowl subjects
amounting to 15 points. The point here represents the number of years. at
the rate of five periods a week. which will normally be required in Ila sec:
on-dary school to prepare adequately for the college. examination.

The candidate must offer
Counting in points.

English _ _ i 3

Elementary inathem es 3

. and in the case of c 'Oblates for the A. II. degree
Eletpentary Latjn 4

or, beginning Jane, 1908, in the case of candidates 'for It. S. degre either.
elementary Latin 1

1Chemistry
or Elementary physics____.. .._ 1

Intermediate or advanced subjects .-- 2

The candidate may offer any of the following subjects without other re-
striction than that to offer an advanced subject will invoice offering either
at the,same time or earlier the correAponding.clementary subject :

Elementary Greek 3

Elementaryestory 2
i

Drawing 1

Music 1

Intermediate Loren' 1

Intermediate German 1 ,

Advanced English___-_- 1
Advanced Greek 1

Advanced history 1N
Advanced Latin 1 -'

Advanced mathematics ?^1--s

Advanced physics :. 1,

'and in the case cot candidates for the S. S. degree
Elementary Latin (see p. 61) a. 4 or 2

'The candidate may offer not inotnlain 4 points in all from the four sup-
jectp fdllowing: ,

.4

Elementary French.
Elementary German
Italian
Spanish '

700419No. 2.-004

e

..-_. .. : '''"

.2
2

2
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The candidate-may 'offer not more than 3points in all from the six sub-
jects following:

Elementa ihysies_ 1.

Chemistry____ 1

Botany 1

Physiography_ 1

Shopwork _
Zoology 1

ACCEPTANCE OF CERTIFICATES.

Columbia College accepts, in lieu of its entrance examinations, no credentials
of any sort except the regents' academic diploma, the regents' collegiate en-
trance diploma (for details see the Announcement of Columbia College), and
the certificates of approved colleges, and these only for the subjects which
they specifically cover. Certificates of the preparatory or high,school,depart-
ments of universities and colleges are not accepted.

Candidates must take the regular entrance examinations in the sub}ects in
.which their certificates are not deemed adequate.

All certificates so, offered must be received by the college pannittee on
admissions at ienst one week before the first day of the entrance examinatiodk

To ADrASCF1/ STANDING.

Candidates for admission to advanced standing upon the basis of certificates
'from other colleges must till out the appropriate application blank, to be ob-
tained from the secretary of the uniVersity, and -file it with the committee on
admissions one week befOrs theist day of the September or January entrance
examinations. Each candidate must also present, at thattime, an official iron-
scriptof his acadernic'record, together with a marked catalogue of the institution
that he leave&

Candidates for admission to the. freshman class offering for entrance more
than the rempred 15 pointszeceive 4ifidit for this extra work toward a degree,
on a basis tO determineeby the committee on admissions: but not more than

)18 of the 124 ,points required for a degree may be ovule in thEi way.

To SrrotAL COURSES.

Special courkes are offered to young men of good character, at least 18 years
of age, Ftto synth without reference to any degree to make aoericAis study of
any subject ox group of subjects. Sucl men nredesignated "nonmatriculated
students," and are expected' to fult111ilhe re4I1Aments for admission to the
freshman class. Applicgtions nvosiobe,rnade,..on, blanks to be obtained from the
secretary of the university, at least one week before the entrance examinations
begin.

Except for redsons of weight no one willV'admitted as a aVeclal student who,
within ten months of'the lime of his application, has been refused admission, or
has failed in his work, as a candidate fora degree.

Persons who with to pursue merely elementary subjects, such as 'may be
offered for admission. are not received as nonmatriculated students.

Applications from' men of maturity whO have been several years out of school
of college, and have had a valuable educailve experlenceln practical life, will

*

be- Considered on their merits.
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ON PROBATION.

67

Every freshman admitted conditionally will be held under probation during
the first half year of residence. Not later than at the end of this period the
dean, on the basis of reports from the head of each.department in which the
student is registered, will decide whether he shall be admitted to full standing,
have his period of probation extended, or be dropped from the roll. The mark
C, B, or A, obtained in any subject at the end of the first half year of residence,
will be regarded as removing an entrance condition on that subject, unless the
condition was incurred in a part of the subject not directly involved In the work
of the college course. Any condition not so removed must be satisfied by formal
examination.

11

(0) YALE UNIVERSITY.

YALE COLLEGF..

. TERMS OF ADMISSION:4g

Candidates are .admitted to the freshman class on passing a satisfactory
examination in the subjects listed in detail below, under the following six
heads: (I) Latin, ( ii) Greek or substAtes for Greek, (111) French or German,
(iv) English, (v) mathematics, (vI) ancient history.

In 1908, and thereafter until further notiCe, candidates may meet the require-
ments also by passing with satisfactory grades the equivalent subjects in the
examination set by the college entrance examination board and presenting their
hoard certificates for Credit. (A candidate may take his preliminary examina-
tion with the board and his final in the Yale examination, or vice versa. A
combination sf the Yale examination and the board examination in June of the
Rayne year, however, is not allowed, and a candidate who offers such a combina-
tion wilrbe judged solely, by his work in the Yale examination. In no case will
board papers be reread by the Yale examiners.) A detailed list of the equivalent
subjects in the board examination is given below, immediately after the detailed
statement of the subjects of the Yale examination. Board certificates may be
sent far exchange to the registrar of Yale College, New Haven, Conn. Credits,
both preliminary and final, will be granted In accordance with the regulations
which govern the Yale examination; for example, at least five subjects must be
satisfactorily passed in order to secure a preliminary certificate. Requests for
blank forms application fOr admission to the board examination may be sent
to the seer of the college entrance examination board, Substation S4,..NeW
York City.

SUBJECTS OF THE YALE EXAMINATION.

I. LATIN.

I. Latin grammar and composition. In three parts (which, however, may not
be taken separa y) : (a) Question on forms; (b) Questions on syntax; (o)
A connected passa of English prose to be translated into Latin.

The examination n 1908 will be based upon the second, third, and fourth '
, orations of Cicero against Cat! line:,

2. The*translation, at sight, of passages from Cesar and Nepali.
.

. . .
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8. Cicero: The °ratio& a st Catiline and for Arching, and, in addition,
either the Milo, or the,Manilla Law, or the Cato Maior, or both the Marcellus
and the 14th Philippic.

4. Virgil: The first six books f the 2Eneld (including prosody), and, in addi-
tion, either the Bucolics or the eighth and ninth books of the 2Eneid.

wr
NOTSB ON ALL TECO CLASSICAL PAPERS.

In the examinations in Latin and Greek much Weight is given to the papers
in grammar and composition (papers 1 and 5). Deficiencies in these subjects
render it difficult or Impossible to take up and carry on successfully the work In
Latin or Greek of frerihman year. The questions on forms and syntax call for
a good knowledge of all regular inflections and atlicommon irregular forms,
and of the ordinary syntax of Cicero and of Xenophon, respectively. The pas-
sages for translation into Latin and Greek call further for acquaintance with
the Unary vocabulary of Cicero and of Xenophon. respectively ; but the

. chief object of this part of the examination is to supplement the examination
, in formal grammar by testing the candidate's working knowledge of Inflections,

syntax, and the most common forms of sentence connection. .Teachers are
Urged to,combine exercises in cofuposition, bath oml and written, with all the-
prose reading of the spool course. Frequent short exercises in retroversion
should have a prominent place among the means of obtaining the needed facility.

On the other classical papers grammatical questions are 'asked only to teat
the candidate's understanding of a passage.'or on poetic forms and construc-
tions (including prosody) in Virgil and Homer. But good translation, even of
prepared passages, requires a practical knowledge of grammatical principles.

The translations of Latin and Greek at sight (paper 2 and parts.of papers (I
and 7) are read with especial care, as testing the candidate's ability to get at the
author's Meaning without help. It is intended to give on the papers the mean-
ings of such words (If there be any) as the candidate can not fairly be expected
to know. Exercises In reading at sight should begin early in the school course,
and from the outset: particular attention should be given to developing the
ability to take in the full meaning of each wordand so, gradually, of the whole
passagejust as it stands, I. e., in the original order and with full appreciation
of the force'of each word as it comes, both as to its dictionary meaning and
as to its relation to, and force in, its context. The habit of reading in this way

Me' should, in fact, be encouraged and cultivated in all the translating that the
student has to do. But no translation should be a %ere loose paraphrase. The
full meaning of the passage to be translated, gathered in the way described
above, should be apressed in clear and natural .English.

A writtea examination can not test the ear and toirgue, but proper instruction
in any language will necessarily include the training of these organs. The
-school work in Latin and Greek, therefore, should include much reading aloud,
writing from dictation, and translating from the teacher's reading. Learning

.8ne passages,by heart is also very useful and should be more practiced.
In order to allow the - schools freedom in arranging their coumes of work.

alternative equivalents are provided in the authors set. Thus, the paper on
Cicero contains questions on all the orations named in the list above, and in the
Virgil paper passages are set from the eighth and nint1P books of the £neid as
substitute for the Bncoiles. Papers will be prepared also on -other parts of
Virgil, on other orations of Cicero, on other portions of the works of Xenophon
than the first four books of the.Anabasla, and on other books olkHomer thati the
grit three of the Iliad and the first four of the Odyssey, proAdIg informal
bagiven to the registrar of ?he college, before. May 1 of the calendar year
which the examination is to be taken; that such paper, is desired.
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5. Greek grammar and composition. In twp parts (which, however, may'
not be taken separately) : (a) Questions on forms and syntax; (b) a passage
of simple English prose to be translated Into Attic Greek.

The examination in 1908 will be based upon the first three books of Xeno-
phon's Anabasis. ,

6. Xenophon : four books of the Anabasis This paper includes also a pas-
sage from some work of Xenophon to test the candidate's ability to read easy
Greek at sight.

7. Homer: Three books of the Iliad (Including prosody). This paper in-,
eludes also a passage from the poems of Homer to be translated at sight. Four
books of the Odyssey may be'submitted for three books of the Iliad.

Notes on all the classical papers are given above.

SUBSTITUTES FOB GREBE.'

In place of Greek (papers 5-7) the following substitutes are,accepted:
A candidate who wishes to omit only Homer must offer two of the three parts

of Mathematics Al, described below. It is to be noted that under (3) there is
an option between advanced algebra and analytical geometry. A candidate who
wishes to omit the entire Greek requirement (papers 5-7, above, but not Greek
history, Whichdis required of all candidates) must offer both French (a) and
German (a) and, in addition, one of the three following alternatives:

1. Two of the three parts of mathematics Al and either French (b) or
German (b)7

2. French (bj and German (b).
3. Germ-an (b) and German (c).
The requirements in these substitutes are folloWs:

SLTRSMATICS

N. B.A candidate who expects to continue mathematics in college and totvo
offers two of the three parts of mathematics Al in partial satisfaction of the
entrance requirement should offer parts (I) and (2).

(1) Solid geometry: The usual text demonstrations, omitting the, theorems
on sphericalangles and triangles.

(2) Plane trigonometry Fundataental definitions slid properties of,the trigo-
nometric functions, with the usual formulfet application of the same to Simple
problems of reduction; solution of trigonomeeic equations; solution of right
and oblique triangles by use of natural' or lognri4mic tables.

(3) Advanced algebra or analytical geometry :
Advanced algebra : Properties of quadratic equations, permutations and 0001*

binationa, principles of logarithms, partial fractions; graphical ripresentation
yid functions' of one vartable andtepproximatkin to intommensurable roots;

simple theorems regarding the relation between the roots of an equation' and
its coefficients and factors.

Analytical geometry : Plotting of equations in rectangular and polhr coordi-
nates; intersection of loci and Mierpretationof the same; equittion of et-night
line in Its various forms and problein Involving parallelism and perpendicu-
larity of lines; equations of circle and conic sections in rectapgular and polar
coordinates; trinsformation of coordinatesAux1 reduction of general equation of
second degree to normal forms.
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French (a).'See under III. French or German, below.
French (b). In addition M the elementary requirements, candidates who

offer French for advanced standing, or as a partial subsaitute"fer Greek at
entrance, are expected to possess a thorough knowledge of French grammar' and
idioms and the ability to translate connected passages from English into French,
and to have read the following texts: Hugo's Les Mlekrables, pp. 1-124 of
Super's edition (Heath & Co.) ; Zola's La Debacle, pp. 1-155 of Wells's edition.

.(Heath & Co.); Dumas file's Lit Question d'Argent ; Daudet's Cordes, pp. '1-133
of Cemeron's edition (Holt & Co.). Equivalents: Balzac's Eugenie ,Grandet,
pp. 1-115 of Bergeron's edition (Holt & Co.) is accepted for Hugo; Sandeau's
Mlle. de la Seigliere is accepted for Dumas file.

Practice In reading French aloud and in writing from dictation is recom-
mended.

[Credit is not given for French (b) before French (a) is passed.]

GERMAN.

German (a). See under III. French or Germah, below.
German (b). The examination is designed jo test the proficiency of those wbo

have'read, in addition to the amount specified under Germain (a), not less than
350 pages of classical and contemrforary prose a_nd vise. It consists of two
parts (which, however, may not be taken separately) :

(1) The translation at tight of ordinary German.
The suggestions of the report of the comn/lAre of twelve as to reading matter

for the intermediate course In German should be followed in geueral. The fol-
lowing selection is recommended: (1) One of Riehl's or Keller's tales; (2) Frey-
tag's Die joumalisten or hessing's NtInne von Bornholm; (3) Heine's Poems
and Prose (such extracts, for example, as are contained In Die Harzreise, Buch
Le Griind, and Engasche Fragmente ,ordinary school editions of Heine's
Prose); (4) Goethe's Hermann and Dorothea.

(11) The translation into German of a connected passage of simple English
prose, to test the candidate's familiarity with grammar. Proficiency in gram-
mar may be tested also by direct questions.

In the translation into German, candidates are expected to show a thorough
knowedge of accidence,. the elements of word-formation, the principal uses
of prepositions and conjunctions, and the essentials of syntax, espelally the
use of the modal auxiliaries and of the subjunctive and infinitive mMds.

[Credit is not giveq for German (b) before German (a) is passed.]
German (o). The examination is designed to test the,proficiency of those

who have read, in addition to the amounts specified under German (a) and
German (b), about 500 pages of difficult prose and of good literature in, prose
and verse: (The reading should be done with a view to acquiring facility in
reading German for advanced work In other subjects, and to gaining an intel-
ligent general appreciation of the purely literary works read.) The examina-
tion consists of two (which, however, may not be taken separately):

(I) The, translation at sight of difficult Ger an prose (not technical) and
verse,. whether recent ort classical.

Thb suggestions of the report of the co Ittee of twelve as to reading;
matter for the advanced course should be fo lowed in general, though greater
stress should be laid upon acquiring facility in translating and understanding
German proae, such as would be necessary for advanced work in other branches.

°
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(ii) The translation into German of a connected passage of ordinary English
prose, or the writing in German of a short theme upon some assigned topic.

[Credit is not given for German (c) before German (a) and (b) are passed.]

III. FRENCH OR GERMAN.

ch (a) or German (a). The candidate is at liberty to decide for him-
which of the. two languages he shall be examined..

71733SHOH.

French (a), Elementary. Candidates are required to translate simple prose
selections from French authors (Euhns's French Reading and hi6rim6e'd
Colomba are suggested), and to show familiarity with the eletpents of French
grammar ; that is, with the forms of th4 articles, adjectives, nouns, and pro-
nouns, with the conjugation of the regular and the most frequent irregular
verbs, and with ordinarY syntactical constructions. Simple English sentences
are set to be rendered into French, and.the candidate's knowledge of the princi-
ples of pronunciation is tested.

ORRME.A2S.

German (a), Elementary. The examinatio is designed to test the profi-
ciency of those who have studied 'German in the equivalent of a systematic
course of five periods a week for one year. It consists of two parts (which,
however, may not be taken separately)':

(1) The translation at sight of a passage of easy prose containing no rare
words.

The passages set for translation are suited to candidates who have read
(including sight-reading done in class) not less than 200 duodecimo pages of
simple German, chiefly narrative prose. It is important that all translation be
done into Aar and idiomatic English.

(11) The translation into German of simple English sentences, to test the
candidate's familiarity with elementary grammar.

ElementaPy grammar is understood to include the conjugation of the.zeak
and the more usiml strong verbs; the declension of articles, adjectives, pro-
nouns, and such nouns as are readlly-classtfled; the uses of the more common
prepositions; the simpler'uses of modal auxiliaries; the elements of syntax
and tword order. Proficiency may he test; iso by direct questions.

Practice In propunclation by readin aloud as much as possible from the
texts used in thr class is rue m . .ed also the writing of German from dicta-
tion.

IV. Enotisn..
N .

No candidate is accepted.4n either English (a) or English (b) whose work ta
notably 'defective in point of spelling, capitalization. punetuatiot, idiom, or divi-
Mon into paragraphs. An entrance condition imposed in English (a) is removed
,only upon evidence iof marked improvement in the ability to write English
correctly.

9. English (a). The candidate should read the books prescribed below with a
view to understanding and enjoying them. The examination is designed espe-
cially to test the candidate's 'power of clear and Accurate expression, but calls
also for d reasonable degree of familiarity with the substance of the books read.
The form of the examinaticm is usually the writing of a paragraph or two on
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each of several topics, to be chosen by the candidate from a considerable number
4 set before him in the examination

The books set for this part of the examination are as follows:
For the preliminary examination In 1907, for the class entering in 1908:

Shakespeare's Macbeth and Merchant of Venice; the Sir Roger de Coverley
Paper; in The Spectator ;, Irving's Life of Goldsmith; Coleridge's Ancient
Mariner; Scott's Ivanhoe and Lady of the Lake; Tennyson's Gareth and
Lynette, Lancelot and Elaine, and Passing of Arthur ; Lowell's Vision of Sir
Launfal; George Eliot's Silas !darner. ;

For the preliminary examination in 1908, for the class enter* in 1909:
tlaSlinkeepeare's Merchant ref Venice and Julius Caesar; Bunyan's Pilgrim's Prog-

ress, -Part I ; the Sir Roger de Coverley Papers in The Spectator ; Scott's Ivan-
hoe and Lady of the Lake; Irving'e Sketch Book; Macaulay's Lays of Ancient
Rome; Tennygon's Gareth and Lynette, Lancelot and Elaine, and Passing of
Arthur; George Eliot's Silas darner.

For the preliminary examination in 1909; for the class entering in 1910:
Shakespeare's Merchant of Venice and Julius Cresar; the Sir Roger de Coverley
Papers in The Spectator ; Franklin's Autobiography; Scott's Ivanhoe and.Lady
of the Lake; either Irvtng's Sketch Book or Ilawthorne's House of the Seven
Gables; Macaulay's Lays of Ancient Rome; Tennyson's Gareth 'and Lynette,
Lancelot and Elaine, and Passing of Arthur ; either George Elliot's Silas Mar-'..
ner or Dickens's Tale of Two Cities.

For the preliminary examination in 1910, fpr the class entering in 1911:
flhakespeare's Merchant of Venice and Julius Crew; the Sir Roger de Coverley
Papers in The Spectator ; either Franklin's Autobiography or Goldsmith's Vicar
of Wakefield ; Scott's Ivanhoe and Lady of the Lake; Hawthorne's House of
the Seven Gables; Macaulay's Lays of Ancient Rome; Tennyson's Gareth and.
Lynette, Lancelot and Elaine, and Passing of Arthur ; either George Eliot's
Silas Marner or Dickens's Tale of Two Cities.

10. English (b). The candidate 'should read the books prescribed for this part
of the examination with the view of acquiring such knowledge of their contents
as will enable him to answer specific questions with accuracy and some detail.
The examination tests also the candidate's ability to express his knowledge with
clearness and 'accuracy, IC is not designed, however, to require minute drill in
difficulties of verbal expression, unimportant allusiohs, or technical details.

The books set for this part of the'examlnation are ae follows: .

For the final examination in 1908:°shakespeare's Julius Caesar; Milton's
L4ycidas, Cemus, L'Allegro, and H Penseroso; Burke's Speech on Conciliation
with America ; Macaulay's Essays on Addison and Life of Johnson.

For the final examinations in 1900, 1910, and 1911: Shakespeare's Macbeth
Lycidas, Conie, L'Allegro, and II Penseroso; either Burke's Speech on

Conciliation with America, or both Washington's Farewell Address'and Web-
ster's First Bunker 11111 Oration; either Macaulay's Life of Johnson or Carlyle's
Essay on Burns.

NOTall ON TES itanaxamit 88QUISNICK2TTS.

Preparation In English has two main objecis ; (1) Conmiand of correct and'
clear English: spoken and written; (2) power to read with intelligence and
appreciation. /ro secure these epds, training in grammar and the simpler prin-
ciple* of rhetoric, and the writing of frequent compositions, are as esoeutial as'
the study of the books specified above. After the year 11)08 the English (b)
paper may contain specific questions upon the essentials* of English grammar,

the paragraph in Italics fibre, at the head of this section (IV. English)..
innlnAlne ordinary grammatical farrnInnletens 1.finntittne and syntax. 0.1. alsoro

0

J e INI
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For candidates who take th complete examination in English at a single
session, this examination covet the books ire for the final examination in that
year, together with those set for the -preliminary examination in the preceding
year; for example, the complete efamihatiou In 1909 will cover the books set
for the final examination in 1909, together with those set for the preliminary
examination in 1908.

The lists in English (a) for 1908, 1909, and 1910, for the classes entering in
1900, 1910, and 1911, are selected from the list adopted by the confereqce on
uniform entrance requirements in English, at a meeting held at Newark, N. J.,
February 22, 1905. Candidates may make other selections from that list, pro-
vided they notify the registrar of the college before February 1 of the calendar
year in which the examination is to he taken.

V. MATUEMATIC8.

11. Algebrd (a): Fundamental operations, factoring, highest common factor,
least common multiple, fractions; equations of the brat degree-in one or more
unknown quantities, problems which lead to equations of the first degree, pow-
ers and roots, fractional and negative exponents, reduction of radicals, includ-
ing the extraction of the square root of numbers.

12. Algebra (b): Quadratic equations in one or two unkaown,quatitities,
ratio and proportion, arithmetical and geometrical progressions, binomial theo-
rem for positive integral exponents. 7

13. Plane geometry : Demonstrations of theorems and constructions, and
demonstrations of problems which are contained in the standarR texts; simple
exercises in Construction and demonstration; numerical - problems, of which
some are stated in terms of the metric system of weights and measures, relating
to the mensuration of the triangle,- parallelogram, trapezoid, regular polygons,
and circle. For this' examination the cludidate must provide himself with
compasses and ruler.

Special emphasis is laid upon accuracy In reckoning, both In algebra and Inc
geometry.

VI. ANCIENT HISTORY.

14. Greek, and Roman history: From the earliest times to the death of
Augustus.

The examination in this subject may not be divided:el

COLIIEOE ENTRANCE EXAMINATION 'BOARD EQUIVALENTS.

The subjects in the College Entrance Board .Examination which, as stated
above, may be offered as substitutes for the Yale requirements are as follows:

1. LATIN.
Yale Requirements. Board II:animation.

(a) i. Grammar,
ii. Elementaty prose

1. Latin grammar and composition., composition
and

(1) Prone composition.
(b) P

2. (pa New& .
eter

and
, NePog

Okero.. (e) Cicero.
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4. Virgil:

II. GREEK OR

5. Greek grammar and
composition.

. 6. Xenophon.'

7. Homer.

For Homer
Any two of the three parts of

mathematics Al, ar follows:
(1) Solid geometry,

.(2) Plane trigonometry,
(3) Advanced algebra or,

,analytical geometry.

For the entire
Greek requirement

Both
Elementary French

and
lementary German
and, in addition, any two
of the three following: .

French (b).
.t '

a.

Virgil's £neid
and either

(g) Ovid or (q) eight
translation of poetry.

(dq) Emeid and eight
translation.

SUBSTITUTES GREEK.

.(a) i. Grammar.
ii. Elementary prose

composition
and

(f) Prose composition.
(b) Xenophon

and
(g) Sighttranslation

of prose.
Homer's Iliad

and
(h) Sight translation

of Homer.
(ch) Iliad and eight

translation.

RUBSTITUTRI3 FOR GREEK.

German' Cb).
.

Any two of the three parts of.
mathematics Al (aaabove).

For Homer
Any two of the three

following:
(d) Solid geometry.
(f) Plane trigonometry.
(b) Advanced algebra.

For the entire
Greek requirement

Both
(a) Elementary French

and
(a) Elementary German 6°'

and, in addition, any two
of the following groups:

(b) Intermediate French
and

(c) Advanced French.
(b) Intermediate German

and
(c) Advanced German.
(d) gelid geometry,
jf) Plane trigonometry,

and
(b) Advanced algehts.
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FRENCII OR GERMAN.

8. 'French (a) (a) Elementary French
or or

tierNan (a). (a) Elementary Germin.

9. English (a)
10. English (b).

11. Algebra (a)
12. Algebra (b)
13. }'lane geometry.

IV. ENGLISH.

(a) Reading and practice.
(b) Study and practice.

V. MATHFMATICS.

(a) i. Algebra.
ii. Alrbra.

(c) Plane geometry.

vi.jaNiiNT HISTORY.

14. Greek and Roman history. (a) Ancient history.

CERTIFICATF.1 8 OF STANDING ELSEWHERE.

"bolo.

Certificates of standing elsewhere are not accepted for admission in lieu of
examinations, except in certain cases when a candidate brings evidence that
he has passed the whole of freSinnan year in good standing at another. "liege.
A blank form of application Will be furnished by the registrar of the college
upon request. Each application must be accompanied by a certificate-of honor-
able dismission and a detailed statement of the applicant's entrance credits
and work completed in college, both signed by the dean or other proper officer
of the college from which the student conies. Each application IS judged on
its merits; In every case the amount of work certified must be more than
equivalent to the Yale entrance requirements, usually by a year's work.

AE ISSION TO, AND DIVISION OF, THE EXAMINATION.

The examination may be taken either all at one time or in parts, at two or
more different times. Candidates, certificates, and examinations are accord-
ingly designated as either "preliminary " (1. e.. other than final) or " final."
The requirements for admission to an examination and for the granting of a
certificate, together with the regulations under which the examination may be
divided, Ware as follow's:

1. Every candidate for admission is expectedto send to the registrar of the
college, not later than May 15. a written sotification of his intention to take
the examination, stating also whether he is a preliminary or a final candidate
and at what place he will taRe the examination. Ullon receipt of this notifica-
tion the registrar will send a letter of instructions and a blank form for the
required recommendation (see paragraph 5. below).

2. At .a preliminary examination a candidate, whether be already holds a
preliminary certificate or not, must present a definite Statement from his
instructor or instructors, specifying the subjects in which he is prepared to
offer himself for examination. No 2!andidate is accepted in a subject in which
he ih not so authorized before the close of the einffiliption.

3. To obtain a prelitipWry certificate; a candidate must, as a rule, pass at
one time In not less thatfive subjects in which he Is duly authorized. To
obtain an addition to the list of subjects credited on such A certificate, he must
pass at tate time in not less than three authorised subjects.
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4. In general there must be an interval of not less than a school year be-
tween two parte of an examination; but a candidate who has received a pre-
liminary certificate at the June examination may at the next ,September exami-
nation add to the list of subjects credited thereon, provided he present evidence
of work done during the summer and pass in not less than three subjects.

5. At the final examination a candidate must bring from his instructors satis-
factory documents, covering the whole of the preceding school pear, September-
June, whether this has all been spent in one school or not, under the following
three heads: (1) the work that has been done by litw; (2) the subjects in
which he is recommended for examination; (3) his moral character.

ANTICIPATION OF FRESHMAN COURSES.

Courses regularly offered to the freshman class (described ou later pages)
may be anticipated by members of the incoming class under the following regu-
lations: 11) application must be made In writing to the registrar before Sep-
tember 1; (2) a fee of $5 for each course (made payable to the college bursar,
Mr. H. M. Osborn) must accompany the application; (3) the applicant must
present himself for examination at the time of the entrance examination in
September. If the examination is satisfactorily passed, the student may take
In place of the anticipated work an equal number of hours from the courses
open to freshmen or to sophomores, if he is otherwise qualified to do so ; and the
anticipated course or courses may, if a grade of C or higher is obtained therein,
count as part of the sixty hours required for graduation.

ADMISSION TO ADVANCED STANDING.

Examinations for admission to advanced standing will be held at Alumni Hall
In June and September. -AU applicants must give evidence of having satisfied
the regular requirements for admission to the freshman class.

A student from another' college is admitted ad cumicm only on passing a sat -
isfactory examination on the studies of freshman year, and upon-other 'courses
sufficient to make up the number of hours of class-room work already completed
by the class. which he wishes be enter.

Applications for admission toy advanced standing without examination are
received from graduates and undergraduates of apprbved colleges who expect
to fall back one or more years in their cross rating. Each case, however, is
judged on its merits. Either a diploma oittgraduation or a,statement from the
dean or other proper officer of the college from which the student comes must
be handed in with each application. Blank forme of application may be ob-
tained by writing to the dean of the college. I

No one is admitted to the senior (11188 after the beginning of the second term.

AGE, TESTIMONIAL,. AND BOND.

No one is admitted to the freshman class until he has completed his 15th
year, nor to.a higher class without a corresponding increase of age. ,

A satisfactory testimonial of good moral chaktcter is in every case required,
before a cerliticate of admission in full is granted. Students from other col-
leges, as well as those who have been members of a school at any time during
the preceding year, must present certificates of dismission in good standing.

Every person, on being admitted, mustglie to the college bursIkr a bond, exe-
cuted by hit: parent or guardian, for $500, as security for the payinent of chafgea
arising under the laws of the college. A blank form for this purpose is provided
at the time of admission:

. .
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e
SHEFFIELD SCIENTIFIC SCHOOL.

REQUIREMENTS FOR ADMItsION at- SPECIAL STUDENTS.

Those students who, being fully qualified, desire to pursue particular studies
without reference to the obtaining of a degree are received In most of the de-
partments of the school as special students; not, however, In the course in se-
lected studies in lapguage, history, and the natural.and social sciences, nor in
the freshman class. It should be distinctly understood, however, that' these op-
portunities are designed especially to aid those who, having received a sufficient
preliminary education_ elsewhere, desire to increase their proficiency in special
branches.

To gain admission to such a special course of study it is necessary for the
student to show, either by exatnitaktion or by submitting credentials from other
scientific schools or colleges, that be has the relindnary training requisite for
the successful pursuit Of the course chosen. The plan of'studies elected must
meet with the approal of the professor in charge of the course: A special
student may at any time become a regular student and candidate for a degree
by making up all deficiencies in the requirements for admission and in the
required course subjects.

REQUIREMENTS FOR -ADMISSION TO THE ,FRESILCIAN CLASS.

SUIa.CT8 OF EXAMINATION.

All candidates for admission to the freshman Mass are examined in the fol-
lowing subjects: a

1. ENGLISH GRAMMAR.

Whitney's Essentials of English Gramfitar, or an equivalent.

S. ENOLD3H LITERATVILE (Al.

The candidate should read the books prescribed below with a view to under-
standing and enjoying them. The examination is designed especially to test the
candidate'%power of clear and accurate expression, but calls also for a reason-
able degree of familiarity with the aubstance of the books read. The foth of
the examination is usually the writing of a paragraph or two on each of several
topics, to be chosen by the candidate from a considerable number set before him
in the examination paper.

The books set for this part of the examination are as follows:
-For the preliminary examinatimi in 1007, for the class entering in 1008:

Shakespeare's Macbeth and Merchant of Venice; the Sir Roger de Cover ley
Papers in The Spectator; Irving's Life of Goldsmith; Coleridge's Ancient
Mariner ; Scott's Ivanhoe and Lady of the Lake; Tennyson's Gareth and
Lynette, Lancelot and Elaine, and Passing of Arthur; Lowell's Vision of Sir
Launfal ; George Ellot's Silas Mutter.

For the preliminary examination in 1908, for the class entering in 1909:
Shakespeare's Merchant of Vented' and Julie's Caesar; Bunyan's Pilgrim's
Progress, Part I; the Sir Roger.de Coverley Papers in The Spectator; Scott'.
Ivanhoe and Lady of the Lake; Irving's Sketch Book; Macaelay's Lays of

r
, v

Certificates of examination of the College Entrant; Examination Board of the Middle
8 es and.Maryland are accepted so tar as such certificates cover the requirements here
get (Ilee p. 88.)
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Ancient Rome;' Tennyson's Gareth and Lynette, Lancelot and Elaine, and
'Passing of Arthur ; George Eliot's Silas Marber.

For the preliminary examination in 1909, for the class entering In 1910:
Shakespeare's Merchant of Venice and Julius Cfesar ; the Sir Roger de Cover-, ley Papers, in The Spectator ; Franklin's Autobiography; Scott's Ivanhoe andLady of the Lake; either Irving's Sketch Book pr Hawthorne's House of theSeven Gables; Macaulay's Lays of Ancient Rome; Tennyson's Gareth and
Lynette, Lancelot and Elaine, -and Passing of Arthur; either George Eliot's
Silas Marner or Dickens's Tale of Two Cities.

For the preliminary examination in 1910, for the class entering in ,1911:
Shakespeare's Merchant of Venice and Julius Caesar; the Sir Roger de Cover-
ley Papers in The Spectator; either Franklin's Autobiography or Goldsmith's
Vicar of Wakefield; Scott's Ivanhoe and Lady of the Lake; Hawthorne's
House of the Seven Gables; Macaulay's Lays of Ancient Rome; Tennyson's
Gareth and Lynette, Lancelot and Elaine, and Naming of Arthur; either George
Eliot's Silas Starner or Dickens's Tale of Two Cities.

ir

3. ILN131.13 I ISTEHATITBB (B).

The candidate shoulti,read the books prescribed for this part of the examina-
tion with the view of acquiring such knowledge of their contents as will enable
him to answer specific questions with accuracy and some detail. The examina-
tion tests also the. candidate's ability to express his knowledge dearnessand accuracy. It is not designed, however, to acquire niinute drill in difficul-
ties of verbal expression, unimportant allusions, or technical details.

The books set for this part of the exam.lnation are as follows:
For the final examination in 1908: Shakeepeare's Julius 'Casa!! Milton's

Lydda& Comm, L'Allegro, and II Penseroso; Burke's Speech on Conciliation
with America; Macaulay's Essays on Addison and Life of Jolliet).

For final examinations in 1909, 1910, and 1911 : Shakespeare's Macbeth;
Milton's Lycidas, Comus, L'Allegro, and II Penseroso; either Burke's Speech
on Conciliation with America, rboth Washington's Farewell Address and
Webster's First Bunker Hill Oration ; either Macaplay's Life of Johnson or
Carlyle's Essay on 41.1r118.

NOTES OW THE BNOISBH REQUIRMLENTB.

Preparation in English has two main objects: (1) command of correct and
clear English, spoken hnd written; (2) power to rend with intelligence and
appreciation. To secure these ends, training in grammar and the, simpler prin-
ciples of rhetoric, and the writing of frequent compottitions, are as essential as
the. study of the books specified above. After the year 1908 the English (Bj
paper may contain specific questions upon the essentials of English grammar,
including ordinary grammatical terminology, inflections, and syntax.

No candidate is accepted in either English (A) or English (B) whose work is
notabji defective in point of speillagi% capitalization, punctuation, idiom, or('
division into paragraphs. An entrance condition in English (A) is removed
only upon. evidence of marked improvement lu the ability to write English
cerrectly. -

rol candidates who take the complete examination- in English at a single
sessioh, this extunirfation covers the books set for the final 'examination in that
year, together with those set for the preliminary examination in the preceding
year ; for example, the complete examination in 1908 will cover the books set'for
the final examination in 1908, together pith thbso set for the preliminary exami-
nation In 1907.

a
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The lists in English (A) for 1908, 1NO9, and 1910, for the classes entering in
19Q9, 1910 and 1911, are selected from the list adopted by the conference on.
uniform entrance requirements in English, at a meeting held at Newark, N. J.,
February 22, 1905. Candidates may make other selections from that list, pro-
vided they notify the registrar of the Sheffield Scientific School tzefore February
I of the calendar year in which the examination is to'be held.

4. HISTORY OF ENGLAND.

The student should have some acquaintance with the leading facts of English
-History from the landing of Julius Csesitr 55,5 B. C.) down to the conclusion of
Beaconsfield's ministfy (1880). Special attention should be given to incidents
from the Norman Conquest onward. It is recommended that, so far as possible,
the attention of the student be directed to the importance .not only of the
development of English government, but of'English Industry, and English litera-
ture. Montgomery's Leading Facts of English History, or an equivalent.

[In view of the importance of a knowledge of the history of England as, a
preparation for the study of English in freshman -year no equivalent is accepted
for this requirement.)

a. HISTORY OF THE UNITED STATES OR ROMAN HISTORY OR GREEK HISTORY.

In History of the United Statis, a thorough acquaintance is expected with
some one of the more recent text-books, such as Johnston's History of the United
States, revised edition, Montgomery's Students' American History, Channing's

.Students' History of the United States, or.McLaughlin''s History of the Ameri-
ean Nation.

In Greek Histo6/ the examination will cover the period to the death of Alex-
ander (323 B. C.). Myers's A II istory of Greece, or Botsford's History of
Greece, or 4n equivalent.

In Roman History the student should be particularly familiar with the Roman
Republic (509 B. C. to the death of Jt us Ctesarl, though he 'Will he held
responsible for sortie knowledge of the de% loptuent of the Empire to thedeath
of Augustus (14 A. D.). Myers's Rome: s Rise and Fall, or Boteford's His-
tory of Rome, or an equivalent. In Greek nd Roman history the imp6rtance
of historical geography shnuld not be overlo ed.

The examinations in history will be framed to discourage hasty memorizing
and to encoprage careful preparation at the hands of teachers. Stress should
be laid In preparation upon a knowledge of historl6a1 geography and upon a
clear understanding of the more salient dates and facts.

S. LATIN ORAMWt. AND COMPOSITION.

The examination in'Latin grammar will he based on connected passages taken
from the first and second books of Ceesar's Grille War. The exercises set for
translation from English into Latin will involie the vocabulary and idioms of
thesoo boots.

7. CUSEIAR OR NEPOS.

.0 The first .four books of Comes Gallic War.
The first twelve of Nepos's Lives, as they appear in the Teubner edition, will

be accepted as an equivalent for the third and fourth books of Cmy,r. For the
first and second books of Clear no equivalent islaccepted.

8. VIROEL OR OROIRO..

The first three bott of the 2131neld. This requirement involves ability to
scan Latin hexameters.

Cieera's orations against Catiline and for Archlas may be offered in place of
Virgil.
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In order to allow preparary schools still further freedom in arranging their
courses of work, examination papers will be preparedon other equivalents of the
texts mentioned above, provided application for a sufficient number of candi-
dateS be made to the registrar of the Sheffield Scientific School before Feb-
ruary 1.

0. OSSICAN 011.*YRIDICH.
a

Candidates will be required to translate at sight simple prose selections from
German or French authors, and to have such a knowledge of grammar as will
enable them to read the selections intelligently. This implies fanItilarity with
the declensions of nouns, adjectives, and pronouns, with the conjugation of
verbs, and with the syntax of cases. The ability_tO translate simple sentences
from English into German or French will also be requisite, as well as an intel-
ligible pronunciation of the language offered.

10. AI.GBBBA A. 1311.113CSNTAILY (.1401017GH QUADRATICS).

The four futidjimental operations for rational algebraic expressions; factor-ing, diterraination of the highest common factor and least common multiple byfactoringt.- fractions, including compl6x fractions and ratio and proportion;
linear equations both numerical and literal, containing one or more linkun
quantities; problems depending on linear equations; radicals, including the
extraction of the scmtre Imapt of polynominals nud of numbers; exponents,
including the fractional and negative. 4Quadratic equations, both numerical and ,literal; simple cases of equations with one or more unknown quantities that can .s.,/be solved by the\inethods of linear anti quadratic equations; problems depend-ing on quadratic equations; binomial theorem for positive integral exponents;formulas for the nth

and geomet-rical progressions with applications.

11. ADORBRA,_B, ADVANTID.

Permutations and oombinations, limited to simple cases. Numerical equa-tions of higher degree, and so much of the theory of equations with graphicalmethods as is necessary for their treatment, including Descartes' Rule of Signsand Horner's method, but not Sturm's futittions or multiple roots.
A syllabus of the requirement in advanced algebra may be obtained from thetreasurer of the Sheffield Scientific School, New Haven, Conn., on'payrnent of 10cents. .

It is expected that candidates presenting themselves in algebra will have cov-ered all the subjects above specified. They examination, howevter, is especiallydesigned to test the thcfroaphnees of the candidafe's training thui preparation.
Those questions, therefore, whose solution involves only the fundamental oper-

'#ations must be worked out rapidly and accurately.
Much time should be devoted to the statement and solution of problems, and

the student should be taught the importance of the interiXeLltion-and verifica-
tion of his results.

The required topics in algebra are adequately treated in Advanced Algebra by
H. Z. Hawke*,

I*. PLANS owowirray.

Demonstration of the theorems and constructions contained in any standard
text, and solution of original-propositions and problems.

The examination in this subject will teat not only the candidate's acquaint-
ce with the theorems of any standard'text, but also his ability to solve orig.

exerelbes and problem& Two hours will be alto wd for the examination, .

,
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and it is expected that aptitude will be shown in attacking questions of reason- ;-able difficulty. As much time as possible should bg.devoted, in the student'spreparation, to originate. The student should learn, therefore, thit knowledgeof geometry means not IserelysfamilLarity with propositions proven in the't:ext,but rather the possession of keenness and readiness in space perception as wellas the power to reason logically' and deductively.

a
13. 80.1.18 OBOILETNY.

The usual text demonstrations, Including the relations of planes and lines inspace, the properties and mensuration of prisms, pyramids, cylinders, and cones,tile sphere and spherical triangle.
In selecting a text-book lu geometry, it is especially Important that ote bechosen which encourages and develops independent thought mid work on thepart of the student, and which does not reduce the study, of the science to anexercise In memorising. Knowledge of propositions and constructions is not theonly. im of geometric instruction, but training in logical thinking and deductivereasoning as well. The stuent should - acquire power in applying the methods

which he has been taught to the solution of original exercises and problems.The examination is intended to test the power of the candidate in this respect,and also his acquaintance with the text.

14. TBIOONOMSTRY AND 1,00A.13.4B:11.8.

Fundamental definitions, properties, and analytical theory of the trigonomet-rrc functions, with the usual formula; applications to the solution of simpleproblems,-and, In particular, to the formal solution of plane oblique triangles.Theory and principles of logarithms (withopt the introduction of work involvingInfinite series), solntion of right and obliiqtAplane triangles, and of numerical"s. problems in algebra.
Preparation in-trigonometry should include exercises in applying the formula3to a variety oreductions and transformations, and the solution of trigonomet-rical equations involving either direct or inverse 'functions. Of funda'mental

importance Is a thorough drill in the reduction of functions of any angle to func-tions of an acute angle. Accuracy In results and neatness'in the arrangeMentof computations are Insisted upon.
The student should he familiar with the tableti furnished at the examination.These are entitletl Tour-Place Logarithmic Tables, and may be obtained from, the puillIshera, Henry Bolt & Co., New York .City. The necessary formula forthe solution of plane oblique triangles are given hi these tables,

15. BOTANY OR CEBRIBTRY 98 prryaroa
In Botany the requirements Include n knowledge of the structure and of themore important physiological proesses of flowering plants, together withmatters pertaining to pollination and the dissentinaltion of seeds. Leavitt'sOutlines of Botany or Bergen's Foundations of Botany Is recommended as asuitable aid in preparing for the examination. It is desirable that the candidate

should lave had some experience in-the analysis of common flowering plants. 41In Chemistry the requirement will involve (a) a knowledge of hydrogen,oxygen, the halogens, sulphur, nitrogen, phosphorus, arsenic, carbon, silicon,sodium, potassiunp, ammpnlum, calcium, barium, magnellum, zinc, mercury,sliver, copper, tin, lead, Iron, and aluminum, together ilk their simple coin-pounds, This will include ability to describe the occurrence in nature of suchsubstances, their simple physical properties, the more important or typical
70049-No. 2-00---8
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chemical changes in which they take part, the important methods of prepara-
tion, and a knowledge of the common names; also, ability to describe accurately
the phenomena observed in elperimente and to make deductions from. those
observations.

(b) Ability to sketch and describe simple pieces of apparatus used in the
laboratory.

(c) Ability to write equations of simple reactions and to make calculations
of the quantities Involved, atomic weights being supplied; also, ability to
calculate Volumes of gases from their weights or the reverse and to calculate
the quantity per unit volume of a substance in solution from the density and
percentage,, composition of the solution. 4

(d) Familiarity with the fact that elements combine in fixed ratios or mu/.
ti les thereof, and a knowledge of the atomic theory ; also, ability to apply
t lam s of Boyle, Charles, and Avogadro, and to write equations representing
t e reaction's by volume of the common gases and vapors.

It is strongly recommended that the preparation for this requirement ahbuld
be by a course of clubs-room and laboratory work in which particular emphasis
is laid upon the systematic study of the elements in natural groups or by the
nee of Mendelejetre classification. Fundamental principles, suck as reduction,
oxidation, the re ction of acids,, bases, etc., should be given special attention,
and the more lm ortant test reactions should be made familiar.

No candidate will be accepted in this subject unless be has had a laboratory
course. Every candidate must ttlich to his answer paper in chemistry a state-
ment, signed by his instructor, orthe work he has done In this subject.

In Physic., the examination will be designed to test the candidate's familiarity
with the general phenomena of mechanics, sound, light, heat, magnetism, and
electricity, and his knowledge of the simpler laws goventipg these phenomena.

DIVISION OF EXAMINATION.

1 Preliminary examination.Candidales to divide the examination
13between two 1Weettilire years. For tffe first reliminary examination the can-

didate may present himself at any refelar examination.in either June or Sep-.
tetuber and may offer any five or more of the above-mentioned subjects. At this
exapination each eandidate must submit a recommendation from his principal
instructor regarding the subjects which he is autherized to offer.° A certlifIcate
of preliminary examination will not be granted unless at least five of these*
subjects have been satisfactdtily passed. A preliminary certificate Flven in:
June can not be completed until the following year ; but a candidate who has
received a preliminary certificate nt the June examination may at the next
September examination add to the list of subjects credited thereon, provided
he present evidence of work done during the summer.

Final examination.Final candidates, whether presenting themselves for the
first time or for completing the credits not included in a certificate of-prelimi-
nary examination, may take the.examinations at any regular session. A final
candidate who desireS to postpone examination in any subject from June until
September should submit with his request the authorization or his principal
instructor.

.A final candld'ate who has been rejected in June may try the whqie exdutina-
tion again in September of the same year.

Peficiencies.Students are admitted -conditionally with certain deficiencies,
if %elf' record of examinationsinitiations is such as to make It appear that they are fitted

Blank forces for this purpose will be seat upon abpUeatlea to the registry ofthe
Sheffield dclentitle School,

6
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to pursue the course of the school silccessfully, The number of conditions which
shall exclude a candidate from admission is cot fixed. The record of each can-' dictate is considered with 'a view to deciding whether his preparation is ade-
quate and whether the deficiencies are of such a nature as to admit of their
beingrmade up within the time allotted. All deficiencies in subjects required for
admission must be made up before the student Is allowed to enter upon the work
okthe second (Junior) year.'

Pc,aimonials.Candidates for final examinations must present satisfactory
testimonials of character and scholarship covering the whole of the school year
preceding the examination. Students from other colleges must present certifi-
cates of dismissal in good standing:,

Age. No one is admitted to the Freshman class who is less than 16 years of
age.

TIME OF EXAMINATION.

Two regular examination sessions are held each yearthe first at the close of
the college year in June; the second at the beginning of the college year in
September.

Fee.A fee of $5, payable at the opening of the session at the place of ex-
amination, is charged for admission to all examinations (whether_gt4plete or
partial) held outside of New. Haven.

ADMISSION THROUGH EXAMINATIONS OF THE COLLEGE ENTRANCE EXAMINATION
BOARD.

Candidates for admission to the Sheffield gcietftific School may meet the en-
rancerequirements by- passing with sattsfactory grades the equivalent subjects

In the examinations set by the college entrance board and by presenting the
board certificates for credit. The Sheffield Scientific School requirements are
given below., and opposite are placed the subjects in the board examination
which may be offered as substitutes.

Sheffield Scientific School. College Entrance Examination Board.

English grammar.b
English lie. A (reading and prac- Igteading and practiFe

We). 1Study and practice.
,

English lit. R.(study and practice). English history.
History of England. Ameckan history, or

mediferal and modernHistory of U. S., or
Homan history, or European history, or...

ancient Histctry.Greek history.
'Grammar.Latin gramtnar and composition. {Elementary prose comp.

Cresar. Cesar.
Virgil, or IVirgil's Xneict or
Cicero. lacer°.
German, or 'Elementary German, or
Frencia. j lElementary French.
-Chemistry r

AP Chemistry.
Botany. 71 Botany.

:.

Blank forms for this purpose will be sent upo% application to the registrar of the'
Sheffield Scientific School.

In case the candidate passes the C. E. N. B..ereminationa In English, the SheMeld
lrcleatIPc School examination IP EllSliehiraMiper Will be wilired..
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Sheffield Soientific SchoolCon-
tinued. -

Physics.
Algebra A.
Algebra B.
Plane geometry.
Solid geometry.
Trigonometry

and logarithms.)

College Entrance Examination
Board -- Continued.

physics.
Algebra I, II.
Advanced algebra.
Plane geometry.
Solid geometry.

Plane trigonometry.

Board certificates should be sent to the registrar of the Sheffield Scientific
School, Vew Haven, Conn., so that the credits obtained may be recorded.

Requests for blank applications fOr admission to the board eiluninations
ahould be sent to the secretary of the college entrance examination board, Sub-
station 84, New York, N. Y.

REQUIREMENTS FOR ADVANCED STANDING.

All !candidates for advanced standing are examined in the subjectikrequimi
for admission as well as in the studies already.pursued by the class which they
wish to enter, except where satisfactory credits, covering the required subjects,
are presented from some other university or college of good standing. No
candidate for a degree is admitted later than the beginning of the senior year.a

(7) UNIVERSITY OF.CALIFORNIA.

ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS.

Appliants for admission to regtilar undergraduate courses, must he at least
16 years of age, must give satisfactory rerences concerning moral character,
and must, by examination or by certificate, give evidence of proficiency in such
of the subjects as are designated below as required for the course aud status
sought. Applicants must also appear before the university medical examiners
and pass a satisfactory physical examination, to the end thdt the health of the
university community may be safeguarded.

OENER L LIST OF PREPARATORY SUBJECTS.

NormThe noriSl amount of work represented both by prepnrat'ory or high-
/Khoo! subjects and by the university courses Is specified quantitatively. In the
university a unit signifies one hour per week of recitation or lecture, with
preparation therefor, during one half year. A course of study taken in pre-
paratory school for one year at five periods per week is valued at 3 units.
Laboratory hours not requiring preparation are to be estimated at a lower rate
than recitations and lectupes.

.4 Stank fqems, of application for add
tiststrar. sithe Sheffield Scientific School.'

standing will be sent upon request by the
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Unita.
.Aa. Oral and written expression

1. English, elementary 8
2. Plane geometry
3. Elementary algebra 3

't4a. Intermediate mathematics:
Algebraic theory

t4b. Intermediate mathematics:
Solid geometry 1}

5. History and Government of
the United States 3'

6a. Closer 3

6b. Latincompetition,ulementary 3

tIa. Cicero If
t7b. Virgil
fir'. Latin composition, advanced 1}

fir'. Latin composition, advanced
t8a. Greek grammar and composi-

tion 3
t8b. Xenophon 3

t9a Greek composition, advanced
t9b. Homer's Iliad
10. Ancienthistoryandgeogitphy 3

Units.
11. Physics 3

t 12a'. Synthetic projective geometry 14
tl2a'. Plane trigonometry 14
t 12as Plane analytic geotnetry

12b. Chemistry' 3
12c. Botany 3

.12d. 4/..00logy 3
12e. Physical geography 3
12f. Physiology 3
13a. Mediaeval and modern history 3
13b. English history 3
14a. English, advanced 3
14b. English, advanced' .....

tl5a'. French, elementary 6
t15a3. French, intennxliate 3
t15(14. French advanced 3
t 15bl. German, elementary
t150. German, intermediate 3
t15b4. German, advanced 3
tl5c. Spanish 6
t16. Free-hand drawing 3
t17. Geometribal wirtg 3

Subjects 6 and A are not 'credited unless both a and b be passed. Subdi-
visions of subjects are not permitted unless provided for in the above list.

Credit for elementary French, 3 tilts, or for, elementary German, 3 units,
may be Riven to applicants who matriculate with both Latin and Greek and
who have studied French or German during the last year of their high-school
course and have completed the work ordinarily completed by nonclassical pupils
In two years.

GROUP I.
-

For matriculation in the colleges of letters, social sciences, natural sciences,
commerce; the general course In the college of agriculture; and the five-year
courses in the colleges of inechanictemining, civil engineering, and chemistry :
English, subject 1, 6 units; foreign language or languages, ancient or modern,
selected from subjects 6, 7, 8, 9, 15-12 units; United' Stateslistory and gov- .
eminent, subject 17; 3 units; mathematics, subjects 2 and 3, 6 units; natural
sclehce, subject 11, 12b, 12c, 12t1, or 121, 3 units; elective, 15 units. Total, 45
units,

The candidate for admission must have chosen his preparatory subjects In
such a way as Co have a total of 12 units of subjects designated as o advanced;'

Subject A will hereafter not be required for matriculation by a regular student, butwill be required for the Junior certificate In collegs a, Berkeley. Anexarnination inthis attirJect will be given some time after the beginning df each half year. Every entrantadmitted to regular first -yeas or second-year standing.* required to take an examine-
tion In subject &before the close of his first half yeaf's Irbrk ; faijure to take the exam-ination In subject A at the time required, or failure to pass, has the same effect upon the
student's standing as a failure to pass In an ordinary course.

Special students, as heretofore, will be required to pass a test in oral and written
expression before entering the university. This test will be conducted for each applicant
by his adviser. A student who paned this test would still be required to pass subject AIf be desired promotion to junior standing.
-"°1 The dagger indicates subJecks for whick equivalent courses are .offergil In the univer-sity. For further description of these courses reference should be trudie to the mould
announcement of courses.
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including United States history and government, and including one of the fol-
lowing sciences, if taken, with laboratory work, in the third or fourth year of
the high school course: Physics, chemistry, botany, zoology, physiology. Sub-
jects which may be offered as advanced subjects are at follows: 4, 5, 7, 9, 11, 12
(excluding sciences given in the first and second years of the high school; 13b,
14, 15a', 15(0, L5b', 15b'.

SPECIAL NOTE.The work for matriculation is so closely related to the work
of the freshman and sophomore years, in the university that the matriculation
elective can not be intelligently chosen without reference to the requirements
for the junior certificate.

GROUP II.

(Before 1908 -9, known as Group IV.)

For matriculation in the four-year courses in the colleges of mechanics, min-
ing, civil engineering, and chemistry: Subjects 1, 2, 3, 4:5, 11, 12(11,12b, 16, 17,
and tiny two of the following subjects: 13, 8, 14, 15a', 15b', 15e. Tottil, 43; units.

For the-course in architecture; the student may matriculate-eithet in letters,
social sciences, or natural sciences.

For the technical course in agriculture, the applicant may offer Group I, except
that additional work in science or mathematics may,, if'desired, be offered in
lieu of 13 units of foreign languages.

For the premedical eouree, lending to the degree of A. B, or B. S. at the end
of the fourth year and V. D. at the end of the seventh year, the student should
matriculate in the college of letters or of natural sciences.

For matriculation in the medical tlepartment2--the four years course leading
to M. D.the student Is required fo obtain his junior'yertiticate either in let-.
tera, social sciences, or natural sciences, and is required to Dave had at least a
one year's laboratory course of college grade in each of the following subject4:

". Physics, chemistry, zoology; and Is required to have n reading knowledge of
both German and Preach.

For alilission'to'the course in jurisprudence in the academic colleges, lending
to the bachelor's degree (A. B. or B. L') at the end of the firstyear and to the
degree orjuris doctor at the end of the third year, senior standing is the college
Of letters or social sciences is required.

The matriculation requittments for Hastings College of the Law are as fol-
lows: Subjects 1, 2, 3, 4a, 5, 6, 7, 13a. Total, 31; unite,

The question of admitting an Applicant with tnatriculation deficiencies is
decided in each case by the academic council upon the merits of the case, In
general, applicants with less than 45 unitl of matriculation credit (or 43; units
for the colleges of et ineering) will not be emitted.

.8TUDENT8 AT LARGE.

The recommended graduate; of accredited secondary schools are adm itted to
the university to the status of student at large on any 45 unite of credit for
subjects inclUded an the university's preparatory list. Students enteridg in
this way may take aimuch university work as is permitted to regular student"
without matriculation conditions. Theywill, like aii other students in Bib
university be permitted to enroll only in courses of instruction for wt acp they
have the necessary scholastic preparation. By virtue of their status they are
not candidates for' a degree.

Students at large whq do not offer all the subjects nicessarib make up a
complete ma?riculatIon group, according to present requirenlesits for admission,
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will be under the necessity of completing a group after entering the university,
provided they wish to become candidates for a degree.

Applicants who he less than 46 units of matriculation credit will not be
admitted as students at large.

v-
SPECIAL AND LIMITED STUDENTS.

The university has no " special courses'; " all courses are.oprganized for reg-
ular studentsthat Is, students who have had the equivalent of a good high-
school education and have been fully matriculated. Special students are ad-
mitted to such parts of the regular work as they may befound capable of
undertaking.

The applicant for admission as a speual student Is required to pass such
formal Or informal examinations as the oflicrs. in charge of the studies
intended may deem requisite to establish his ability and fitness. Applicants
for this status must In at least 21 years of age. Applicants will not usually
be admitted directly from the secondary schools to the status of special student.

Special students intending to take courses in the department of English will
be expected to pass the regular matriculation examinations in subjects 1 and
14 at the usual time and place. Reasonable substitutions for the particular
masterpieces prescribed will be allowed, but these should be arranged in
advn nee.

In general, admission to the university as a special student can be arranged
only by personal conference with the members of the committee on special
students and the instructors concerned; such admission usually can not be
arranged by correspondence.

The. administration of special students is in the hands of the committee ,pn
special students. Each applicant for admission to special states is assigned to
a member o f t hiicommittee, who will act as the applicant's adviser and will
supervise his stilifieatin case be is admitted to the university. On registration
day, at the beginning of every half year, every special student must submit to
his adviser his choice of studies for the half year ensuing.

A circular containing detailed informed/1n concerning the admission of special
students may be obtained on application to the recorder of the facultibs.

For a limited course. The requirements for admission to a limited course are
the same as for admission to a regular course.

s DESCRIPTION OF THE PREPARATORY SUBJECTS.

A. ORAL AND WHIPPER Sar:PRISSION.

Training in this subject enters into the proper treatment of all topics Of study
taken up in the school course, and extends to speaking and oral reading as Weil,
as to writing. Its aim is to secure to the li!udentothe ability to uge his mother

, tongue correctly, clearly, ana pertinently on all- lines upon whichhis thought is
exercised.'

An examination in thies4biect will hereafter be required of ail candidates
Orr junior standing In the university. The examination will not be required
before entrance.

1. English a (2 unite). The he examination will preaupposethOroUgh acqualnt-(
''have with the followingworks. together with the practical hp9wledge of. gram.

See English In the Secondaly Schools, pp. 20-88 (University -Press, Berkeley, 1900),.
for suggestion. to teachece and pupils. regarding the discipline involved. ag

Air the sequetScs, purpose, and method of these Studies, Oh teacher 1s leferredlo the
-Thilveivity of clkaliforn4 pamphitt, Enghsh' in the Secondary Schools (IIiriveralty Press,

190A),whvi a full discuntion of the subject wilt be found, together with the
% neowaut bibliography and additional lists of .rteuttng.
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mar and t'e fundamental principles of potty and arose implied in such
, acquaintance:' I) The Lady of the Lake; (2) Ivanhoe or the Alhambra ; (

the beet ballads. heroic lays:and poems of nationality-7in all about 1,500 linefi;
(4) classical kid Teutonic mythology ,(as indicated in the next paragraph);
(5) the following poems : The Deserted Vilffige, The Cotter's Satnrdhy, Night,
Tam O'Shanter, The Ancient Mariner, The Prisoner of Chinon (or selections
from Childe Harold), Horatius, Snow-bound; (A) The Merchant of
(7) Julius Cresar:. (8) 'essays and addresses: Emerson's The Fortune of the
Republic, the American Scholar ; Lowell'a Democracy, Lincoln (two for study;
one for reading) .a

While the eiatnination at the university will be upon the subjecs as stated
above accredited schools may avail themselves of the following list of substi-
tutions.; for (1), The Lay .of the Last Minstrel; for (2), any one of these:
Scott's Quentin Durward, Kenilworth. Woodstock, Bob Roy, Tales of a Grand-
father, Irving's Sketch-book, his Tales of a 'Traveler, Hawthorne's House of the
Seven Gables, Tom Brown at Rugby, Gulliver's Travels. Don Quixote; for (3),
an'equivalent amount of purely literary selections from the Bible (e. g., Genesis,
Faodue, Ruth, Esther), or The Pilgrim's Progress; for (.1), (a) Classic Myths
in English Literature (except Chapters I-Ili ) or the equivalent in any standard
text-boOk; or (b) Classic Myths (one- half),,. leoabout 200 pages, covering
approximately the material of section 1(1 -MI, 05-67, 70-100, 104 -107, 111-125,
132-164, 177-186, or an equivalent from any standard authority, and Epic.-
Selections (one-half), viz, the Uhul in translation,' Books 1, VI, XXII, and
XXIV, or the odyssey in translation, the episode of Ulyssesamong the Pima-
china, or any other'four books; or (e) the whole of the Iliad or the Odyssey
in translation, and a familiarity with the characteristics grid 'stories of the
more important gods and heroes of Greek and Teutonic (Norse and 01(1 Ger.-
man) mythology; b for (5), short poems of similar scope and character; for (6),
As You Like It, Midsummer Night's Dream, Twelfth sight, The Ternpegt.; for
(8), an equivalent amount In the best prose explanatory' of gmericau 'Wale of
cltIzenahip, such as: Washingkel4 Inaugural of 1781); Jefferson's of 1801;

.Everett on Franklin Washington, The Pilgrim Faikprs; Choate on American
Nationality; Daniel Webster; Sunnier Ofi The Scho Curtis on The Puritai1
Spirit, The Public Duty of Educated Men"; Bryce on The Strength of Annirican
Diomocracy (American Commonwealth, Chapter XCIX).

2. Plane geometry (1 unit).The usual theorems and constructions of
elementary plane geometry, including the general properties of regular polygons,,
their construction, perimeters aud'areas, and the,diffemnt methods for deter-
mining the ratio of the circuniference to the diameter. The soltaion of original
exercises, including problems in loci and applications to mensuration:

3. Elementary algebra (1 udit).Algebraic practice through simple quadratic
eqnatiots; namely, the fundamental laws of algebra (Including the laws of ex-
ponents for posktive and negative Integerb), the various methods oVfactoring
with applications to hIghesecommon factor, to lowest common multiple, to the
reduction of tractlens, and to the solution of equations, practice in the'use of the

Items marked "for reading" are not for class recTrilon, but for perupil outside of
W1001, with reports or discussions In class once a week or fortnight. The examinationupon such items will no pro oee acquaintance with minute details. Whatever creditthe pupil may acquire by werrwill bC applied to offset deficiencies in other respects,
or still further to improve standing.

4. 'Some familiarity stay be acquired either from systemapc study of text-book 'in
connection with the epic chosen, or from such study in connection with the interpretation

'of thcmasterpleces of literature prescribed for the rest of the course, English 1 and 14.
for information refgarding the purpose and method of this study, use the University of
California pamphlet, .English in the Secondary laohools4pp. 14, 15, 85-39.

ro
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remainder and the factOr theorems, simultaneous equations of the first' degree
with problem?* involving their solution, simple quadratic eduations, ratio and -\
proportion.'

4a. Intermediate mathematics: Algebraic theory (i unit).Mathematical in-
duction, the remainder and the factor theorems proved, the binomial theorem
for a positive integral exponent, square roots of polynomials,,Mictional and
negative indices: theory of quadratic equations, examples in sinluitaneous quad-
ratio entittions, the priigressions and other simple series. The ability to demon-.strafe principles is an important part of this remilrement._,

4b. Intermediate nuithenwlie8: Nob(' geometry utffi).Supplementary.studies in plane geometry and the fundamental propositions of solid and spher-
ical gemnetrye with problems in demonstration and in the theusuraten of sur-faces and solids. The ability to apply geometry to practical problems is im-portant in this requirement.

S. iiitory and Government of the United states (1 unit).A knowledge ofthe (Aldine of American history', and of the nature .of federal, state, and local
goveriMient. This ttequIreenent represents three things: Vie regular use by
the pupil of a text -book In history, such as Channing's Students' History"Zf the
i'alted States, McLaughlin's History-of the American Nation, or Moutgoinery's
Students' Auterican'llistory, and a text-hook in government such as Hinsdale's
Aerican Government, or Itryce's American Commonwealth ( 1-volume edition) ;*systematic reading of assigned references: and a notebotik containing maps,concise topical outlines or summaries of the most important movements or
institutions, notes-on some of the reference reading, and a few onrefully pie-
pared-brief papers with bibliographical notes. The emplensis in the notebook
should be on accuracy.and thoughtfulness rather than on quantity's .

dva, Elementary Latin, Orsar unit) This subject repreflents four periodsa week during two years( it ineludesthe mastery of inflections and of the
simpler principles of syfitax, the acquisition of a working vosabidary of from
one to two thousand words, and, above all, the power to understand In the
original, from the printed page and at hearing, simple prose narrative, and totranslate the same into idiomatic English. The basis of this work should equalin amount Clew's Gallic war, Books I-IV, but there may be substituted as a
[wife! equivalent portions of the Lives of Cornelius Nepos, or the matter cos-Clued in the second-year books. There should be also some training iu trans-lation at sight from easy authors,

6b. Latin compodion, relementaril (1 unit). This subject represents one,period a week, or its ginivnient, during two years, the work of the first yeasbeing taken from the first lesson book. "It-Iticludes the writing in Latin of
detached and connected English sentences and it should constitute the chief
means of teaching Lattlj forms and syntax.

7a, 7b. Advanced Latin, Cicero and Virgil (1 unit). .This subfeet represents
four periods a week during two years. It includes the eontinuation of the
requirements outlined under no, with the addition of the study of versification,
and tot omitting training in reading at sight; but the emphasis in these two
years should be laid upon the development of the student's power to understand
Latin prose and poetry In the original, and upon the thought of the authors
read, rather than upon the syntax, except In so far as the synth/ is suggested
by the inlerpretation of the thought. The basis of this work should be sixorations of Cicero (7a, I unit), End Ailneid, Books I-VI (76, ;-unit).
but it. is hot& that the stronger schools may increase the ainetuit by reading
other books, or other authors..

Ths mention o say book dins not mesa that the university or.the &eminent of
- , history its . .

...

4
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NcrrmThe examinations for 'admission given at the university are based
upoii the authors named above, but accredited sr'hools are at liberty to select
other authors that are fair, equivalents. An arrangement whereby part of the
Cicero is pOitponed to followVirgn is approved by the department.

7e: Latin composition, advanced (.4 unitt).This subject represents tme period
a week, or its eqUivillent, for one year, jawsurnably the third' of the course. It
Includelt the writing in Latin of conneNed English sentences. The emphasis
should e laid upon the order of words, the simpler features of sentence struc-
ture, and the means of connecting sentences in paragraphs.

7cI. Latin composition, advanced (4 unit ).This subject represents one period
a week, or its equivalent, for one year, presumably the fourth of the coarse. It
may Well serve as a means of reviewing.Latin forms and syntax, but the prose;
of Cesar alid Cicero should be the standard for reference.

8a. Greek grammar and composition- (1' unit ).Greek grammar, lacluding
accents, the ordinary inflectional forms, the simpler rules of syntax, and the
translation of easy English sentences into Attic Gr.eek. .

8b Xenophon (1 unit).Xenophon's knahasis, Books I-IV, with questions on
the forms, syntax, and subject - matter. The trauslatioq into Attic ('reek of
simple passages of connected narrative based on /he Anabasis. Parts I and 11
of Pearsou's Greek Prose Composition represent the nature and amount of
preparation required.

Greek composition, advanced (4 unit):Adyanced Gret;k composition.
[Part III of Pearson's Greek Prose Composition). Sight translation 60 pages
from the last three boilks of the Antes's, or other Attic Greek).

Ob. Homer (4 unity.Homer's Iliad, Books I I I, with questions on Homeric
forms and prosody. Students should he trained not onix to write a correct
metrical scheme, 'hut also to read Homeric hexameters pt sight, with fluency
and expression.

It is not possible for schools to gain accrediting in both 8 and 9 with fess thou
three years' study of Greek, except under extraordinary circumstances. The
adjustment of Greek work lu the university to the different classes of students
is as follows:

1. students who enter the university with credit for matricslation subjects 8
and 0 will be admitted to Greek # or 2 iii freshman year.

B, which will cover the work of matriculation subjec lu one year at the rate
2. Stddents who offer only matriculation +subject be admitted to Greek

of three exercises a week. This will prepare them to lake up Greek. I Or 2 in :
sophomore year.

,T3. Students who bring no Greek to the university, but who wish to begin the
study in the university, will be admitted to Greek A, which cove he work
of matriculation subject 8 in one year at the rate of five exercises a wnt. Such
students can complete Greek B In sophomore year and still have time for two
yews of Strictly mniversity Greek before gradualion. But the period of life
covered by the high-school course is the time when the memory work involved in
learning the elements of a highly inflected language, like Greek, is, most ealiky
and successfully accomplished, and stuslents who intend to study Greek are
advised to begin the subject in the high school whenever this is possible.

/0 Ancient history and geography (l'unit). The elements of ancient hibtory,
from the earliest times to 800 A. D. Chief stress shOuld be laid upon 0;11143,
history fibm the fifth to thethird century B. C,, inclusive; upon Roman history,
from the conquest of Italy to theeend of the second century A. D., end upon the
geography of the *melba world. The fqllowing text-books a will indiCate the

The mention of any book does not moan that the university' pr the department*
. blistery recommends it.
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amount required from those. who are admitted on certificate: doodepeed's His-
tory of the Ancient World, Botsford's Ancient History, West'S.Ancient History,
Wolfson's Ancient History, Myers Ancient History (:new edition.). pupils
presenting themselves for examination a fuller knowledge of the subject Is
demanded. In connection with the text-book the pupils are expected to acquire
facility In making concise, logical ontlInefe ancUto embody some of these, with a
few mops, and simple evidences of collateral reading, in a notebook.

II. Physics (1 unit I.The requirement represents at least a daily exercise
during one f.htfol ye r, which falls within the-last two years of preparation for
eoiltge. Jt is exiieceed that the ground covered will include fair representation
of primary empirical buys from each of the main subdivisions of physics.

The refuting Alien for demand vigorous and thorough Inetructiou in the class
room, based upou laborato0 exercises by the pupils and other..experimental
illustrations; and it hi urged that a strong effort be made to connect the prin-
ciples of physicl.wi,h.fant (liar filets and processes. In addition to the test of a
written examination, It will be required that each cat(didate submit a laboratory 1114
notebook, signed by his tencht:r, as evidence that the main principles of the
subject as treated have been presented experlmennilly. The following form of
certificate is suggested as a definite stateMent of what Is vouched for by the
teacher's signature:

I herby certify that these notes represent actikal laboratory results ()Valued by [/Stertname of pupil). This statement applies to experiments numbered [Insert the numbers],entered upon pages I insert the pave numbers) of this record.
Signed, [Teacher's name.)Datod at , 19_

It is requested that this certificate be entered upon the last page of the stu-
dent's laboratory records,.

12a1. bynthctic projective geometry (4 pnit).Harmonic and enharmonic-
ratios, theory of poles and polars with respect to the circle, radical . es, centers
of slinilittide, transversals In general, perspective and projective pencils, recipro-
cation. Involution/ 7

12a'. Plane tigonor.etry (4 unit).The Aevelopuient of the general formulte
'of.planetrigonone try. with applications to the solution of plane triangles and
the ineasurene:nt of heights and distances. Practice in computation with toga-
rithnfic tsides.

12a' Adeanced algebra, Part I (3 unit). Determinants, rational factors and
higher equations. simultaneous equations of higher degree (graphical methods),
solution of numerical equations by Hornet's method, relations betweet roots apd

_coefficients, symmetric functions of roots, complex quatitities (graphical method).
binomial equations, derived funclus, maxima and minima, Taylor's theorem
for algebratc functions, transformation of functions, reciprocal equa'tlous, criteria
for real roots, Descartes'a rule of 'signs.

12e. AdvasiWd algebra, l'art II (4 .unit).IneqUalliles, 'limits, and Inde-
terminate forms, bxpoOntials and logerittIMS, natural, logarithms, convergency

4 divergency of series. indeterminadlcoefficients withipplications to integral
functions, partial fractions expansion of fuuctIons and summation of series,
permutations and combinations, the binomial theorem for any Index,'exponen-

.. tial and logarithmic series, logarithmic computation.
12b. Chetnistry (1 unit).This requirement represents'five exercises a weekfor one ye r. Laboratory practrce is essential, and as much time as posiible

. *should be devoted to it. Much of the time should be spent In acquiring !untie-
mental principles, omitting as much as possible the analytical work. A note-4
book should be kept and preklifted at the time of the examination In Berkeley..
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r 12c. Botany (1 unit).A knowledge of the morphology and simpler physi-
ology of the higher plants is required. This should be bask upon a full year
of practical work in the laboratory, and, to some extent, also, in the field.4 Careful attention should be paid to the recording of observations, by notes and

4 drawings, together with the drawing of correct. inferences from the observa-
tions. It is deerable that the pupils become familiar with the easier orders at
flowering plants represented in the -local flora. Setchell's Laboratory Practice
for Beginners, Jepson's Flora of Western Middle California, Bergenls Elements
of Botany, and Osterhout's Experiments with Plants, indicate both the scope
and the methodiof the work. A notebook should be kept and presented at the
time of the examination in Berkeley.

12d. Zoology. (1 unit).Preparation in this subject should aim at proficiency
in solving problems rather than the mere acquisition of information. For this
reason, the' necessity of practical worif in field and laboratory is strongly
emphasized. 'Local conditions should determine in the main the character of
the course, materiata, relative proportions of field and la6eratory work, etc.
The text-hooka by Jordan and Kellogg, and Linville and Kelly, also Peabody's
Laboratory Exercises, and Linville and Kelly's Guide for Laboratory and Field
are suggestive of scope and method. No single text -boot[ is recommended, how-
ever, and a etereotyPed course is neither _demanded nor desired. Consideration
will pe given especially to capacity to make accurate observations, state prob.
leMs and apply facts to their solution, make thoughtful deductions and clear

i expositions.
.

The requirement represents a minimum of five hours a week. Four hours at
least should be devoted regularly to practical work, preferably In two periods
of two hinirs each. Drawing should be used as a means of testing the correct-
ness of observations, Vet primarily as a means of record. Notebooksnot com-
position booksand drawings should be submitted with the examination paper.

12i. Physical geography (1 unit).A course designed to cultivate habits of
observation, comparison, and reflection; requiring a practical acqtfaintance.
with common natural phenomena and the processes which underlie them. It
should embrace experimental and field Investigation of as many topics as may
I e practicable in each of the commonly accepted divisions of the subject,
namely, mathematical geography, the atmosphere, the ocean, and the load.
The order of these divisions should be arranged to suit the individual school.
Obviously some of mathematical geography should come early in the course
the uses and limitationa of flat maps, for example. Observations of such a
nature as those of the sun's noon altitude should continue during the entire
year, with weekly records. Schools too far from the, ocean to make field excur-
sions to the shore may Mute somewhat the time for this division, although
much valuable field work Is possible with pictures and the monthly pilot
charts. In the other divisions of the subject direct observation of phenomena
is equally possible for all schools, the detitils of climate and land forms varying
with the locality. .

Notebooks should be kept and presented at the time of the examination in
Berkeley.

124 Physiology (1 unit).The requirement represents dye exercised week
throughout one year.

The work should embrace (1) a well-organized laboratory course and (2)
class-room exercises based upon both laboratory and text-book study. *"

The emphasis should be Priced upon physiology proper, viz., the mechanism
of the phenomena of life and the functIons,ot the various organs of the human
body; but in connection with this the pupil should learn accurately with tint
aid of a manikin such anatomical facts as are fundamental for the understand-

se
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lag of the fun Ions of the organs. He should also receive definite and prac-
tical instruction in the more important principles of personal and publli

_hygiene, e. g., the sources of .infection for typhoid or diphtheria or other
infectious diseases, and how to avoid these infections.

In the laboratory carefully written notes and drawings should be made, and
these should be frequently criticised by the teacher. The labdratory work
should occupy at least one-halt of the time of the entire course.

The laboratory notebook, properly certified by the teacher, should be plc-
sented as a part of the entrance etaminatIon. ,

13a. Medieval and modern hiatorg (1 unit).The period to be covered is
from 800 A. D. to the middle of the nineteenth century, and Myers's MedheVal
and Modern History indicates approximately 'the amount required.*

13b. English history (1 unit).From the earliest times to the middle of the
nineteenth century. Larned's History of England indicates approximately the
amount' equired.a

14. Engliah.bThe examination both in 14a and 14b will presuppose a thor-
ough acquaintance with the works covered as regards organization and develop-
ment of thought, style, metrical structure, place in literary history, life of the
author, and relation to the age.

14a (1 uuit).(1) Tennyson's Idylls of the King (for careful Study, the Pass-
ing of Arthur; for rcading,a with occasional reports in class, two Ceti* follow -
ingk' The Holy Grail, Lancelot and Elaine, Guinevere, Enid, Gareth and
Lynette) ; (2) Lo1411's The Vision of Sir Lauufal, and the Commemoration
Ode; (3) idacaulay's Chatham (second mai) or Frederick the Great or Clive
or Warren Hastings (for reading) ; a (4) Henry Esmond, or Silas Marner and
the Vicar of Wakefield; (5) Milton's L'Allegro , II Penseroso and Comus; (8)
Sir oger de Coverley. ..

While the regular examination w(11 be confined to these items, credited
schoolsdnay make such substitutions as the following: For (1) similar selec-
tIons from the poetry of chivalry, or The Princess; for (4) one of the following:
The Newcomes, Adam Bede, The Mill on the Floss, Romola, Tale of Two Cities,
David Copperfield, Nicholas Nlckleby, Our Mutual Friend, Oliver Twist, The
Cloister and the Hearth; for (5) Comas, Paradise Lost, Book 1, or 2, or 5, or 6;
for (6) an equivalent amount from Addison's Select Essays, the Essays of
Ella, the Autocrat of the Breakfast Table, Stevenson's Virginibus Puerisque, or
Burrough's Essays, or Warner's Back-log Studies, or Curtis' Crue and L

14b (1 unit).(1) Arguments and Orations: Burke's Speech before the
Electors at Bristol; Macaulay's First Speech on the Reform Bill; Webster's
Reply to Bayne; (2) The Essay, literary or ethical; Carlyle's Essay on Burns,
or Emerson's Compensation and Self-Reliance (tof readlng,a with occasional
reports in class) ; (31 a general outline of English Literature, illushiated by the
study, in chronological order, of Chewer's Prologue to the Canterbury Tales;
Shakespeare's Macbeth (reading and reports) ; Milton's Lycidas and Sonnets II,
XVI, XIX, XXII; GraftrElegy; Wordsworth's Tintern Abbey, Ode on the Inti-
mations of Immortality and Ode to Duty; Keats' Eve of St. Agnes and the
,Nightingale; Shelley's The Cldnd and The Skylark; Browning's & Transcript
from Euripides (in Balaustion's Adventure), or shorter poems,- Rabbi Ben
Ezra; Andrea del Sarto, and others, five or six hundred lines in all; Arnold's
Scholar-Gypsy (or The Forsaken Merman and Rugby Chapel); Tennyson's
Oenone.

1-

The mention of any book does not mean that the university or the department of
history recommends It ..e. 't, .

*lee notes under English 1.:
yr-
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Schools on the accredited list may make such substitutions as the following:
For (1) any three oratorical masterpieces of argument (Including one of
Burke's); for (2), literary, one of the following: Carlyle or Macaulay on 130c
well's Life of Johnson, an equivalent in Boswell's Lit Macaulay's Addison (3)
and Milton (3), an eqnivaley from Lowell's Literary Essays, such as his
Chaucer, or from Arnold's, such as his Prefab° to the Poems of Wordsworth
(3) and his Emerson (3), Buskin's Sesame, Harrison's Choice of Books; ethical,

. an-equivalent from Baron's Essays, or from Moulton's edition of the Proverbs,
the Psalms, the Book of Job, or the - writings attributed to St.1hn. It is also
recommended that, so far as time may permit, standard English poems not .
Included in this list, but illustrative of the history of literature, and the best
short poetqs of our American authors, be read in class, though not necessarily
for purposes of minute study.

Elementgry French (1 unit).Candidates who matriculate with both
&tin and Greek, and who have studied French during the last year of their
high-school course in a special class, may be credited for that work with one
unit; provided that this work be approximately equivalent to the regular ele-
mentary French as defined below.

Elementary French (2 units).French Is a living language, and the
object of the instruction should be to teach the student to read, write, and speak
it as such. Therefore as much French as possible should be used in class from
the beginning. Translation into English should he sparingly used. It is prefer-
able to get at a student's understanding of a passage by simple questions in
French based ou the passage. The answers of the students should be always In
French.

At the end of th e elementary course the student should be able to pronounce
French accurately.; to read ordinary French prose; to understand, write, and
speak French in simple sentences based on some text or on the ordinary affairs
of life.

The work should comprise: (1) Careful attention to pronunciation. A good
iironunciatt6n is absolutely necessary. (2) The essentials of the grammar,
especially the regular and most common irregular verbs, the forms and positions
of pronouns, the uses of the prepositions and conjunctions. (3) The reading of
some 200 duodecimo Pages of moderd prose. (4) Writing based on the texts
read and on the affairs of every-day life. 'The class work should be as far as
possible in French.

15a1. Intermediate French (1 unit).At the end of the intermediate course
the student should be able to read French of moderate difficulty ; to write ordi-
nary French in the narrative form; to carry on a simple conversation in French.

The work should comprise: (1) A review of the essentials of the grammar,
especially the use of the auxiliary and medal verbs; the meaning of the moods
and tenses; a rather full knowledge of irregular verbs; the essentials of syntax,
the use of the pi .noun, the verb-forms required in dependent clauses, special
attention being given to the use pt the subjunctive. Vie putting of connected
,English prose into Ftench is a valuable exercise in practical grammar. It is a
means toward free writing. (2). The reading of from 300 to 500 pages, from at
least four standard authors. Some of this should be done outside of the class,
and written reports Made upon It in French. (3) The writing of many letters
and short themes and oral and written reproduction of French texts. The
Course should be carried on entirely in French.

16a. Advanced French (1 nnit).At the end of the advanced course the stu-
dent should be able to read more difficult French of a literary character of not
earlier date than the seventeenth century ; to write In French a short easel on

.
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some simple subject connected with the works read; to carry on a conversation
in French.

The work should comprise from 400 to 600 pages of standard French; the
writing of numerous short themes hr French; 4xplanation and discussion of the
text in French. The course should be given entirely in French.

The reading of verse of suitable difficulty comes naturally into the work of all
classes. Some comedy also should be read in eadi course.

15b'. Elementary German (1 unit). Candidates who matriculate with both
Latin and Greek, and who have studied German during the last year of their
high-school:course, in a special class, may be credited for that work with one'
unit. It Is expected that a year's work, under these circumstances, will be
approximately equivalent to the regular two years' course in elementary Ger-
man as defined below (15t') and will enable the student to continue the study
of German in. the same college course as those who we d'edited with 156".

150. Elementary German (2 units).The ability to read at sight easy Ger-
man prose, to translate'correctly simple English sentences intq, Cermet?, and to
understand and answer in German simple questions on passaget\in the reading;
a knowledge of the elements of German grammar.

The reading in elementary German should amount to at leastk150 pages of
graded modern prose.

The requirement in grammar includes: The regular inflection of nouns, ad-
jectives, articles, pronouns, and weak verbs ; the inflection of the more usual
strong verbs; the more common prepositions; the ordil...ry uses of the modal
tfuxillarles; the elements of systax, especially the rules concerning ford-order
and the use of the subjunctive.

15b.' Intermediate German (unit).The ability to read at sight ordinary
German prose or poetry, to translate correctly into German a passage of easy
English, and to carry on a simple conversation in German; a knowledge of the
essentials of German grammar.

The reading In intermediate German should amount, in addition to that done
in the elementary course (15b'), to at least 330 pages of recent and classical
prose and poetry.

The requirtement in grammar includes the inflection of the less usual strong
verbs, the rules concerning the use of articles, cases, auxiliaries of all kinds,
tenses, and moods, and the elements of word-formation.

15).' Advpneed German (1 unit).The ability to read at sight any not ex-
ceptionally diffictat piece of German prose or poetry from the literature e4
the last one hundred and fifty years, to translate into German a passage of
ordinary Fzglikh prose, to answer In German questions relating to the lives and
works of great writers studied, and to write in German a short, independent
theme upon some - assigned subject.

The reading in advanced German should amount to'at least 600 pages of
good modern (including eighteenth-century) literature.

15e. &vanish (2 units).An accurate knowledge of the essentials of the
grammar; especially the verbs. (2) The ability to read ordinary Spanish prose,
of which some 300 to 500 duodecimo. pages should be read. (3) The ability towrite ordinary Spanish. (4) The ability to carry on a simple conversation
based on a text or on the ordinary affairs of life. [For more detailed sugges-
tions, see Elementary French, subject 154.1

16. Ffee-hand drawing (1 unit).Representing not less than two years' work
of not lees than four hours a week. The study of light and shade .and perspec-
tive, by drawing and sikding, with lead pencil, from, geometric models (such
as the cube, sphere, cylballer, etc., singly and in groups) and Atom simple objects
related to three
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17. Geometrical drawing (1 unit).This requirement represents oine daily
exercise dnring one school year, following the course in free-hand drawing.
The requirement calls for continuous training in the use of drawing Instru-
ments in the solution, by graphic methods, of such geometric problems as alien
emphasize the necessity of accuracy and neatness. The course should be a
general one, affording preparation for technical drawing as taught In the
colleges of engineering, as well as for the purpose of business life.,

TIMES AND PLACES OF EXAMINATION.

Matriculation examinations are held In August and in January of each year;
but )he examinations in January are primarily for the purpose of enabling
students in the university to remove deficiencies incurred In previous matricu-
lation examinations. Applicants for admission who present certificates from
their teachers that they are prepared In the subjects they offer will be admitted
to the January examinations. Such certificates must be filed with the recorder
of the faculties before the lexatuldatlons.

No person save a registered student of the university will be allowed to take
any matriculation examination- without having first filed an application for
admission.

In 1008 examinations will be held in Berkeley on August 6, 7, 8, 10, and 11.
The university may conduct matriculation examinations at the same time in
any city or at any school where the number of candidates and the distance
from other places of examination may warrant It. Applications for this pur-
pdse should be sent to the recorder of the faculties by mail, not later than
June 1.
.A circular giving detailed information regarding the matriculation examina-

tions may be obtained by addressing the recorder of the faculties.
Certificates of successful examination before the College Entrance Examina-

tion Board will be accepted In lieu of matriculation examinations conducted by-
the University of California in all of the preparatory subjects; but at present
the board holds no examination covering the ground of English subject 14.

(8) THE UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO.

THE JUNIOR AND SENIOR COLLEGES. ADMISSION.

' ft. TIME OF PREPARATIONADMISSION UNITS.

.Preparation for admission to a junior college is expected to cover a period of
four years in a secondary school (high school or academy) of high grade. Ad-
mission credits are reckoned in units. A unit Is a course of study comprising
not less` than one hundred and fifty hours of prepared work. Two hours of
laboratory work are regarded as the equivalent of one hour of prepared work.

la. SUBJECTS ACCEPTED FOR ADMISSION AND THEIR UNIT
VALVES.

The work accepted for admission is classified according to departm ents In
the following list. Under each department the subjects for examination are
numbered 1, 2, 8 etc. The numbers correspond In each case with those given
11 der the several departments in the following table. The unit value of each
sub is specified. For description of ¶be ground covered by each of these
units 7.

a.
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Civics, or political economy, unit.
History 1, Greek, unit ; history 2, Roman, unit; history 3a, European,

medinrval, and history 3b. European. modern. tigether 1 unit: history 4a. Unite
Mates, elementary, unit ; history 4b, United States, advanced, 1 ilnilt ; history

English. elementril unit ; history 5b. English. advanced. 1 unit.
Greek I, elementary, 1 unit ; Greek 2, Anahasis and prose composition, 1 unit;

Greek 3, Homer, 1 unit.
Latin 1, Ctesar; Latin 2, elementary prose, 2 units; Latin 3, Virgil; Latin 4.

Cicero ; Latin 5. advanced prose composition, 2 units.
French, 1, 2, and 37; each 1 unit.
Spanish, I unit.
German, 1. 2. and 3, each 1 unit.
Engilsh, 3
Biblical history and literature, or 1 unit.
Mathematics la, algebra to quadratics. 1 unit ; mnithematIs lb. algebra

through quadtlitics, unit; mathematics 2, plane geometry, 1 unit ; mathematics
3, solid geometry, unit; mathematics 4, trigonometry, unit.

Astronomy, unit.
Physics, 1 unit.
Chemistry, 1 unit
Geology, unit.
Physiography, or 1 unit.
Zoology, 1 .unit

or 4.unit each..Itotatfy, 1 unit
General biology I unit.
Physiology, unit.
Mechanical drawing, 1 trait.
Free-hand drawing, or 1 unit.
Shop work, 1 unit.

3. ANL)! 'NT OF WORK.

A candidate is admitted on the presentation of 15 units from the list of
approved subjects tI 21.

SPECIYC .S (7

Of the 15 units presented for admission. 3 milts must be English; 3 units,
language other than English; and 24 units, mathematics. One additional unit
of language other tha,p English will be required of a student who enters the
college of literature.

5. LIMITATIONS.

'(1) Not Jere than 1 unit each of United states history and of English
history will be accepted. (2) Not more than 4 milts in science will be accepted.
t3) College credit for work done In a high school or academy In excess of the
lb units will be granted only on the following terms: (a) On presentation of a
certificate of an amount of work equivalent in quantity and kind to that required
In tlfe corresponding course In the junior college; (b) on 'completing one quar-
ter's work In the university with creditable standing; and (c) on passing an
examination at the university within six months after admission. ( 4 ) Not
more than 2 units in all for both drawing and shop work will be credited for
admission.

70049No. 2-1.19--7
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16. ADVISED GROUPING OF PREPARATORY SUBJECTS.

(1) A student who wishes to enter the college of arts is advised to present.
besides the required English and mathematics, 4 units of Latin and 3 units ,f
Greek. (2) A student who wishes to enter the college of literature or the col.
lege of philosophy Is advised to present, besides the required English apd mathe-
matics. 5 units of Latin. French, or German, and 2 units of history. (3) A
student who wishes to enter the college of sciencc is advised to present, besides
the required English. 3 units of mathematics. 4 units of Latin, French, or
German, and 2 units of science.

Notts.(aI While Latin fs not required for admission to the colleges of Ilte !attire. of
philosophy, and of commerce and administration, or for graduation from them. all students
entering these colleges are advised to take Latin: and students who expect to do advanced
work or to teach in political economy, political science, history. socioloirt, French, German,
or English, or who expect to enter the divinity school, or the law school, are advised to takeat least 3 units of Latin. Latin is.required for admission to the divinity school, and is
a prerequisite for graduate work in any of the departments mentioned. tb)g..tudents who
Intend to study medicine are advised to present for admission 2 units of Latin. 3 units of

. French or German. 1 unit each of physics and chemistry. 3 unite of mathematics (including
unit of trigonometry). .111 of these subjects are included In the requirements for adults.

Won to the courses In medicine.

§ 7. VESCRIPTION OF SUBJECTS ACCEPTED FOR ADMISSION.

The scope of the subjects accepted for admission Is indicated in the pages
which follow. The numbers in each department correspond with those in the
tables above.

POLITICAL ECONOMY.

Some standard text, such as Laughlin's Elements of Political Economy, should
be used as the basis of work and of class room discussion. Students should hare
access also to selected economic treatises, and should he encouraged in connection
with class work systematically to extend their research into local conditions of
Industry and agriculture. unit.

POLITICAL SCIENCE.

Cit it gorernment.(7redit will be given for such knowledge of this subject as
is indicated by any standard textsuch as Hart. Hinsdale. or James and San-
ford. The student should not be confined to one book, however, but should be
accustomed to work by topics. unit.

HISTORY.

(1) The Ilialary of Greece from earliest times to the fall oCorinth (149
B. C.). together with ft preliminary survey of ancient Oriental history. unit.

(2) The. Hiatorp of Rome from earliest times to the death of Constantine
(337 A. D.). with especial emphasis upon the republic of the and century R. C.,
and the history of the empire. unit.

Recommended texts: Goodspeed's History of the Ancient World ; Botilford's
History of Greece and History of Mime; or Botsford's Ancient History; West's
Ancient History ; Oman's History of Greece; Morey's History of Rome; Morey's
History of Greece; Myer's Ancient History (revised edition, 1904) : Abbott's
t3bort History of Rome.

(8) General European history.(a) The wqrk In general European history
is to begin with a study of the institutions of the Roman Egigire under Diocle-
tian and Constant*. (b) The following texts are recommended: For the
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mediaeval period, Thatcher and Schwill's The Middle Ages Anew edition) : for
the modern period, Schwill's History of Modern Europe or Robinson's History
of Europe, entire; Adatua's General European History,.Bourne's European
Ilistory. 1 unit: No credit will be given for 3a or 3b separltely.

4 ) The Itistory.of Me United Slates, elementary.(a) More attention should
be given to the period subsequent to the Declarirtion of Independence than to
that preceding. So far as possible, the use of books other than the text-book
should be encouraged. Fiske's, McNiaster's. Thomas's, or Johnston's school texts
are recommended. unit. . .

(hi The History of the United Staleg,adranced.Thls requires more detailed
study than the preceding* 4a. is included in 4h, and separate (min will not be
given for 4a if the student takes 4b. Recommended texts: Channing's Students'
History of the United States. Mel.aughlin's -History of the American Nation,
and Epochs of American History (3 vols.), edited by A. B. Hart. 1 unit.(51 7'hr History of England, elementary.( a ) The student should know the
main facts connected with the' development of the English people. -"Recom-
mended texts: Comm and Kendall's The Growth of the English Nation. !Air-
ned's Ilistory of England, Cheyney's History of England, or Tout and Sullivan's
Elementary English History. unit.

lb) The IliAtory of England; adranerd.This requires more detailed studythan the preceding. 5a is inriuded in 5b. and separate credit will not, be givenfor rut If the student takes 5b. Recommended texts: Terry's Ilistoryof Eng-
land. Gardluer's Student's History of England, or Rausoute's History of Englund.1 unit.

(REEK.

(1) Greek grammar, and the transIntion into Greek of sentenees of average
difficulty. Required of candidates for the college of arts.

(2) The translation of a pasange from Nenophon'teAtutbasis, either at sightor from Books I to IV. with grammatical, literary, geographical, and historicalquestions. Required of candidates for the college of arts. -
To satisfy the requirement of (1) and (2) four books of the Anabasis should

be read, with frequent exercises in composition.
3) The translation of an average passage frmwthe Iliad of Homer. eltheratsight or from Books I to VI. with questioure on Homeric grammar and possody.13) is reeommended to candidates !or' the college of arts, The candidate isexpected to hope rend at least six books of the Iliad. If only a half unit isoffered, an extra majorone of the elective courseswill he required in college.It is possible, however, for studetats who desire to be candidates for the degreeof bachelor of arts who are admitted without Greek to take the preparatorycourses In college; see Annual register, department'of Greek.

(I) The translation at sight of narrative prose similar to that of Omar.
(2) The translation into Latin of sentences of average difficulty based uponC,teaar's Gallic Ware (1) jand (2) taken together constitute 2 units.
(3) The translation at sight of an average passage from Virgil or Osid,with questions on poetical forms and constructions and on prosody. One unit.(4) The translation at sight of a piece of prose equdl in difficulty to anaverage passage of Clceros speeches or letters, with grammatical, llteilary, andbiographical questions.
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(5)'The translatibn into eteefonian Latin of a connected passage of idiomatic
Eugjish. (4) and (5) taken together constitute 1 unit.

NOTE.While hatirtAcot required for admission to the colleges of literature and of
.commerce and adminis ion, or graduation from them, all students entering these col-
leges 'ere advised to take Latin; and students who expect to do advanced work or to
teach in political economy, political science, history, sociology. French, German. or
English ,-or who expect to enter the divinity school, or the law school, are advised to take
at least :i units In Latin. Latin is required for admission to the divinity school, as well
as to the course*In medicine, and is.a prerequisite for graduate work in any of the tie
part ments mentioned.

FRENCH.

(1) The first unit of French should comprise: (a) The rudiments of gram-
mar, including the inflection of the regular and' the more common irregular
verbs; the plural of nouns; the Inflection of adjectives, partiebdes, and pro-
mums; the use of itersonal pronouns, common adverbs. prepositions, and con-

.junctioils; thi- order of words inthe sentence, and the elenantary rules of
syntax. (10 The reading of not less than 200 duodecimo pages of graduated
te*es, with constant practice in translating into French easy variations of the
sentences rend (the teacher giving the English) and in reproducing front
memory-sentences previously read. (c) Careful drill in prommciation; writing
French from dictation; conversation.

(a), (b), and (c) taken together constitute 1 unit; recommended. to all
applicants for admission to the colleges of literature, of science, and of com-
merce BA administration. Either this unit, or the first unit of t;ernain. is .
recommended Wool) ficants for admission to the college of arts.

(2) The second unit of French should comprise: (a) Continued drill upon
the rudiments of grammar; with constant application in the construction of
sentences: mastery of the forms and use of pronouus, promaninal adjectives,
of all irregular verb forms, and of the simple uses of the COndli1011211 and sub-
junctive. (b) The mann,- of not less than 400 pages of easy modern prose
lu the form of stories, plays, or historical or biographical sketches; constant
practice In translating into French easy %sari:Mona upon the texts read; fre-
quent abstracts. sometimes oral and sometimes written, of the text. (c) Con-
thwed All In pronunciation, conversation, and dictation. -

Suitable texts for the aeccid unit are: Colombo (MOritu(k') ; Jeanne d'Ae
(litmartine); 14. rot des montagnes (About) ; Le tour de la France Illrono):
Daudet's stories; Contes blagraphiques (Foa); Le petit Robinson de Paris
(Foo); La loudre aux yeux (Labiche et Martin) ; Le voyage de M. PerrIthon
(Labiche et Martin) ; La cigale chez lee ft. (Legouve et Labiche) ; Sans
famine (Malot) ; La Riche du petit Pierre '(Maicet); Le Wire de Paris. (Slu-
ed) ; 14 mare an diable (Saud) ; extracts from Michelet, stories of Erct

-Chatrian, Verne, etc.
en). and (c) taken together constitute 1 unit. French (2) or a second

unit pf Germ n Is recommended to applicants for admission fo the colleges of
literature, of pence, and of commerce and administration.

(34 The tht unit of French calls for the ability to use the language effect-
ively as a means of oral and written expression. The work should comprise:
(a) The study of a grammar of moderate completeness. (b) The reading Of
not less than 600 pages of French of ordintry,'difficulty, a portion to be In the tt"dramatic form. (c) Constant practice in giving French paraphrases, abstracts.
or reproductions from memwri-of selected portions of the matter &Id; writing
from dictation conversation.

Suitable text fof the third unit are: Abonrs stories; Angier and Bandeau's
Le gepdre de IL Polder; Stranger's Poems; Oomeille's La Old and Horace;
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Copiree's poems; -La Weir's Mon uncle et mon cur(; Madame de Sivign6's letters;
Victor lingo's liernani and Ituy Bias; Labiche's plays, Lotl's 'ur dist:nide:Muliire's L'avare and Le bourgeois .gentilbout

nd
; Racine's thalie, Andro-moque. a'Esther ; Sandestu's Mademoiselle de a SelgIlisres; Scribe's plays:

Thierry's Welts des temps Wrovinglens; L'exp&lit ion de Ittinaporte en
Egypte; Viguy's La ealille de June; Voltaire's historical writings. etc.

la), ( b), and (c) taken together constitute 1 unit aml nety he presented as thethird unit of modern language recommended to candidates for the colleges of
literature, 'of selenee, and of connuerce and administration.

SPANISH.

tThis snit should comprise: (a) Drill in pronunciation, including accentua-Hen, ( A) The elements of grammar. Including all the regular and the more
eonanon Irregular verbs, the forms and order of tin. personal pronouns. the usesand meaning of the common prepositions, (tdverbs, and conjunction% 11w use' of
the personal accusative, and other elementary rules of syntax. (c) Study ofnot less than 11'5 pages of graded 'rose texts. -

(a), (b), and (c) together constitute 1 unit

4:ERMAN.

(1) The first unit should comprise: (a ) Careful drill upon pronunciation.
(b) '11)0 memorizing and frequent repetition of easy colloquisl sentences.t) Drill upon the rudiments of grammarthat is. upon the inflection of the
articles. of such nouns as belong to the language of everyday life, of adjectives,
pronouns. weak verbs, and the more usual strong verbs; also MIMI 1 he use of
the Common prepositions, the simpler use of the 'modal auxiliaries, and the
elementary rules of syntax and pall order. Id) Abundant easy exercises
designed not only to fix In mind the forms and principles of gramumr. but niseito cultivate readiness in the reproduction of' natural forms of expression.
terrhe reading of from 100 to 200 pagea of graduated texts. chiefly prose, withomt:int practice In translating into German easy variations upon sellences
select's' from the reading lesson, and In the iepyoductiott from menibry oftentences previously read.

This work Indicated constitutes 1 unit: nkommended to all applicants foradmissbfil to the colleges of literature, of science, and of eo lllll tense and admire,istratIon. Either this unit or the first unit of French Is recommended to appli-
cants for admission to the college of arts.

12) The second unit calls for the reading of about 400 pages of moderately
difficult prose and poetry, with constant practice in giving, _sometimes orallyand sometimes In writing, paraphrases, abstracts, or reproductions from memoryof selected portions of the matter read; also grammatical drill upon the lessusual strong verbs, the use of articles, cases, auxiliaries of all kinds, tenses
and inodes (with special reference tb the'llithfitive and subjunctive), and like-wise Inssn word order and word formation. Suitable reading matter (fivehooks) must be selected from the following works: Andersen's Mfirchen. orAndersen's Bfiderbuch ohne 1)11fler, or Leander's Tritinnerelento the extentof about 40 pages; after that 'Hann DasknIte Herz, or Zschokke's Der
zerbrochene Krug; then Hillern's Hither ale (Lie Kirche, or Storm's Immensee:
nekt one'of the three selections In Nichol's Karl der Orosse nebst zwel ',indentAI ern ans dem lillttelalter (Freytag), preferably Aims 'dem Klosterleben ;or Wilhelm Tell; lastly, Renedlx's Der Proem* WIlbelmrs linermum heirathen

411
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The work ludicated constitutes 1 unit. German (2) or - a second unit of
French Is recommended to applicants fyr admission to the colleges of literatorre,
of science. and of commerce and administration. '

(3) The third twit calls for the ability to use the langupge effectively ss
a means of oral and written expression. tested by : (a I The translatIon
routinuyus English prose into idiomatic German, i ( b) a brief essay in German
ypon one or two subjects selected from the following works:

190T--S: Conrad Ferdinand Meyer. Dus Amnion (American Book ('ompany);
Theodore Storm, Pole Puppenspiiler (1). C. Heath & Co.): Heinrich von Twit-
schke. I his deubwhe Ordensiand Preuszen 1.iinyuarrd, Merrill & (' o.); I lernumn
Sudermann, Tejo (Henry Holt & Co.). 190S--il Thlergen, Alit dents7litTrr Herd))
(Ginn & ('o.) ; GrIliparzer, Der arms Spielmonn ID. C. Heath & 1'u.) : Schrm-
own, Legends of German Heroes of the Middle Ages ( Maynard, Merrill & Co.);
Heyse, Kolberg (Maynard, Merrill & ('o.). 1909-10: Heinrich Seidel. Ails
goldenen Tagen (D. C. Heath & Co.) ; Gottfried Keller, has Fithnieln der sicben
Aufroliten (D. C. Heath & Co.) ; E. 'P. A. Hoffmann, Das Crlinlein von Setak.ri
(Henry Holt & ('o.) ; Manley and 41Ien, Four German Comedies (Ginn & C)).);

Wildenbruch. Harold (I). C. Heath & Co.).
(d two b) taken together constitute 1 unit, and may be presented as the

third unit of nesiern binguage nvonomended to candidates for the colleges
of literature, of science, and of commerce anti administration. p

Those who begin their study of German in the university will begin with
cotton.: 1, elementaryentary Gerun. 'Hulse who receive credit for 1 unit of German-
on admission will begin with course 3, intermediate German: those who re-
ceive credit for 2 mitts will begin with course 5, modern prose readings; and
thpse who receive credit for 3 units will, with the approval of the instructor
In each case, elect Work from the senior college roll rses.

Ir

ENt;1.1sit.

Three units of tntrala rretlit are given by the university; covering the
following subjeets;

(1) Eloneutary Composition, including grammar, spelling, punctuation, etc.,
and the reading of English Hassles in what is known us the "general list"
as follows:

Group I (twd to lie selected): Shakspeare's As You Like It, Henry V, Julius
fusser, The Merchant of Venice, Twelfth Night.

Croup. II (one to lie selected) : Bacon's Essays; Bunyan's The Pligrias
Progress, Part I; The Sir Roger de Coverley l'ay*rs in the Spectator ; Frank-
Iln's Autobiography.

Group Ill (one to be selected) : Chaucer's Irologne; Spenser' I,

(1400(10110 ; Pope's The Rape of the Lock; Goldsmith's The Deserted Village:
Palgrave's Golden Treasury (First rIv;), Books IE and Ill. with especial
attention to Dryden, Collins, Gray, UcTweer, und

Group IV (two to be selected, : Goldsmith's The Vie of Wakefield ; Scott's
Ivanhoe; Scott's Quentin Durward; llawthorne's The House of the Seven
Gables; Thackeray's Henry Esmond; Mrs.-t askell's Cranford; Dickens's A
Tale of Two Cities; George alloys Silas Marner; Biackmore's Lorna Done.

()rout) V (two to he selected) : irviug'tt SketcliBook ; Lamb's Essays of Ella:
De QuIticey's Juan of Arc and The English Mall Coach; Carlyle's Heroes and
Hero Worship; Emerson's Essays (selected) ; Ruskin's Sesame and Lilies.

Group VI (two to be selected) : Coleridge's The Ancient Mariner; Scott's-The
Lady of the Luke; Byron's Maseppa and The Prisoner of Chilton; Palgrave's
Goldeuireasury (First Serieb), Book IV, with especial attention to Words-
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worth, Keats, and Shelley; Macaulay's Lays of Andel* Rome; Poe's Poems;
Lowell's The Vision of Slr Launfati; Arnold's Sobrab and Itustunt; Long-
fellow's T1111Courtshlp of Miles -Standish; Tennyson's Gareth and Lynette,
lancelot and Elaine. and The -Passing of Arthur; Brownlng's Cavalier Tunes,
The I,ost Leader. how They Brought the Good News from Ghent to Aix,
Evelyn Hope, Home Thoughts from Abroad. Home Thoughts from the Sea,
incident of the French Camp. The Boy and the Angel. One 1Vord More, HervA

PlieldIppides. 1 unit.
t2i Literature: Study of the English classics to what is known as the "list

(a. intensive study:" and an outline of the history of the elder periods of
English literature following the classics Valet. I unit.

The books for study to 190J and 1910 are: Shakspeare's Macbeth ;Milton's
lyridas. Comus, I:Allegro, and it Penseroso; Burke's Speech on Conciliation
with America, or Vashington's Farewell .Addrogs and 1Vebster's First Bunker
11111 ()ration; Maleaulny's Life of Johnson, or Carlyle's Essay oat Iirns.

13) t 'omposition and rhetoric, including the rhetorical treatment of the whole
omsosition, the paragraph, And the sentence; the kinds of composition; die-

; usagesuch topics, namely, as are treated in the standard text-books
of rhetoric. 1 unit.

It ad hi he noted: (a) That the units described above,represent approxl-
inately half work In English literature and half work in rhetoric and compo-
sition. (b) That the division of the units by topics does not Imply a curre;
spading separatbm ht the teaching. -(e) That the three units are given as a
whole; L e., credit will not be given for one or two units. (di That the uni-
versity reserves the right to withdraw ma. or more units of credit Man students
whose work in English In the junior colleges is found to be seriously defective ,in ;Ming, punctuation. grammar, or division into paragraphs.

Adroaced .standing, -- Attention Is called to the fact that candidates whose
credentials show work in English beyond the requirements spet.ilied above
way apply cpr advanced standing, and may, on satisfactorily passing examina-
tions, 60dt esither or both of Junior coilele courses 1-and 40. The examinations
for advanced standing will be held at the university during the first week of
the autumn quarter. Application should be made to the examiner for secondary
schools.

BUDA entl` HISTORY AND LITERATI:HE.

(1) The History of the Hebrews from the Establishment of the Kingdom In
the Hetstrn from the flrite.The following texts are recoude-nded as Indicating
the character of the work required; Price, Syllabus of Old Testament History.'
It no-80; Kent, History of Hebrew People, Vol. I. II 73-101); Vol. II, II 1-212.

(2) The Life of Jems.The requirement will be met by the study of Burton
nod Mathews, Constructive Studies in the Life of Christ ; chaps. 2. 3, 20-27,
nay, if neasary, be passed dyer. lightly or omitted.

13). Old Testament Literature.Robertson, The Books of the Old Testament,
will indicate the scope and character of the requirement.

(4) New Testament Literature.The requirement will be met by the study of
Meelymont, The New Testament and its Writers, chaps. 1-18.

The unit consists of (1), (2), add either (3) or (4), at the option of the
student. 1 or unit.

MATHEMATICS.

(10) Algebra to quadratic equations, with emphasis on the technique. Special
.attention should be given to factoring, the solution of equations, the algebraic
formulation of problqms, and the Distiller processes Of radicals and exponents.
Required of all dehisimi._ nts.1tu
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(lb) Algebra through quadratic equations, with emphasis on the statement
and the demonstration of principles. Special attention should be given to
radicals and exponents, imaginaries, systems of equations, and the theory of
quadratic equations. Required of all students, 3 unit.

Nora. 't Is dee!red that the preparatory school') give to the subjeot of algebra,
besides rhe customary first-year course, a more advanced course, nut earlier than the
third year of their curriculum. The second course should Include a review of the previous
work and a thorough study of the topics emphasized In (lb). The student in his first
course. Is not sufficiently mature to do full Justice to these topics, and frse course work will
not satisfy the requIrementIlb).

(2) Marie gficometry, with emphasison the demonstration of original proposi-
tions and the solution of original problems. Requirts1 of all students. I wills

(3) Solid genmetry, with emphasis on the demonstration of original proisoml-
floras and the solution of original problems. 8 unit.

NUTS. -- Preparatory schools should give this course In the third or fourth year of their
curriculum.

It is suggested that schools and teachers individually consider carefullywtmr-
can be done to shape Instruction In mathematics so that It : (a)froceetis from
particular fu general, !root concrete to abstract; (b) Treats arithmetic, geom-
etry. algebra (*.Aleuts of trigonometry) as phases of one antijectinntbeamtics;
(c) Correlates mathematics closely with physics and the other natural! sciences;
(d) Utilizes whatever is of value in fife current discussions on the teaching of
mathematics. In IconnectIon with this, reference is made to the reports of the
committees of ten, of fifteen, and of thirteen of the National Education Atsast
elution (Dr. Irwin Shepard. secretary, Winona, Minn.). and the articles and
citations to he found In School Science and Mathematics (Smith & Tarta), 440
Kenwood terrace, Chicago).

ASTRONOMY. ,

The requirements in astronomy call Tor proficiency in the fundamental facts
and principles of ustronouq, including. the more recent developments in the
direction of spectroscopy and photography. Thorough familiarity with Nioul-
ton's Introduction to Astronomy will afford adequate preparation In this sub-
ject. unit.

PHAS. 1'

In order to obtain entrance credit in physics the applicant roust have com-
pleted a coarse Is the elements of physics which Is equivalent to not less than
150 hours of assigned' work. Not less than one-third of the total assignment
must have been devoted to laboratory work, two hours of laboratory work being
counted as one hour of assignment.

A notebook Containing the record. of at least 35 laboratory, experiments
selected from, or essentially like, those found In the "University of Chicago
Recommended List of 50 Laboratory blxperlments in Physict fox Secondary
Schools" is a part of the requirement. 1 unit.

CHEMISTRY.

A mural in elementary Chemistry_ as taught In the better class of high and
preparatory schools, covering thirty-fly* to forty weeks, four to five days per
week, one-third to one-half of the total assignment being devoted to laboratory
work, will afford the necessary preparation. Two hours of laboratory work are
reckoned as equivalent-to one hour of assignment.
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Remsen's, Torrey's, Hessler and AmIth's, Newell's. Young's, Lineberger's, and"
Storer and Lindsay's elementary chemistries are suitable text-books for prepara-
tion. Smith & Hall's 'reaching of Chemistryand Physics (Longmans) (Hammes
fully the material and methods approved by the department. The standard of
attainment must be fit for admission to the special college course in general
chemistry (2S).to which this unit is prereqhfalte. 1 unit.

nEoLoof

(1) Elementary physiography.The ,requirement for credit in this coinages
includes: (a ) A knowledge of the 'simpler facts and princlplea involved in
mathematical geography; (b) a knowledge of the g'eleral facts concerning
atmospheric movements. precipitation, temperature, etc., together with the
Principles governing them; (c) an elementary knowledge of the sea, including
the general facts concerning its movements and their causes; and (d) a general
kuowledge of the earth's features. and their mode of origin. unit.

(2) Advanced physiography.For this course more detalleetenowitxige will
be ,required 'concerning the toptes named above. In addition, the candidate
should be familiar with the principles of climatology, the modern doctrines con-
cerning the evolutions and natural historyr.of geographic features, and the dis-
tribution of life and its relations to surface conditions. unit.

A unit's credit will be given those who present both (1) and (2). Thorough
courses bawd on such texts as those of Salisbury, Gilbert & Brigham. Dryer,

'or Davis meet the requirement for (1) and (2),
(3) Geology.The r(sdrement for (Wollaston embraces the elementary fea-

tures of petrographical, structural, dynamical, and historical geology. Famil-
iarity with the modes of action of geologic agents, and clear views of the
progress and relations. of geological events are essential. A thorough course,
based on such a book as Brigham's Text-book of .Geology. or Norton's The
Elements of Geology, meets the requirement. 3 unit.

(1) and (2), or (1) and (3), may be offered as the second unit of science
recommended.to candidates for the college of scienc4(t8).,

GENERAL It Y.

The can ate applying for admission Xlit In general biology will be
. required: (a) To submit to the examiner a notebook consisting of drawings

and descriptions of the animals and plants studied. (See statement concerning
notebook under physics, above,) It Is recommended that studies of at least
fifteen principal forms be undertaken, that these studies be largely such as do
not demand the use of a compound microscope,, and that attention he given
chiefly to those organisms that can be studied In a living condition. (b) To
demonstrate in the college laboratory, under the stifiervialon of college officers;
that he posseses some power to observe accurately and intelligently. More stress
will be laid on Correct observation, and on the careful record thereof than upon
technial terms. (c) To answer in writing a few general questions about
famillar.animals and plants, such as the perch, crayfish, grasshopper, Asa,
fern, some common type of flowering plant,:etc. The candidatea for 1908-4)
will be expected to have some flrit-hand knowledge of the'habits and reac-
tions of the earthworm and the life history of the fern. 1. unit.

ZOOLOGY.

If admission emill In zoology 18 sought, the general charaCter of the work
required will be the same as that indicated under general biology ; but in that
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case the num r of types of animals studied should 'be Increased, so that thetotal amount f work offered is not less than that specified under generalbiology. 1 or unit.

BOTANY.

If admission credit in botany Is sought, the preparatory work should consistof the study of types film all the chief divisions of the plant kingdom, (ind.Lug a training in the fundamental principles of inor.phology, physiology, ecology,and classification. In every case laboratory notebooks (see statement concerning
notebook under physics, above) most be submitted to the examiner, and awritten examination passed. 1 or unit.

NOTE. Two units of credit may be obtained in zoology and botany ; but a unit's creditwill not be given for either of these subjects, If credit is received for general biology.Any one of these three subjects may be offered as the second unit of science recommendedto candidates for the college of science IA 61.

PHYStOLOGY.,

The student is expected to be familiar with the facts given in Huxley's Text-Book of Physiology (revised) or Martin's Human Body. (briefer course. 1.unit.

DRAWING.

Admission credit not to exceed two units will be givea-in drawiug.a Thisunit must represent not less than 250 hours of work in freehand or mechanicaldrawing, or both. Admission in drawing is given upon examination only, butIn addition to taking the examination, every candidate Intist'present a full
set of drawings, Nigth the teacher's certificate that they are the candidate's
work. The examination is temporarily under the direction of the department
of physics.

Freehand drawing.The applicant must possess ability to represent simple
objects in outline and with shading. The examination will consist of drawing
a group of geometrical solids, a sinn)le piece of machinery, or an architectural
ornament or 1 unit.

Mechanical drawing.The applicant must be able to make projeetions Inplan and elevation of geometrical figures, and to prepare working drawings ofsimple architectural and mechanical subjects. The examination will test the
applicant's knowledge of principles and methods. I unit.

fowl' WORK.

Admission credit not to exceed 2 units will be given for shop work .^ Eachof these units must represent not less than 250 hours of work In the shop.This credit is given on examination only; but, lu addition to the examination,
every candidate must present a list of the exercises completed by pint, with a
certificate from his instructor stating that the list is correct. The etinuitin-Hon is temporarily under the direction of the department of physics..

These two units consist of four half units, bash representing not less than
125 hours of work, as follows: (1) Carpentry and wood" turning; (2) pattern
making, foundry work, and forging; (8) machine shop Work; and (4) ad-vanced machine shop work. 1 unit.

Not more than 2 unite in all for both drawing and eh* work will be credited.
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§8. EXAMINATIONS, ETC.

1. General remark upon the requirementkThe preparatory teacher should
note that the university. will insist, in all the above requirements, upon the
power to ascertain and use facts in addition to a knowledge of facts. ro

2. Times and places of examinations.Examinations for atinilssidn are held
at the university in -Tune and September. They are also given at the request
of students or teachers at either of the regular dates {Mother places in which
satisfactory arrangements can be made. Applications for such exatnivations

"-should be made to the examiner for secondary schools at least thirty days
in advance. Examinations for admission at other than the regular dates way
he given only at the university, and that by special permission of the examiner,
and upon the payment of a fee of not less than $10 nor more than $15 (the
amount being dependent on the number of examinatious taken).

Candidates for admission are not required to take all the examinations
at one time.

3. Exotrilhatton or inspection fee.A fee of $5 is charged for examination
for sdullssion. This is paid when the first examination 114 taken. The same
for is paid by students entering upon certificate from cooperating schools, --to
cover cost of inspection.

4. Students from the university high school and the affiliated and cooperating
schools are admitted to the university upon presentation of a subject certificate
covering each of the subjects stated above as required for admission. (See No. 8
above.)

.5. Credit cards.Credit cards will be issued to caedidates for the subjects in
which examinations are passed or subject certificates accepted. A credit card
is valid for one year from the date of issue, and its validity may be renewed by
the passing of examinations In additional subjects not later than one year from
that date. This may be done repeatedly. but in no case will a certificate .szttain
valid more than four years from the original date.

6. Advanced standing by czaminatton.College credit is not ordinarily given .

for preparatory work in excess of the fiftemi units requtred for admission; but
candidates from cooperating schools who have carried their work beyond the re-
quirements for admission to the first year of a junior college may apply for
examination for advanced standing after one quarter's residence in the univer-,
sity. If a record for scholarly work halt been established in this time, the
student will be furnished by the examiner with an official statement of excess
admission credit, authorizing the proper departmental examiner to test the
stud'ent's chant by examination and designate the amount of credit to be
assigned. Students from the university high school and affiliated schools re-.
ceive advanced standing for excess admission credit without further,examinution,
in ithe ratio of two majors for one unit. Such students must, however, first

aestablish a record for scholarly work by one quarter's. residence in the UTIC
versity. a.

f9. ADMISSION FROM HIGHER INSTITUTIONS.

Students are admitted with advance standing on probation (without examina-
tion) from reputable colleges, but the right is reserved to exact examination
the subsequent work makes this seem necessary. The following con ons-
should beanoted; (1) The student must have been in residence at least one y
in the institution from which he comes. (2) The applicant must present
statement of hie preparatory and college work upon a form supplied by the
university, and file with this (a) a letter of honorable dismissal and (b)
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official transcript of his record In the college from which he conies. (3) Equal
credit will be given only In case the preparatory course corresponds to the
admission requirements of the university. (4) Except in the case of students
from affiliated colleges, no more than twenty-seven majors of credit toward the
bachelor's degree will be given for undergraduate work done in another institrtv"
Hon, and with the same exception t? bachelor's degree will not be eonferred on
a student before he has been at the university three quarters and received
credit for nine majors of resident work. (5) Studeuts who present claims for
advanced standing must specify in their statements, at the outset, all the work'
for which they expect to receive credit. Credit will net be given nt a later
time for work not thus specified, unless the case is reopened by special vote Of
the faculty. (6) Credits provisionally granted on admission are not recorded
until final approval in the third quarter of residence.

(9) MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY.a

REQUIREMENTS FOR ADMISSION.

Applicants for admission to the Massachusetts Institute of Technology are,
in general, required to pass the entrance examinations of the institute or tin:
equivalent examinations of the College Entrance Examination Board. Certificates
of entrance examinations passed for admission to another college are usually
accepted, provided they cover not fewer than three of the subjects required by
the institute. Persons who are considerably past the usual age or who are
engeged in teaching or technical pursuits and applicants who for satisfactory
reasons desire only special courses requiring no previous training may be
admitted also, at the discretion of the faculty, without entrance examinations.

ADMISSION TO THE FIRST YEAR.

The student purposing to enter the institute should bear In mind that the
,broader his Intellectual training in any direction and-the more extensive his
'general acquirements, the greater will be the advantages he may expect to gain.
The importance of thorough preparation in the subjects set for examlnatlen
also is great; for the character and the acurut of instruction given in the insti-
tute from the outset leave little opportunity for one imperfectly fitted to make
mp deficiencies, and render It impossible for him to derive the fg1T-iamellt from
his course, or perhaps even to maintain his standing. The training given In the
best high schools, manual training high schools, and academies will, In general,
afford suitable preparation.

The requirements of age and scholarship specified below are regarded flt1

minimum In all ordinary cases, and only exceptional circpinstances will justify
any relaxation. Parents and guardians are advised that It Is generally for the
ultimate advantage of the student not to enter under the age of 18 years, unless
for a five-year course.

Entrance examination* 4n Boston.Examinations for admission to the first-,
year class are Itelkin Boston only on the first Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday
after June 23, in the Rogers Building, 491 Boylston street. A second series of
examinations for admission, and f:r ...applicants conditioned at the first examine-

From the Bulletin of the Messaihusetts Institute at Technology, June, 1908, pp.'60-69.
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Lions, is held at th same place, on the first Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday
after. September 1/.

Applicants for admission after the September examinations will be reeeived
only when some good cause, such as illness, has prevented attendance on the
days prescribed. . .

Students are advised to attend the June entrance examinations, if practicable,
in order that any deficiencies then existing may be made up before entrance.

Entrance examination fee. In accordance with the practice now followed by
the leading colleges and by the College Entrance Examination Board, a fee of $5
will be charged for admission to entrance examinations in Boston. This amount
will, however, be credited towards the tuition fee for the first term of students
who enter the institute. A candidate who is rejected will be required to pay a
second tee if he repeats the examinations, and his original fee will not be
credited to him if he is ultimately admitted. A candidate dividing his examina-
tions will pay a fee only for his first examinations. Fees may be paid to the
bursar at the time when the examinations are taken, or may be remitted in
advance.

Erantinations.Examinations are' now Acid by the institute in Boston only.
rand tdatessdesiring examination at other points in June arc expected to take the
examinations of the College Entrance Examination Board. The condition 8 of
application arc stated below. For detailed information candidales should ad-
dress the " Secretary of the College Entrance Examination. Board, lost -office
Substation frt, New York, N. Y."

REGULATIONS OF THE COLLEGE ENTRANCE EXAMINATION BOARD.

All applications for examination must be addressed to the secretary of the
College Entrance Examination Board, and must be made upon a blank form to
i)e obtained from the secretary upon application.

The examination fee is $5 for all candidates examined at points in the United
States and L'anada, and $15 for all candidates exalt-Ailed at points outside of the
United States and Canada. The fee (which must accompany but can not be
accepted in advance of the application) should be remitted by postal order,
express order, or draft on New York. to the order of the college entrance
examination heard.

Table of equiralents.The following table shows for which .subjects records
of the College Entrance Examination Board are accepted as covering require-
ments for admission to the institute:

11.1. T. subjeets. C. E. E. II. subjects.
ALGEBRA A. MATHEMATICS a, I (Algebra to Quadratics).
ALGEBRA B. M AT H EM (Quadratics and beyond).
Eauttatt. ENGLISH d b.
FRENCH. FRENCH a (Elementary).
GEOMETRY, PLANE. MATHEMATICS c (Plane Geometry).
GEOMETRY, SOLIB MATHEMATICS d (Soli Geometry).
GERMAN. GERMAN a (Elementary).
HISTORY. HISTORY a or d.
Physics. PHYSICS.,
IllEcrwaa. HISTORY a or d; HISTORY bdISTORT.C: LATIN a,

and 11; LATIN b, c, or d; NCH b; FRENCH b, c;
GERMAN b; GERMAN b, c; SPANIS ; CHIIMISTRY ;
BOTANY ; DaAvomuk,

Records below 00 will not be accepted.
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Certificates covering fewer than three of the institute -.requirements are ac-
cepted only for final candidaties, but a certificate for two subjects may be
accepted in connection with a satisfactory elective.

French b and German b will be accepted for advanced standing.
Trigonometry records of 70 or better will be accepted for advanced standing.
Ccrtifleatcs."The institute accepts no certificates of preparatory schools is

place of entrance examinations. The value of the opinion of previous teachers
is, however, fully recognized, and great weight will be attached to statements
from them. It is accordingly requested that every applicant present from the
principal of the school last attended a statement of the duration and extent of
his work there. For statements in regard to elective certificates see below. For
the required certificates for preliminary applicants see also below.

Conditions.A candidate failing in only one or tWo of the examination sub-
jects may he admitted with "conditions." A candidate incurring conditions III
June must repeat in September examinations In those subjeots in which he has
failed. Conditions incurred in September must be made up to January for
continuance in dependent work.

DIVISION OF ENTRANCE EXAMINATIONS.

Candidafits for admission are allowed at their'option to divide their entrance
examinations between two successive years, or between June and September of
the same year. A candidate taking all his examinations at one time is termed
"Complete;" a candidate taking certain examinations with a view to admission
a year later, " Preliminary:" a candidate:who has Already painted preliminary
examinations, " a candidate who is dividing examinations between June
and September of the same year, "Partial."

A preliminary Candidate may take examinations in June or in September, but
is not entitled to repent in September any examination In which he has failed
in June. He must be at least 16 years of age, and will he allowed the choice
of auy of the following seven subjects, but he will not he entitled to a record.
for any unless he presents a certificate from his teacher stating that lie is
qualified in the subjects in which he is examined, and unless he passes at least
three (of which one may be an elective) : Algebra A, history, plane geonict(1
French I, English. physics, and Gerfirin I.

Preliminary 'candidates are advised not to offer English or the second part
of algebra (see page 111). Algebra B, It taken by a preihnirlry candidate. will
be counted With algebra A as a single subject. Solid geometry may he taken
by a preliminary applicant, provided he presents, before entrance, evidence that
he has continued mathematical study during the intervening year. A preHmi-
nary candidate passing English Zvill also be required to present a statement
from his teacher that be has continued the study of English.

A paitial candidate may make his own choke of subjects, but no credit will
be given for less than three (of which one may be an elective). Algebra A and

count as one subject.
A complete or partial candidate having credit for three or more subjects may

be credited with them for admission the following year. subject to presenting
the teacjier's certificate required of a preliminary candidate.

SUBJECTS FOR EXAMINATION.

To be admitted as a regular student in the first-year class, the applicant must
have attained the age. of 17 years, and must have passed satisfactory examina-
tions in the following subjecti: Algebra A, algebra B, plane geometry, solid
geometry, physics, French I (elementary), German I (elementary), English,
and history,
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Applicants for admission in 1908 must also present satisfactory evidence of
preparation In one of the following electives (see page 114) : French or German'
(additional), Latin, English (additional), history (additional), chemistry.
mechanical drawing and mechanic arts, biology.

Applicanta for admission In 1909 and thereafter will he required to offer two
electives. These'-)Ipay be selected from the above list, or a satisfactory exam-
ination in intermediate Prenhb or intermediate German will cover the entire
elective requirement.

The detailed requirements in the various subjects are as follows:

DETAILED REQUIREMENTS.

ALGEBRA.

A. The four fundamental operations for rtitional algebraic expressions; fac-
toring, determination of highest common factor and lowest common multiple by
factoring; fractions, including complex fractflis; ratio and proportion; linear
equations. both numerical and literal. contnWfg one or more unknown quan-
tities;-problems depending on linear equations; radicals, including the extrac-
tion of the square root of polynomials and numbers; exponents, including the
fractional and negative.

B. Quadratic equations, both numerical and literal; simple cases of etpvtions
with one or snore unknown quantities that cab be solved by 114e inetIMPA of
linear or quadratic equations; problems depending upon quadratic equations;
the binomial theorem for positive integral exponents; the formulas for the nth
term and the sum of the terms of arithmetic and geometric progressions, with
applications. The examination in algebra B may also include questions of a
less character algebra A.

It is assumed that pupils will b' required throughout the mums(' to solve
numerous problems which involve putting questions into equations. Some of

these problems should he chosen from mensuration, from physics. And front
commercial life. Facility in the analysis and the discussion of an algebraic
expression or equation, and the use of graphical methods and Illustrations in
connection with the solution of equations, is also expected.

PLANE. CIFIONETRY.

The usual theorems and emstructions of good text-books, including the gen-
eral properties of plane rectilinear figures; the circle and the measurement of
angles; similar polygons: areas: regular polygons and the measurement of the
circle. The solution of numerous original exercises, including loci problem/.
Applications. to the mensuration of lines and plane FUI daces.

SOLID GRORIETRY.

The usual theorems and constructions of good text-books, litchi( ng the're-
lations of planes and lines in space; the properties and measurement prisms
pyninilds, cylinders, and cones;' the sphere and the stillerient triangle. The
solution of numerous original exercises, including loci problems. Applications
to the mensuration of surfaces and solids.

The above definitions are those reported by the committee of the American Mathematical
Society, September. 1003.

Importance will be attached to accuracy In the numerical work of the papers
in algebra and geometry. Familiarity with the metric system Is required.

The attention of teachers and applicants Is oatticularly called to the necessity
of thorough preparation In mathematics not merely as to the extent and amount
Of work done, but as to Its quality. 'Candidates shouldbe thoroughly grounded

fundamental principles, operations, and definitions, and should be carefully
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guarded against the tendency to become mechanical In their algebraic work
from giving disproportionate attAtion to mere dexterity in the solution of
problems.

FRENCH I (ELEMENTARY).

The examination in French Is given in two parts, which, however, may not
be taken separately.

(a) Ability to translate simple prose at sight into clear and idiomatic
English.

(6) Proficiency In elementary grammar, to he jested by the translation of
easy English into French, or by direct questioning on the following topics, or
by both: Inflection of nouns and adjectives for gender and number, excepting
animal cases; pronominal adjectives; the forms and positions of pronouns,
espec)ally the personals; the partitive constructions; the forms and use of
numerals; the use of the subjunctive, except unusual cases; the conjugation
of the regular and of the more common irregular verbs, suck' as oiler, dire,
/airy, and of the classes represented by ourrir. aentir, emir, paraltre, conduirc,
and craindre. Special attention will be given to the verbs.

Provision will be made for students prepared to pass an examination for
advanced standing. (See page 116.)

GERMAN I (ELEMENTARY).

The examination In German Is given in two parts, which, however, may not
be taken separately.

(a) Ability to translate simple prose at sight Into clear and Idiomatic
English.

(b) Proficiency in elementary grammar, to be tested by the translation of
easy English Into German, or by direct tfuestIoning on the following topics, or
by both: The conjugation .a the weak and of the more usual strong verbs:
declension of readily classified nouns, of adjectives, article§, pronouns; com-
parison of adjectives; use of the more common prepositions; the simpler uses
of the modal auxiliaries; simple cases of indirect discourse, and the rules for
theorder of words.

Provision will be made for applicants prepared to pass an examination for
advanced standing.

Non. Att rain should be given from the beginning to the correct pronunciation of
the modern IN ages, and thichers In preparatory schools are advised to give thin in

'portant subject al e consideration.

Emmen.

The examination In English will be as far as posalble a test of the candi-
date's ability to express himself In writing in n manner at once clear and
accurate, and of his power to distinguish in a broad sense literary values
the qualities which mark a work as being literature. The examination Is not
divided.

1. The candidate will be required to write upon subjects familiar to him.
His composition should be correct In spelling, punctuation, grammar, idiom,
and formation of paragraphs, and should be plain and natural in style. +He
will be judged by how well hewrites rather than by how much he writes.

2. The candidate is required to have some acquaintance with good literature.
The books adopted by the National Conference on Uniform Entrance. Require-
ments are taught in most secondary schools, and the candidate may, if con-
venient, use these in his preparation. Any course of equivalent amount, It
made up of standard workn.will be received; and in any case It Is expected
that the aim of preparatory study will be to gain a clear perception of what
males make it work literature. The examinatton.aill be intended as a ten
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rather of the candidates power of intelligent appreciation than of his knowl-
edge of specific books. Copies of recent entrance examination papers may be
had of the sqcretary of the faculty, and will gi;e an accurate idea of what
Is expected of the candidate.

Kura. It is expected that the paper In history and the translations tr French and
t;ernian be written in correct and expressive English; and these papers ma) -t any time
be examined as additional evidence In determining the student's proticienc) in compo-
sition.

HISTORY.

Preparation in either United States history or ancient history may he offered.
In the former subject a thorough acquaintance with the history of the thirteen

yolonles and the United States to the present time is required, together with
an elementary knowledge of the government of the United States. In the
latter subject the requirement covers the history of Greece and Rome to the
tall of the Roman Empire in the west.

Each of the above subjects Is intended to represent one year of historical
work, wherein the study Is given five times per week, or two years of historical
work, wherein the study Is given three times Or week.

The examln.itIon in history will he so triune(' as to require comparison and
the use of judgment on the pupil's part, rather than the mere use of memory.
The examinations will presuppose the use of good text-books, collateral read-
ing, and practice in written work. Geographical knowledge may also be
tested.

Candidates expecting to take the course in architecture are advised, should
it he equally convenient, to prepare in ancient history.

The candidate will he expected to be familiar with the fundamental principles
of physics, It Is especially desirable that he should have good knowledge of
_general mechanics and of the mechanics of solids, liquids, and gases. A knowl-
edge of physlaul hypotheses is comparatively unimportant. Text-book instruc-
tion should he supplemented by lecture-room exiperimeuts. A sufficiently ex-
tended treatment of.the subject will be found in any of the principal text-books
now in use in secondary schools. Ability to solve simple problems will be
expected. It Is furthermore expected that the student will receive training in
laboratory work. For the present, however, no student will be rejected because
of deficiency In laboratory work, if the school from which he conies is unable
to furnish such instruction, a certificate to which effect from the principal of
the school will be required.

The laboratory work presented for entrance should consist of at least twenty-
five well-selected experiments, chosen with the view of -illustrating ansl teach-
ing fundamental laws and principles rather than methods of physical measure-
ment. A satisfactory selection may he' made from experiments 1 to 55 of the
college entrance examination hoard.

The notebook should in every case contain the original data as recorded by
the student in the laboratory, and each experiment should bear the instructor's
Indorsement. Arent weight is attached at the institute to the ability of the
student properly to record experimental data at the time they are taken, as
well as subsequently to discuss and draw logical conclusions from them; and
this training should begin In the preparatory school at the very outset of the
work In quantitative measurement

Laboratory notebooks should be presented at the registrar's office during the
-week preceding the eadlnination if practicable.

76049No. 2-09-8
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ELECTIvE SUBJECTS.

The object of the elective requireetentA; to serum and to recognize greater
breadth o! preparatory training.

These requirements are to he met by the presentation of eePtIticates made out
on forms supplied by the Institute, but an applicant passing an examination for
advanced standing in intermediate French, or in intermediate German, need not'
present a certificate.

Excuse from the elective requirements, or the acceptance of equivalents may
be allowed in thegase of applicants considerably above the usual age, or those
cowing from foreign countries.

Examinations are in general required in the case of applicants desiring excuse
from work In the institute on the ground of electives offered at entrance. The
subjects in which excuse may Ix. granted on examination lire French. German.
drawing, and mechanic arts. Applicants offering chemistry may taken course
more 1111V8 need than otherwise (luring their first year, and all sippileants Ma.
expect .to enter the chemical or. chemical engineering courses are advised to
present chemistry as an elective subject If practicable.

ELECTIVE FRENCI I OR GERM AN.

(a), French: translittion from English into French: review of grammar. with
special reference to the syntax of verbs ( 111olles 111111 tensest additional :11111
more varied reading.

(b) German: 'translation front English into German; review of grammar:
additional and more varied reading.

The additional reading in French and German may he selected front the
works read in the institute classes. but no requirement of partienhir text-honk
is intended. The elective requirement Is intended to be oink:dent In extent
to the first half of intermediate French or intermediate German, but need not
be of the 14.111LIV character.

- Applicants passing advanced standing examinations in French or German
may count these examinations for the elective.

ELECTIVE LATIN.

Satisfactory evidence should be presented that the applicant has aequirell
the elements of Latin grammar and that be has read four books of Ciesar or
an equivalkt.

The study of Latin Is recommended to persons who purpose to enter the
institute, since in addition to Its disciplinary value It gives a better under-
standing of the Various terms used in science, and facilitates the acquisition
of the modern languages.

ELECTIVE Esouatr 011 HISTORY.

The work of secondary schools differs so much In these branches that no
definite requirement is formulated at present. Any applicant whet has carried
work In English or history *materially beyond the requirements stated on pages
112 and 113 may present for approval as his eleettve a statement of the amount
and kind of work done. Such a course can be Considered, however, only when
the amount of work done in excess of the ordinal.), requirement has been in
time equivalentloAlse requirement in Latin.
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ELECTIVE CHEM INTIM

Applicant must present evidence of -fabilliarity with the rudiments of them-
1144. More luitiortance is attached to aptitude In manipulation and In critical
observation, anil to a practical knowledge of the composition, methods of prep.
oration, mid reactions of the common chemical .substances, than to knowledge
of theoretical conceptions, such as the determination of atomic and molecular
weights, molecular structure, valence, etc.

The subject should be attinupted only in schools having adequate equipment :
and the laboratory work should be curried out with great care and attention
to manipulation and note writing, spevial emphasis being laid upon exhaustive
observation and correct Inference.
°The applicant shouki also present for examination his original, uncopled
notes, with any anuotatIons which may have been made by the Instructor.

For applicants who have completed the requirements of the chemistry elective
a course of instruc:ion is provided which Is Durfkleutly advanced in take ad-
vantage of the knowledge of chemical science which they already hossess, and
such applicants are. in general!'exl >PON 10 take this course. while those who
satisfy the chemical dtartnient, by examination or otherwise, as to their pro-
ticieney in both inorganic chemistry andtelenteutdry qualitative analysis way
substitute more advanced work for the entire chemistry of the first year.

ELECTIVE MECHANICAL DEAWIND AND MECHANIC ABM.

These subjects are to be offered in CI 41110111111011.

111ECH A N [VAL DIAW I NI:.

The applicant must be familiar with the projections of points, lines. planes.
nod simple solids. Special attention Is called to the inmortance of neatness
and acenrary, and to faellitysim lettering and dimensioning drawings. Plates
should be present d. showing the ground covered by the applicant. Applicants
are advised In gjall not to offer meelmnical drawittg and de geometryhalve gmetry
with a view to onATilug these courses at the institute.

NECII A Di4 ARTS*

The applicant should be thoronghi handier with the different tools and ma-
terials, and know when and how to use them. lie shoild be able to adjust and
to sharpen all edge-tools, and capable of executing work trim working draw-
lags. , The main o ect of preparatory exercises should le systematic instruc-
ion, In the corree, use of various tools and in the fundamental operations,
.rather than eonatructionk

Carpentry. The eAercraV should include systematic instrnctl9n In sawing,
planing, chiseling. Including chamfering, grooving, and plain molding work ;
framing, Including tenoning, mortising, and fitting In braces; use of the ordinary
molding planes and the making of simple moldings: the making and use of
the miter box in fitting tuoldinga; nailing, dovetailing, gluing, and the proper
use of sandpaper.

At least seventy-flye hours should be allowed, exclusive of any time that may
be used In making working drakings.

Wood - turning. The applicant should have had systematic instkielion and
experience in the use of the wood lathe; should understand the adjustment of
speeds for the work In hands and how to use properly the turning tools, such as
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gouges, turning chisels, nosing tools, ritht and left side tools, parting tool, cal-
ipers, and dividers. The exercises should alk include systematic instruction in
center and chuck turning, particular attention being paid to the production Of
smooth work by the cutting action of the tools, and not by the excessive use of
sandpaper.

At least forty-fivehours should be allowed, exclusive of any time that may be
used In making drawings.

ELECTIVE Blot.ouy.

Applicants may offer either (a) an extended Course in botany, such as that
recommended by the College Entrance Examination Board, or courses of similar
extent in zoology or In physiology or (b) briefer courses in any two of the
same subjects. In the latter cage evidence should he giVen of thorough ele-
mentary knowledge of general principles and of some laboratory and field work.

ADMISSION TO ADVANCED STANDING.

In the case of students passing examinations for advanced standing. in addi-
tion to obtaining a clear record in entrance requirements, the faculty endeavors
to facilitate the kubstitutiou of alternative work.. A candidate passing more
than the reelnired work in modern languages may arrange to complete any
remainder during his first year. A candidate passing trigonometry orot her sub-.
jects for advanced standing may, with the approval of the faculty, substitute
second-year European history or mechanic arts, or take additional work hi
English comixadtion or in the chemical laboratory. A candidate who has
passed off descriptive geometry and mechanical drawing may take second-year
descriptive geometry. Graduates of manual training schools may be excused in
particular cases from the mechanic arts required In some of the engineering
courses. It is in general preferred that English and mathematics he not antici-
pated.

To be admitted as a regular student in the second, third, or fourth year, the
applicant must have attained the age of 18, 19, or 20 years, respectively, and
must in general OM satisfactorily the examination for admisalon to the first -

-year class, and examinations on all subjects given in the earlier years of the
course which he desires to enter. Applicants presenting turtisfactory certificates
for work done at other colleges may be excused provisionally from taking the
corresponding examinations at the institute.

Graduates of colleges are admitted to the institute without the usual entrance
examination, and will be permitted to enter any.of the courses at such a point
as their previous range of studies will allow. If prepared to ente.r..upon most of
the studies of a certain year, they may often be afforded opportunity to make
up any studietstir the earlier years lu which they are deficient. They will, to

-'' general, be credited with all subjects in earlier or later years in which they can
show, by examination or otherwise, a standing satisfactory to the faculty, and
may be received provisionally as regular students, subject to making up deficien-
cies in work of previous years within a limited time.

It Is highly desirable that students contemplating professional courses affPlest
graduation froni college should,arrange their college electives to cover tile
earlier subjects of the courses chosen, in order that the number of deficiencies
to be made up may be as small as possible. In order to enter ony of the
engineering or allied courses in the second year, It is essential that applicants
have preparation in analytic geometry and the elements of the adenine, and
highly desirable that they be familiar with mechanical drawing and descriptive
geometry. For admission 'to third-year engineering work, they must be pre-.
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pared in mathematics through thetalculus, in mechanical drawing. in descriptive
geometry and mechanics. &Rimer courses of appropriate scope are offered In
most of these subjects, and applicants proposing to enter with advanced stand-
ing are advised to correspond with the secretary of the faculty In regard to their
cnclits as early as June I, in order to determine what studies, if any, should
be pursued dorhig the summer preceding entrance. Applicants desiring excuse
from any ixtrtlott of the physical laboratory work should present their orig4nal
laboratory records. Those desiring excuse from mechanical or free-hand draw-
ing should submit examples of their work besides presenting official records.

ill-initiates from other technical Reboots and colleges who have the equivalent
of all the er engineering work of the course in naval architecture may take
the strict professimial work of that course, together with marine engineering,
tomtit, yea A special circular in regard to the admission of applica Ilia from
other colleges and opportunities for college graduates will be mailed on nimlica-
tion, anol all persons desiring admission with advanced standing shoultf corre-
spond with the secretary of the faculty,

ADMISSION OF SPECIAL STUDENTS.

To be admitted to one or more selected subjects In nnyf of the regular courses
except taut in architecturethat is, to a partial or special coursethe appli-
cant must have attained the age. of 17 years, and most give satisfactory evi-
dence, by; examination or otherwise, that he is qualified to pursue with advan-
tage the subjects chosen.

Applicants desiring admission as special students in architecture must be
college graduates, or 21 years of age, with not less than two yeartc office experi-
ence. They will he required to HIM, before entrance, either the regular en:
trance exatnluations in plane and solid geometry or it special examination in
geometry,which will be _of a somewhattpractIcal character, emphasizing geomet-
rical construction, and as far ns possible be a test of fitness fur the courses in
mechanical drawing and descriptive geometry; and they must include in their-
werk at the institute the regular first-year counties in free-hand drawing, de-
scriptive geometry, and mechanical drawing, unless these subjects have.' been
passed at the September examinations for advanced standing.

By means of the description of subjects of Instruction the applicant may
ascertain what the various subjects of study are, how, when, and by whom
they are given, in what regular courses they are included, and the preparation
required for each; but admission to and continuance in special courses is
dependent In all cas. es upon the approval of the faculty. In general, no student
will be allowed to take any subject until he has proved his satisfac$y knowl-
edge of all subjects required as preparation for It. .4.40

To teachers and to persons of mature age engaged in technical pursuits and
wishing to devote some time to scientific study, the institute desires to offer the
maples opportunities In its lecture rooms and laborfttories. Such persons may,
In get ral, be admitted without formal examination ou satisfying the faculty
that ey are qualified to undertake the work proposed. They will be expected
after dmission to attend the same exercises and examluationti as other Students.

The foregoing statements are offered to show the scope of pre-
paratory work whQi is assumed to have been completed before a
student matriculates. This preparatory work is usually covered in
the public high schools and in private schools of the same grade.
It is designed to occupy about four years of study and is taken by
the average student between the ages. of fourteen and eighteen.
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Quite recelly an attempt has been made, as noted above, to super-
sede the separate examinations given for each college by a general
and uniform system of examinations which shall be recognized by all
colleges alike. A board, known as the College Entrance Examination
Board, now conducts examinations approximating the average stand-
ard required by colleges in general, and a certificate from this board
is honored in full by some colleges and in part by others. A refer-
ence to the entrance requirements for Yale and Harvard will show to
what extent certificates from the college entrance board may be sub-
stituted for the regular examinations conducted by each college
separately.

When all the requirements of matriculation are satisfied a student,
enters college with what is termed " regular" standing. But in some
cases students only fulfill partially the entrance requirements. If
their general scholarship is proved to be sufficiently advanced a col-
lege will frequently admit them on the understanding that during
their college course they will complete the matriculation subjects in
which they are deficient. Such,students are usually termed " con-
ditioded " students. . . _

Again, most colleges make spkial provision for students, usually
those of mature age, who want to attend A few courses, but who have
no immediate intention of qualifying for a degree. Such students
are termed "fartial " or " special " students. Gpherally speaking,
any student of the avers age required for matriculation and of the
average scholarship y _admitted, to college courses; and event-
ually qualify for a degrq. Irregular cases of this kind, however,
are always seated upon their individual merits, and each college
applies rules and regulations of its own in this matter. 'Chinese
students, and indeed all foreign students who do not care to meet
the requirements for matriculation, have always the opportunity of
applying for admission as partial or special students, though they
would be unable to qualify for a degree until the entrance require-
ments, or their equivalent, had been satisfied. In the case of foreign ;
students colleges tend to be liberal rather than strict in regard to
admission, in fact;the general maxim holds that no one is refused
admission to college whoishows any evidence of bei,pg able to profit
by college instruction.

(B) SPEOLA.16 PROVISION FOR CHINESE STUDENTS.

The requirements for matriculation'-Viitlined above are designed
for American students. The subjects insisted upon, especially the
languages, are all connected with the general system of liberal cul-
bare ,-

which tradition has sanctioned and experience justified, But it
is readily conceded that between an American and a Chinese student ..
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the differences in traditional culture make a readjustment of college-
entrance requirements not only desirable, but at the same time equi-
table. As will be seen below, most of fhe larger universities, and
colleges of the United States admit the principle of readjustment ni
favor of Chinese students. Each institution, however, applies rules
of its own in carrying this readjustment into effect. Those which
eonsentto modify entrance requirements in favor of Chinese students
proceed usually upon the principle that a good working knowledge
of English and facility in at least one modern language other than
English are essential to all Chinese stdents, but that the study of
the European clas.sical languages,.Greek and Latin, while very de-
,irable, is not so essential. It is usually taken for granted that n good
knowledge of the Chinese classics fulfills for Chinese students the
purpose effected by the European classis for the English-speaking
students. Consequently an equivalent amount of proficiency in the
former may be offered and accepted as a substitute for the latter.
But, as suggested more than once, each college applies rules of its
own in this matter.

Although, in dealing with general entrance requirements in the
preceding section; stress was laid upon examination as a test of
fitness for college entrance, it should be pointed out very clearly that
not all colleges insist upon examination for admission. On the con-
trary, many admit by certificate from a recognized preparatory school
whose standard of workmeets the requirements exacted by the col-
leges in question. This ig particularly true of state universities, such
as the University of California, and it is to some extent true of the
large colleges of the East. Many Chinese students enter college
dteetly from preparatory schools of this kind.

But it is now generally recognized, owing doubtless to the very
excellent scholarship shown by Chinese students who have already
been to the United States, that the preparatory fork done in some
of the schools in China sufficiently covemthe ground of entrance re-
quirements, and a certificate from such a School, accompanied by
a specific statement of all the subjects studied, will gin admission
without further formality.

The Bureau of Education, in gathering data for this bulletin, sent
a circular letter to all the leading universities and colleges, asking
among other things for some statement of policy with regard to the
special ground. of achnission for Chinese students. The question
asked was framed as followq:

" Would proof of equivalent attainments, including a preliminary
knowledge of English, be accepted in the case of Chinese- students
in lieu of the usual adinission requirements or examination13 "

.4
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A few of the answers are *elected as follows:
University of California.In receiving and classifying students from the

Orient, we accept certificates in Ii of admission examinations just as we
do for students in our own countryprovided the applicant hap completed at
least the equivalent of a satisfactory secondary course, that is, the equivalent
of a good hfgh school course of four years according to our standards. We
allow liberal substitutions of Oriental languages, literatures, and histories
for our own electives in corresponding fields, though we do try to insist upon
a fair working knowledge of the English language and literature.

Northwestern University. An equivalent education and a fair knowledge
of English will be accepted in lieu of the usual admission requirements or
examinations.. Students would need to bring proper certificates.

University of C,hicago.The university has been liberal in interpreting ad-
mission requirements for all foreign students. Since some of the admission
requirements are prerequisite to further study, not all can be replaced by
" equivalent" attainments in other lines. English, at !vat one European lan-
guage, history (English and United States), and malgematles (algebra and
geometry), should be considered as necessary.

Columbia University.Apart from the regular collegiate examinations in
English, the university has no formal examinations to test the knowledge of
foreigners. No student; however, who understands enough English to profit
by instruction need fear embarrassment on this score.

University of Pennsylvania.The University of Pennsylvania will accept
the credentials from accredited institutions in China and omit the usual written
requirements and examinations in all subjects covered by these credentials./ Leland Stanford Junior University. -- Candidates from China are admitted
who show credentials covering the satisfactory completion of cpurses of study
equivalent to those of approved American high schools. Before admission
to the university such candidates inist show ability to use and to understand
readily both written and spoken English.

Brown University.If they have auglIsh and mathematics, as our Chinese
students usually have had, we can allow some substitution. The record of a
good Chinese university would be proof of attainments.

Harvard University. The faculty has adopted certain regulations to govern
the treatment of Chinese applicants for admission to Harvard College. If
they can show that they have graduated from a Japanese Government middle
school or from a Chinese provincial high school or from private schools'certl-
fled as of equal standing with respect to the amount and quality of instruc-
tion in oriental classics, they will be excused from examination in ancient
languages (Greek gad Latin), counting eight points. They may also be excused
from presenting for admission an elementary modern language (French or
German), but will Be required to take, as part of their work -fora degree, a
course in French or German more advanced than the elementary course. In
English, history, mathematics, and science they must satisfy the Harvard
requirements in the usual way. Such men, therefore, are admitted partly oncertificate, partly on Harvard examinations, with the further provision that
a part of the work prescribed for them may be taken in college.

In case Chinese students have already begun work of_a college standard ,in
China, and ean'show a record of good scholarship, they may be admitted with -
oat examination.- TIlLwas the case with the students from Tientsin, and their
high average of scholarship, while at Harvard, fullylustitled their admission
on these terms.

u.
For other answers, see pp. 197-216.
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Massachusetts Institute of Technology.An applicant from a foreign country
is in general excused from our entrance examinations provided parents or
teachers (or the applica'nt himself, when of age) are ready to take the responsi-
bility as to his preparation for our work. Thorough preparation in mathematics
and facility in the use of English are essential.

Yale University.The only change that we make in entrance requirements in
the case'of Chinese students is that a knowledge of the Chinese language and
itteraseire is accepted In place of the Greek requirement or its alternatives in
the academical department, and the substitution of Chinese for Latin in the
scientific school. We make a special point of emphasizing the importance of a
good knowledge of English before admitititnn.....

Degrees from representative Chinese institutions, such as St. John's College,
Shanghai, and Tientsin University, are accepted for admission to the Graduate
School as would be the degrees of American institutions of rank.

These instances are sufficient perhaps for a broad generalization.
Taken together, they indicate very clearly the policy of American
colleges to relax the strictness of entrance requirements in favor of
Chinese students. The fact should be emphasized, however, that the
standard expected of Chinese students is precisely the same as that
insisted upon for American students, and that with the exception of
the classical languages, the ground supposed to be covered is exactly.
the same.

(C) SPECIMEN ENTRANCE EXAMINATION PAPERS.

The following entrance examination papers, omitting those in the
classical languages, are printed, to supplement the schedules of re-
quirements outlined in Sectiod A of this subject.

(1) MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECRNOLOGY.

PLANE OEOXETEY.

Time : One hour and threeknartere.

1. Prove: If two triangles hole thethree sides of the one equal, respectively,
to the three sides of the other, the triangles are equal.

2. Pro 've: The square on the hypotenuse of a right triangle is equal to the
sum of the squares on the other two sides.

3. Prove: The bisector of the vertical angle of a triangle divides the base
Into segments proportional to the adjacent sides,

4. Given a circle and a straight line. Show liew to construct a circle which
shall be tangent to the given circle at a given point and also tangent to the
straight line. Prove the construction- correct.-

5. A regular hexagon is circumscribed abo'ut, and a square Is inscribed in4
a circle of radius ]. Find the difference between the perimeter of the circle and
half the sum of the perimeters of the two polygons, accurate to thousandths.

& A parallelograii, ABOD has the vertex A fixed and the directions of the
adjacent sides AB and AD also fixed. Find the locus of the vertex 0 if the
sum, of the two aides AD and AD Is constant, and prove your answer correct.
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SOLID GEOMETRY.

Time: Two hours..
1. Xrove: 'through a given point without a straight line,one and only one

plan?can be passed perpendicular to that line.
2. Prove: Two rectangular parallelopipeds having equal bases are to each

other as their altitudes.
3. Prove: Every section of a sphere made by a plane is a circle whose center

Is the foot of the perpendicular from the center of the sphere on that plane.
4. Prove that in any triedral angle the three planes passed through the edges

and the bisectors of the opposite face angles, respectively. intersect in, the
same straight line.

. .

5. Derive an expression for the area of a zone.
6. A railroad oil tank has the shape of a right circular cylinder with its

axis horizontal. The internal diameter of the tank is 6 feet and its length 27.
feet. How many gallons will It contain if tilled to a depth of 4a feet? (One
gallon contains 231 cubic Inches.)

*ANCIENT HISTORY.

Time One,hour and a halt.
Answer the first three questions.

1. Locate eight of the following places and tell briefly of some historical fact
connected with each: Olynthus; Trasimene; Eleusis; Niessana; Adrianople:
Sun; iEgospotami; Ostia; Philippi.

2. Explain the constitution and functions, in the time,. of Pericles. of the
Athenian (a) Council ofFive Hundred; (0) Assembly; (c) Juries; (d) Arch-
one; (e) Generals.

3. Tell what you can of the. period and policy of any two: Vetipamiati:
Aurelian; Constantinf.

Answer any two of the following questions:

4. Give an outline of the history of Syracuse down to its incorporation into
the Roman dominion.

5. Explain carefully the political condition, under the Roman Republic, of
the Inhabitants of (a) a Latin colony, (5) a Roman colony, (r) a Roman
province.

6. dive an account of the. disruption of Alexander's empire and of the prin-
cipal kingdoms that resulted therefront

7. Tell what you can of the fora of imperial Rome and of the buildings cop
netted with them.

UNITED STATES HISTORY.

Time: One hour and a halt.
Answer any 'SIX questions, and answer them FULLY.

1. Mention the colonies founded by the Puritans, Separatists, Roman Catho-
lics, and Quakers; and state the causes leading to such settlements.

2. What was the greatest extent of French colonial possessions in North
knerica; and bow and when did.France lose these possessions?

8. What were the chief provisions and main objects of the navigation acts
of the English Government?

4. Compare the views of Alexander Hamilton and Thomas Jefferson on the
interpretattoniof the Constitn,tion.

this should have hem printed de.
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5. Enumerate the leading principles or doctrines of the following political
parties, and indicate approximately when these parties existed: (1) Abolition-
ist, (2) Greenback, (3) Know Nothing.

6. Explain the method of impeachment, and give an account of one important
impeachment case.

7. State the qualifications, term of office, and principal powers and duties
of the President of the United States.

ENGLISH.

Tide : One hour and three-quarters.
Nor; For the convenience of the candidate the following dvislon of time is sug-

gested as indicating the of the answers expected: Qt..01 ofon one, forty-
fire minutes; question two, ten min es; question three, twenty minutes; question four,
twenty-five minutes.

Se careful in the choice of words, In the construction of sentences, and In the formation
of paragraphs.

1. Write a theme of 300 to 400 words on the nature and effects of fire.
This is meant largely as a text of the pacer of the candidate to arrange his

material properly.)
2. Distinguish briefly but as clearly as possible between throwing a ball and

tossing a ball. (This is intended to show the power of erne( statement
careful use of words.)

3. In the following selection explain the force of the italicized words:
Of all inorganic substances, acting in their own proper nature, and without

assistance or combination, water is the most wonderful. If we think of it as
the source of all the changefulness and beauty which we have seen in clouds;
tnen.as the instrument by which the earth we have contemplated was modeled
Into sumnetry, and its crags chiseled into grace; then as, In the form of snow,
it rag the mountains has made with that transcendent light which we
could not have conceiv if we had not seen; then as it exists in the form of
the torrentin the Iris which spans it, in the morning mist which rises from it.

\-..111 the deep crystalline pools which mirror its hanging shore, In the broad lake
nn' glancing river; finally, in that which is to all human minds the best
emblem of unwearied, unconquerable power, the wild, various, fantastic, tame-
less unity of the sea; .what shall we compare to this mighty, this universal
element:for glory rind for beauty? or bow shall we follow its eternal change-
fulness of feeling? It Is like trying to paint a soul.

4. In the alcove selection what (a) seems to you the main thought? What
(6) are the chief merits in expression?

PHYSICS.

Time: Two hours.
The numerical work as well as the answer Is required In the solution of problem..

1. If twilequal forces of magnitude 5 act for t1ree minutes on two mspses.
20 and 20d, respectively, calculate: (1) acceleration of each; (2) space
traversed by each in that time.

2. Under what circumstances will a suspended body be In equilibrium?
What determines its stability?

Explain when a pivoted body will be in equilibrium under the action of a
system of parallel forties.

& Define the terms potent /al energy and kinetic energy, and give some exam-
*es of each. t.

4

0
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`-"-- How many pounds of water can be pumped per minute from a' mine noo
feet de'p by an engine expending 20 horsepower?

4. A solid weighing 250 pounds has a specific gravity 5. Calculate its volume
iu cubic feet, assuming that 1 cubic foot of water weighs 62.5 pounds.

What force would be.reld to prevent this body from sinking if immersed
lu a liquid of spectnc gravi .5?

5. Explain the constroctIon and uses of a mercury barometer.
Why does a balh,on filled with Illuminating gas rise, and why does It not

continue to ascend Indefinitely? If a balloon, while descending, enters a cooler
layer of air, bow will Its speed of descent be affected? Why? .

6. What is meant by the transference of heat by conduction, convection, mid
radiatipn ? Illustrate.

Can heat be transmitted through a vacuum? Give your reasnps.
Which would be the wore effective in cooling hot water, 100 pounds of lee at

32' F. or 100 pounds of water at this temperature? Why?
7. CoLstruct 'the Images of.an object In two plane mirrors at right angles.

State the rule used in this construction.
What sort.of lens should be used and where should the object be placed to

give a real, magnified image on a screen?
& How many voltaic cells, each of electromotive force 1.5 volts and Internal

resistance of 4 ohm, would be required In series to send a currant of ampere
through a resistance of b1 ohms?

9. Explain two methods for magnetizing a piece of steel.
What is n declination needle?
What is a dipping' needle?
What Is the effect of breaking ji permanent magnet into small pieces!,

ALGEBRA A.

Time : One hour anti three-quarters.

1. Find the value of

.31/ + a 5.

t.
15a2

1 2b,'
when a = I and b= *.

!if Y per+-48imP--- q 27
q 2q

11.

3. Solis 2(5 3x) +
2 3.r

I

4. It gx h is 40 when cr = 3; iind 159 when re = 10; what Is Its value when
at,--j- 5?

G. A quantity of water just sufficleist to fill three Ars of different sizes will
just fill the smallest jar four times; the largest jar twice with four gallons to
spare; and the second jar .three times with two gallons to spare. What Is
the capacity of each jar?

6. Simplify
1 1

Va 2)(s/ + + ./2 +Alt +
7, A !darn; at noon on his bicycle from Boston for Worcester and return.

At the same ti we B leaves Worcester for Boston and return. They meet the
first° time at 2 7 m., and the second time 15 Miles from Worcester. At what
rate In miles per hour does each man travel, assuming the distance beVeen
the two cities to be 40 miles?
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ALGEBRA B.

Time : one hour and three-quarters.

1. Expand and arrange in ascending powers

(1 4 n1 a-2)3.

2. Factor

to +1 1n 1 to n .1
a -4 ab(a + h h .

3. Find all pairs of values which satisfy simultaneously

Yl= ; 9112a x
.ra + y2 2,as 0.

4. Solve r2 y2 = 169,

y =.17.

and draw the graphs, showing how the values of r and y are paired.,
5. Find a value of .r which satisfies

2ar+V5a--x=3
0. Two bodies move toward each other from .4 and B. and meet niter 35

aunds. I f it takes one 24 seconds longer than the other to move from A to
B. how long does it take each one to traverse the distance?

7. Given a square whose side is 2a. The middle points of its sides are joined
straight lines, forming a second square inscribed in the first. In the same

manner a third square is formed In the second, a fourth In the third, and so
on indefinitely. Find the sum of the perimeters of all the squares.

V

G}11MAN I (ELEMENTARY.

Time : Tyco hours.

1. Translate into English:
and) famen fie aug bem /Bathe unb bort vin beta! Stride bur amen ftanb ant febon

bee nth. ?Beibenbaum. Ter maditige Stamm war an geb6bIt, unb bag Tunfet, bag
burin lurricbte, Wen ticf in ben inbuntnb bet lgrbe Au ftibten. Sinbrecg ftieg Auctft akin
binab, !oaten b 912aren fill auf bie ?Ibittng beg ibaumeg Jetta* milt ibm nactmubtichn fuebte.
Silber baib lab fie India meth bon ibm, nut bag 453eraufet) be kiinabfteigeng fd)Itta nod) an
du Cbt. 3br begann anaft ali tuerben, oben um fie bet mar cg fo eittfam unb on unten
borte fie enblict) and) feinen taut mtg. Sie ftedte ben kopf tief in bie ttellifung unb rief :
ilttbrecg!' Ta find) einiger Bed War e6 Or, 016 bare fie bon unten toicber berauffom
men, unb ailmdblidi erfanute fie and) bie etimme be jungcn Inanneg, bie ibren 99/amen
tief, 'tub fate feinc barb, bie et Or entgegenftredte. .0 ffitut elite Trope binab,
fagte er, atter fie ift pelf nub auggebrodeft, unb wet wets mie tief nact) unten Au bee
?tbgrunb iftl

2. Translate into English : .

1 8 met Stage barauf Lief; bet 6erfi Okorg unb Tertf dila Au fief; rufen. Ilr betrady
2 tete fie Inge unb fcbmeigenb; Dann fragte er nub biefem ttnb intent unb fd)fot
8 bamit, bap er itincit ben atat erteifte, borberbanb in bee Stabt Au bteiben. aur ibren
4 Unterbaft bard) angemeffene iirbeit MU er Sorge tragett, unb fie Marlin not
6 fpater bon dun bOren. glaebbem bie beiben bag 8immer befaffen batten, ging bet

L6 Oberft mit felfen Stbritten ant unb ab. (E6 mean feftfame Oiebanfen bie On bemeg
7 ten. Ilr bade but Olden 3abren sin fdilanfell, bionbei 5 Tauten gehebt unb mar

.
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8 felg ungladlid) gemefen. Witt etroa, bah bit ectlane feine 91eigung Aurildgemiefen
9 Dade; rrspar, in feinen reinften emOnbungen betrogen morben, unb bag Datte ilpi

10 mit bauernber bitterfeit
3. (1) Give the principal parts of lies (line 1), mien (line 1), fcbioS (line 2),

Autiielgentiefen (line 8), bettogen (line 9).
(2) Decline, in the singular and plural, feltrame Oiebanfelt (line 6) and rchlatifc4,

blonbed aratilein (line 7).
(3) Give the reason for the use of the subjunctive mole (line 4).
(4) Give the complete declension of the relative pronoun.
(6) Give in full the present tense, indicative, and imperfect subjunctive of lies

(line 1), tragen (line 4).
4. Translate into German :
(1) This good old man was sitting between me and y br5ther.
(2), He spoke as if he had known you many years go.
(3) She did not know what happened in that old ouse last week.
(4) Last month be was said to have lost all 11 t ley, but I think he will

have to pay his debts, although he does not appear r ch.
5) This Ink does not seem black at first, but after you have written with it

It becomes binek.
(8) If he had sent me the book. I could have brought It to you this morning.
17) If you him to-morrow. tell me so at once. -

(8) After tidlers had waited for the enemy from half -path one until a
quarter of fu el went home again.

GERMAN II (INTERMEDIATE).

Time : Two houvw
1. Translate into English:
TO fcbmiebbare qifen untetfcbeibet fid) bon bem Nobeifen thelnifct) Imuntracblicb Da butt,

bail e4 einen Diet geringeren goblenitoffgelpft befi(st, abet and) baburth, bait N nur gaiti
cluing aRengen bon often jenen fremben gtementen: EiliAiunt, aRangait, /3nogpljer,
Sdpvefel entbalt. gg ift infolgebeffen bon Diet grafierer aeffigfeit alg bci 11iofieifen,
tragt minbefteng etma 28 kg auf 1 qmnieuerjcbnitt. 99/it fob:bent lTifen faint man baker
truden unb tuluret batten,.ntan faun et3 Au ifeitbalpijcbienen benumb n, man tarn
?Wen unb Taber Der gifenbalpuroagen baraug marben, furl, bie bielen geget -nbe, write
eine DoDe aeftigfeit 4abell milffen. Tag fdpniebbare lifen farm f ogar in einseinen 91rten
bie 401:Oen gthigteithiffern unterallen Etoffen, bie man in bet Zedind bra itcbt, auf wpm.
alit Die meiften tedmifcben Zermenbungen, ia filr bie getualpaidgten -eadun, f fir jebrn
Nagel, jebe Scljete, jeben Zolger, furl faft far irbel Zi3ertAeug braufat man eine ljabree
aehigfeit, all) fie ung bag 9tolgifen, aud) Im umgefdptiolbenen 8uftanbe alt ll)uf)eifen,
geradDren marbe.

2. Translate into English:
ttang ben trcitenftein hog gteorg Au ficb nieber, bit anberen I ofgten feinem beifbiel;

Die Snedlte trugen auf, unb bet eble Q8ein madite ben atitter bon 2ictitenitein'unb feinett
Colin bergeffen, bah fie in mihlid)en.tierbattniffen, fin feinblieben lager feint, bah fie
bietteicljt einem Ungeroiffen g1efcbicf, unb menu fie Die Robot aronbgberg redt beuteten,
elner (anger igefangenfdpft entgegen geign. (gegen bag g nbe bet %aid ninth aronbe
berg Dittaug getufert; bulb tamer Aurad unb furadl nig el-niter iltiene: So genre id) nod)
!anger gure tgefeIlfdiaft genoffen hatte, Liebe greunbe, fo tut 0 jilt not, auf5ubreden.
Ter 111310ter tit ba, bent id) gad) abergeben mull, unb 34r mutt eucl) rotten, rootlet .31p
4eute nod bie acite erreidrn.'

3. Translate Into EngHsh:
Das Gehelmnis Karla seltener GrOsse llegt, eoweIt wlr aeln Wears erken-

nen, In der wohlgewogenen Verbindung der drel htSchoten Elgenschaften elneLdigi
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Regenten: er sieht die Dinge richtig, wie ale Rind, er besItzt die erflnderische
Kra/ft, die an Ste Ile des Ungentigenden Besseres zu sehaffen weirs, und erfreut
sich elner unwlderstehlichen Cewalt In der Ausftihrung seiner Pliine. Er hat
On Genii it, due klar und ruhig die Biller der Aussenweit aufnitund, eine
shOpferiscbe Kraft, die sie zweekvoll zu verwenden weiss.o.und kurzen,
eisenfesten Entschluss, der gernde nut das Ziellosgebt. 'testa' lb 1st ins die
Gestalt dieses Konigs, welehe mehr alp tausend Jahre von link !leg', welt
durchslhtiger and verstandlicher tits die der meleteu Ilerrscher, Nvelcbe ihm
folizten.

4. Translate into German:
The two brothers sat 'up In their beds and stared into the darkness. The

room was full of water, and by the moonlight. which found its(way through a
hole in the shutter, (hey could see in the midst of it an immense foam globe
bobbing up and down like a cork, on which, as on a most luxurimis cushion,
rested the little old gentleman, cap and all. There was plenty of room for it
now, for the roof was off.

Sorry to disturb you," said their visitor. " I'm afraid your beds are
dampish: perhaps you had better go to your brother's room; I've left the ceil-
ing on, there,"

FRENCH I.

'rime: Two hours.

I.

Translate into Pa ish
1 . I 1 est A peine j ur les cotenux vertu de In fertile, mats is cogs vigilante

ant ntiO laa ltctIto pante de l'aurore: al leer voix le poulaIller (poultry house)
si.veille: one ty1/4titalime (le ponies, ettguetant et chantant, vont chercher dais in
ros6e les petits Vera qu'a fait sortir la fratheur de III milt. ItientAt In
ranagi,re matinale, la biome dame Guillaume, elle alma. sera deltoid. Re-
gardez an Mle tithe In suit. AdMe est into belle et laborleuse title qui a (Illa
qiiinze tins et demi, et qui, active romans sa lOre, court partout oA as pr6senee
est utile.

2. I'n dinuinche matin, Marie me (lemmata at je lie pensals pas it lit renter
bientAt de son penslonnat (boarding school).

POrc. toutes tics camaradosont fibres maintPhant et iolusleurs sold
tuaritses. Je ne sups pills one enfant et je commence A ill'ennuyer dana cur

pokshinnat oil j'al (16,111.pass6 taut (Panaes.
C'est vral, r(Itondls-Je tout absorb& Tit es granite nillintenant.
Pi+re, dlt-elle. en souriant, Yid dix-bolt ans.
a. i.e plus grand tninistre de Louis XIV est un des pins Brands hotunies qui

(dent goursrtus is France: ee tut Colbert, le tits d'un simple marehand de tallies
de Helms. Colbert avast pris dans le commerce des habitufes d'ordre et de
probit, apporta plus turd duns les affalres publigues.

II.
Translate into French:
1. My child brings me a flower every Sunday morning. He is over seven years

old. My father governs his farm as Colbert governed France. I smiled when
my daughter asked me at what age I began to think of Ellttrying. What would
you answer me it I should say to you that you will never bring habits of order
into your business?

2. I am afraid that be will come. I am not afraid that be will come. We
will go unless It rains. I wish that you would do that. We should do it if you
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would promise not to look at us. In/ April, eighteen hundred and sixty-three,
the civil war in America had lasted two years. If you receited three thousand
dollars a year, how much would you spend and how much would you save
(tipararter)? We should spend twenty-four hundred and save sax hundred.
We should receive three-fourths of what you receive and save a third of what
you save. You have the best apples that I have ever known; have you seen
my potatoes? They are not those that I bought last summer.

a.

7
Give the principal parts and the second person plural of the simpleleosPs of

the verbs: antler and recevo4r.
Give the principal parts and the third person plural of the compound tenses of

the verbs: venir and a/Madre.
How Is the comparative and bow is the superlative of It French utlJectivt

regularly formed? Give examples.

FRENCH II.

Time: Two boors.

Tradukez en anglala:
1. Le transformateur joue done ici le role inverse de is bohine de Ituhnikorff

ordinaire, car 11 redid/ la tension an lieu tie l'augmenter. Niels cola ne change
rien au principe meme, puisqu'll sup de modifier le rapport du nombre de
spires pour modifier dans un setts ou dans l'autre le coefficient de transformation.
Le rendement des transformateurs It courants aiteroatifs est remarquablement
eleve. Il atteint 07% A plelne charge dans les appareils les plus reeents et
reste tree eleve, memo pour de tree faibles charges. II ne semble pas 2u4sIble
d'amellorer ce rendement qui touche A ht perfection; les progres futurr avoid
principalement you objet de reduire le prix de construction de ces Mlles
aux 11 la 'res.

2. i.e noes habitudes Rota imperteuses comme les mativalaea. Chez lilt u
he e cultive, elles oat cette superforite de ponvoir en outre se justifier it
cheque instant par le sentiment de in dignite personnelle, par Mut du hien
general, par la conception d'un Ideal humnin qui apparalt A In foie comme utile
et comme beau. La vrale sanction, c'est ('approbation de la conscience;
Rousseau a Mt admirablement: Is recompense de Bien faire, c'est le plaisir
d'avolr bien fait.

Traduisez en franeals:
8. I should like to see you once More before you go to t'hIcago. If I were.

should not re longer than two weeks, and I should try to be
back in New York by e tw4nty-fifth of August. Unless we meet this summer
we shall probably not see each other again for five or six years. 'Do not forget
me, and write to me every Saturday.

4. The dress which you have promised to give me Is not the one which your
mother had promised me. You must ask her to keep, her promise. Here is the
cane which your father left at my house. When you see him give it to hint.
Speak of it, too, to your mother. I should make her a visit myself if I could)i
but I am not well enough to travel seventy-five miles. She is the most interest-
ing woman that I rave ever known. Remember me kindly to her. This is the
fourth letter that I have written you since I received otie,from you.

5. &rives lea temps primitifis, et limperatlf, des verbea en italiques, dans
lee paragraphs 1 et 2 cl-deseus.
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Ecylvez les temps prhultifs, l'imp6ratif (B y en a). et la deuxieme
persoune du slut:tiller. de tons tes autres tong*, des verbes suivants:

A la forme nega-
tive.

Se maudire.

A la forme
interrogative

A la forjne
ndgatei tern*.

Jointlre. Retire.

7. In translating the English lam/ conditionaI into French, which two teasel;
of tie French verb may be tised? Illustrate by translating: He would have
spoken to us if hr had known ,Int.

S, in translating the English pluperfect indicative into French. which two
lenses of the French verb may be used Illustrate by translating: At eleven
o'clock he had ni arrived.

I. In transl he gnglIsh imperfect indicative tato French, which two
ollrieS of the '11 verb may be used Illustrate by translating: I saw your

father three years ago. Tranalitte:/ used M '0.1 your father throe yearn ago.

(2) COLUMBIK UNIVERSITY.

ENTRA NCE E .11 11 HE It', 19°8.

%TlIENI %TICS.

FNT A KY IA: EHHA

: Titres' hours. The sobj..et Is 511V Into Iwo parts as follows :
n. i To quadratics.
u. ii. Quadratics and 1...yond

it candidates offering al this examination:
One part only are to answer till the questions (III that purl.
Both part a are to answer four questions ou each part, including questions

3, 4. and S.
a. i.

1. Reduce to its simplest form

1 1

a 51 +9 a +4

3 a2+9 4-10 +a'
1 a-13 1 4a
I a

2. Factor
I Is (a +31) )'. 10(0-i-oh-1b% (la.r-2by+3b.r--nay

Ilenee find the IL C. F. and the L. C. N. of these three expressions.
3. Solve for i, y. and :.: the equations

(y z) =a
y I (z .r)-=
%." (r p)--=

4. At a certain time the ratio of the numbers of employees of two companies
was 7 to 4. After the drat company had laid off 10 per cent of Its men,
and the second had laid of 130 men. the ratio was 12 to 7. Find the
number of 'men employed by each company at first.

70049No. 2-00-0
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5. Fltid the square root of

4-1-7:+7+6+1*J+t

0. Express by means of fractional exponents

7?1- J and 4x -1+ -3 v
YY. '43-

and Mid the product of the resulting expressions.

a. if.
7. (a) Solve the equation

9 = x
and verify your result.

(b) Prove that the roots of the equation
ax51-kr-i-c=0

will be equal If
b3-4ac=0

8.'A and B entered 3.000-mile race. .t traveled the same distance every
day and won the race by 1,100 miles in a certain number of days. For
one-fifth of this time It went 110 miles a day, and after at delay of the
days helraveled for the rest of the time at four -fifths of As speed. Find
the number of days.

9. Solve completely the simultaneous equations
1-,

4'- 3x
1111(1 111111(11te the value of which Is tn be taken with each value found
for p.

10. Draw the graphs of the two equations

.r y+5=-.1)

Find the looltit, or points. of intersection of the graphs.
11. (a) Expand by the bin minal theorem

2(1- I)

(6) Find and simplify the ninth term In the extviislon of

(a2- 2)"
a

12. (a) Find the sum of ten terms often arithmetical progression whose first
term Is a and whose second term Is b.

(b) The second term of a geometrical progression im 3 and the fourth term
is t. Findthe ninth term.

PLANE AND SOLID GEOMETRIC.

Nan. IFIttle: Three hours. Candidates offering only plane geometry are to answer all
the questions of group A and two from each of the groupsett. C. Those offering only
solid geometriie to answer all the questions of group D and two front each of the
groups E, F. hose offering both subjects are to answer two questions from each
of the groat* B, C, F.

On the cover of his examination book each candidate will state what text-
book or textbooks he has used in preparation for this examination, and will
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indicate whether his examination is in plane geometry. solid geometry, or plane
and solid geometry.

1. !'rote that two triangles are equal if two angles and the included aide of
one are equal respectively to the two - angles and included side of the

.other.
2. prove that if three ()Lawry toraliel laraight lbws cut at equal segments on

one transversal. they cut of eqUiti segments on every transversal.
3. Show how to circumscribe a circle about it given augh,. Prove the cor-

rectness of v air method.
It.

1. l'rove that two parttlIel chords linen:Apt equal arcs on the eiretnfrtference
of a circle.

5. la u right triangle, a perpendicular is drawn from the vertex of the right
angle to the hypotenuse.
(a) Prove that either leg is a mean ,t_troportional .between the whole`

hypotenuse and the segment adjacent to that leg.
(b) if the hypotenuse is 10, HMI the perpendicular from the vertex of

the right angle is 1. Into what segment does the perpendicular
divide tht- hypotenuse?

b. Prove that the areas of any two similar triangles have the same ratio as
the squares of their corresiamding sides.

c.

7. prey,. in a circiaLit.__4 measured by one-half the are
Intercepted between its sides.

S. Find the halts of the vertex of a triangle which has a fixed base and a
given area.

9. 'flit. area of it circle Is 3t Ix. Find the side, apothem, and area of the
inscribed equilateral triangle.

D.

C

10. Prove that of all straight lines drawn front a given point to a given plane,
(a) the laapemilcular is the shortest line:
(b) any two oblique lines which eta off unequal distances front the foot

of the perpendicular are unequal, the one which cuts off the greater
(Miniu a. being the greater.

11. Prove that the sum of any two fact' angles of it tiedral angle is greater
than the third.

12. Prove that if a pyramid is cut. by a plane parallel to the base, the edges
and altitude are divided proportionally and the section is a polygon
similar to the base.

tt

13. Prove that the locus of points in space which are equidistant from two
given fixed points is Ithe plane which bisects at 'right angles the straight
line Joining the given points.

14. Prove that the plane passed through two diagonally opposite edges of a .

parallelopiped divides the paralleloplpedanto two egulValent triangular
prisms.
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15. Prove that the area generated by the revolution of a straight line :0)04
un axis coplanar with it, but not parallel to It, IS equal to the projection
of the line ou the axis multiplied by the cireumfewnee of the circle
whose radius Is the perpendicular erected at the mid \tut of the line,
and terminated in the a4is.

F.j16. A right el ular cone whose altitude is 12 feet, and the radius of whose
base I .1 feet, Is cut by a plane 4 feet from and parallel to the base; find
the- lateral surface and the volume of the frustum thus rormed.

17. A ,ylititier is .circumscribed about a sphere of radius.R: find the ratio of
their surfdes and also the ratio of their volumes,

18. Prove that it one spherical triangle Is the polar- of a second spherical
triangle, then the second is also the polar of the first.,

TRIGONONILTNY.

"-NoTe Time: Two hours omit one goeslIon from each Of the groups A. It,

A.

1. (I) Log. 64=3: find the value of a.
( b) Prove that the logarithm of the product of two numbers Is equal lel

be sum of the logarithms of the numbers.
2. Prov e identity

1 1411111+ms 81 I tan 0+cot B) =see 8 -i-cows' 8
,3: Show th

a (- 390') + sin S40° . eon 330° +CO8 18:1' . ens 225° = i

./ 1

n.

4. Find Ones of .r less than NO° which satisfy the equation
2 cos' x+3 sin .' 3

5. If 2. and y are positive angles whose sum is less than tsr, prove from a
figure that

CON( +0=cos r e014 ysin r slut y
and apply this formula to express crut 2s' in teems of ms .r,

6. (a) Assuming the formula for cos 2,r, derive the formula

sin ix=
2

e °15x

(b) Given in A =W2, find sin A.

c.
47. Prove that In any plane triangle

at= b'+ e'-2bc ens .4
.,-

8. At a point A. due north of a balloon, the angle of elevatiot of the balloon
is 44° 56'; and from a point B, due south of the balloon, the angle of
elevation is 36° 4' 2". If A and B are'700 feet apart, find the height of
the balloon.

9. In a plane triangle,

a = 154.08, b = 182.12, B = 51° W 6"

Determine the remaining parts. How many triangles are there having
the given parts? Give reasons for your answer.
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D.

10. In a spherical triangle .4 LIC.0 Is a right angle. Prove that

sin a = sin r sin .4

11. In a spherical triangle. right-angled at C,

= 105° 17' 29". 1, = 47' 11" :

find o and It.
cif 15TH)'.

NoTE Two hourm. l'antlidatea are roluirtol to prevent their emrtltied notelooks
on forty riperiinontn as a part of thm oxamlitation.

A.

.4n*wer all questfrons in this group.

1..1 certain voltutOe of gas insasurfts 100 c.c.-at fon C. and 750 mm. pressure.
W'hat will It Lleasare at 0" ('. and 71111 111111. preSSIIre.: I See data below.)

What Is the weight of 10 liters of sulphur dioxide measured at 0° C. and 760
mm. pressure?

What Weight of potassium chlorate must lir heated to 14Inin 100.grams of
oxygen/

Data : Atomic weights: S=32, 0=16, K=39, C1=35.5. Use .09 grain as the
weight of 1 liter of hydrogen at ;V C. nod 7611 nun. pressure.

2. Define and Illustrate base, reversible reaction, electrolyte, nascent state,
dibamic.acid.

Sixteen grains of oxygen combine wt11; 2 grams of hydrogen. and 3 grams of
magnesium combine with 2 genius of oxygen. Calculate the equivalent of
magnesium.

3. Complete the following equations using formulas:
Potassium nitrate and sulphuric acid healed) =?
Carbon monoxide and copper oxide ( hented)=-?
Ferrous sulphide and dilute sulphuric.alld=?
Calcium carbonate and dilute hydrchlorle-acid=?

H.

.1n*wer two question* from thin group.
4. Describe, in full, the experiments you performed illustrating the methods of

pre's:lotion and the physical and chemical imotiertles of ananonia. (live
the equations for?all the chemical reactions.

5. Describe experimentli'showIng that
(a) calcium oxide is a lawic anhydride,
(b) water Is an aid to some chemical reactions.
(e) the air contains oxygen, carbon dioxide, and water 'repot'.

Describe an experiment Illustrating the law of definite proportions.
6. Describe laboratory methods for the preparation of chlorine, silver nitrate,

hydrofluoric acid, nitrous oxide. Give equations.

c:

.4natoer two questions from this group. . ,
7. What are the physical or chemical properties of each of the following that

make them directly useful to mankind? Oxygen, chlorine, carbon (coal),
tin, copper, Iron, sine
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& What is the nature of the most Important chemical change which occurs
during the production of pig Iron from ifs ores In the blast furnace? now
does a steel differ chemically front a pig iron? Glve the names of two
proeesses for the production of steel from cast iron. Define the terms
"ore" and " flux."

9. Give three methods for the preparation of salts, using sodium chloride as an
example.

In what respects do chlorine, bromine, and iodine resemble each other and .
In what respects do they differ from each other?

PHYSICS.
'NomTime: Two hours. Candidates are required to present tbekr notebooks on the

thirty-five experiments as a part of the examination. Answer ten of the following ques
dons as Welly Its Is consistent with clearness.and definiteness. Explain all symbol.,
used.

1. A boy throws a ball vertically upward, and four seconds later it strikes the
earth. What height did the ball attain and with what velocity did it
leave the boy's hand?

2. A dog hitched to a cart can exert a pull of 10 kg. With what velocity must
the dog more in order to do work at the rate of 20 kilogrammeters per
second? Name and dethie the c. g. s. units of force, work, and power.

3. A 20-gramweight attached to one end of a uniform rod 100 cal. long causes .

It to balance about a point 20 cm. from that end. Find the wttght of the
rod.

4. A string has Its two ends attached to paints 100 cm. apart in a horizontal
plane. At the middle point of the string is attached a weight of 5 kg,
and the point is 20 cm. below the horizontal plane. Find, by graphical
solution, the tension on the string. Suggestion Let the distance betweeti4'
the lines of the examination book represent 10 cm. and 1 kg. respectively.

& What' is the atmospheric pressure in grams per square centimeter when the
barometer stands nt 76 cm.? Density of mercury equals 13,6 gr./cm'

6. A rectangular block of stone, 20 x 30 x 40 clat.. has a density of 2.0 gr./cm.'
What force will be required to lift this block under water?

7. What must be tfie length of an open organ pipe that will give a funda-
mental note of 200 vibrations per secoud. If the velocity of sound lu air
Is 300 theters per second?

8. A piece of copper weighing 200 grams is taken from no oven and placed
in 500 cubic centimeters of water. The temperature of the water Is
changed from 20° C. to 30° C. If the specitic heat of the copper is 0.00,
what was the temperature of the oven?

9. Draw optical diagrams showing the path of the rays in the formation of
a real Image by a double convex lents, and of a virtual image by q double
coneave lens.

10. Draw a diagram showing the path of the rays In nib formation of a spec-
trum by a prism, and indicate the position of the colors.

11. Draw a diagram of the parts and cpnuections of an electric doorbell.
12. Draw a diagram showing the principal parts and connections of a simple

type of dynamo.
PHYSIOGRAPHY.

Nora Time: Two hours. Candidates are required to present their certified notebools
on the forty exercises fists part of the examination, and also to answer the following
questions as concisely ail is consistent with clearness and definiteness. Use diagramsas freely as desired. .

1. Mention as many ways as you c 1 by which the true 'north may be deter-
mined. 'How would a true north and south line vary from the compass
direction at New York and at San Francisco? ....dr
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2. Explain the following terms: Eiquinox; block mountain; young valley;
escarpment; high.

3. Compare the distribution of rainfall along the western coast of the United
States with that along the eastern coast. AK.ount for the variation between
the summer and winter rainfall of the northern Mississippi

4. Show by a diagram the atmospheric conditions about a cyclone, Including
temperature, pressure, and rainfall. (

5. Describe the shore features to be seen %long a regular shore line. Account
for the location of Portland, Me.; Norfolk, Va. ; and Boston, Mass.

8. Compare the surface features in a glaciated with those in a nonglactated
region. Describe the occupations to be seen in a glaciated region like Maine
and show bow these occupations are related to the glacial features.

7. Mention four regions in this country where lakes abound and explain the
origin of the lakes'in each region.

8. What phenomena of the ocean are due to the earth's rotation? Explain the
relation.

snoPWORK.

Nora. Time One hour and a half. Candidates may select a or e or a

a. WOODWORK.

1. Name three wanton woods used in furniture making, and give some of their
properties.

2...Make sketches and note the uses of three of the common woodworking tools.
3. Show by sketch the teeth of a rip and of a crosscut saw, and describe the'

action of both.
4. Describe the method of planing a block of wood on all six sides true to given

dimensions.
5. Make freehand drawings of a mortise and tenon Joint.
6. Sketch a sectional view of one form of a plane, and describe its adjustments.
7. Explain the method of gluing and nailing a picture frame with mitered

corners.
8. Make a sketch of the head stock of a wood turning lathe, and name the

parts.
9. Explain the method of turning a cylinder 14" In diameter and 8" long.

10. Describe the method of making a chisel handle with a ferrule.

b. Fosonto.

1,...Show by sketch the tuyere iron of a forge. Describe Its function, and
( explain how a fire for small work should be built.

escribe the process of (a) forming, (b) scarfing, and (c) welding of links
to a chain.

S. Describe the process of forging a twisted gate hook.
4, A shaft 1" In diameter requires a collar 2" In diameter, I" thick, 2" from

the end. Describes the method of forging.
5. Make sketches of the following tools: Flatter, set hammer, top an bottom

fuller,
6. Describe the method of forging a square-headed bolt.
7. In drawing down a piece of Iron to smaller else, what precautions should

be taken against splitting?
8. Should wrought iron and tool steel be worked at the same temperature?

4.If nut, how ahoilld they be treated?
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9. Compare the fractures of, wrought iron and soft steel, and describe the
differences In their qualities.

10. Describe the process of forging and tempering a cold chisel.

o. MABEIINE WORK..

11. Show by sketch the cutting angle of a lathe tool for wrought iron, for cast
Iron.

.

2. What is a surface gauge, and what are its uses?
3. Explain the method of setting a lathe to cut a taper.
4. Describe the process of centering a piece for the lathe.
5. Show by sketch bow a ditimond-pointed lathe tool should be adjusted to a

piece of work.
6. Describe the operation of drilling a half-Inch hole In the center of a round

piece of Cast Iron in the lathe.
7. If the lead screw In a lathe has eight threads to the inch. what gears might

be used on the lathe spindle and on the lead screws to cut a screw with
20 threads to the inch?

8. Make a sketch of the tool head on a planer, and show how it may he ad-
justed for angular cuts.

9. Describe the process of making a shrink tit for a 2" steel collar on a Y'
steel shaft.

10. What is the advantage of a twist drill. over a fiat drill?_,

BOTANY.

Noes. Time: Two hours, tea minutes of which will be devoted to an oral examination.
The certified notebook on the laboratory work must be submitted at the examination.

1. What structures of the leaf are of advantage in photosynthesis? Explain
in what way each one is of ser

2. What is the cause and mechanism o the curvature of tendrils?
8. Bow is the root protected against 1 ry? How does it absorb materials

from the soil? What other functions does ill perform?
4. Make a sketch of the important stages In the life.of n feril, 13beling

various parts.
5. In what respects does the seed of a monocotyledon usually differ from that

of n dicotyledon?
6. Mention the agencies that promote the distribution of plants., with illustra-

tions of the adaptive features. What factors control the association of
plants upon the erh?

7. Give the characteris ice of six families of seed plants that you have studied.

*frt.
ZOOLOGY.

Nan. Time: Two boars, tenominates of which will he devoted to a practical oral
examination.

1. Explain what is meant by evolutionnatural selectionInheritance of ac-
quired characters.

2. Enumerate the chief distinguishing characters of fishes, amphibians, reptiles,
birds, and mammals.

& Discuss the process of digestion in man.
4. Compare the chief systems of organs In the earthworm and the frog, and

Wuatrate by means of diagrama. (The crayfish may be substituted for
- the earthworm if preferted.)
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5. Explain bow respiration takes place in clam, crayfish, grasshopper, fish, and
frog.

6. Give the general classification W the followingporpoise, paramecium, jelly-
fish, spider, seal, turtle, eNthworm, oyeter, salamander, snail, lobster,
roach.

ENGLISH.

Nova Time: Two hours. Candidates should write with care and should read over their
answers before handing them In.

READING AND PRACTICE.

Write four essays, of several paragraphs each, on subjects selected from the
following group:
1. Tlie Merchant of Venice: Shylock.
2. fhe Sir Roger de Cover ley Papers: Sir Roger's life in the country.
3. Ivanhoe: The household of Cedric.
4. Irving's Life of Go ldsntith: Goldsmith's acquaintance with Johnson.

Lancelot and Elaine: The death and 'burial of Elaine.
6. Silas .Varner: The 'character oi Godfrey Cass.
7. Macbeth: "The line of Banquo."

-,8. The Lady of the Lake: The fiery cross.

ENGLISH.

Norr.Time: Two hours. Candidates should write with care and should read over their
answers before handing

STUDY AND PRACTICE.

I. Write an essay of three or,fo>x paragraphs on Sbakspere's treatment of the
supernatural In "Julius Caen

II. " Ununitile, ye faint stars; and thou, fair moon,
That wont's( to love the traveller's benison,
stoop thy pale visage through an amber cloud,
And disinherit Chaos, that reigns here
In double night of darkness and of shades;
Or. If your influence be quite dammed up
With black usurping mists, some gentle taper,
)?hough a rush caudle from the wieker'hole
Of some clay habitation, visit ns
With thy long levelled rule of streaming light,
And thou shalt be ouritar of Arcady,
Or Tyrtan Cynosure."

(1) From what poem are these lines quoted?
.(2) Explain the situation of the speaker and the circumstances that led to it.
(3) Scan the first three lines and name the meter employed.
(4) Explain accurately the meaning of the Italicised words.

Ili. " The Colonies complain that they hare not the characteristic mark and
seal of British freedom. They complain/that they are taxed in a Parlia-
ment in which they are not repreienetid. If you niean to satisfy them
at all, you must satisfy them with regard to this complaint."

(1) What does Burke mean by " the characteristic mark and seal of Brit-
ish freedoin?"

(2) What was Burke's plan for satisfying the above complaint of the
colonists? How did.he prove its feeeiblittr?
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(3) Point out, exactly, the grammatical function of the italicised subor-
dinate clauses.

IV. (1) What does Macaulay gay of Addison's knowledgef Greek and Roman
authors?

(2) Describe Addison's travels on the continent and his preparation fur
public life.

(3) Write a brief account of Addison's connection with the periodical
literature of his time.

FRENCH.

FXEMENTAII.Y.

No Th.Time: Two hours. The use of good English Is strictly required.

I.

Translate Into English:
S'il y a dans l'histoire de France un personnage qui Rob connu des America Ins,

c'est assurement le general Le Fayette. Male le rile joue par lul apres son
retour en France est hien nooks connu d'eux que in part prise par lui aux luttem
de In guerre de l'Independance. La Fayette West tnoit qtf en mil hult cent
trente quatre, plus dun dend-slecle apres la capitulation de Yorktown, et ci'
demi-slecle a rte pour ltd. cheque foil que res circonstances Font permis
Igrlode d'activite politique.

En mil Sept cent quatre-vingt neuf, quaint commenca la grande revolution qui
devait mettre tin 11 Vanden regime et creer In societe moderne. La Fayette flit
un des plus ardents perm' les derenseurs des idees nouvelles., Apres In victoiro
du peuple an quatorze jnillet II devint commandant en chef de In garde natio-
nate. Plus turd 11 col:Imam:fa une des artuees opposers h FEurope monarchique
coallsee, par la France dechlee a rester like.

II quitta le pays an moment of les chefs de In Revolution Iui parurent devettir
trop violents; nulls saisl par lea soldats de l'Autriche ii rut fete en prison et
traits pendant des annees avec la plus grande durete. II dolt par dovotr tin
delivrance aux victoires repeteert do in France 12epuldicaine.

Une nouvelle revolution, en 'mil iluit cent trente. rut pour La Fayette tine
nouvelle occasion d'aftirmer an fidelite aux. hires de sit jeunesse. La France
s'etalt revoltee contre son anclenne dynastic, replaee sur le Wile par lee
strangers victorleux apres In &quite de Napoleon. La Fayette tut pendant
quelques fours le maitre de son pays qui, victorieux, suivit lea consells de
sagesse et de moderation donnas alors avec tine grande abnegation par it
patriotique

Sa gloire est tine des gloires les plus pares de In France.

IL,

1. Give the' principal parts and the Bret person singular of the future of the
followl%1Pverbs: alter, deroir, dire, faire, prendre.

Conjugate in the pre*nt indicative; avoir, dire, donner, Jlnir, rompre.
2. Give a complete statement as to the position of the personal pronoun when

used as object of the verb. Illustrate with brief sentences where the verb
has a single personal pronoun as object and others where ,there are two
personal pronouns, one the direct and the other the Indirect object.

S. Construct a list containing twelve masculine and twelve feminine French
nouns with their English translation, placing them separately and desig-
nating the gender of each group. ;
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Translate into French:
1. I have books. I have no books. I have enough books. I have good books.

1 have French books.
2. Conte in. WhO are you? What do you wish? it down. Bead me the

letter. What Is the name of this gentleman? Is be a Catholic?
3. Good day. How are you? aithat Is the news? From where do you come?

Where are you going? How long have you been here?
4. The professor to whom I gave my note-book and whom I wish to see said he

would be here at ten minutes past eleven. 6
5. He knows what I wish and why I am here, for I told him yesterday.
6. Excuse me if I leave you alone. I am hungry and have a headache.
7. You are right. 4(3o and eat your lutich. Besides. it is the fourteenth of July

and you ought not to work too much.

139

IV.

1. Give rules for the pronunciation of the consonants c and g in French.
2. Under what conditions does a vowel have the tinsel. pronunciation? What

are the naiad vowel sounds and how are they written?
:t. What Is the pronunciation and what is the usual alguiticanee of 07

INTERMEDIATE.

Notiz --Time : Two hours. "Tin use of good English ls strictly required.

Translate into English:
(a) Au commencement de ce sickle, la France knit pour les nations un ma-

gnitique spectacle. Un homme le remplissalt alors et la falsait el graude qu'elie
remplissalt l'Europe. Cet homme, sort' de l'onthre, ills d'un pauvre geutil-
homme corse,° produit de deux republiques, par 8a famine de la repuhlique de
Florence, par ibl:meme de la republique francalse, etait arrive en peu Wan-
pees as In plus haute royaute qui Jamie peut-Otre alt stone l'histoire. II etalt
prince par le genie, par in destinee et par sea actions. Tout en lui Indio:wait le
possesseur legitlute d'un pouvoir provIdentiel. II avast eu pour MI les trots
conditions suprenies, l'evenement, l'acclamation et Ia consecration. Une revo-
lution l'avalt enfaute, un peuple I'avait claolel, tin pape l'avalt couronne.I'lc-
tor Hugo.
(h ) Tu grand's sans plaisir, tu tombas sans murnim*.

Alen d'bumain ne battait sous ton epslase artuure:
Sans keine et sans amour, tu vIvals pour 'maser.
Comore l'algie regnant dans tin del solitaire,
Tu n'avals qu'un regard poumesurer Ia terre,

Et des serres b pour l'embrasser. . . .

Etre d'un siècle entier Ia penile* et In vie;
Emousser P le poignard, decourager l'envle,
Ebranler,d raffermlr l'unlvers incertalu;
Aux sinistree dart& de to foudre qui groude
Vingt foie contre les Mein jouer,le sort du monde,

Quel revel et ce rut ton dentin! . . .

Tu tombas cependant de ce sublime tette:1
4..

Corsican, Oates. Ebranlor, to shake of Its base.

Igerms, .oknos
Emousser, to

. faits, height.
S M
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Sur tut rocker dtsert jets par la tempete.
Tu via tea ennemis d6chirer ton manteau;
Et le sort, ce seul dieu qu'adora ton audace,
Pour dernire faveur t'accorda cet espace

Entre le trOne et le tombeau.,Lamartine.

11.

1. Translate into French:
This is the best French book I have read.
This is the best of the French books I have read.

2. Translate ilito French:
I shall see you after you have finished your theme.
I can not see you before you have finished your theme.

3. Explain the uses of the following conjunctive (or relative) pronouns. Illus
trate by examples: Qui, que, leeluel, duquel, dont. ,

Translate into French:
Lamartine and Victor Hugo are two of the greatest French poets. They both

lived in the nineteenth century and both wrote and spoke on Napoleon. The two
passages set for translation from French into English both relate to Napoleon
and describe the splendid part and the dramatic end of his astonishing career.
The prose passage is an extract from the speech delivered by Victor Hugo on
being received Into the French Academy. The verse passage conies from the
collection of poems which made Lamartine illustrious, the Poetic and Religion*
Meditation*. It was written almost Immediately after Napoleon's detttli, with%
occurred ou May fifth, eighteen hundred and tweuty-one.*

I V.

Write in French seventy-five to one hundred words on the coming presidential
election. You may write this in the form of a letter addressed to a French
friend who has asked for Information on the subject.

You may substitute for the above the synopsis of a play seen or a book read
by you within a year before this examination.

1ERMAN.

ELEMENTARY.

No'ca. Time: Two hours. Every candidate will write his name on outside page ofcover, and state whether he is a candidate for admission to Columbia College, Barnard
College, n school of applied science, a school of fine arts, or the C..liese of Physiciansand Surgeons.

I.

GERMAN INTO IINGLI/111.

Translate into good English:

(a) 311 titter Sommentadn, ba e6 mu§ atlAumarm gemefen, mar 3)tarietta fruit erwadtt,
unb tonnte nicDt mieber einfchlafen. Timm inrang fte freubig aunt .2ager, at4 Dal erfte

-"; altorgenrot alter Die Ilteereetnetien gegen bad atniter Del Rammerteina Witte. ale
tteibete fich unb ging Innau., 4Inttit,,Idruft unb time am [Olen Stintnnen Att loafthen;
ben Out nalmt fie mit, am 91Zeere ein Stilnbdnn Au tuftwanbein.D Sit twat ba eine
Wadi* Sidle Aum aben.

a The date must he written out in words. '
6 10I 1110einfliMieten
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Um abet Au bet heistfidlen Ste Be au tommen, mutte man fiber bie aeffen hinter bem

trinfe gehen, unb bon ba mieber abmart4, neben tranatbufdien6 borbei unb 13a (men.
ie4mal fonnte StRariette nicht borbei. 5£enn miter ben jfingften unb fchianfeftenb ber

Virmen lag int (alien Schfaf ein junger, fdifanfer Vannnebenihm einetrauf3 brr after.
fc)anften felumen. Ruch fah man mob( ein tveifrt $abiet baron, out tuefthem uennuth-
lid)c mieber ein eeufpr rebete.-1tie Lonnie 9:Rariette ba oorbei !oilmen?

(6) 5`a tourbe bie %dr fturatifch attfgeriffen, ftRrhte herein unb marl fide an bet:
ufen bet Tichterin.
91di, Tante!' rief fie berbtoeiflunggooll autad) Tante, bane id) auf bid) gehOrt! t,

ber ber Gd)anbfiche!"
tal" rief %hutnelba unb fofite bic 43cmicrfchere fetter, ,liat er bic TIMM enblidi fallen

infjcn, bet tiidifdr Sall* ?d sprit, mein kinb.Stu but bet 5fintinelba, beiner
Tann', nab Sthutnelba toirb bid) hu fchnoen

Tat ?Inge tier sprrterin flammte, ihre 03eftalt tondr um nwhrerc Boa.
e, id) !until foam fagcnber 18errater hat'
Vat hat bet qlenbe ?"
line smeite (4cliebtel" ftiet (Emma !terror nub roeinte, bait et clam Stein in bet firbe

butte erbarmen
JO, bu Ung(ild'fidr!" rief linitnelba ant itnb ftricl) beat Aitternben 9Rabc)en imbrcich

fiber bit blonben kiaarc.

s.

ENGLISH INTO GERMAN

'Translate into good German :
1. He lives In the new house on the other side of the street.
2. She has a son and a daughter who speak very good German.
R. He Is a good friend of the little children.
4. Father Is not in his room; he has just gone Into the garden.
5. Who Is that lady yonder who is looking over toward us?
tt. I never saw such a man: kbeggve he reads all the new books.
7. She will be at home this eveatig; if You come early, you will find her.
S. Please give me a glass of water and something good to eat.
9. If you had not spoken of it, I might easily have forgotten it.
10. He told we that he would like to go to a good concert, but he has no

money.
llL

ORAYILATIOAI. QUESTIONS.

1. Give with the definite article, the nominative and genitive singular and the
nominative plural of the following nouns in passages I (a) and (h): Sommentadit,
acititer, Stiimmerleinsi, knit, ?Reeve, kiaufe, Vann, felumen, iNcliterin, ?Inge.

2. Decline in full, singular and plural, the German for : my poor heart, good,
old friend, the greatest pleasure; and from passage I (b) bet Ralfdr.

3. Give the remaining forms, singular and plural, present indicative, of .id) be.
ftrebe nut, mit fribft in gefallen"(I strive only to please myself).

4. Give the principal parte and the third person singular present indicative
active of the following verbs in I (b): aufgeriffen, marf, rief ant, fallen, (oriel)
milieu, toud)11, Pict herbor, rt.

a (branatbftfchen=pomegranate buttes.
b fdganf=--slender.

oantuffich=presumahly.
d bet $81iffdr here=the Italian.
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5. Conjugate treffen in the present and preterite (or imperfect) indicative; fomnten
in the perfect subjunctive; fannen in the future perfect indicative.

6. State the most important rules for the /position of the inflected verb In
independent (or principal) clauses and in dependent (or subordinate) clauses;
account for the order ,,hatte erbarmen muff en' in I (b).

INTICRMEDIAT

1.

NOTE.TIme: Two hours. Every candidate will write Lila name on outside page or
cover, and state whether he in a candidate for admission to Columbia roller4e.
Barnard College, a school of applied science, a school of tine arts, or the College
of rhysiclana and gurgtona.

OFARXAN WTO 10101,11311.

TrtIlltdiite into good English.
(a) Tie q3rinseffin freute fid), boll chimed. Vingfilbrficticou it erfabren bon jener err,

trunfebenenb A3urg, bie fie immer non wedeln fah, unb niemalg and bet Stale betraditen
burfte. etc ftaunte fiber bie ticlen nterftrourbigen 83egebenbeiten eine ffeine izik It-
gefcbiditel -roadie fid) affe bort ereignet Oben (oaten, unb Abet bie sabflofen notbror
hanbenen hiftorifdien eifigtumer bets alien (4emaiterg.e Tie fransofirdien tuomit
fie eon ber iltartigno taglicti gequaltd tuarb, fiihrten nod) )arid unb 3ion6nacti 41t4en nub
TRerito unb anberen gleidigilftigene frcmben Crten: eg tat ber i3ritiseffin fo mobl, sum
erten 1Rale auch fiber Die nactifte Aber bag Atatfel, mefebeg nor itreni aeitfter fag,
03ebrudten htt fefen. Ter Vinfang be $23ndr4 mirfte berubigenb, fogar fdifaffiringenb, bie
Vine bagegen anregenb, ber ediluf) aufregenb. Ter Alutor ninth milunter
wens cc recbt ernithaft Fein Iodate, efber er mcinte ed hunter gut nub gfillite ffir
(8egenitatib. Tie 13rinseffin crwarnite fide far einen ed)riftfteftef, fiber ben fie sum
Micron fachte, abet fie fonnte in nienialg augfactietk 3n Der itiorrebef bat er fief) jcbein
18efutber Der aluinc sum &firer an, bet FRegen unD emnicnichein, Tag unb 9tactit: alg
5agabelle bag but auggeferen, Otte fie fid) filrOeben Bern rime on bem echu(mcifter
burl) bie f8urg filhren laffen, am fiebften tin illonbfebein. (RiehlBurg Neideck.)

(6) Sprach fein fibrer: Tiefer tit bcr
etif lc fRa nti, mein braver Oialtfreunb,
Ten id) lance fdion beherberg.o
Bar tin ftofseg iRenfdlenfinb einft.

5 aanb ion braden in been Tate,
UnD id) moat' ben gen i4nt seigen
%ad) Dein Torte su ben Kftenictien.
Tod) er fdpIttefte bag taunt unD
tobnifebh fcbier !fang mir fein 2actien.

10 eeftfam grofie ABorte forad) er,
bath role fromnl)atiblicbtigi lifleten,

ie sin $fahn, fo tvie tnir feffift in
ber rbe ed)oflek fingen,

Zialb aid tnie ein a/Jo, .i?intmel;

a ?tug' ilbdidra -= something in detail.
Oberrounrcken = haunted.
csliematter = ruins.
d qualm = torment. ,

e = indifferent.
83orrebe = prefab°.

g beberbergen = to shelter.
h 401)nifct) = scornful.
.1 fcbler = f aft.
I anbdd)tig = devout.
A 600be cr. bosom, interior.
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15 ligief aud9 leant' id) nidit Detftel)en,
Zod) eg !fang mit rote fitinntung
21n uralte EMOpfungigeiten,

bie grimmigen litanen
berg unb Wag gu a unfetn titupten

20 Qing bem iffoben riffen, unb mir
Sdieu Dinah but St iefe flobn.

(BcheffelDer Trompeter in .'akkingen.)

n.

ENGLISH INTO GERNAN.

4
Translate into German :
I arried in Leipzig yesterday morning at 10 o'clock. I should have been

here day before yesterday if I had not Interrupted the Journey In order to
visit my friend Busse In Magdeburg. It seemed as if the whole train had len
full of students, for the platform (18al)nfteig, in.) was crowded with young men who
all had'an academic air (/InSfel)en). Many of them were old students who had rome ,t
to meet old friends or welcome new acquaintances. Everywhere the gay ( bunt) caps
of the fraternity. students ((iouleurftabent) were to be seen. I left my baggage
(Ilirpad, n.) at the station and then went directly to. the university. On the way I
noticed that some of the older students observed me carefully fear.) head to foot, and
that they then exchanged glances as if they wished to say, "A new freshman (auMil)
what do you think of him?" . ..-

in.
ORRIENATIOAL QUESTIONS.

1. Give the present Indicative and the present and imperfect (or preterite).
subjunctive of all the modal ituxiliarle, in I : by means of brief sentences
show the use of the two forms of the past participle of a modal auxiliary:
construct and translate two sentences to illustrate one idiomatic use of fofien and one
of molten.

2. Write the Bret seven lines of I ( b) in Indirect discourse, supplying any
needed forms and changing the word-order where necessary to that of ordinary
prose.

3. To what verbs are the following forms related: anbacbtig,qtinnentitg,SMoPfung;
give the substantives corresponding to the infinitives forectien, lacben, fieten, fingen,
indicating the gender by prefixing the definite article.

4. Give the principal parts of Detttehett, Hang, riffen, flobn, and the preeeift indica-
tire singular of fdifitteltr.

:I. Translate into German : they ask for money; it wax many years ago; she
toent on writing; he gave all that he had; it ix good to drink.

HISTORY.

sauxuarr HISTORY.

ELEMENTARY..
Nora. Time: Two hours. Candidates may omit either 3 or T. The principal dates areto to given in all cases.
L Explain the following terms: Achaean League, city, State, dyarchy, exarch.

ostracism.
2. Draw the boundary of the Confederacy of Delos and indicate three or four

of Its principal States. Draw the boundary of the Roman Empire as if
was about (a) 220, (b) 200 B. C., and explain how It was thutkenlerged.

op here m. Aber.
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3. Give an account Of the Phoenicians with especial reference to (a) their
country, (b) industries, (c) ccaumme and colonization, (d) conflicts with
Europeans, (e) contributions to civilization.

4. Describe the government at Athens under Pericles with reference chiefly to
(a) councils and assi.cably, (b) law courts, (c) magistrates, (d) general
character.

G. How did Greece become a part of the Roman Empire? What benefits did the
Romans derive from contact with the Greeks?

6. What are the distinctive features of the principate of liadrIlin?
7. Sketch the.history of .the Franks from the conversiou of Clovis to the coro-

nation. of Charlemagne.

YHDIARVAL AND )(ODIUM HISTORY.

Nore.Time: Two hciurs. Candidates wilt answer the first two questions and tour others.
The principal dates are to be given in all cases':

1. Locate the following places on the outline nom, and associate each with
some historical event: Aix-la-Chupelle, (lranada, Sedan. Austerlitz. con-
stance,

2. Write brief historical notes on the following :,Investiture. Hausa. Treat) of
Utrecht, fief, concordat.

a Describe the structure of the mediaeval church.
4. Snow the effect of the Holy Roman Empire upon the development of Germany

and Italy.
5. Outllue the history of the French Revolution until 1800.
6. Describe clearly the setting of.thejtallan Renaissance in the history of

European culture.
7. Sketch the life work of Bismarck.
8. Outline the history of the year 1848 in Europe. stating In the case of each

country whether its effects were permanent or temporary.

RS/GLIM HISTORY.

NOTE. Time : Two hours. Candidates will answer the first two ijuesl Ions and font. others.
The principal dates are to be given In all cases.

1. Describe and state clearly the historical significance of the following : Magna
Charta, habeas corpus, chartisnt, test act, ship money..

2. What was. the role In English history of : Sir Robert Walpole. Simon de
Montfort. Benjamin Disraeli- (Lord Beaconsfield), Wilberforce, Henry V?

3. Outline English church history under the Tudors.
4. Sketch the political and constitutional history of Englund under the

Plantageirts..
5. Show clearly how Parliament governs: Sketch the history of the cabinet

system.
6. Give an account of the progress of democracy in England In the nineteenth

century.
7. Describe deflultejy the conditions in England which caused the civil war.

AlOBRIOAN EMORY.

No'rs. Time': Two boars. Castlidates will answer the first two questions and tour
,other. The principal dates are to be given in all cases.

I. Explain the following tertns; Kansas-Nebraska bill; Albany plan fit union;
specie circular; Y Z mistsion; interstate commerce act.

2. Mark on the outline map the position of the following and associate each
with an historical event: Providence; Mobile; Yorktown; the Oregon
Country; Hartford.
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3. Name three 111011 who were prominently connected with the acquisition of
territory by the United States after 1s00. and point out their share 4t1 the
transaction.

4, cive sons. Idea of what wits (1011P after tiw civil war with the States that had
attenqiiisi secession.

How was the colonization of the'Carolinas and Georgia effected?
II. What are the chief duties of the President according to our system of gov-

ernment?
7. For what events is the history of the United States during the twriod

1S:17 remarkable? Give a brief description of each.

(3) YALE UNIVERSITY: SHEFFIELD SCIENTIFIC SCHOOL.

Est:List! idt. xt MAR.

.1t.Nt... 1907.

1. Parse the words of the fnllowlut M.1111'111.:
The 'HMI: is J01111.S but it Is donlitful whether John will come to claim
2. lit) Distinguish carefully between the use or shun and win.

ft) Write sentences containing t11 pronominal adjeetiNe, 2 1 an adverb
clause. (31 tut adJective clause. Underline the required word or phrase in each
sentence.

SEPTI.:51BElt, 19417.

1. Parse the words of the following sentencos:
Ile was liSk(41 II question whose meaning seemed doubtful. Still, gathering

courage. he wade 501111' attempt at reply.
2. (a) Write sentences Illustrating the use of .Hach one of the relative pro-

nouns.
(b) illustrate the use (1) of voiirdluate. sal (2) of subordinate clauses.

EN GI.isii titit.tTURE.

.14 Ni.. 1907.

'The candidate is ad6sed to he Careful In paragraphing, spelling. punctuation,
nod form of expression.]

Write shot. compositions (containing about one hundred words each) on four
snbjerts chosen from this list. One or these must be number-1; thebthers
must be chosen from three different works. The Idylls of the King Is to be
regarded as one work.

T. Which work read in preparation for this examination inftretited you most
Answer this question In the.fofti. of a brief theme, setting lath clearly and
speciflcally the reasons for your preference.

2. The Stag Hunt In The Lady of the Lake.
:t. Shylnek as it Father.
4. Malcolni after the Monter Id Duncan.
5. The Arrival of Gareth at Camelot.
8. Lancelot after the Death of Elaine.
7. Scott's Use of Disguise in Ivanhoe.
8. Goldsmith and the Literary Club.
9. The New Year's Bull tut the Red House.

76049No. 2-09-10
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ENGLISH ,LITERATURE.

SEPTEll HER, 1907.

A.

[The candidate is advised to be careful in paragraphing, spelling, punctuation,
and form of expression.)

Write short compositions (containing (taut one hundred Ivor& each, .01
four subjects chosen from this list. Choose subjects front four different works.
The Idylls of the King Is to be regarded as One work.

I. The Rivals for the Hand of Ellen.
2, Hecate.
3. Portia as a Lawyer.
4. The Marriage Of Envie,.
5. Irving's Estimate of the Character ofdohltimith.
0. Excalibur.
7. Sir Torre in Lase/bi and Maim.:
8. The Comte Element. In The Merrhdot of I rqie, .

9. Sir Roger de Covelley at Westminster Abbey,

JUNE, 11107.

a.

!Answer all questions fully and in order.'
1. (a) Discuss the relation of Addition's literary fame to Ids 'oilfield pre.

-ferment.
( b) How did Johnaon come to write The-LIVeS of the POets?

2. (a) What was the occasion and what fins nature of Lyeidas!
Describe the part played by the Attendant Spirit, from first to list, in

Cotuus.
3. Trace the successive steps by which Brutus was won to the ctimipirney.
4. How did Burke's plan of conciliation with the colonies dltrcr from other

plans?
SEPTE Mt% 11)07.

R.

[Answer all queitions fully and in order.]
1. (a) Macaulay's interpretation of the Addison-Pope quarrel.

05 Macaulay's estimate of Johnson's Dictionary and of his Shakespeare..
2. What resemblances are there between L'Allegro and II Penseroso? -What

differences?
3. (a) Contrast the motives and methods of Brutus and Antony In Shakes.

peare's Julius Ctesar.
(b) Show how the conspiracy in Julius ()twat' was (hornet) from'beglimIng

to end.
4. Develop Burke's Ideas regarding taxation of the American Colonists.

ENGLISH 'STORY.

Julius, 1007.

1. Locate and Indicate the historic importance of ;Naseby ; Oxford; Canter-
bury; Evesham.

-2. Explain briefly : Divine right of kluge' Revolution of '1088; Puritans;
falgar.
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:I. Name the important events in John's reign. ^-
4. The causes of the civil war In England.
5. Why Is Mary Ibcalled "bloody Mary"

Explain Mary's relation to the Roman Church.
G. Engin MI'S conquest of Canada. Why did England attack Canada?
7. Wilte on one of the following topics:

( I) Causes of the hundred years' war.
(II) The divorce of 'Elem..... VIII.
(III) The Elizabethan age.

The reign of George III.

Srert: nEft. 194 17.

I. Locate and Indicate the historic importance of: Ca Cambridge;
Lewes; Marston Moor.

2. Explain briefly :Norman Conquest ; Roundheads; :tct of supremacy;
rump Pnrilament.

3. Sketch the controversy 144 Ilellry 1 I ad Becket.
4. (fie briefly the important (weals in Elizabeth's reign.

What justification may be given for the execution of Mary. Queen of
Scots?

WhaKin loud Jam ces I to the thrtm linglond?
N111111. James' three Auccessors kings).

(I. Write on one of the following twit's:
(I) The revolution of 1 6Sci.
till The character of Melt:mid.

(III) The granting of Magna ('arta.
liv) The marriage of Mary I to Philip II.

4ok1 I IsTour oP aTIIE UNITED STATES.

JUNE,. 1907,
v

NOTE.The entail:into may Whit the examination In tireel, history, In Roman
history. or In the history of the Vited States. 4;ive dates whenevIr dates add
to the idea IlleSS of answers.

1, 1,0(111e nod indiente the historic' importance of Snratoga ; Gettysburg;
Yorktown; Vicksburg.

2. 11xpinin briefly: Kentucky and Virginia resolutions; trcoRty of Ghent:
Articles of Confederation; Federalists.

3. State briefly what the Missouri likmpromise was.
4. Give a short ncconnt.of Roger Williams' settlement in Rio Island. Why

Millie leave Massachusetts?
5. Nome the most important ev;111:74 ht Madison's admitil ration.
6. What was meant by nullification.? Where an n did it become an

Important question?
7. Write on oar of the following tnpics:

(I) Administration of Andrew Jackson.
(II) The causes of the American Revolution.
(III) The origin of the Monroe Doctrine.
(Iv) The Louisiana purchase.
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SEPTEM BEL 1907.

[Noce The candidate may take the examination in Greek history, in Hoban
history, or In the history of the United States. Give dates whenever they add
to the clearness of the answers.)

1. Locate and indicate the historic Importance ofFort Sumter; Harp er's
Ferry; Valley Forge: Plymouth.

2. Explain briefly:. Puritans: Hartford convention: reconstruction: Aboli-
tionists.

3. What was the Lout/Mann purchase? Name definitely the Individuals 'who
took part in the negotiations.

4. The Importantsevents of Washington's administration.
5. Causes and principal events of the war of 1812.
6. Why did the South secede in 1860-61?
7. Write on one of the following topics:

(1) Alexander Hamilton.
(ii) Samuel Adams. the "Father of the American Revolution,"
(ill) Andrew Jackson.
(1) Reasons for the failure of thlktrtielem of Confederation.

ROMAN HISTORY.

Jst:. 1907.
[NcrrE.The candidate may take flee examination in Greek history, in It onisii

histosy, or hi the history of the United States. Give dates whenever dates all
to the clearnes§ of answers.1

1. Locate and indicate the historic importance of : Philippi: Actium: Comm.:
Tiber.

2. ntplaln briefly: Senatus consultum: consuls: patricians: the Gallic
3. Give the causes and results of the.first panic'war.
'4. What was the first triumvirate?
5. What was Cicero's attitude toward the first triumvirate? Explain his

position.
6. Write on one of the following topics:

(1) Career of Hannibal as .the enemy of Rome.
(11) The Roman provinces.
(111) The struggle between theGntechl and the Senate.
(Iv) The dictatorship of Salle.

SEPTEMBER, 1907.

[ Sore, The candidate may take the examination. In Greek history, In Roman
Motors, or in the history of the United States. Give dates whenever they add
to the clearness of the answers.1

1. Locatg and indicate the historic Importanee ofZama : Mersa Ins: 'Enron.
Um; Corinth.

2. Explain briefly: Plebs; deceinrirate; pro-consuls; agrarinnreform.
L Outline briefly the preparations made by Carthage for the second punk,

war and her line of attack upon Rome.
4. The principal reforms of the Oracchl.
6. What issmennt by the dictatorship of Huila/
0. Write on one of the following:

(1) The Roman senate.
, (i1) Cicero -as champlgo' of the Republic.

(lit) Julius Clew.
wawa
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GREEK HISTORY.

JUNE. 1907.
cNorE.The candidate may take the examination in Greek history, Po Roman

history. or in the history of the Vnited States. Give dates whenever dates add
to the deafness of answers.]

1. Locate and indicate the historic importance of the following: Pelmet's:
haeedtenton; Salamis: Delos; Thebes.

2. Explain briefly: Peloixinnesian League; oracle of Apollo: ostracism.
3. What was the De Ilan confederacy? What par is played in It by Athens?
4. Give the Important facts relating to the battle bf Marathon that make it

an Important battle in Greak history.
5. Compare the relative sttength of Sparta and Athens at the opening of the

Peloponnesian war.
6, Write on one of the following:

,Q) The reforms of Solon.
ill) The services of ThemIstocles to Athens.
(ill) The Greeks In Sicily.

-.. (iv) The court of Theron.
SEPrEl[ nti. '1907.

[NorE.The candidate may take the examinntion in Greek history. in Roman
history, or In the history of the United States. Give dates whenever. they add
to the clearness of the answers.]

I. Locate and indicate the historic importance of: Corinth; Syracuse;
Cimaxa Chteroneia.

Expinin briefly: Dellan confederacy: the Ten Thousand; tyrant; peace of
Nicias.

3. Indicate briefly who Themlstocles was and his services to Athens.
4. MM' the importnnt battles In the war with Persia (490 -479 It. C.),. Indi-

cating the importance of each.
5. Explain what-the Sicilian expedition 1415-413 it. ('.) was, its leaders and

results.
6. Write on one of the following topics:

(1) The 'Nthenian Empire.
111) Contrast between Spartan and Athenian life.

Gil) The rise of Macedon.
Alcibindea.

te-

1. Translate:
ZatS 301)T 1848 brute Darin tiara nidlt anent 01241ithen, ranbern mutt gentaltisen

Umfdanung.a qetoor, bran @alb murbe in fialtionnett eitibreft-6410e, mit fie
$iaarro unb gorteb aetratitt,unb nidlt akin au Sdyiff, fiber bie Zanbense bon

unD tun clap torn Innitn, bra Men bie gagierigen HRinet auf, nein, in
5 Seim:amen banns fie jest audy Aber Die bben, bat/Millen erairien, nab barna; fon

befonber. im 3agre 1849fait eta Muslim enbloier 8ng on Odgentaagen bertanben
Oben, bet feint m114161(0 Salm 9:lionben tang, abet bartnadig berf °late.

Tie 3nbianer itritattenb fib) bageoen. eie mitten ben eanberern bie
burl) I ee Xerritorten unbitten unb benitelyren body umionft. Cie AberPeten

10 einbelne %naafi tint toteren iti3eifie, abet tit ball itynen nap.. Site bet einem
IlmeirencfdaMitm nfelyten ficly augenblittlidy bie terauttgenontmenen miebet, unb
at; fie Were Ingriffe berfuddekrotteten4 Tidy gutty bie eeiSen gu Mien (Captain
bufaaran tun boten Omen Troll.

'

(IERMAN.

Jurrn. 1907.

aeltaniee, resist t. Ms.
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II. 1. Give the genitive singular and dative plural of: einen gemaitigen IlmIchtuung
(1. 1, 2), bie 2anbenge (1. 3), bie gabgierigen SfIhner (1. 4), bie k)erattagenommenen
(L 12), fie (I5), bet (1. 7).

2. Give (1) the* principakparts. (2) third person singular present indicative.
(3) third person singular preterit _timperfect 1 subjunctive. second person

singular imperative, of verbs represented by the forms: brad)te bernor (I. 1, 2), bra
Men (1. 4), Bogen (1. 5), matfett (I. 9), fiberfiefen (1. 10), half (1. 11), boten (1. 14).

3. Indicate from the above passages by quoting the first and last words of t ho
phrases, (1) the normal, (2) inverted, (3) transposed order of words.

III. Translate into German :
1. Many years ago Gersticker, who wrote this description (bie 93ecd)reibunq ),

traveled for several months in the United States (bie tlerentigten ataaten).
2. By whom was gold discovered in California?
3. I can tell you when It was discovered.
4. When the travelers (ber 91eifenbe) were attacked by the Indians, they often

were obliged to tight because they could not flee.

SEPTE HER 115)7.
I. Translate:

;Rad) einer *33eiie ftanb id) out unb ging in ben :sant. jchien mir nod) bajterer
Taft, aid ich ihn mir gebacht bane; bie bicht nor befit aenfter ftehenben
due 8roeig-e bie fiber bas Tad) au bretten. .ach felting mit meinem (Stoll ant benlijch,
ba5 ea an bet hol)en Tede toiehrrhaIlte; abet ea fain Tientanb. Bur 2infen in einem

5 fRebenAimmer, in bc.4 id) binein blidte, ftanb sin einfamea 413iliarb.0 4lbet gegeniiber
an ber unbent Seite be4 eact(4 war no eine Tar: id) offnete, fie unb Pant in einen
fdmutlen (bang unb bud) biefen inieberum ina Crete. 9leben (liter Regefbahn,b Die
bicht ant t)aufe lag, fanb id) eineiz (d)m dlt(idrn 1)1eitfdien, mit sin ir rftnen
angethan, auf bem ifiaaen eingeichfafen. bet That, ea fchien anrOjefbe gellner

10 no bon bamafa
II. Glve,, the genitive singular and nominative plural of: ben Baal (1. 1), Dem aen-

ftet (I. 2), NJ Tad) (1. 3), bet 1)olien Tede (I. 4), einem Teben3itunter (I. 5), bet anbent
Sent (1. 8), einen ftmalen Gang (1. 7), am klaufe (1. 8), berfe(be Stainer (1. 9); ihn
(1. 2), ea (L 4), MB (1. 5), bie (1. 7).

III. Give principal parts, third person singtilar present indicative, and third person
singular preterit subjunctive of: flanb auf, fdnen (I. 1), gebacht (1. 2), blidte (I. 5), lag
(L 8), angetipm(1. 9), eingefehlafen (I. 9).

IV. Conjugate the preseart indicative active of: magen, fid) erinnern, the present
indicative passive of: tauten, fcinagen.

V. Write in German the cardinal numbers: 3, 6. 9, 12, 16, 22, 47, 100, with
the corresponding ordinals.

VI. Compare the adjectives: arm, Ijod), gut, counter.
VII. Translate:
1. Henry was the youngest brother of Frederick the Great.
2. I shall give him the book If I see _him.
8. Is the book which yon are reading his or yours? It is mine.
4. He said that his mother was not at home but that she would come soon.
5. The house is being (was, has been, will be) built by the merchant.
8. As soon as he comes buck I shall go out. Do you want to go along?
7. In the winter the days are short and cold; ha summer they are longest.

aiattiarb=d5i8arbtafef. bbowling alley.
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FRENCH.

JUNE, 1907.

[N. B.State grammar used and authors read In preparation.]
I. Translate :
Celli qui violent et pillent en campagne mfritent d'Ptre fusillt1s, mats que

voulez-vous: les villages qu'on rencontralt 'Covalent pas le quart de vivres qui!
auralt fallu pour nourrir taut de monde. Les Ang lois avaient dejh piesque tout
prig. 11 nous restait bleu encore un pen de rlz, Innis le Hz sans vlaude ne
soutlent pas beaucoup. Les Ang leis, cal, recevalent des lostifs et des moutons
de Bruxelles; Hs Etalent bleu nourrts et tout Inisants de bonne sante. Nous
autres, nous Mons venue trop vite, les convois de vIvres 6talent eu retard; et
le lenciewain, qui devait titre hi terrible bataille de Wider loo, nous ne revalues
que la ration d'eau-de-v1S.

II. Translate Into French:
1. Those who will not steal will pillage.
2. What a terrible battle: What battle?

The English receive nothing, but ice take everything.
1. How much do you need? Not much.
5. Let us give this to those boys.
6. A little more meat will be too much.
III. 1. What Is a reflexive verb, a disjunctive personal pronoun, a transitive

verb, a partitive construction? Give an example of each.
2. Give the principal parts of moarir, rertir, flair. pouroir, eraindre. Conju-

gate lit the simple tenses valoir and (ire. Give it synopsis of the compound
tenses of alter and avoir.

3. What different meanings have you noticed in the French preposition del
4. Count In French from sixty to eighty-one.
IV. 1. Give from the extract at the beginning of this paper three examples

of liaison or linking.
2. What Is a nasal vowel? How many separate nasal- vowel sounds In

French? How ninny separate nasal vowel sounds in the following: Pain, main-
tenant, dans, donnotent, femme. faint, crylii, tongue, sang.

3. Show by any method of phonetic spelling the pronmiciation of II est an pee
plus grand que volre !rem, 01818 it West Ines at dyni quo le nOtre.

4. How do you pronounce ch, th, ph, and it in French?

SErrEmBEB, 1007.

[N. R.State grammar hsed and authors read in preparation.]
I. Translate :
A butt heures, nous mangellmes avec an app4tit 'qu'on pent 8' maginer. Non,

pus niftme le jour de rues noces je n'al fait un meilleur fetes, c'est encore one
satisfaction aujouorbul pour map d'y peuser. Quand l'he arrive on We plus
I'enthousinsme de la jeunesse pour de pareilles chosen; mats ce sont.toujours
d'agreables souvenirs. Et ce bon relate nous a soutenus Iongtemps; les pauvres
conscrits, avec reste de pain tremp connue de la pate par reverse. devalent
en volt' de dtires le lendemain 18. Nona devlons avolr une campagne bien
courte et bleu terrible. Enflu tout est pasa6 maintenant; male ce n'est pm; sans
attendrIssement qu'on gouge a cell graudea misares, et qu'on remerele Dieu d'en
titre rechappe.
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II. Translate into French:
1. At half past 9 o'clock we had eaten.
2. At last everything will be past, but we shall think of this misery.
3. Shall you not thank God for it?
4. We no longer had the enthusiasm of our youth.
5. Who can tell us this now? I can myself.
6.*Do not tell them what they wish to hear.
III. 1. Give several examples of the way negation is expressed in French.

What meanings have you remarked in the word en?
2. What can you say of the adjective lieFrenil as to its positkia, its plural

form, its feminine form. its comparison?
3. Conjugate the simple tenses of emir, dire and roir; the compound tenses

of ventr. Give the principal parts of (littler, faire. saeoir. joindre.
4. Give the French Possessire adjectires and their corresponding pronouns.
IV. 1. What final consonants are usually pronounced in French?
2. Give examples-of all the decent+, used in French. How do they affect ti..

pronunciation of vowels?
3. What is elision? Give two examples.
4. Indicate the pronunciation of donner, donna i. donna is. rlunnL

donnee, donne, donnent, donnant, oisran. mum. rn. dons. dent, pm fain,. rhil

ELENIF:NTARY AIMERRA.

JUNE, 1907.

1. Simplify each of the following:

a=-1 ra + 1 02+1

8e-xy-2y2 6.i' -7.r.4 °2y2
E07-2tid-3y-2-4-8.r2-10.rY-F3y2'

(e)

frit ;

%11 -44-1-.r2( 1 -x' )
(e)

2. Determine without solving the nature of the roots of each of the following
equations:

(a)

(a) 4.e--4x+1=0; (b) 3,-5.r+3=0.
VI, Two, launches. race to a buoy and return. The first has a start of 10 min-
utes. steanis at the rate of Ei miles perhour to the buoy,, and S miles per hour '
on the return. The second steams throughout 7; miles per hqur and is beaten
y one minute. How long is the course?
4. Solve the equations

a:n_(i+mlny+mi

(b) x3-3-c-8
b. Given a: b o: d. Prove that

a-i-o e+a
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0. Solve the simultaneous equations
0; 2.r-l-ya 0.

Arrange'your answers in corresponding pairs and verify.
7. Give the rule by .which successive terms are forni(41 in expanding by the

Binomial Theorem.
R. Ihnive formulas for the nth term and sum of n terms of a geometrival

progression, assuming given tfle first term, the ratio, and the number of terms.

SF.PTENIBER. 1907.

1. Reduce each of the following:

(b) (x2-1-1) -4- (x1+1); (c) T33-VE ;

(d) (.,..w2)2 73,2(x2+3,2)-11.
3.1:2

2. Find five terms of the eximmsion for (a +./)" by the Binomial Thwireut.
being any positive Integer.

:I. Solve the simultaneons equations °

a b c a b c 2a c
it+ m z =3' J.+ v -!t: +7.

4. Two launches rave over a course of 12 miles. The first steams 74 miles
per hour. The other hart a start of 10 minutes. runs over the first half of the
course with a certain speed. but increases its speixi over the second half of the
coarse by 2 nines per hour. winning the race by. a minute. What Is the speed
f the second launch? Explain the meaning of the negative answer.
7.. Solve the equations

(a) (4P-9P) (.14-1-1)=-- 2.r(4a2+9,(');
2 1

(b)
ova ".

0. Solve .-I.r't 3 r + C =O. Prove the theorems roneerning the stun and the
product of the rimas of this equation.

7. Explain il Is meant liv the "sum" of it decreasing geometrical progres-
Sinn of an infinlnumber of terms. 4)erive the formula for Ihis sum.

ADVANCED ALGEBRA.

.1rfmr...1907,.

1. Draw tbj'i graphs of the equations
) II= ; (I)) .z.2t4-11.

Find the roots of these equations and explain in what manner the figures
indicate the nature of the roots.

2. (live rules for various transformations of equations which simplify their
aolution. What is the connection between the sequence of signs in an equation
and the roots? 11ow may the existence of imaginary roots be detected?

3. PrOve the rules for the relations between the roots and thecoefficients.
4. Tianeform and Solve the equation.

2440+1421-280+8=0.
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5. Show that tb. equation rs-4.r3-8.r+7-=0 has an incommensurable root
between 0 and 1. Calculate this root to two places of decimals.

6. Derive the formula for the number of permutations of a things taken r at
a time.

EPT II BE R, 1907.

1. D;aw the.grapbs of the equations
. (a) 3.r'-4.r-I-1=0; (b)

Explain the connection between the roots of these equations and the graphs.
2. Prove the theorem: If all the terms of an equation are transposed to the

left-hand member, the numerical result obtained when a number h is substituted
for the unknown r is equal to the remainder found by dividing the left-hand
member by .c h.

3. State and prove the rule for writing down the equation whose roots ore the
reciprocals of the.roots of a given equation.

4. Show that the equation .1?-1- 2=o has only one real root. Locate this
root between two consecutive integers.

5. Prove that there is an incommensurable root of the equation .?-9?-4-2.1---
31.=0 between 1 and 2 and calculate It to two places of decimals.

0. Iu how many ways can four couples be selected from eight ()twit.?

PLAN 1.) GEOMETRY.

JUNE, 1907.

1. Construct a mean proportional between two given lines; 11 third propor-
tional to two given lines. Prove your constructions.

2. In any triangle, the square of the shit: opposite an acute angle is equal to
the sum of the squares of the other two sides, minus twice the product of one of
these sides and the projection of the other side upon it.

3. The areas of two similar triangles are to each other as the squares of any
two homologous sides.

4. The area of a regular polygon is equal to half the product of its apothem
and perimeter. State the corresponding theorem on the area of a circle.

5. The difference of the squares of two sides of any triangle Is equal to Mc
difference of the square's of the projections of these sides on the third side.

6. When is a circle said to be the locus of all points satisfying a given
condition? One side of a triangle is fixed In length and position and the op .
posite angle is given. The other two sides being variable, find the locus of the
movable vertex.

7. The area of a right triangle is 25 square inches and one leg is 10 inches.
What is the length of the hypotenuse of a similar right triangle whose urea Is
50square Inches?

8. A square is Inscribed in ttgiveu circle. A circle is inscribed in the square.
Cimpare the areas of the two circles.

tht
SEPTEMBER, 1907.

1. If two sides of a triangle are unequal, the opposite angles are unequal, and
the greater angle is opposite the greater side. If two angles are unequal, the
opposite sides are also unequal, and the greater side is opposite the greater
angle.

2. In a right triangle a perpendicular is drawn from the vertex of the fight
angle to -the hypotenuse. State and prove three' theorems true of the figure
thin formed. 4
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3. The bisector of an angle (ulterior or exterior) of a triangle divides the
opposite side into segments which are proportional to the other two sides.

4. Show how to construct a square (a) equivalent to a given parallelogram;
lb) equivalent to a given polygon. Prove your constructions.

5. The perpendiculars from any two _vertices of a triangle on the opposite
sides are inversely proportional to those sides.

ti. When is a straight line said to be the locus of all points, satisfying a given
condition? Construct a number of points the ratio of whose perpendicular
distances from two given fixed perpendicular lines is 2. Show that the locus
of these points is a straight line. .

7. Find the area and circumference of the circumscribed circle of an equi-
lote,-11 triangle whose side it 3 Inches.

. The hypotenuse of an Isosceles right triangle is 10 Inches. What is the
,ength of the side of the aqultre whose area is double that of the triangle?

Jo

SOLID GEOMETR Y.

JUNE, 1907.

1. What is meant by the projection of a line on a given plane? Show that
the acute angle which a straight Ilne makes with its own projection upon a
plane Is the least angle which it makes with any line in that plane. --

2. State and prove the theorem concerning the lateral area of a regular
pyramid. What is the corresponding theorem for cones?

3. A sphere can be inscribed in any tetrahedron, and but one sphere.
4. Through a given point in space to pass a plane which shall be parallel to

each of two given nonintersectIng lines.
5. The radius of the base of a cone of reVolution is 5 inches, Its altitude is

10 Inches. A cylinder of revolution is inscribed in the cone. Its base lying
In the base of the cone. The altitude of the cylinder Is .1 inches. Compare
the volumes and lateral surfaces of cone and cylinder.

U. Find the volume and surface of a sphere circumscribe.] to u cube whose
edge Is 3 inches

SEPTEMBER, 1907. '

1. If two intersecting straight lines are perpendicular to a third at the same
point, their plane Is perpendicular to that straight line.

2. A pyramid is cut by planes parallel to its base. Show (a) that the edges
and altitude are divided proportionally, (b) that the sections made are similar
polygons and proportional to the squares of their distances from the vertex.

3. State and prove the theorem on the area of a spherical triangle.
4. To determine a point Inn given plane which shall be equidistant from

three given points in space.
5.. A projectile has the shape of a cylinder of revolution surmounted by a

conical cap. Its total length is 24 inches mid the cylindrical.part is three times
as long asithe conical end. The greatest ditmeter is 10 inebes. Find the volume
and total 4urface trif the projectile.

0. A plane is passed through a sphere bisecting at right angles one of the
radii. Compare the area of the two portions Into which the sphericalsurface Is
divided.

TRIOONOMETRY.

JUNE. 10b7.

[Nora No tables are to be used In this examination.]
1. Detire values of all trigonometric tunctionh of and IMO'.
2. ,Express each function of an angle in terms of the tangent.

'
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3. Solve the following equations:
(a) sin .e+2 cos .r=-2;

its (b) .r=siu-1 it+tan-I 1;
(c) tatu(ls+x)+tan(1w.1) =4.

4. Derive the formulas:
(a) cos :1 cos B = -2 sin 1 (.1+1) sin } t:I It);
(b) sin ix=i-Vi (1cos .r).

Prove the identities:
(a) tan .r-l-eot .r=2' CSC 2 .r;

sin (+11)(b) tau .r+tan .27-
.

(.08.CCOS ft
G. One angle of a rhombus Is GO° and the opposite diagonal Is 5 inches. Find

the ale.)); of the rhombus and As area.
7. Whpt Is the circular measure of a right angle? Of an angle of 15 °?
S. Explain the solution of an oblique triangle when two angles and one side

are given, and derive the necessary formulas.

Nrrre.).4RER, 1907.

(NOTE. NO tables are to N. used in this .examination.
1. Derive values of all trigonometric fu nctious of 225' :tint 120'.
2. Prove that the area of a parallelogram is equal to Ho. pr:dot of two shies

and the slue of the included angle.
3. Simplify;

'(a) tanGx+.0 + tan Gs' t);
(b) .r tan 2.r;

(c) sin-' +2 tan-' !
4. 1)erive the formulas--

(a) sin.1 +sin 11.--2 shi 1 (.4 +If) cos Ift);
(W ens 2.r=2 el:sex- 1.

5. Solve the following equations
(.) cos 2,r+cos )---(1;
(b) ton .r.tan 2.r=1.

(1. In an oblique triangle .411(', the tingles at Ii and (' are 30° and 45°, empec-
tively, and the altitude let fall upon Br Is 5 Inches. Find the projections of
and AC upon BC and solve the triangle.

7. An angle whose vertex Is 0 is 11 units in circular measure. circle is
described with 0 as a center, and the angle Intercepts an ore of 5 feet, What
Is.the radius of the circle?

S. jf a, b, c are the sides of any triangle and C the angle opposite e, prove the
relation

cl=us-f-b-2ab cos C.
O. Explain the solution of an oblique triangle when three sides lire given.

THEORY AND UsE 01 lAsiARITHNts.

Jur4E, 1907.

IN&E.Angles must be expressed in degrees and decimal parts of a degree.I
1. What tables hail you used In prepaiing for thisixamination":
2. Define logarithm. Prove the rule for the characteristic In the common sys-

tem. Simplify
1

(a) kilts to-loSs 32. (b) I9go; NV"

S. Find the value of (1+:0 when a 10.
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4. The diagonals of a rhombus are 42.2$ and 30.58. Find the sides and angles.
S. Solve the oblique triangle :1Bc when .4 B=2'26.3 and the angles at .4 and

are 2s'.25 and 59°.:17, respectively.

611 art:ea sea. 1907.

I Nort..Angles must be expressed in degrees and decimal parts of :t degree. I
1. What talahis you used In preparing for this .

2. Define /of/wit/T. What is meant by the ((owl la (I, of :I system of loga-
rithms? Find the litlues of

(a) log, log, ItY4;

:1. Compute the value of Si) '23-X
-

--V '161"
sin 29° 25

4. Solve the right triangle whose sides are 21.8:, 111111 3(1,2.
solve the oblique triangle whose sides in 101.W, *2412.5.

area.

140TAN1.

JtNE. 1007.

Find t lie

rube candidatt may take the examination in botany. physics, or chemistry.]
1. What Is an herbaceous plant? What is the difference between annual and

biennial herbs? Gtve an yxample of each and describe, in the case of the
biennial', the structures In lvhich food is stored,

2. What is a compound leaf? Define. with chatitcterist ic examples,the twl
principal types of compound leaves. How inky it compound leaf be distinguished
from a hat branch with two longitudinal ranks of simple leaves?

3. Describe the general features of the visit. with special reference to its work
of absorption. Show how osmosis plays an important part in this process.

4. Describe t be apiitrance and structum of the hark In an old tree. What
functions does it perform? Why floesil tree tile when a-- complete ring of bark
is removed?

5. What are parasitic plants? How does a green parasite differ 111 its
nutritive processes from one wide! lacks ehlorophyll? Hive an example of
each kind.

6. Describe two ways In wIliell plants may present self-101'111111ton 1111(1 secure
cross-pollination. Illustrate by examples.

Sr.e-rExtRF.R. 19117.

[The enntIklate may take the examination in botany, physics, or chemistry.1
1. What Is a SPIN'. and of what parts Is It comixised? Nimie mid describe nn

example of it seed with endosperm.
2. Desrlhr the process of photosynthesis. In what parts itf at plant and

under what conditions Is it performed? How may the presence of starch in
leaves he detected?

3. What are the general features of stems. and what are their most Imrxekut
functions? Describe the differences between nimiocotyledotiOUR 1111(1

ledonouti stems. giving an example of each. Which type of stem do all of our
northern trees develop?

4., (live an example of n plant which climbs by means of tendrils, desribltig
the *appearance and behavior of the latter organs. Clive also an example of a
plant- which climbs by twining about a support. What advantages are gained
by the climbing habit?
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5. What is the distinction between simple and compound pistils? Give an
example of each, and describe its structure.

6. Describe two different types of seeds (or fruits) which are scattered
through the agency of animals. In what ways may a plant scatter its own
seeds?

CHEMISTRY.

JUNE, 1907.

[The candidate may take the examination In botany, physics, or chemistry.]
N. '11.No candidate will be accepted in this subject unless he has had a

laboratory course. Every candidate must attach to his answer paper in chem-
istry a statement signed by his instructor of the work that he has done In this
subject.

1. Define atoll: Give the lasidirif definite and multiple proportion.
2, Describe the ordinary method for making hydrochloric acid and sketch

the apparatus used.
3.. Write the tountions for the reactions (it any) Ns hen dilute sulphuric acid

nets upon the following bodies: il) aluminum hydroxide, (2) magnesium oxfile
(3) zinc, (4) ferrous sulphide, (5) potassium carbonate.

4. Describe the visible changes when a solution of copper sulphate Is mixed
solutions of each of the following: Hydrogen sulphide, cold sodiuni

Ilfrroxide, nolling sodium hydroxide, barium chloride. Write equations.
5.-How many grams of zinc are required to make 50 liters offtlaydrogen by

reacting with hydrochloric acid?
State whether each of the following changes Is an oxidation or a reduc-

tion, with reasons: (I ). chlorine to hydrochloric altl,_(2) silverow silver
bromide, (3) mercuric chloride to mercurous chloride, (4) phosphortm to phos-
phoric acid.11

Atomic weights Zn =6,5. ('I =35.6, II = 1.
One liter of hydrogen under normal conditions weighs 0.011 gram.

--lifErrEMBER, 1907.

[The candidate may tike the examination in botany. physics, or chemistry.]
N. 11.No candidate will he accepted in this subject unless hr has had a

la.boratory course. Every candidate must attach to his answer paper in chem-
istry a statement signed by his instructor of the work that he havione in this

,subject.
I. How could you liberate iodine front potassium iodide (three metehods) and

recognize it when free? 4t.
2. Write, equations showing the reactions when metallic zinc is attacked by

hydrochloric, sulphuric, nitric acids.
8. Describe ammonia, pitying its principal physical and chemical properties

and a method for preparing It.
4. flow many grams and how many liters of hydrochloric acid gas can be

made.from.50 grains of sodium chloride?
5. Describe an economical method for the preparation of sodium hydroxide.
6. How could you make lead chloride, lead sulphate, lead sulphide? Write

equations.
7. Give Avogsdro's law. What volume of oxygp Is required, in burning

carbon,. to wage 20 liters of carbon dioxide?
Atomic weights: Na=28, CI=135.5, 11=1, C=12,/ Q=16.
One liter of hydrogen under normal conditions weighs 0,09 grams.
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The candidate may take the examination in botany, physics, or chemistry.]
1. Find the length of a lead rod having a mass of 1.52 kilograms, a diameter

M 1.25 centimeters, and a density of 11.3 grams per cubic centimeter.
2. A 15-gram bullet moving with a velocity _of 900 meters per second Pens-.

traces 32 centimeters of wood. What is the average resistance (force) to pene-
tration?

3. What is a barometer? Deocribe.one or more of the familiar forms and
their uses.

4. What ,is Boyle's law? What simple method may be employed for investi-
gation of this law?

5. Describe the magnetic field due to a helix conveying a current. Show
limy to find the north pole of the solenoid.
Li. What is meant by the fundamental and what by the overtones of a musical
string? What Influence do the overtones have upon the sound?

7. Describe anti explain the colors of thin plates, or of Newton's rings.

SEPT Et.1 BIM, 1907.

candidate May, take the examinatiAt botany, physics, or cheiniatry.r
1. A train moving 60 miles an hour is brought to rest by a uniformly applied

brake in a distance. of 1,0(X) feet. Calculate the retardation (negative accel-
eration).

2. A boat crossing riv which flows 5 miles an hour heads 30 dekrees up-
stream and reaches a dal directly opposite the starting place. At what speed
did fhe boat run?

3. In what particulars is the behavior of a vapor different from that of a gas?
4. Describe the netton of the induction or spark coil as completely as possible.
5. Describe, several different kinds of ittaver and the phenomena to which

they may give rise.
If an object at the bottom of a vessel be viewed directly from above, explain

what change will be observed on filling the vessel with water.

EXPENSES.
oft,

On the uestion of the expense of four air more years' residence
at an Am can college, it is impossible to write with any degree of
-definiteness. No two colleges ore exactly alike in their cost of tuition,
living, and incidentuls. A student coming to the United States from
ahroid vitkld montiprobably find that even his necessary expenses
exceeded the amount which had been repreSented to him as .ample.
This is said meity by way of caution, with the added suggestion
that each student's budget &mold allow a generous margin for con-
tingencles.

At the same time it should be home in mind that the deNocratic
toile of Aolerican colleges is such that the widest divergence is.possi-

\
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ble in the expenses of students at. the same institution, \ranging from
a lavish and quite unnecessary display of wealth on the one hand
to the bare means for the necessaries of life on the other. To ambi-
tious students of slender menus almost all colleges offer some op-
portunity for self-help; in fact, instances are numerous in Ihich
students through one form of employment or another have earned
all necessary expenses while actually in residence at college. Nor
are Chinese students aniexcept ion to this rule, though it would appear
that the Reif-supporting students among the Chinese have usually
been those born and brought up in the United States. The typical
American student, however, is the one of moderate meansiuul it is
this, type which colleges have in view when publishing tables of
expenses.

In all the larger colleges, especially"those near the great tit ies. thiz
cost of living for the person of moderate means tenils to approximate
a uniform standard. aThe difference of a fewlollars-7a month
between Boston, New York, Chicago, and _San Francisco does not
invalidate this statement.

Admitting more or less uniformity in the coskof living, the differ-
ence in expense between one college and sinotMr world arise from
one or two items which are here explained. I1T,the first place, colleges
vary widely in their charge for tuition. Son have practically no
tutiticku fees it all, or at least place their fees at a nominal figure.
Others require amounts varying from $50 to $2:0 a year and even
moretvarticularly where. courses are offered involving the use of
expensive material, apparatus, an equipment. State universities
charge usually a nominal fee; in sonic cases no fee at all. Here, then,
is quite n large item for consideration.

In the second place, to a student coming from China, the expense
for transportation is ordinarily quite heavy. A student remainhig
on the Pacific coast is saved the railroad fare from the Pacific coast
to the East. The cost of traveling first class between San Francisco
and New York or Boston amounts approximately to $P25. Yet it
may be suggested that no student does full ,justice ton four years'
residence in America who does not spend some tinge in travel, and
the transcontinetaal journey is not without its educational value.

There are printed below statements from the calendars of four of
the larger universities showing estimates of student expenses. The
figures show, it will be observed, three or four grades of expenditure,
and their average would form a Very fair estimate of the annual
college expenditure of the student. of moderate means. For expenses
at other institutions, see replies to Question .6, pp. 198-216.
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FEES.

The regulations of the corporation of Columbia College in the city of New
fork In regard to fees are as follows. The president itiunder instructions to
withdraw the privileges of tiny. student delinquent in payment after the second
Wednesday of each half year. All regulations as to fees are subject to change
by the InItittYS at their discretion.

For matriculation or registration: Hooded of all students beforentrance,
payable but once $5

or late registration 5
for tuition, payable at the beginning of each half year; if the entire fee be

le 14 than $100 the whole must be pale} upon registration.
talrieulated students:

lit the College, per liolut 5
To be linia for the total number of ',Obits for which theAuclent is

permitted to register, with extra charges fur certain allowed pro-
fesslonal course., not to exceed $100 in any year. -

In the School of Law per annum.:_ 150
In the College of Physicians and Surgeons 2:141

lu the Schools of es, Engineering, and Chemistry (exclusive of
. certain summer cou fees, see p. 1112) per anon"__ 250
In the Schools of Fine Arts $ _ .do_ 150-200

In architecture the fees are at the rate of $15 per annum for each
hour of attendance a 'week ou lectures, with special fees for drawing
and design up to a total maximum of $200.

Candidates for the degrees of master of arts and doctor of philosophy,
exclusive of laboratory fees (see p. 1(121_ per annum__ 150

With a maximum feefor courses actually needed to fulfill the
nqulrements of the degree in queStionof $150 and $300.4
tipttively, when the course does not exceed for the master's degree
three and for the,doetor's degree tivt: years.

For nonmatrieulatcd students (and matriculated students taking part
time!, at the rate of $15 per annum for each hoar of attendance it
week on lectures or recitations, with it Maximum fee of $150, exeipt
that In Columbia College the charge Is the same as for matriculated
students, andin the Schools of Pure Science and Fine Arts the maxi-
mum fee is $201), and that In the Schools of Medicine, Mines, En.
glneering, and Chemistry the rate Is $25 per annum for each hour.
Willi a maximum fee of $250. For other fees see page 102.

For all students, matriculated or nonmatriculati, in the Summer Ses--
. sion 30
For examinations, payable in cacti fame before examination is held:

For.entrance 571
For any examination or single series of examinatioirreTifkri- at any

0other time lhan ut the conclusion of a course actually attended._ _ . 5
For the collegiate degree of bachelor of arts or bachelor of science__ __ .15
For any professional or technical degree 25
For the degree of master of arts 25

40For the degree of doctor of philosophy r 35

Tultion fees phid by a candidate for A. M. will be credited toward the maximum fee for
Ph, D., provided there be no chitnge to the choice of major and minor subjects.

70049-1%4 -09 11
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For It8e of the gymnasium:
Required of all students (men and women) except those of the College

of Phy clans and Surgeons and the College of Pharmacy, per annum_
Gymnasium summer session, optional

LILDOBATOBY Mum.

The statutes provide that students registered in any department of the
university who are not candidates -for a degree, as well as all candidates for
the higher degrees, shall be charged, in addition to the prescribed tuition fee,
a fee for certain laboratory courses and for the use of laboratories, up to a
maximum fee of $250, including tuition. The schedule of suet fees, which is
now under revision, may be obtained from the registrar.

MEDICINE.

The charges for noncandidates for a degree pursuing courses under the faculty
of medicine may be obtained from the registrar the assistant registrar.

ASCHrrEcrusE. .

Students not matriculated in architecture taking not less than fot' hours
per week of lectures are permitted to register and pay for -periods of two months
at the rate of $5 per hour weekly of lectures taken. They are 'charged a fee
of $25 for the use of the drafting rooms for the academic year, or $10 for a single
period of two months, but in no case are the tetal fees to exceed $50 for the

e two months.
Snumis toussas .-SitavETINo.

Laboratory fees, payable on or before the last Saturday in May, are required
as follows: Civil engineering course No. 15, $25, or $7 per survey ; No. 25 and
No. 27, $15, or $5 per survey ; No. 26, $5; No. 28 and No. 71, $10.

Nonqandldates, candidates for admission to and students baying entered with
advanced standing, who may bsiiiequired to attend these courses, and students
required to repeat theut through delinquency, are charged, in addition, tuition'
fees as follows: No. 15, $35; No. 25, No. 27, i';;ot28, and No. 71, $25; No. 26, $10.
In the case of a student registered in Columbia College who has paid an addi-
tional fee under the operation of this rule, an equitable credit will be made
stould he later complete the requirements for a professional degree.

For futther details as to the administration of the fees, see the special
annOutwenieht of the schools of mines, engineering, and qbemilltry.

8IIMME8 COVEaE5)IN MINETWAND IN 0 IlEt)D EST.
le *.C.1

Candidates for admIstkion to advanced standing who attend the EMMET
course in practical mining are required to pay therefor a fee of $50. All

tdudents sitending, the Summer courieln geodesy must pay a fee of $20 for
the course to the burls& at the University. These fees are payable on or before
the last Saturday in May.

DEPOSITS FOS APPASATUS, SUPPLIES, AND. FOR REPS TO DICSIEB AND LOME:Ia.
.

.
A depoalt for the use .ef lockers, keys, appanittni, material, and the like,

ranging from $2 $40, Is required of students in mines, dogineerIng, chemistry,
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those articles which - he retugas in' good order, and the value of those he has
injured or broken will be deducted from his deposit. Details may be obtained
from the bursar.

Compacapve statement of students' probable expenses fdr the.acadmnic year,
October to June.

[ Based on Students' Statements. ]

law. Average. LiberaL

Matriculation fee (first year)
Tuition tee
0:nonaidum fee
Souks...., -incidentals
Residence hall (89 weeks)
Commons (39 weeks)
Clothes and washing
Alt other expenses

Total

.

,.

i
10

160
7

10
7

100
150
4s
84

iM,
150

7
80
15

LIS
191
so
57

IS
190

7
e40
083

. 618D
5236
5125
b100

' 107 OM 5 876

For medicine and applied science add $100, and to'r architecture add $50. Students
in applied science should also make provision for deposits Aapparatus ranging ?rota 610
to $40 and for summer courses.

'And up.

HARTLEY HALL "(NV LIVINGSTON HALL.

The two university residence hall, Hartley and Livingston, for registered
students and officers, are situated on South Field.

The balls are built of stone and orerburned brick. The floors and partitions
are of the reinforced concrete type, and the construction is considered thor-
oughly fire resistant throughout.

Each hall contains 300 rooms, with outside light and exposure. The plans
provide for 480 beds, but the arrangenhent permits of flexibility in renting the
rooms in @bites. The average size of the bedrooms is about 8 by 14.6 feet.
The studies average 10 by 14.6. There are a number of double rooms. All
ceilings' are 9. feet high. Each bedroom hal a clothes closet and basin with
hot and cold running water. The rooms are providea with heavy oak furni-
ture of the Mission type. There are tour shower baths on each floor. All the
water used in the halls is filtered.

The halls are lighted throughout by electricity and heated by steam, and
have four electric passenger elevators.

The entrance for students to each hall is from the campus and leads directly
into a large assembly room 60 feet square. This room runs up through two
stories and as a large open fireplace opposite the entrance. It is furnished.
In heavy Illher- covered oak. At one side of the main entrance is the office '1,,)1,1

of the hall and on the other a reception room. Trunks and Will be ?,1-".

taken in -at She street side of the connecting building. In the basement is
space for trunk storage.

^ The following furniture is provided fpr the various rooms:
Single rooms' One side Chair, 1 table, 1 bookshelf, 1 chiffonier, 1 ndrrov, 1

wardrobe, 1 rug, 1 couch bed, 1 mattress, 1 pillow, blankets, bed linen, 1 conch
cover, 1 portabl lamp (In rooms where there is but one light).

Double rooms : e side chair, 1 armchair, 1 'rocker, 1 bookcase, 2 chiffoniers,
1 mIrrok1 ward 2 beds, 2 mattresses, 2 pillows, blankets, bed linen:2,
couch coven, ?large rug, 1 large table.

Suite bedrooms: One side 1 "chiffonieV, 1 mirror, 1 wardrobe, 1 rut,
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Studies: One armchair, large table, 1 rocking chair. 1 bookcase, 1 large rug.
The situation of the ha s, within two minutes' walk of the Columbia Uni-

versity station of the sub ay, brings the residents witliiu fifteen minutes of
the Grand Central Depot abopt twenty minutes of City Hall Park.

There are on South Field a practice field for baseball, lacrosse, and football,
a running track, nine tennis courts, and eight outdoor hsiadball courts. The
university gymnasium and boathouse are within a few minutes' walk.

ADMISSION."

The university reserves all rights in connection..with the assignment or
reassignment of rooms or the termination of their occupancy.

Rooms will be ready for occupancy on the MoViay preceding the opening of
the academic'year which falls ou Wednesday. September 25, 1907. Rooms may
be occupied until the Saturday following the final ex,aminationa. In 1908 the
date will be Saturday, June 13.

pefinite applications for rooms in hall must be received by the superintend-
ent of buildings and grounds on or before May 15. These applicationD are to
be made on the blank. page 9. Later applications will be ,received in case
rooms remain vacant Assignments will be made on or before June 1, and not
later than ten da)-s thereafter an assignment must he accepted In writing by
the student to whom it Is made. If not so accepted, the room may be reassigned
by the superintendent.

Suites of rooms 14111 be separately classified and allotted. Every, application
for a suite mast give the names of the students who intend to occupy the rooms
together and who undertake to be jointly responsible for the charge for the
same.

Whenever, for any reason, one of the occupants of a dOuble room or suite Is
permitted or obliged to cancel his room assignment, the remaining occupant
must vacate the room or suite at the end of the current quarter, unl6ss he
agrees to pay the whole rent or to provide a roommate who §hall join him in
accepting a new assignment for the remainder of the academic year.

RATES.

The following rates have been fixed for the academic year September 25 to

Ole deuce of thirty-nine weeks for each furnished rtom.
June 13. 1D07-8, the average charge being $3.27 per week, or $127.50 for a resi-

These rates include beat, service, and furnishThg and washing bed linen and
tows, but are exclusive of lights. Electric light- will be charged foi- by meter
at the rate of 10 cents per 1,000 watt hours: Tit* average cost for light under
this system and rate has been about $5 per man for the academic year.

Double rooms: . .

$200
$210
$220

_Nos.1004, 1010.
_ Nos. 807, 329.

Roe. 407, 429.
$230 _Nos. 507,.529.
$240 _Nos. 007, 029.
$250 __NOS 707, 729. o,
poo -Nos. 807, 829.
$270 --Nos 907, 929.

Two-room suites: ,.; .

$175 ___Noe.''(111, 112),'(118,
$200 __Nos. *(808,809)-, (814.

119),
810),

4e. \ '
(214, 215), C(U9, 220).
(815, 817),. (818, 820),' (
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Two-room suites- Continued.
$210 Nos. (301, 802), (334, 335), (408, 409), (414, 416), (415,

417), (421, 423), '(6K 509). (514, 516), (515, 517), (521,
523), (608, 609), (614, 616), (615, 617), (621, 623).

$240 Nos. (401, 402), (434, 435), (708. 709), (714, 716), (715,
717), (721, 723).

$250 Npa (501. 502), (534, 535), (808, 809) , (814, 816), (815,
817), (821, 823).

$260 Nos. (601, 602), (634, 635) , (908, 909), (914, 916), (915,
917), (921, 923).

$280 Nos. (701, 702), (734, 735), (801, 802), '(884, 335), (901, ,

902), (934. 935).
Three-room suites:

$260 Nos. (102, 103, 104), (124, 125, 126), (202, ?03, 204), (225,
226, 2-"T).

$320 NOS. (Ino. 211, 212), (9(4, 305, 306). t (326, 327, 328), (330,
331, 332).

$340 Nos. (404, 405. 406), (418, 420, 422), t(426;427, 428),'(430,
431, 432), (518, 520, 522), t(,826. 527, 528).

$.150 Nos. ( 504. 505, 506), ' 530, 531, 532). (013, 620, 6=), t (626,
627, 623).

$360 Nos. (304, 605, 606). (030. 631, 032), (718, 720, 7=), t(72(3,
727. 728).

$370 Nos. e't 704. 705, 7001, (730, 731. 732) , (818, 820, 822), t (826,
827, 828).

$380 Nos. (804. &xi, 806), *(830, 831, 832), (918, 920, 922), 7(926,
927. 928) .

$390 Nos. (904, 505, D06), (930 932) .
Specipl rates. -The rates for special pert s of occuplincy are as follows:

Summer session, one-fifth of the amount for the academic year. Entire
calendar year, one and one-fourth times the amount for the academic year.-
Summer only, one-half the amount for the academic year.

Payments. - Residents In hall will be required to pay the annual and other
charges, In four equal installments in advance as follows: On or before taking
possession, and on I)ecember 1, l'ebruary 1, and April 1. They will bd required
to pay the cost of damage to their rooms, fittings, or fqrniture, however caused,
and as securitffn deposit of $10 must be made by each occupant whin assign-
ment of room is made. This depos4t may ''stained in whole or ha part to
cover any other indebtedness.

Payments should be Wade by New York check. drawn to the order of Columbia
Univeralty, and sent py mall or leftsat the office of the bursar, room No. 108,
Library Building. The regulations governing the restdnuce hall fees are-the
same as those which apply to tuition and other fees.

ADMINISTRA TION.

Hall couneil.-A hall council Is constituted to have general supervisfon 9f 'the
residence hails of the university. The ball council consists otthe consulting
engineer, of two university officers, who shall be appointed by the president,
and wbo shall, when practicable, be 'residents in hall, and of.a representative
of each hall eleCted by the appropriate ball committee. The'hall council shall
have power to terminate the assignment, of *My resident who violates the rules
established by the hall committereo-ar i;bo,' for any real" SW be deemed
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undesirable as a resident. When the facts of the case seem to call for academic
discipline,'It.ls the duty of the hail council to report the facts to the dean of
the appropriate faculty. The hall council shall have general supervision and
control of the residence halls, subject to the reserve powers atth,p president
of the university.

Hall committees.A hall committee Is constituted for each hall. Each hall
committee consists of 10 residents in the hall and the superintendent of buildings
and grounds, ex officio. The residents to serve on each hall committee sall be
elected as soon as practicable after the opening of the academic 'year ,in Sep-
teMber and to fill vacancies as they may occur. One resident shall be chosen

. from each floor by vote of the men having rooms on that floor.
Each hall committee shall represent the interests of the residents of the ball,

and endeavor to proniote the comfort and convenience of such residents and
shall have powbr to make to the hall council such recommendations as they
deem desirable in the interest of the hall and Its residents.

In case of violation of the hall rules, or of any conduct or action on the part
of a resident causing annoyance or discomfort to other residents, or damage
to the property of the university, or which is.6therwise objectionable. the hall
committee shall report the facts with their recommendations to the hall council.

Each hall committee may, with the amrov'al of the hull council, make such. house rules as it deenis proper and consistent with the fdlowing limitations:
(a) No wine, beer, or liquor sliall be allowed in bell.
(b) No betting, gamillIng, or game of chance shall be allowed in hall.
(c) No dogs or otherlanimals shall be kept In hall.
(d) Ladles may be admitted to the reteiption rooms between the hours of

3 and 5 p. m., hut to no other part of the hall without the written permission
eta member of thehall committee nor at any other time without the written
permission of the chairman of the hall committee.a.

Dvtie of serrants.Servants are 'required to make the beds and cure for
the rooms. For this service-they are paid bygthe university, and are forbidden
to ask or receive fees from occupants therefor. They are not-mild to do any..
personal service, such. as blacking boots, brushing clothes, or doing errands.
If such service is desired, special arran'gernents may he made for it. Ineffi-
ciency on the part of the servants should be reported at the hall office at once.

No private servants are allowed in the halls, and no meals will be 'permitted
in rooms except in case of sickness.

No change or alteration of any kind will be permitted in a room &xcept upon
the written order of the soperintendent and by workmen emplo3Vti by him.
Residents are requested to notify the hall office of any such work which may,
be needed.

Surrender of rooms. Residents leaving for vacations or upon surrendering
their rooms shall return their keys to the ball office before leaving. All per-
sonal effects must be removed from rooms surrendered before June 20; no
furniture, however, may be removed on commencement day. , Arrangements
may be made by which students may occupy the same room or rooms throughout
the term of their residence at the university. If suchNrootna are not paid for
during the summer, hoviever, the superint dent may reqUire that they be
vacated and all personal effects stored el here in hall, without expense to.
the student, but at .his own risk. Anyon who wishes to enter a room in
Intention must bring a written permit, signed by the resident, which. must be
presented at the hall °Mee. No student will IA allowed to occupy his room
during any part of the summer vacation unless he shows a written permit

.!:in tile, superintendent.
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ILLNESS.

In case of illness or accident to any resident, it shall be the duty of that
member o( the hall committee who resides on the same floor to report the case

the hall office, and word will be sent immediately to the medical visitor of the
Diversity, and proper care and attendance secured. 'be proximity of St.

L within a block of the halls, makes it possible to secure doctors,
nu 44, zbd medical supplies promptly at any hour.

BOARD.

There is a university Ammons for the accommodation of men living in ball.
After a careful Investigation of the methods at other universities, a combine-.

lion system of table d'hbte and a Is carte has been- adopted. A weekly ticket,
good for 21 meals, costs $3. This entitles a man to cereal, vegetables, bread,
rolls. butter, tea, milk, coffee, soup, and dessert. For meat, fish, and eggs an
extra charge Is made, butthis is kept as low as possible. Thus far the average
total cost per man has been about $4.65 weekly. The common? is open from
7.30 a. tn. to 7 p. m.

Board may also be secured at numerous"drning rooms in the vicinity of the
university.

UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO.

FF.F.8 FOR MATRICULATION, TUITION, ETC.

I. R.ramMation or school-in,speetion fce.A fee of $5 is payable by students
entering the junior colleges either by examination or from cooperating schools.

2. Matriculation fee.Tbe matriculation fee is $5, and is required of every
student on eatrence to the university.

3. Tuition fee.(a ). The tuition fee is $40 per quarter (Including the library
and Incidental fee, $5) for regular work (three majors or ,their equivalent) ;
there Is no reSuction to those taking only twomajors. (b) A reduction is made
in case of students taking only oue major (or equivalent), one-half the'401I
tuition fee being charged. (c) All tuition, and laboratory fees are due on or
before the first day of each quarter, and payable without extra fee up to the
end of the fifth day of the quarter. All s are payable to the registr4r,
Presselluilding, Room 1.

4. Fines, etc.For registerin ith t e dean after the second day of the
quarter a fine of 42 is charges For II' re to pay tuition fees within the first
five days of the qua er of $5 is added to the bill.

5. Lab( -itory fee.-1- tudeuts In 'chemistry pay a laboratory fee of $5 for a

finale'a mcaior course
$a2n.50d $.115125e.afomr inuomrincoourrsceo.0 Studencetis)tifnorbleooluogyiliespainy $2.50

fmtouty, 'in which the fee hi $5 for a major course. Teti dollais is the maxi-
mum charge for laboratory work in any one department (M and DAIj courses
will be charged insproportiOU.) In addition to the regular 'laboratory fee,
students in chemistry procure a Coupon ticket, entitling them to $5 worth of
laboratory material. Students In biology will procure a coupon ticket, entitling
them to $2.50 worth of laboratory material. Unused portions will be redeemed.

6. Gymnasium looker fec.For the use of a locker in the dressing room of
the gymnaidum a. fee of $1 per 'quartet ($2 for three successive quarters) Is' charged. It is paid at the office of the gymnasium.

c

,

.V
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7. Graduation fee.The general graduation fee, Including diploma, is $10.
15 In the case of students taking the certificate of a two-years course, the charge

la $5.

ROOMS, BOARD, AND GENERAL EXPENSES.

Nine dormitories have, thus far been erected in the quadrangles. Two of
these are reserved for the students of the divinity school, and four are for
women. A university house is organized in each dormitory; each house has a
head, appointed by the president of ;the university, and a house committee,
elected by the members; also a house counselor, selected from th faculties of
the university by the members of the house. The membership of the house is
determined by election, and each house is self- governing under the general
control of the university council.

The cost of rooms in the dormitories is froth $20 to $74 per quarter of twelve
weeks. This includes heat, light, and care. Each hall for women has separate
dining hall and parlors. The rest of table board in these halls is $4.50 per week.

All applications for rooms, or for information concerning rooms and board
within or without the quadrangles, should be made to the registrar. For further
details, see special circulars as to rooms and board, which will be sent on ap-
plication.

The following table will. furnish an estimate of the annual expenses for thirty-
six weeks of a student in the university, residing within the quadrangle'

Lowest Average.

lanlvenrity bill, tuition
Rent and case or mom
Board
Laundry
Textbooks and stationery

Total

$1x0.00
60.00

1°11510115

10;03

$120.00
106.00
162.93

26.00
20.00

$120 00
225.00
22t 00

9.5.00
50.00

340.00 482.00 9%5.00

It is believed that students who find It necessary to reduce expenses below
the lowest of these estimates can do so. Rooms outside the quadrangles, fur-
nished, with heat, light, and care, may be obtained pt from $1,25 a week upward,
the $1.25 rate being easily secured where two students room together.' Many
places offer room and board from $4.10`upevard. The men's commons; Hutchin-
son Hall, offers to students meals A in carte. Lexington Commons, for women,
offers meals A la carte during the autumn, winter, and spring quarters. During
the summer quarter the men's commons will'be open to both men and women.
A list of approved boarding placed outside the quadrangles is kept on file at the
information office, Cobb Lecture Hall, and information regarding them bay
there be obtained.

UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA.

FEES AND DEPOSITS.

The amounts nod In the appended schedule are for regular' mid special
students, and are for the full academic year. Tuition, fees are .payable in two`
earvtrI ine+.1 Anirshav 1'anA 10.4....russm,.. 1 .ndes-..sertilly.7.11., 11.;

In mash .11. her /van' Ara#1 ....4141aA --
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the exact amount due, made plyable to'the University of Pennsylvania, and
sent to William 0. hillier, burselF, room 102 efilege Hall. An addition is made
to fees not paid within thirty-one days.
Arts and scien&e° $150.00
Finance and commerce see. tatement below 150.00
Biology L 150.00
Biology Itwo-yeaf courseia 150.00
Architecture 200. 00
Mechanical or electrical engineering 200.00
Civil engineering 200. 00
Chemical engineering 200.00
Chemistry 200. 00
Music X0.00

TUITION FEES FOR THE COURSES IN ARTS AND SCIENCE, FINANCE AND
COMMERCE, AND BIOLOGY.

The tuitiott fees for the courses In arts and science, finance and commerce,
and biology are $600 for the period of instruction leading to the degree, $150
being paid by a. regular student-in each of the four years of his course. Stu -
dents taking five years to finish the course may not be required to pay'more than
$600. Students who finish the course In less than four years will, nevertheless,
pai a total of $600 tuition before the degre is granted. Students in the course
in arts and science who take the composite course in medicine and those in the
special course in biology who register In the department of medicine the second
year will pay $200 tuition for the year. Special arrangethents as to fees will
be made upon application in cases of students admitted to advanced standing
on credits from other ,Institutiona

TUITION FEES FOR THE COLLEGE COURSES FOR TEACHERS.

The fees for the college courses for teachers are charged at the rate of $10
nor unit of fnstruction. A unit Is one hour a week for oil year. Two inborn-
tory hours count as one hour of lecture or recitation.

FEE FOR GYMNASIUM AND HOUSTON C B.

A fee of $10 is added to the tuition fee of every male ent in the college,
for the privileges of the gymnasium and the Houston Club. This fee is payable

fntwo equal parts on October 1 and February ?, Student in the (special)
ueic and teachers' courses are not required to pay this fee.

I

FEES OF PARTIAL STUDENTS.
6

The thitIon fees of a partial student in any course of the college are $10 a-
term for each hour a week, or, In the case of laboratorypr drawing -room work,.,
$10 a term for each two how's a week. The maximum fee required of a partial
student shall, however, in no case exceed In amount the regular tuition fees of
the department In which the student Is registered:

The telito students in the cimpo`eite year In medicine, or in the two-year courseln
biology wh re registered at the same time In the department of medicine, Is $200.
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FEE FOR REEtEAM1NATION.

A fee of $51% charged for every reexamination, after the first, that the student ,
Is permitted to take.

DEPOSITS.

Each student on entering college is required t make a money deposit to cover
loss of books, keys, etc., breakage in the labor a, or damage to unherslty
property. Any balancd is feturned upon graduation or withdrawal frop3 college.
Students in teachers' courses, unless they take work In laboratories, are not
required to make a deposit. The deposit for each course is given in the ap-
pended table:
Arts _ -- --
Architecture
Biology
Chemistry
Engineering, all courses
Finance and commerce
-Music

Special and partial students in chemistry and engineering deposit $2Q.

GRADUATION AND CERTIFICATE FEES.

$10. 00
10.00
10.00
26. 00

25.00
10.. 00

5. 00.

A graduation fee of $20 113. charged to each candidate for a baccalaureate
degree, and of $10 to each candidate for the degree of master of science In arch'-
tecture. fee of $10 is charger'to
of clvil.engineer, mechanical engineer, chemical engineer. or electrical engineer.
The fee for certificates of proficiency 41 special courses is $10. No student will

* be recommended for a degree or certificate until all ftes due the university hare
been paid.

BOARD AND LODGING.

Accommodation for students is provided in the dormitories. Plans, prices,
and all otherinformation relating to the dormitories may be had upon applies-
tion to the bursar. In order to make sure of rooms, students are advised to
apply as early as April 1, If possible.

Table board may be had in the immediate vicinity of the university at prices
-ranging from $3.50 per week upward. A printed list of approved boarding
places, with or without lodging, may be obtained lit the dean's once. The
average price paid by students In such quarters for board and lodging is $5.50
per week.

The figures given herewith are based upon the cost of living, either in the
dormitories or In a yourling house.

Minimum. Maximum.'

Hoard aid lodging (87 weeks)
Tuition and other fees (according to the character and year the come)
Tat -books (estimated)
Onduatlon or certificate toe

'1185.00
100.00

10.
10.000 0

$200.00
210.00
25.00
10.0e

. 866.00
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FOR A STUDENT IN REGULAR STANDING.

The annual tuition fee for every student in regular standing In Harvard Col-
lege, for ewry student In the Lawrence Scientific School who joined the
school In 1906-7 or earlier (see below for the fees of students entering after
1906-ii, and for every resident student In the Graduate School of Arts and
Sciences or in the Graduate School of Applied Sconce doing full work, is one
hundred and ;iffy dollars; but if;the student takes work In excess of the amount
required of members of his class, school, or programme, or if a freshman takes
work in addition to the amount in In his individual case, or if a resident
student In the Graduate School oritelied

re
eld Science takes work outside his plan

of study for the year as approv by the committee of the school, be is charged
a supplementary fee of twenty oilers per course for each additional course so
taken.

Tha regular annual tuition fee of one hundred and fifty dollars is charged to
every special student in Harvard College who is doing full work, as well as to
every resident student In the.Graduate School of Arts and Sciences or,tn the
Graduate Schbol of Applied Science who is doing full work, or who wishes to
have the year counted as a complete year of study for any degree, or who holds
a fellowship (except an Austin teaching fellowship) or scholarship. The supple -
uientary fee of twenty dollars per course for each additional course is also
charged to special' students. t'

III his first year of residence, however, a special student in Harvard College or
a resident student In the Graduate School of Arts and Sciences may take five
courses for one hundred and fifty dollars.

The annual tuition fee for every student joining the Scientific School for the
first time in 1907-8 or thereafter is one hundred and* seventy-11re dollars. A
t-tudent taking work in excess of the amount required by his programme (or a
first-year student taking more work than is prescribed in his individual case)
is charged for each additional course taken.

Every student is held to have definitely chosen the courses standing' in his
list at the end of the third complete calendar week of the academic year, and
to have assumed liability for the tuition fees chargeable in respect of the same,
whether he pursue 'all of them to completion 'or not, and any new course
brought into a student's list by change of Active or otherwise after that date _

Is regarded as an additional. sourse subject to supplementary chargebutethis
does not apply during the first three weeks of the second half-year to changes
in half-courses beginning in that half-year.

Laboratory fees must he .paid in addition to the tuition fees by students
who take laboratory courses. .

A student paying fees nuder the above rules is entitled to all the general
privileges of membership in the university. He has the right to take any
courses fon which he is qualified, given under, the, authority :of the faculty
of arts and sciences. has also the right of admission, provided be is prop.
erly qualified, to any o, nstruction and the examinations given in any de.
partment.of the university; except exercises parried An in special laboratories.
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To obtain admission to instruction given in a department not under the charge
of the faculty of arts and sciences, a college student should apply to the
recorder for a certificate to be presented to the dean of the department 'in
which the desired instruction is given. A scientific student or a graduate
student should apply, In like manner, to the diem. or secretary of his school.

A student who enters the university between December 31 and the end of
the first half-year is allowed a deduction of forty dollars from the refrains
tuition fee of one hundred and fifty dollars; one who Otters between the begin-.
ning of the second half-year and April 1 is allowed a deduction of sixty &T-
here; and one who enters after March 31 is allowed a deduction of one hundred
dollars. A student who lenvee before Jtinuary 1 is allowed a dedUction of
one hundred dollars from the annual tuition fee of one hundred and fifty
dollars, if be gives written notice of his withdrawal before that date to the
dean of the department of which be Is a member; one who leaves between
December 31 and the end of the first half-year is allowed a deduction of sixty
dollars, if he gives written notice to the dean before the end of the first butt
*year; and one who leaves between the end of the first half-year and 'April 1
is allowed a deduction of forty dollars, if he gives written notice to the dean
before April 1; but if he fulls to give the required notice of withdrawal no
deduction is allowed.

The first half-year ends on the Saturday before the second Sunday in Feb-
ruary. The first third of the academic year begins with the academic year
and ends December 31. The second third begins January 1 and ends March 3/.
The last third begins April 1 and ends itt Commencement.

Deduction from the full tuition fee of one hundred and fifty dollars a year
Is made for properly notified absence, as follows: for absence for three con-
secutive months, 'thirty dollars; for absence during the- whole year, not in-
cluding the mid-year and final examinations, or either of them, one hundred
dollars. A. student who claims a deduction, on the ground of absence, must
present:at the bursar's office a certificate from the recorder or secretary as to
the fact and'duration of his absence; and, in order to obtain Bush a certificate,
he must have given previous notice of his intended absence to the recorder or
Secretary. .

Deduction is made from the firs for additional courses, under the conditions
named in the foregoing rules, in the same ratio as from the regular tuition fee.

Every nonresident student In the Graduate School of Arts and Sciences not
holding a fellowship is required to pnytat *wet thirty dollgrs to the university.
Nonresident, holders of fellowships are no fees.

A fee of three dollars is charged for each exn ti for advanced standing
taken after a candidate for admission lute secured a certificate of adthission;
for each examination for the temoval of a condition; and for each make -tilt'
examination.

Specialostudents in Harvard College are charged five dollars for each set of
admission examinationOtaken by them until they arc admitted to regular ,
standing.

The fee for the examination for the degree of Pb. D. or S. D. is thirty dollars,
but Ott tee Is not charged to any candidate wlip has paid the full tuition fee of
one hundred fifty dollars for at least one year as a student In a-graduate
department of the university.

FEES roa sixOtal ootrztaze. ,
.

lifienlat students and students in the Graduate School of Arta and Sciences
endinthe Graduate. School 'of Applied Science not doing full work may pay fees i.

file QoprsM whipjk they tejoe -Instead of toying the full tuition tee
-..."4,_,,,..t.:::,..1.'4,....,.-,;..
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student In regular standing. But a student paying lees than one hundred mid
fifty dollars is notallowed to be the holder fellowship (except an Austin
teaching fellowship) or scholarship, or to coufrrthe year as a full year of study
for a degree, or to claim admission to instruation or examination in another
department of the university.

No deduction for absence or withdrawal is made from the fees for single
comes. A student who attends a course of instruction for only a part of the
year must pay the whole fee for such course. But it student who Is liable for
the full tuition fee of one hundred and fifty dollarua year is entitled to the
same retnisslon as a iitudent In regular standing.

The fees for single courses are as follows:
For any course of instruction, not a laboratory course or course of research,

and for any laboratory course designed "primarily for undergraduateV forty-
five donors for a full course, twenty-lire dollars for a half-course.

For a laboratory course desIgned" primarily for graduates" or "for under-
graduates anti graduates," or for a Course of research, a sum computed at the
rate of forty-five dollarsfor a full course allS twenty-fivAllollars for a half-
course for as many courses or half-courses as represent the =mutt of time
devoted to the subject by the student. In estimating this time It shall be
assumed that all of the student's working time not devoted to other specified
and accepted courses or occupatiohs is given to this course.

In all other cases the fee,ls computed at the rate of fifteen dollars for an hour
a week. of instruction during the academic year, up to one hundred and fifty
dollars.

In no case shall th6 tOtion fee..for the year be less than thirty dollars.

INFIRMARY FEE.

kfte of four doll4rs a year Is charged to every student in Harvard College,
to every student in the scientific school, and to every resident student registered
In the Graduate School of Arts and Sciences or in the Graduate School of
Applied Science, for /`the malutenance of the St.illumn Infirmary; and, on the
order of a physician/ every such student is given, In ease of sickness, in return
for this fee, a bediln a ward, board, and ordinary nursing for a period not
exceeding two wee s In any one academic year.

FEE FOR LATE,REGISTRATION.

Every student In the college and the scientific school who, at the end of the
Christmas ors ring recess, falls to register at the time set for that purpose,
Is required to ty to the bursar n fee of five dollars before being permitted to
register: but le dean may remit the fee whenever he considers the failure to
have been um voidable.

GRADUATION FEE.

A gratin ion fee of twenty dollars Is charged to every candidate taking a
degree in e Graduate School of Arts and Sciences or In the Graduate* School
of Anon Science; and to every candidate taking a bachelor's degsre In Her-
6ard Col e or In the Lawrence Scientitic School who has Incurred fewer than
four years' full, annual tuition fees In candidacy for that degree. A candidate
for a degree at commencement chargeable with a sraduation fee %s held abao:
lately liable foi payment thereof unless. his candiddcy was abaWloned either by
totice in writing given to the dean of his departmdnt before June 10, or through,

tu examination. A candidate in the middle of theyear is held absolutely
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..!i- i, liable for payment unlels in like manner Nis candidacy was abandoned on or-46*.
v-- before the first day of the second half-year. A candidate taking more than ode-

bachelor's degree is not allowed to count the same time for both degrees in
determining liability for the graduation fee.

LABORATORY FEES.

Every student who takes a laboratory course must Ay, In addition to his
tuition fee, the special fees pertaining to such course, The tees Tor 'the various
laboratory courses are ns follows:

Philosophy 14, $2.50; 20, $5 per course counted for a degree.
Astronomy 1 and 2, $5 each; 8, $10;.5, $20.
Physics B and 1, X10 each; C, $12; 2, 3, 4, and 20, $15 each.
Chemistry 1, $12; 3, 4, 5a, and 6, $18 each ; 9, 10, 12, and 13, $9 -eath ; 20, $36,

which is thesinaximum fee for more than one course in chemistry tak-en.in
one academic year by Ate person. Student Who take laboratory courses in
chemistry are also subject, in addition to the above fees, to charges for use
of materials, breakagt, and fines for violation of laboratory regulations.

Engineering 3a, $2; 3b, 3d, 56, 5d, and 5c, $1 each; 13a, lab, 16a, 10c, Itie,
16f, 16g, 4c, 4d, and 6d, $5 each; 4a, $10; 16a, 10h, 10c, and 10e, 0.50 each for
students in the scientific school registered In the ,programme of mechanical
engineering or electrical_engineering, and $15 each for other members of the
university; 20, $10 for each course of research whendier the course requires
laboratory work. A student taking both 16c and 16g in the same academic year
is charged but one fee of $5. s*

Botany 1, 2, 3a, 3b, 4, 6, 8, and 9, $5 each ; 5 find 7, $10 each; 20, $5 per course
counted for a degree.

Zoology 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9a, 95, 101, 105, 11a, 115, 13, 14, trend 16, $5 each;
3, $10; 20, to graduate students, $5 per course counted for a degree; 20, to
undergraduate and special students, $10 per course counted for a degree.

Geology A, B, C, 4, 5, 7, 10, 14, and 17, $5 each; 6, 11, 12, and 15, $10 each;
20c,.$5 to $20, according' to time spent in the lalloratory and the amount of
materials used; 20d, $5 if taken as a half course, and $10 if taken as a whole
course. The maximum fee for 204, when counted for more than one course,
is $20.

Mineralogy 2, $10;,7, 8, 9, and 14, $2.50 each; 12, $5; 20, $5 to $30.
Mining and metallurgy 1, $3; 2, $15; 3, $10; 4, $30; 6, $20; 7, $30; 8, $15;

9, $10; 10, $25; 14, $15; 17 and 28, $5 each; 20 and 22, each a minimum fee
of $30.

Physiology 1, $10.
BONDS.

Eyery student In Harvard College Or in the Lawrence Scientific School' In
reeler standing must. We withitke bursar a bond in the sum of four hunt/rd
dollars, signed by two bondsmen, one of whom must be a citizen of the United
States, or by a surety company duly qualified to do business in Massachusetts,
as security for the payment of college bills; or he may deposit with the bursar. (7.
Tour.hundred dollars in United States bonds (or the same purpose; or he may
deposit fifty 'donors as security and pay in advance all sums for which he
becomes liable to the university. Money deposited as security 'is returnable
after the issue of the second term bill, one week before commencement.'

The same. rule applies to everyitspeciaC student in Harvard College ant;
every. resident student id the'gritideate schools, except that two hundred &WWII- a, -1-/, lLIC 111111/U111. of bond required of student W. one 1.71 these C1111,111LIS, tune=

he occupies a college room or boards at Memorial Hall or,Randell Hall.
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Every student In any department of the university who occupies a college_
.room or borrda at Memorial Hall or Randall Hall must file a bond for four
hundred dollars, ormust in advance, and in addition to his tuition fees, pay
the full year's rent of his room, and make a deposit as security for the pay-
ment of his board at the rate of fie dollars a week.

No officer student of the university is accepted os a bondsman.

PAYAIENT OF THE TUITION EETk211

Each student liable for full tuition is 'required to pay three-flfthe 'of the
tuition fee to the bursar punctually at the beginning of the academie year
without the presentation of a bib. The sum thus required from a student
JoInitig the scientific school for the first time in 1907-8 or thereafter is one
hundred and fire dollars; from other students it Is nitwit/ dollars. The
reminder of this annual tuition fee is entered upon the first term bill, issued
January 20, and Is to be paid on or before February 10.

In like manner students who are liable for less than the full tuition fee
of One hundred and fifty dollars are re qoired to pay at the beginning of the
academic your ninety dollars, or the whole fee If it does not exceed ninety
4011irs; and the remainder of the fee, if any, on or before February 10. The
fee for a half course alone is thirty dollars; for a whole course the fee is
fortplive dollars; for two half courses the fee is fifty dollars; for at whole course

timid as half course the' fee Is seventy dollars, and so On 'hp to one hundred and
'fifty dollars. But the fee for a laboratory course 'designed primarily for
graduates, or for undergraduates and graduates, or the fee for a COU'i of
research, is computed according to the- rule printed on a preceding page tinder
the title fees for single courses. A student who is doing less than full work is
required to'present at the bursar's office, at the beginning of the academie
year, a' certificate from the dean, the r arder, or the secretary of school,
stating the courses that he is taking, and e is not permitted to attend courses
that are not hiduded In the certificate.,

The first term bill is issued January 20, nd must be paid ',xi or before Feb-
ruary 10. This bill include, in addltiori to t second instalment of the tuition
fee, such charges as the following: Two-thirds of the year.'s charges for the use
of a collegyroom; fees for Ihboratory courses which begin In the first half
star; Stillman Infirmary fee; locker fees; such incidental charges as can then
he determined; charges for gas,'and for board at the Harvard Dining Associa-
tion and the Randall Hall Association, made up to as late a date as-practicable.

The second term bill is Issued one week before commencement, and contains
the tuition fees for additional courses, if any, and other Charges not included

and
in the first bill. The second term bill must be by all candidates for degrees
at least one day before commencement, an all other students on or before
July 4IT-

Students who are candidates tor degrees in the middle of lbw academic year
must pay all dues to the university at ?east one day before the day upon which
the degrees are to be voted.

The term bills are sent to the student at his catalogue address unless the
burnt-is requested in writing to send them eiseetere.

When a student's connection with the university is 'severed, all charges
against him must be id at once.

Bach student setwaW universityuee to the remain unpaid on the day /toed for
their payment is required at once to Cease attending lectures or recitations,
using' the libraries, laboratories, gonna:kat, athletic grounds or buildings,.
Iniarding at the Harvard,Dining Association Or at the Randall Hall Association..

4-
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and making use of any other privileges as a student, until his financial relations
with the university have been arranged satisfactorily to the bursar. liery
student who neither pays his dues nor makes arrangement with the bursar for
their potttponement within three days after the date fixed for their payment, and
who thereby loses his privileges hue is shortly readmitted thereto, is required
to pay a fee of tcr4 dollars before resuming his standing in the university.

EXPENSES.

The following table exhibits four sot les, of annual expenditure:

1...4w. M."4"4. I Liberal. i iit):;;io.

. . - -, ._--. .-----.. - -.
Taloa*

1

- lira
so

1150 ! 3150 1 tl:i0
Room (one-hsif )

10
50 ' 12s00 ! 2u0

50Furniture (annual average) 15
117 1.-it 100 :190rd (so weeto) .

It 45ire' sod light
Stillman Infirmary fee_ 4

Go
4 , 4 4

Sundries 40
I

,......100 ate

Total. 302 ! 4',4,1"-- 669 1,039
I

The above estimates donot Include laboratory charges, books and station.
ery, clothing, washing, membership of societies, subscriptions. service, sad the
exPenaatiotthe long vactstlem ; some of which are luxuries, and all of which
vary with the means nod habits of the individual student. The exceptionnlly
strong and capable student can. wjthout injury to himself, reduce his necessary
expenses below the lowest estimitepresented in the above-40d e; which may be
regarded as a fair one totes stuo&nt of ordinary constitution and power of self -
command.command. Information regardlug rooms in college buildings may be obtahied
after March 6, upon application to the bursar. During the course of the sum-
mer a list of available rooms outside the college lipnings may be obtained froin
the secretary of the faculty or at the publication office.

A committee of officers and students have charge of nearly a hundred sets of ,

chamber and study furniture which are rented at low rates.

DINING ASSOCIATIONS,

Thektudent associations which 'use Memorial and Randall halls secure 1,7,r,
their members board at cost..

At Memorlitl atilt the syatem'adopted by vote of the members of the Harvard.
Dining Association in 1003 is a modification of the American plan. Various
cereals, tea and coffee, milk, bread, rolls and butter, vegetables, and soups at
luncheon and dinner, are offered on the American plan. These make up less
than one-fourth of the cost of provisions, and are used by all about. equally.
Accordingly their cost is divided eqqully amongst all. Also the cost of service
and the other rttnning expenses which go on for all alike are, and ought to he,
shared equally by all.' Each member's share in this total cost of " general
board" amounts to about $3 a week. Members regularly absent from luncheou
are allowed a reduction of one-third in the aniodnt charged them ns their share
of the expense of general botird. Meats, desserts. and a variety of other articles
are paid for when ordered. Most men spend in this way from $1.50 to $2.50 a
week. Some choose to spend more, and ninny spend less. These articles -sta
paid for by coupons issued to members in bpoks, or by signed order Cps, which
are charged to their accounts. The objectd are to offer greater variety than is
possible on the Alnerican plan, to prevent the waste inseparable from that plan,
and to avoid malt** member pay for much that he does not order.
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In the summer of 1905 a new serving rootlet was added to the hall on the
north side, with a new kitchen beneath, and new equipmentShroughout the rest
of the basement. Thli# change secures freedom from noise and odor in the
dining room, with better service and increased seating capacity.

Application for admission may be made by any member of the university, and
by anyone intendifg to enter the university.* Friends may secure seats together
by forming a "club table." Application for membership should be aide on or
before September 115 to secure a chance in the first allotment of seats for the
following college year. The ball opens a little before the beginning of college.
Application blanks. date of opening. and further information may be obtained
from the auditor, Harvard Dinhig Association. Memorial Hall.

Randall Hall was built in 1K0S-99, partly with the gift for that purpose from
the John W. and Belinda L. Randall Charities Corporation.

Membership 1n the Randall Hall Association is,open to any member of the
university. Meals are served A In carte, making It possible to board for $3.50 a
week. The annual pembership fee of the association is low. Application ?br
admission should be made early to the secretary of the Randall Hall Association.

The Harvard Cooperative Society ie another organization for reducing ex-
penses. At the store of the society, clothing, bobks, stationery. /rood, coal, etc.,
can be purchased at reduced prices.

Lest the estimates. quoted above should be in anyway misleading,
it is necessary to explain that they are intended to cover only those
expenses actually incident to connection with a college. Personal iitid
contingent expenses can not be discussed here, becausk they vary so
much from personal taste and :Atm the different opportunities offered
for pastime and recreAtioriiin different localities. It may be said,

,however, that having in view the student. accustomed to moderation,
a generous margin over and above, necessary expenses is almost
essential.

THE ORGANIZATION OF CIIINESE'STIjDENTS IN THE ' .
1TED

r
STA_TES

The Chinese student who goes to the 'United States, even though
he attend a college where no other Chinese students are present, will
neyertheless have abundant opportunity of coming into touch with
his fellow countrymen. This he will be able to.do through the
cellent system of organization which has been introduced amongst
the Chinese Atude.nts scattered all ovetthe United States.

The idea of organization seems to have originated in the year 1901
with' some of the students attending the University of California.
They gaxe theit association the name of the Cliitftse Students' Al-
liance of Anneriea. The association included originally gtudents ftgm
all parts of the United States. But within the last few years the
'great iricibase in their numbers, particulakly in the Eastern States,
has mada it possible to have two organizations, an eastern and a
weStern. The eastern branch, known as the Chinese Students' 'Al.
Uwe of the Eastern Stptea, jaw the larger, counting in all

o. 2-0?---12
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about 200 members. The western branch, known as the Pacific Coast
Chinese Students' Associfition, numbers about 100 members. So far
these two. associations -have not been constituted a part of the World's
Chinese Students' Federation, the great national organization of
China with its headquarters in Shanghai.

The activity of the alliance in the Eastern States is best seen in
the conference, held yearly at some convenient point, and in two pub-
lications,"one, the Chinese StUdents' Monthly, a magazine in English,
devoted to the objects of the alliance, and the other, the- Chinese
Students' Annual, in Chinese. Prospective students would do well
to obtain copies of the latter. The exact objects.of the alliance it
might be difficult to stat4 in so many words. The constitntion of the
alliance, printed below, conveys, perhaps, the best suggestion. These
objects\ may be summed up in the promotion of. good fellowship
among Chinese students in the Eastern Statesa fellowship which
seeks fo unite all .on the broad, general ground of patriotism.
casual ilance through the literature which the alliance publishes, the
contributions to the Monthly, and the reported speeches at the con-

. ferences, will reveal at once the strong note of earnest patriotic en-
deavor which animates the alliance members.

Local activity is confined to the local clubs of the different colleges
where Chinese students are in attendance. There are clubs or asso-
ciations in New Haven, Amherst, Illinois, Chicago, Wisconsin, Penn-
sylvania, Columbia, Cornell, Wigan, and a general club for Massa-
chusetts.

The publications of to two associations throw, perhaps, the best
light upon the conditions of student life in America. The following
article,,taken from the Dragon Student, an annual, issued in 1905,
is a good resume of the Chinese student movement for thq year in
which it appeal*

CHINESE STUDENTS IN AMERICA.

By &mug'. S. COUPin.

(Mr. Young le a native of Ban Frenclaco. lie prepared for college in Trinity School,
where he recelted a gold medal for proficiency In Latin. While an undergraduate In
the University of California be was the holder of a state scholarship during the academic
year of 1003-4. He did such good work In the military department of the university

wthat on graduation he was given a captaincy. Ile graduated In 1004, and Is now a
graduate student in Teachers College, Columbia University, to which institution he was
awarded a regular ggiduate scholarship for the academic year 1004-0. Mr. YaQng Is a
candidate for the degrees of master df arts and doctor of philosophy, his major subject
being educational administration.)

On account of the limited space to which I must confine myself, I shall
, attempt In this article nothing mbre.-than a mere summary of facts regarding

Chinese students in the United States. It is almost impossible to obtato sten-
rate information on account of the wide distribution of Chinese students throbgh.

, out this eouNtry.

This, article. appeared orfelnalli (without the introductory nog) In'41te.Atueriata,t.*
*ONO*** tositssak 10011.
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Realizing the importance of uniting all Chinese students into an organic
whole, of emphasizing the unity of purpose, and of infusing the spirit-of patriot-
ism into them, the Chinese students of the University of California, in 1901,
organized a Chinese Students' Alliance, whose object is to promote interest
among Chinese students in matters pertaining to China. From its very begin-
ning the Chinese Students' Alliance haalwitnessed a very rapid growth. The
membership has increased from 18 in October, Mil, to about 100 at the present
time, and includes primary, elementary, and secondary pupils, us well as uni-
versity students, In every part of the United States. Among its work they
alliance has, during the past year, been able to gather valuable statistics con-
cerning all Chinese students it could reach.

I shall dwell more fully Upon the advanced Students and the nature of their
work, for it is about them that our immediate interests are centered. Further-
more, ft has beau impossible to obtain as full information concerning elementary
students as lute been desired. whereas very complete data have been compiled of
students in the universities and technical and professional colleges.

University students may be divided into two classesgoverument students
and self-jsupporting students. Among the latter are students who have enough
anibit;on to work their way through the entire course. Space will not allow me
to cite instances In which Chinese students have deprived theinsaisys of many
a pleasure and have spent all their spare time and even their vacation in earning
whatevet they could to enable them to remain in collge. Such instances are
e% en more common among less advanoed students who struggle to reach the
highest round of the educational ladder.

As a testimony of the awakening of China to western 'civilization, groups of
students have, from time to time within the lust the or four years. been sent
to the United States by the Chinese Govelyment to pursue adVillIMI vita profes-
sional courses in subjects of which the Chtna of to-day is in greatest need.
The students are so Nuttily represented in every department of instruction in
the universities that one can not say that one department has a greater attrac-
tion for Chinese students that; another. Educagon cut not be too varied or too
broad for the needs of China of to-day. It must not be thought for a moment
that the time of the Chluese sttidekit is devoted entirely to the lutellectual and
strictly neadentic side of life. Debatiug. college journalism, college societies,
and athletics have their representatives in Chinese students. .Even such a
strenuous sport us Amedmin footbaJI has Its charms for the Chinese boy.

An encouraging aspect in the educatieli of Chinese in the United States is the
increasing number of_atudents in the secondary «choOls, which are to them
preparatod schools in a stricter sense than thy are te'American students.
The eiluention of the Chinese student very seldom stops upon the completion of
the secondary course; it ends Moretrequently withflie elementary course, if it
etul(fat nil. For it is en, easier step front the secondary school to the university
than it is from the elementary to the secondary' school. The barrier in the way
of the .eldnese student seems to be the four years In the secondary school.
Having once entered it, his mind is settled as to the course which he Intends to
pursue in college.

weely red that it is impossible to ascertain very much concerning them.

The ez f vt he elementary pupils at% very 'varied, itud these pupils are so

Slice It to say that there has been tt,very happy and general Increase In their
number throughout the cotintry.. Parents have begun to realise the value of an
educat,ion lu western ideals and civilization.

summary. let. me cite some statistics whirl) have been gathered. by the
Chine*: Students' Alliance, Ths*Mlal number 'of Chinesestudentslan United
Stab* universitlei is 46, of which 28 are government students an are se*
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supporting f 9 are graduate students. (Later statistics show that the total num-
ber of Chinese students n the universities of this country is 51, and that there
are 19 graduate studen . Editor,] The distribution of these students Is as
-follows: In the University of California, 17; in Columbia University, 0; in Cor-
nell University, 5; in the Massachusetts Institute of Technology; 5; in Yule
University, 4; in Oberlin College, 2; in Princeton University, and in New
York University, 1. A large number of Chinese students are attending technical
and rrofessional colleges, but full data concerning them could not be obtaind.
Secondary school students number about 00, and the number of girls In the
intermediate and secondary schools is 10.

Of course, the above statistics are very unsatisfactori,'hut they mark a be-
ginning in the right direction. Before long theChInese Students' Alliance hopes
to be able to communicate with every Chinese student in tills country, and also
to create an- Interest In the unity of the purpose which should be foremost In the
mind Of every Chinese student.

Table showing the number of Chinese students in 1905 and the time of their
grg dua /toe.

Courses. Graduate,
students. 1907. 1964.'

r

1910. 1911.

3

1912.

1

Political science
Irw

2
2'

Military science 1

Navy
1Economics 1 , 1' 1 al,

Commerce 1 1 1 .

Banking ... 1

Railway engineering 1 1 5 I 3 I 4 2
Military engineering 1 1

Sanitary engineering
Agriculture 1 4

1

2 ..I
Mitring 2 1 1 4 ..1
Mining engineering 2 1

Mechanical engineering . 1 . " , 3 2 1
Electrical engineering ... I' I ; I I

Physics 1
I

1

Chemistry 1 2 ! 1.
Textile manufacture 4 !

Teat ',lag 3 1 1 2
Medical science 1 1 I.

1,1Dentistry
I I

I 1

Total 19

The following article appeared in a publicatiod of thls:4r

CHINESE STUDENTS IN AMERICAN UNIVERSITIES.

S By T. Y. CHANG, 1907, CALIFORNIA.

Total.

iLi

Through Chinese students studying in America the influence of Atnericati
universities on new China can not be overestimated. As China has been-rapidly
wakening since the Boxer war and is trying to Introduce western sciences and
institutions, she is now in great need of those students who ve received
higher education from western countries. For such an education erica fur-
nishes the Chitese youths the best chance. According to a rec Chinese

Alkatistical publication, the number of Chinese students in American universities
411Ins greater than in any other western country. These students, owing to the

tact that the demand for their services is so great, while their number Is so
small, are much more valuable to China than Aknerican students to America.
The tendency pf the Chinese public opinion to-day, as well as the recent policy

.
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of the Peking Government, shows that the influence of students educated in
western countries, especially in America, will in the near future, be strongly
felt throughout the celestial empire; and this influence is practically that of
American universities.

China to-day needs men of higher modern education. She needs engineers to
build her railroads and to open up her mines: she needs mechanics anil chemists .
to supervise her factories; and sheTheeds lawyers and economists to make her
new laws and to direct her financial policies. With these needs urging her from
all sides, China has realized the importance of having her youths educated in
western countries. The youths have realized, too, the imminent necessity of
their country, and have been thus impelled to seek their education in western
universities.

Now, American universities, especially the University of California, attract
Chinese students notch more than European universities, perhaps with the ex-
ception of those of England. The reason is twofold: First, the English lap guage
Is comparatively familar to Chinese youths; second; they can find friends of
their own nationality in America much more easily than in Europe. In fact,
the total number of Chinese students In American universities and colleges at
present has reached 56. of which California has IS.

As to the work of Chinese students In this country. a number of them have
shown remarkable ability to master higher studies, A few Instances will prove
this to be true. lir. C. II. Wang, a young man of ongs24, who graduated from
Yale last June with ice degree of D. C. L., has been elected a member of Phi
Delta Phi. Again, De c. Y. Yun, also a young man of 27, W4114 awarded a uni-
versity fellowship for his excellent work in political science, and was honored
lagt June with the degree of Ph. D. Moreover, there are n number .4 Chinese
graduate students in eastern universities who are candidates far higher degrees.
These factm show that the mental power of Chinese youths, speaking generally.
Is no weaker ti% that of any American youths: and thisdnsorys their future
success.

The real great success ofthese stuthints, however, rests upon their ability to
apply their academic knowledge: to convey American ideastto their people;
and to Influence them with what the atudents themselves have been influenced
by American universities. 'r prove that it is a success or a failure in regard
to this point, time nod experience have not been long .enough, although n few
of the auccessful Chinese students have been 'reeently summoned home and
placed In influential positions. Thgir future, anyhow, Is very bright. Their
influence on their countrymen will surely be enormous and irresistible. They
will be a huge bridge across the Pacific (titan between America and China,
over which American civilization travels. They will be a marvelous means
of transportation that transports American ideas to and distributes them
throughout the vast middle kingdom. They will be able to modify the public%
opinion of their country that more than half n-century of ordinary contact with
the Occident am not rusodify. They will to insure a pence and trade In
the Far East that treaties and milLary -*ices can not insure.' In one word,
these students will be the most natural medium and,moat effective instruments
through and with which American civilization. or rather American university
education, can exert Its wonderful influence on the new China.

7In the same publication appeared an article which deserves con:
ration. It enters a protest against the idea that education in

American collegeseappeals to Chineso students (*its technical side.
only. The article in question was read before the annual
of the Etietern Alliance held in Amherst.
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IMPORTANCE OF ACADEMIC EDUCATION.

By S. C. Surf.

Fellow-students and fellow-countrymen: I hardly think It is necessary for
me to repeat to you the object or this conference. I .take it for granted that
every one of' ua who Is attending this conference knows what he is here for.
It bra rare opportunity that we. scattered In a foreign land so vast as America,
are able to gather here In Amherst to make acquaintance with each other Mid
to Ixcliange our id'as and the knowledge which we lade gained and appro-
priated in the different schools during the past academic year. I even'consider
it a great 'Privilege that we are able to meet here. It is only through the
hospitality of the people of Amherst at large ajar the efforts of a. few mem-
bers of our alliance and some other favorable circumstances that this con-
ference Is made possible. Probably ninny of our mentlmr14 who have been lung-
ing for it whole year,) o clone to this conference are, now, for one reason or
another, not able to be present. We are the .fortIM111e ;and privileged ones.
Having stall an opportunity and having such a privilege, it is now up to us
to make this conference a mostprofitable atal a most successful one. Let eNery
one of us who Is attending this conference marry something away with him
sodally as well as intellectually. I do not know any subject that I can steakk
on this morning that will be more beneficial and useful to us than the subjep)
"Importance of academic education."

Recently I read over tite'last report published by our students in the Western.
States of America, and found that out of 305 students in American colleges
and universities, not more than 9 or 10 are 'devoting themselves to academie
education. Almost 90 per cent of our men in this country are taking courses
purely professional.

When Pei-Yang students came to this country a few weeks ago. my attention
was tgu irl aroused. I do not kinow how accurate the accurst given in the news-
papers is,' but It shows tlatt not one of the :19 newcomers is to study iiinfr

the line of academic education. It seems strange that the offspring of it people ,

who have studlednothIng but philosophy and literature for the past two, thou-
sand years should desert literature and philosophy altogether as soon as they
come In contact with modern Addle°. it may be that the law of action and
reaction which applies In the physical world applies Nullity- In human tastes
and habits. Is if because our habits have Inclined too much In the past toward
philosophy anti our tastes have been too exclusively cultivated in the line of
literature that we are so thirsty for professional studies to-day; or Is It because
materialism, which charactertzeanodern civilization so ,strongly, has already,
rooted Itself mind of our you studentsstudents and entirely swept away their in-
herited habits and tastes? Whatever the cause of thls rush for professions
may be, we can sn with confidence that unless we are aware of the weakness.
of such a rush and guard ourselves ,aglainst it, China will suffer from -Its
results,in the near future.

I realize the fact that our country is In need of a great many engineers-and
professional men nt present and even more WI the future. China's rsallronds are
yet to be built. Her mineral resources are yet to be developed. 'fiihe has at
present hardly any industry and commerce, which In the tett fifty fears will
have to grow t, accommojlate the grorth of, the nation. Such men ae lawyers,
financiers, eugineers, chemists, and agrictilturists will hare abundant chn
is show their talents and abilities. They will have more work to dO than eut

can do. And.fellowtstudents, China needs her gown sons had daughters to help
her. BO can not and,lie Is not to-depend upon foreign Mime to supiSly 134'
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with helpers and workers of any kind. Therefore, I want to make myself under-
stood that tidy Idea is not to discourage any among us from taking professional
courses, but rather to show .the Importance of academic education and to cautionsw
those who are pursuing professional studies not to neglect their academic
education. -

Let us consider n moment the bearing of academic et mutton upon our country
tie a whole. The civilization of a nation advances with the education of her
people. The progress of China toward modern civilization will be measured by
the intellectual condition of lier people. At present, although they are not
without well-educated men and women in China, yet, take the nation as a whole,
we ran not deny that the greater or' of the mass is ignorant. To educate the
mass of our people Is one of most essential steps toward elevating the civi-
lization of our country. WI .n the time comes. we, the students of to-day, can
Lot escape the resionsibillty f leading the educational movements in our father-
land. In order to become able and successful educational leaders, a thorough
general educe t ion is absolutely necessary.

'fake the question of text-books. which is one of the hardest problems for our
educatorsto solve to-day. Our schools at present have hardly any efficient text-
books. Many schools, In consequtnce, have to educate their students through
English text-books. 'We must have text-books In.tour own language. Unless we
hoer them, It is almost an impossibility to eltamte the great mass who never
have studied any other language than their own. The students of to-day will
bade to be the text-book writers for the coining generation. Is it reasonable,
then, that we should prepare ourselves for that kind of work by having a good,
thorough, academic education?

(tur.educated class has alway's been trusted tind even worshiped in the past:
they arlikven more 50 to-day: Tind undoubtedly such a prestige will continue in
the future. /A well-educated person will have far greater influence upon the
people than those who are not so educated. Let those who contemplate to be
successful leaders consider this deeply and seriously.

Again, n broad academic education gives a certain kind of culture which is
necessary for the advancement of our society. A man may he a successful
engineer, yet l nay not be a man of culture. be may do a great deal of good
work along his profession, yet he may no,t benefit society as a whole. At
present our moiety is undergoing a great reformation under the Influence of
westjim civilization. Men and women of sound educatibn, strong character, and
tine culture are special" needed for guiding the course of our society.

And then, looking from a personal point of view, a thorough academic edu-
cation gives a person a great deal of pleasure and makes life more interesting
and more enjoyable. Professional studies afford us nears of living, but give
us no enjoyments. Liberal education,.hoWever, is 'otherwise. It broadens our
mind as well as enriches our life. More than Abet, d 'exerts much influence
aeon Ilse inner life cf it person, which to a great extent, determines the mode of
life of n man or woven.

I do not intend to/persuade all to take a degree, of A. D. before commencing
their ftrofessional studies. That Is an impossibility. Circumstancesado not
allow everyone Jo have such on opportunity. Some of us may,have.financial
difficultlea; and some of us probably are obliged to rettirn home Within a certain
'Writ of time. Gentlemen, a degree floes not necessarily mean education. Edu-
elation limy bcobtained Without harleg a degree. Of course, for ihoee nho are
fortunate enough tO,be'able to take an °cif:161211c Course previous V theft' pro-
fesslonal educathin, 7t bri, wise to dd so. IRA even for thoSe who are trot so
fortunate,"a genre) education eanOe likewfao Obialned through wide. reading

:. P' , -
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and constant attendance at useful Lectures which are often given the mil.
Yersities for the benefit of the professional students.

In conclusion, I may mention another-thing in connection with this subject
which may be considered as a part of our academie education, and even of
greater importance to us. I mean our own language and literature. No matter
where we are and what we are studying. let its not, forget that a thoongb
understaSding of our own language and literature is absolutely necessary for
our work In China.' I do not care how well-educated a persoU muy is, if he
Is not well up in his ova language and literature, he will render very little
service to his country. At least, 11 person, not knowing how to read anti %%rite
his own language, will he placed at a great disadvantage in serving his own
people. Many of the students who were sent abroail to study twenty years ago
have already experienced such disadvantages. May none of its who are here
today suffer from a handicap again. Il Is better to let nil other learnings go
than to have our own language neglected on their account. Therefore, fellow-
students, when you leave this conference', bear in mind the Importance of
academic education, and make the study of Chinese language and literature a
part of your ilt* work.

The work of the conforenees of 're students in the Eastern States
is thus reviewed in the last "confereve" number of the Monthly :

A REVIEW OF OUR CONFERENCES.

In reviewing the history of our past conferences, tve see that its development
has been most eneouraging. In the first meeting, held at Amherst, there were
only about thirty Chinese students. In the following year the numbet*was in.'
creased threefold, and In our last conferenee, at Arminver. the number ivies still
greater. Myreover, the new features introduced and the more hearty support of
the attendants made that gathering In Andover such a memorable and delightful
one that those who were present have heard repenting the re-
mark: " I am so delighted by the prin.:re. ur conference. 1 enjoyed so much
that I must attend our conference next year." With such antlVpations as this
we can say with certainty that not only the attendance at this year's conference
at Ashbuntham will break all the records of prevlops years, but the success,. it lid
hence the enjoyments will 11}F40 surpass that of former conferences. :There will
be more acqualntances,'better friendship, more fun, and more good time this
year than ever before! What a bright outlook we have before us! What a
glorious anticipation!

But there must be a reason for the wonderful progress which each consecutive
conference has attained. In the first place success depends upon the spirit and
Interest with which we enter into our undertakihgs. The greater success we
attained is a synonym of the deeper fnterest each one of us has tagen. We all
.realize the importance of this Jearly gathering in which, we may become 31C
quainted with one another and undest0 each other better so that we may be
able to work harmoniously after our return to Chain. Wr. young people of com-
mon interest me together froin different parts of Chiba and various institu-
tips of th Uni States, and find in each other characteristics that make for
sfivager and more permanent friendship. The enlarging of one's circles of cc-
qifidatante alone makes the seven days oar great value in the developing of a
richer and more enjoyable life. litany persons testify that the conference Nos
beeti he principal opportunity bywhich they get acquainted with so many of.
thelr'fellow students. .' What an invaluable clan& I Row gratifying It Is that
we ein thns,meet and encourage rectiotber In our lines of preparations for our
Adore' work and enjoy each other fellowship I

i
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The Influence which each yeir's conference has upon the student body Is, In-
deed, powerful.' It.instills into the mind of each individual the spirit of unity,
and it helps to raise the standard of our moral character. These are the very
'traits whicji all of as must strive for, and certainly everyone who had attended
the past conferences had gained something from them. Students bring with them
yarious customs and traditions of the different Institutions. Those from one

..institution Impart something new to those from another. Surely we can not
help learning something useful and inspiring from so many valuable sources. *-In order to make the conference still more enjoyable. sonte'ehanges hi the old
programme have been made. ifithertofore, there have been too ninny business
meetings which could hay e been eliminated. Extlerience, hoyever, has taught us
to finality our Mans. hi place of such business nieetintat, there will be social
gat herings In which'everyone will have ample opportunity' to become acquainted
with each other and Co enjoy various entertainments more heartily. We all
rv,ollect the pleasant gathering in the Arehteolegy 111111 of Aothfver Acadeniy.
The ringing of merriment and the sound of laughter of that evening are still
audible. The huge bonfire is still within the view of our. tiAnory, and the
beautiful, chtierfni, smiling faces of the ladies who attended our open-air enter-
tainment firing us back to the pleasant memories of our past times. With the
experience of former years and with the thorough preparations of the various
committees, many themhersof which have been in Ashburnham throughout the
summer to perfect dm errata:entente, and who have in view the enjoyment of the
delegates, we 0111 14:1 fel y..17oli forward to a gathering that can not be surpassed
In it.s success.

Per each conference we have secured several men' of high intellectual ability
to speak to US. Do we not remember the valuable and instructive talks of Mr.
Stearns, lion. Chow Twin, and. other men: We ought to be.thankful
that we have been favored by the presence of such thinkers who have sacrificed
time and energy In order to fulfill our expectations. This year we shall have
men equally well qualified to speak to us, and the messages which they shall
convey to us will he weiconmd with deep appreelation. "

The work. of the Alliance for the past year (1907-8) is given in
the following report, which appears in the last (November) isAie of
the Monthly.

THE YEAR'S WORK.

1E11)014 oeeretary's report rtati HI the 1110 corifetenCe, Ashbornham, 24sots.1

The President and Members of the Chinexa, Students' Alliance of the Eastern
Unijed States of America:

On behalf of the Chinese Students' Alliance of theelltstern States, United
States of America, I beg to submit the following *port on the general progress
and work of the Alliance for the year 1(107 ti, ending August 20, 1905.

One of the chief features of last year's work NVIS the revision of the con-
stitution and by-laws by which the board of executives, the board of repre-
sentatives and the hoard of editors were established. Since that change the
work of the Alliance has been much improved and this improvement has been .
seen and felt by all.

/The work of the boaril of executives for the past twelve months was faithfully
and dutifully done, Much of its success was due ,to the hearty cooperation
of the other two boards and also the assistance of the members in general.

Afterdtbe organization of the board of representatives the work of the execu-
tive b&rd has been greatly facilitated. Though the .enactruents of the hoard
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of representatives have not been carried out as promptly ns might otherwise
be expected, yet it intuit .not he overlooked that Its members are too far sepa-
rated from one another.. Separated though they are, still it is hoped that they
will devite means to transact their business in n, better and prompter way
ih the future. 4". \-The Chinese Students' Monthly has achieved wonderful progress In the
record of Its work and activity. The English se, 'Ion of the Monthly has de-
veloped into a good-sized magazine with un,ever-increasIng demand and popaa

Its expenses last year were entirely defrayed by the receipts from
subscriptions and advertisements and the publication is now self-sit pleiribig.
One point, however. Is mit to be passed unmentioned, that is. its irregularity
In issuing. Tiaft must be remedjed and improved in the Netting yiatr. The
Chinese section of the Monthly is net very promising. On account (if the
difficulty on the part of the management to secure proper Chinese printing.
thepublIcationhas not as yet been issuefl. It Is strongly urged that steps be
taken in this conference toward the improvement or better organization of
the entire management.

Another sign of progress which the AllInnee made last year was the increase
of Its thembership., roll. The Alliance has now 195 members, including 4 inana-
ary members, of whom 78 per'eent are students In t he universities. colleges, and
technical institutions In the East and the rest are at tubing in high schools 411111

'academies. It is gratifying to note that two of our Members bncc been elo.ciiI
to the Honor Society of Alma XI mid one to the student boaill of representa-
tives or one of the large universitieri

pne of the notable things which deserves special mention here is the toterest
taken in us by the members of the Chinese legatioin at Washington. For the
purpose of promoting the different phases of athletics, a silty of $70 who pre-
sented to the confoienee for prizes to Is` awarded to ,ae most successful con-
testants. Another sign of flublfc interest was the presentation of two pl'iZOM
by the Ithaca and Pennsylvania clubs the former it gold medal to the best
orator and the latter a handsome banner F."6 the winning debating.team. Other
Clubs, however, also are not slow la showing their Internet in the conferetil
events.

With all the progress we have 'Made tg tpe past year there is one great
difficulty which, It seems to mc,ha ben a h nirauce to the work of the Alliance
and which we must overcome If we hope to have n contInatNI Ar the
Alliance is rapidly growing in size, its business demands nt(1/e than eVer, better
cooperation between the different boards and thy. members. The indifferent
attitude on the part of many of our members Is Indeed a gilt detriment to the
welfare of the Alliance. Unless we are contented to remain where we are, we
;mist strive tt secure thorough cooperation, which is the secret of success. Let
us one and all hear in mind that the Afitauce exists for the welfare and benefit
of all of us. It every member takes 'an active Interest In the adialuistration.
better cooperation will be attained' and the progress of the Alllince of the
coining year will be even greater than that of the past.

Respectfully submitted.

'71
K. L: CASUAL RUN,

English Mit retnry.._

It has been thought worth while to plint in full tke COnstitntiOn,s abob
of the twobrariehes. They show the admirablo.field for training in
parliamentary organization and procedure,which the Alliance offers.
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CONSTITUTION OF THE CHINESE STUDENTS: ALLIANCE, EASTERN
STATES, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.

ARTICLE I. NAME

The organization shall be known as the Chinese Students Alliance, of East-
ern States,jUnited States of .:1tuerIca.

A RTICI.E I I.--DEFI N 11'101.

1. fly "Chinese squdents" are meant those Chinese or persons N;111111,41 as
eitittese by right of paternal descent or of natrriage who at the time of triply-
ing far, awnkbership are students of recognized univ

.

ersities, colleges, or tithe(
edocaNnial institutions in Eastern StatesA United Pttates of America.

'2. Its " Eastern Sfittes " are meant the States if Maine, Vermont, New
ilangadare, Massachusetts, Cauteetient Rhode Island, New York, Pennsyb
canna. New :Jerse, I claware., Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia, North Caro-
lina, South Carolina., Georgia. Florida. Michigan, Ohio, Indiana, Kentucky;
Tennessee, Ml slssippl, Alabama, 1.4Misinto, Arkansas, Missouri, Illinois, Iowa,
NVIsconsln, Nihmesota. and District of Columbia.

irrierr. I I ryrs.
111.1. To labor for the general welfare of China, both at home and abroad.

2. To keep Chinese students in Americ. in close touch with one another.
3. To promdte their coninual hserests.

A RT I CLE I VSOFFICERS.

The Alliance mil have a president, a vice-presillent.n l'Inuese secretary, an
English secretary, a treasurer, a boa rdiof representatives, and a board of
editors

Arrici.r. E BOARD OF EX ECTYTI PER.

1. Nature.Tha board of executites shall consist of the president, the vice-
president, the Chluese secretary, the English secretary, and the treasurer

.of the Alliance,
2. liutir,q.(a) The president shall preside at all meetings of the board

or of the A 11 knee, administer all laws of the Alliance, and recommend to the
hoard of ntiwesentatIvesInr action such tiliggestIons as are consistent with the
objects of the Altlance.

(0 The vice--president shall assume and dischitrge all the duties of the
president In IV event of the hatter's absence.

(el The Chinese secretary shall take charge of all the cotrespondence of
the Alliance and keep a record of its work Intlii/hinese.

(da The English secretary shall take charge of ajl .the coftespontience of
the Alliance and keep /I record of Its work In English.

(e) The treasurer shall collect, receive, and have custody'of all funds due
or belonging to the Alliance, pay all bills not exceeding $25 In value and others
(ply when approved by tilt; auditor of the board of representativts, and make'
n report at the end of each- month of the receipts and expenditures of the

4 AllianCe, and a ilnaLzeport of the same at the expiration of his tertuJof office,
to the said auditor. The treasurer shall also keep a list of the members of the
]nuance, both in Chinese and in &OA.

a 1
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3. Powers. (a) The president shall have power to call special meetings, veto
enactments of the board of representatives, fill vacant offices on the executive
board, and appoint committees, with the consent of the board of representatives.

(b) The treasurer shall have power to appoint committees, to collect member.
ship fees and special contributions.

ARTICLE VI.THE BOARD OF REPRESF.NTATIVES.

1. Nciture.The board of representatives shall be constituted by delegates
from any group of members of the Alliance, and shall have a chairman, It seen.,
tau, and an auditor, chosen from and by the delegatsf.

Vach group shall consist of at least five members of the Alliance and shall
send one delegate to the hoard of representatives. If the group consists of
more than five members, then for each additional five one more delegate shall
be sent No members shall be represented by two delegates at the same time.

2. Duties.Tbe board shall look after the best interests of the members and'
enact such laws as are conducive to the general welfareof the Alliance.

(a) The chairman of the board shall presido.over pill meetings of the board.
(b)' The secretary shall take charge of the correspondence of the board.
(c) The auditor shall audit all hills of the Alliance, exceeding $25 in rah*,

before payment by the treasurer, and shall reject such as proven wasteful at
unnecessary.

3. Pau-et-B.The board shall have power to make all appropriations, borrow
,money, raise contributions at the recommendation of the treasurer, and make
all laws with the approval of the president, or, if they apply to the board of
editors only,'Nvith the approval of the editors in chief and business managers)
concerned. .1f In the case of the former the president disapproves an act pre
sented to him by the board, or in the case of the latter the editors in chief and
business managers disapprove an act similarly presented, the same act can be
repassed by the board by two-thirds majority.

ARTICLE VI 1. THE BOARD OF l'ITOREL

1. Nature.The board of editors shall have an English department and a
Chinese department; each department shall have an editorial staff consisting of
one editor in chief and four associate editors and a business staff consisting of
one business manager and two assistant business managers.

2. Duties.(a) The English department shall publish In English the Chinese
Students' Monthly monthly throughout the college year, and the Chinese depart-
ment shall publish in Chinese the Chinese Students' Annual once a year.

(b) The business stall' shall take charge of subscriptions and advertisettent
printing, and circulation of their respective publications.

(e) The.bualness manager of the English department shall make a bimonthly
report, and the business manager of the -61nese department shall make an

"}tai report to the treasurer of their respective financial sOodThg.
3..Powera.The board shall have entire control of the said publications,

subject only to the enactments of the board of representatives.
Within three weeks after the annual election the editor In chief of each

department shall _appoint four associate editors and business manager, two
assistant managers of their respective publications- with the consent of the
board of t epreeentatives.
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ARTICLE VIMCLASSIFICATION or MEMBERSHIP.

1. Active members who are Chinese students as defined under Article II.
2. Nonactive members who, once actil ixtembers, have left America or entered

business or profession In America.
3. Honorary members, irrespectiv of race or nationality, who may have

achieved distinguished services to China or to the Alliance.

ARTICLE 1X.-1110HTS AND PRIVILEGE/3 OF MEMBERSHIP.

1. Active members shall have the right to vote and to hold offices.'
2. Nonactive and honorary members are entitled to enjoy all the rights and

privileges of active members except the power to vote 'and election to office.
3. On the payment of the regular programme fee ally active member who Is

to attend the annual conference may appoint a delegate to represent him
at the conference, provided that the delegate himself is an active member of

e Alliance, and that he is duly authorized with a written credential, signed
by the absentee in the presence of another active member. Upon the presents-
lieu of such authorized written credentials to the English secretary, and after -
having been duly authorized by him, the delegate is thereby empowered.to cast
vote or the absent member. No delegate, however, shairrepresent more than
two sent members at the same conference.

ARTICLE X.APPITICATION FOR MEMBERSHIP.

Any Chinese attOlent, as defined in Article H. shall he eligible to membership,
provided that he or she files an application with the English or Chinese secre -
tar and is reported favorably a?ier a careful investigation by a special com-
mittee of three appointed by the president at his discretion. dib%

ARTICLE XLREMIONATION.

1. Resignation of membership or from office sheet to the president in
a written form. which. after being approved. shall be pub ii shed in the Monthly.

2. No resignation of membership shall be accepted until all dues are paid.

ARTICLE. X li.NOM !NATIONS AND ELIICTIONS.

1. All officers of the Alliance (except those stated in section 3, Article 'II)
shell be electtid by popular and direct vote.

2. The board of executives, the editors In chief, and the business manage%
of the two publications shall be elected annually at the Chinese studentR' con-
ference. .

3. The board of repreeentillitvea shall be elected once n year. on or before the
second Monday of November.

4. Qualified a3plicants for membership may be elected, to the Alliance by two-
.

thirds majority at any time by the board of representatives.
5. Honorary membeIs shall be elected only at the annual conference.
G. The term of all office bearers on the board of executives and on the board

of editors expires at the end of the first annual conference after their election,
While the term of delegates on the board of representatives closes at the begin-
ning of the annual conference, but the board must act temporarily until the new
board is formed.

7. Officeholders on the board of executives and on the board of editors are
not eligible for delegates on the board of representatives.
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ARTICLE XIII.-AMENDMENTS.

The constitution and by-laws may be amended at the annual conference, the
former by a vote of t/o-thirds majority and the latter by a vote of a majority
of the members present. Notices of proposed amendments shall be published In
the Monthly at least two months before the annual conference at which the pro-
posed amendments shall be discussed.

V."

by-Laws.

ARTICLE I.-SUBSCRIPTION AND CONTRIBUTION.

1. All active members shall be required to pay a membership fee of $2 gold
every year.

2. kit active members shall each he required to pay, according to their re-
spective ability, contributions whenever deethed necessary, In the form of ;t
resolution paSsed by the board of representatives at the recommendation of the
treasurer.

3. All nonactive members are required to pay a fee of at least $5 gold upon
becoming such,

4. All honorary members shall be exempted from all dues, but they are given
opportuulti to.show their interest when the Alliance raises a standing fund or
in time of titiancial need-

s ARTICLE II.Punucrry.

All the work and reports of the Alliance shall be published in the Monthly,
subject to the discretion of the board of editors.

ARTICLE Hr.-DISQUALIFICATION OF MEMBERSHIP.

1. Any member who falls to pay his membership dues at the end of the first
half year after receipt of notification shall be deprived of all rights and privi-
leges of a member until such payment is made.

2. Any member who violates the constitution and by-laws, or commits any act
of misconduct, shall be subject to expulslon.from the Alliance after Investigation
and conviction by the board of representatives.

THE CONSTITUTION OF THE PACIFIC COAST CHINESE
STUDENTS' ASSOOLATION.

ARTICLE

The association, being the nucleus of the Chinese students on the ,Pacilic
coast, shall be called " The Pacific Coast Chinese Students' Ailsociation:'

Asnout ILOpt:or,

The object of the association shall be id unite the Chinese students In tb,
MOM States t'Qr compost beiketlt. .
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Amin/ In.Mr-mina Pt Acs.

The reception the Chinese Stu .ents' Club House, Berkeley, shall r*
temporarily be taken as meeting place of the association.

ARTICLE IV.- ORGANIZATION.

The organization shall consist of: (a) Three executive officers, (b) a were-
taryin Chinese, t) a secretary in English, and (d) a treasurer.

ARTICLE V.-DUTIES OF OFFICERS.

(n) I)uty of the executive officers:
The executive officers shall execute what is decided upon by the members.

In case it is incapable of being executed or there is any important business,
they may at any time call the members together to hold a ureeetiftg for the

mumose.
(b) Duty of the secretary In Chinese:

The secretary in Chinese shall have the charge of the correspondence (in
Chinese) of the association, shall keep record of the proceedings of each meet-
ing, and shall rend the minutes of the last meeting. to member may ask the
secretary for the minute-book to rend before or after the meeting in case there
is anything that he happens not to understand.)

Duty of the secretary In English:
The secretary in English shall have the charge of the correspondence (in

English) of the association, and shall send previous notice to the members
in case a meeting is to take place.
(d) Duty of the treasurer:

The treasurer shall collect from members both the regular and special con-
tributions. lie shall have the power to demand from the members the pay-
men of whatever is overdue. Ile shall not pity any sum exceeding $5 to defray
such expenses as have not been decided and approved by the members.

ARTICLE V I.- TERM OF OFFICE.

The term of the office shall be half a year. An officer shall not holdgeffiee con-
secuively for three times.

ARTICLE V 11.-NI Ell RUSH IP.

(a) Classillcation of members:
(1) Active members who have the power to vote.
(2) Associate members who have net the power to vote.
(3) Honorary members who have not the power to vote.

(b) Qualification of members.
(1) All the Chinese students in the United States regardless of sex who are

10 years of age are eligible for active members of the association.
(2) Those who are under 16 years of age are eligible for associate members.
(3) All Chinese officials, gentry, scholars, and merchants who make con-

tributions to the association will be Invited to be honorary members.&,..

.1!

, -4,14,
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(c) Mule of admission:
All the Chinese students in the United States regardless of sex who wish

birthplaces, and residentee, and shall be introduced by one of the members.
to be admitted to the association shall prepare a list of their names, ages,

(d) Right of ,members: .
All the actIve members shall have the right to discust aud decide the business

of the association.
ARTICLE VIII.--CONTRIBUTION.

(a) Regular contribution :
The regular contribution of an active member shall be $1 (United States cur-

rency) a year, to be paid in two instalments one at the general meeting in
January and the other at the general meeting in July.
(b) Special contribution:

(1) In case th4 regular contribution is not sufficient to cqver the general
expenses of the association, each member shall have to pay his share assessed.

(2) In case of expenses needed for some important purpose, the executive
officers may at any time call a meeting. and the members may contribute any
amount they please.

ARTICLE IX. -TINE OF MEETING,

(of General meeting: --
There shall be every year two general meetings to be held before the opening

of the school. The executive officers shall appoint the time of the general
meeting, when the election of new officers will take place.
(b) Nfonthly meeting:

The monthly meeting shall be held on the first Saturday of every month at
1 o'clock p. to discuss and decide what is to be done during the month.
(c) jilpecial. meeting:

(1) In case of Important business the executive officers may at any time
calk" meeting.

(2) In case of important business, and when three or more members request
the executive officers to appoint a day to call a meeting, the latter shall hate
to comply with such n request.

ARTICLE X.-AMENDMENT OF Cassririlrios.

In case any five members at the time of general me etting propose to amend
the constitution with the approval of the majority of the members, a special
committee shall be elected by vote to undertake the work of anienffiRent. The
said committee shall make report of the amendment at the first monthly
meeting after the general meeting, or at the special meeting appointed by the
executive officers. Such amendment shall be enforced if it meets the approval
of the two-thirds of the members.

ARTICL1 XI.INLITTLEMENT TO CONEITITTITIOit

In ease any one member at any time proposes supplethents or additions to
the constitution, such supplements or additions shall be therein inserted, If
they are not contrary to gm (Wilting constitution and meet the approval of the
majority Of the members. P
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Supplementary Articles.

(Approrei July 16. 1905.)

ARTICLE I.

The three executive officers shall by turn preside 11w meeting every month.

ARTICLE I I.

One who has already been elected to he an offieer shall not bold any other
office designated in the constitution.

ARTICLE-.
.

An officer may temporarily have the management of a mpecial bush"

ARTICLE I\.

The Article XI In the constitution fin ease any one mepiher at any tit e pro-
poses supplements or additions, etc.) means that one makes a moil ti and
another seconds it.

ARTICLE V.

There shall be a reception committee, consisting of two members, whose
ditty Is to act as a guide and give information to the Chinese students coming
to the United States.

Armco.: VI. ..

There shall be an asalstant secretary in Chinese.

SUGGESTIONS ANT) ADVICE.
[The editor of the Bulletin taken a personal responsibility for points of suggestion and

advice offered in this section.]

I. Preparatory work.For the student expecting to pursue a course
in an American college the question inevitably arises, Is it best to go
to a preparatory school in the United States, or to finish preparatory
work before starting, or to combine the two plans by commencing pre-
pairatory work in a school in Chirea and completing it in an Ameri-
can school! As between these three plans some difference of opinion
will be found to exist. It needs must be said that study in an Ameri-

&can college is likely to offer fewer difficulties to the student who Has
already had experience in an American. preparatory school. The
acquaintance with spoken colloquial English acquired in preparatory
study smooths the way for the easier comprehension of instruction in
university subjects. It relieve; the student of a serious handicap at
the beginning of his college studies. Against this advantage may be
urged the objection that attendance at both a preparatory school and

!,-"teet

.44111101ftigialialoPF:
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a college lengthens the time of residence in the United States and
keeps the student to that extent out of touch with his own countrv:

Without wishing to support one view or the other, the editor
ventures to suggest that the secondary work now offered in China
itself amply covers the ground required for college entrance. This
subject has already been discussed, however, under a different head-
ing, in dealing with the special provisions for the entrance of Chinese
students now adopted by the admission boards of different colleges.
If the student will exert himself to acquire readiness in written and
spoken English, a thing which is gradually becoming more possible
in China, he will find himself quite able, with the preparatory work
from aChinese school, to enter upon a college course in America with
profit. Moreover, as a future Chinese gentleman of affairs lie will
undoubtedly find it to his advantage to have as mature a knowledge
as possible of his own classics before his hold on them is perhaps
superseded by the assimilation of a foreign culture.

Attention may be called to the fact thdt the age limit for entrance
required by most colleges tends to advance rather than to recede. A
greater degree of maturity is now assumed at matriculation than
formerly. Although 16 years is the normal age, before which a
student is not expected to matriculate, the majority of American.stn-
dents seldom complete their preparatory work before the age of
18 or 19. The same degree of maturity is naturally expected from
Chinese students.

II. Choice of a college.On this subject it is obviously impossible
to go beyond the extent of offering very general advice. With more
than one hundred institutions to choose from, selection becomes very
difficult. Yet a little reflection will show that for each individual
student the range of choice is, after all, more or less limited. If a
student knows (1) the means at hi4 disposal, and (2) the locality in
which he wishes to reside, the problem of selection becomes easier.

Geographically the colleges of the United States may be arranged
according to the following groups: Pacific coast, Western, Middle
Western, Southern, and Eastern. Each secUon has relative ad-
vantages and disadvantages. In each the tone of society and public
feeling is distinctive. While in each Chinese students are welcomed;
experience goes to show that some sections has% proved more-con-
genial and attractive than others.

Judging from statistics at hand, based upon records of the Alliance
of the Eastern States and the Pacific Coast Association, Chinese
students-seem to gravitate toward the larger universities; and it must
be confessed that the broad cosmopolitan spirit which reigns in these
institutions is perhaps peculiarly agreeabljo them. The proximity
of these larger institutions to one or another of the big cities of the
United States has adtantages; it enables the student to see at first
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hand the more varied phases of American social life, the organization
of industries, the working out of economic pioblems, the procedure of
modern municipal government,, the value of public hygiene, and the
general system of public philanthropy and public works. Against
this tendency to congregate in the larger universities a protest has
recently been raised, and the point .calls for very serious considera-
tion. It is urged that a group or club of Chinese students, with their
close ties and associations, tends to defeat one of the. chief purposes
of residence a an American college, that is, the broadening influence
of contact with American students. To this end the agreeableness of
associating exclusively with one's countrymen ought, perhaps, to be
sacrificed. This, at least, is the suggestion offered in some quarters;
and there is every good reason wily Chinese students should spread
themselves among various institutions in all parts of the country,
rather than concentrate ,at a few. Such general considerations as
these it is hardly necessary to discuss further.

Students baying in view a particular profession.. or a particular
branch of academic work, may need to exercise greater care of selec-
tion than students looking merely for a general course. Professional
studies, especially those in the applied sciences, call often for the use
of a very expensive and elaborate equipment, while particular aca-
demic branches, such as economics, politics, and history, require the
use of Well-equipped libraries. In either of these cases a student,
provided he have the means for so doing, makes a great mistake in
attaching himself to a college whose equipment is not adequate to the
fullest demands which the pursuit of his subject imposes. Some insti-
tutions specialize in their equipment for certain definite lines of work
or research; the student should asoertain which these are before com-
mitting himself to attendanc6. For advanced or gradwate.work in-
formation about equipment is essential. For undergraduate work,
espally in arts, the choice of one college or another is possibly of
less consequence.

To the student contemplating both an' undergraduate and a gradu-
ate course, it is an open question whether the two courses should be
pursued at the same or at two or more different institutions. On the
whole the editoi is inclined to think that undergraduate and graduate
work are best taken in separate universities, the change from one
body of instructors to another having in many cases a distinct educa-
tional qvantoge. This form of migration from one university to
another is perhaps to be commended especially if the student be of
mature age and engaged-upon a definite and systematic plan.of study
or research. But aimless wandering and changing.from one place
to another, particularly during the undergraduate period, is car-
tainly,to be condemned.

: ,
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M. Planning a course. Practically all the larger universities
offer unamitraduate courses in arts, natural science, and the applied
sciences. Smaller colleges seldom go beyond a course in arts, sup-
plemented by the natural sciences. Institutes of technology and
schools of applied science confine themselves primarily to brandies
which belong,exclusively to their own field.

Each college has rules and regulations of its own in regard to the
' work required of undergraduates who are candidates for a degree.

Some have definitely prescribed courses of study extending over the
term of undergraduate residence. and from which the student is not
expected to vary. This is particularly true in 'schools or colleges of
applied science. Others, going to the oppOsite extreme: allow the
student to make his own grouping of subjects, a sufficient number
satisfactorily completed qualifying for a degree. The majority pre-
scribe certain subjects, but give the student freedom to choose the
remainder. Whatever system is followed, an attempt is usually
made to arrange courses so that a student may ultimately proceed
into some definite field of study, and become proficient in it. It may

'be offered as general advice that no Chinese student ought to plan a
course. on his own responsibility. At each college instructors are
always ready to advise and assist in the choice and arrangement of
courses and the student can not do better than to consult freely with
them and never hesitate to ask for advice.

The journey.The question of funds and expenses has already
been discussed under a separate heading. Here it is only necessary
to state that, from the experience of those who bave.already made the
journey, it is not advisable for the student to leave China without
having in hand an amount sufficient to cover all expenses for the
first three months after getting settled. It is equally essential that
parents and guardians, or agents, be prompt and regular in forward-
ing remittances. Five weeks may elapse between the mailing of a
draft from Shanghai and its receipt at one of the eastern college
towns. Frequently students ltive'been seriously embirrassed by the
indifference of families or agents inlitts-respect, and the point is one

at requires more than usual insistence.
he immigratioq laws of the United States insist upon the observ-

ank. of certain formalities by every person entering or returning to
the country. What these formalities are will be explained at any
consulate of the United States. In the case of students from China
passports are necessary, and pf these also any consulate of the ppnited
States will furnish information. The exact observance of all the
technicalities Istfuired for the passport will facilitate the difficulty
of landing and avoid inconvenience with the immigration inspectors
at the porta of entry.
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Nearly all American colleges have sessions 'sting nine monthssiiii
of.the year, usually from the this or four week in September
to the third or fourth week in Jun . Some colleges have " summer
schools during the long summer vacation. These begin in July
and last through part of Xugust. The University of Chicago fol-
lows a system of its own, dividing the year into four terms of nearly
three months each. A student may begin his studies at the corm-
mencement of any quarter. The University of California has a
nine months session lasting from the middle of August to the middle

.of May ; the summer school begins the 'second or third week in June
and continues for six weeks. Students should plan their time _of
arrival to meet these dates.

V. Securing information.Each college and university is always
ready and willing to furnish information about its special require-
ments for entrance, its courses of study, laboratory and library equip-
ment; and conditions of residence. Such information is usually com-
piled into an annual calendar or register, and is distributed free of
charge. A letter addressed to the secretary or the registrar of any
university or college will secure the forwarding of a copy of the
calendar. Should further information be desired Upon specific points
the secretary or registrar will see that it is furnished.

Two other sources of information are, open to Chinese students.
The secretary of the Chinese Students'''Alliance of the Eastern States,
or the secretary of the Pacific Coast Chinese Students' Association,
will be glad to correspond with students who expect to come to the
United States, and the first-hand knowledge which they havt of
the colleges within their sections of the country will render their

,suggestion's invaluable. In addition, the Bureau of education in
Washington will answer inquirivs upon this subject addressed to that
office by interested persons. A letter to the Commissioner of Educa-
tion, Washington, D. C., is sufficient.

- s.

UNIVERSITIES ANT) COLLEGES SHOWING PROVI-
SION FOR CHINESE STUDENTS.

The Bureau of Education, in order to ascertain what provision has
been made for Chinese students in the various colleges and universi-
ties of the United States, sent a circular letter to about one hundred
institutions asking for answers 4) the following questions:

1. Have students from China at any time attended the institution under your
direction?

2. Wonld proof of equivalent attainments. including a preliminary knowledge
of English, be accepted in the case of such student, in lieu of the usual admits-
Eon requirements or examinations?
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8. What special inducements does your institution offer in the way of scholar-
ships available for Chinese students, or fraternities or societies open to them?

4. What facilities in the way of summer sessions or special course/5 of study
for such students are possible under your plan of organization?

5. What would be approximately theiannual expense to each student-for
tuition; for living expenses?

6. What residence accoumaxlations could be secured by Chinese students
during the terms and during N.acatiou ?

7. What special care would be exercised over the welfars.442Tch studentue
8. Other information that may occur to you as bearing upon the subject. in-

cluding the title of any handbook issued by your Instutition giving fuller details
of interest to Chinese students.

A selection from the answers is offered below, tabulated according
to the alphabetical order of States.

.7.
CALIFORNIA.

University of California, Berkeley:
1. Yes; a large number. For the year 1407-s there were 9 en-

rolled. For the summer session of 190S, 19 registered.
2. See page 120.
4. Summer session. June and July.

5. a, $20; I), alxmt $400.
6. In -private families. Sonic of the Cibitiesc studests live :it

a clubhouse of their own.
7. The department of oriental languages is charged with the

specitd, care, and guidance ofChinese students.
Leland Stanford Junior University, Palo Alto:

.1. Yds; several frost; time to time. Three during 1907-8.
2. See page 120.
4. Summer courses in biology.
5. a, $20 for registration; h, from $300 to $400.
6. Dormitories.and private families.

University of Southern CaliforniaAos Angeles:
1. Yes.
2. Yes; but the knowledge of English should be sufficient to

enable the ptudent to take notes at lectures. .

3. Free tuition to students preparing for missionary work.
4. Slimmer schdol of six weeks.
5. a, $67; b, $160.

Occidental College, Los Angeles:
1. Yes.
2. Yes.
3. One-half tuition would be remitted..
5. a, $50; b, $18 per month.
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Pomona College, Claremont:
1. Yes; two at present.
2. We are disposed to be very lenient in this respect,
5. a, $90; b, $200 to $250.

Throop Polytechnic Imtitute, Pasadena:
1. One..
9. Yes.
5. a, $85 to $100; b, $275.
0. Dormitories and privTte houses.

COLORADO.

University of Colorrolo, Boulder:
1. Yes.
2. Yes.
4. Summer school.
5. a. arts $19. engineering $12, medicine $52,

estimate $4.50 per week.
law $42; b, lowest

CONNECTICUT.

Yale University, Yew Have..n :
(1) We have had a large number of students from China At Yale.

During this past year (1907-1908) there has been an enrolLthent of
about 25. Among the men of distinction who have graduated
in the past years have been Jeme Tein Yow, of Peking, and Yu
Clfuan Chang, who passed first in the great examinations in Peking
two years ago. A list of the Yale men in China was published mine
few years ago.

(2) The only flange that we make in entrance requirements in the
case of Chinese students is that a knowledge of the Chinese language
and literature is accepted in place of the Greek requirement or its
alternatives in the academical department, and the substitution of
Chinese fur Latin in the scientific school. -We make a special point

iof emphasizing the importance of a good knowledge of English be-
fore admission. Degrees from representative Chinese institutions,
silth as St. John'sCollege, Shanghai, and Tientsin University, are, ac-
cepted for admission to the graduate school, as would be the degrees
of American institutions of rank.

(3) We have at present two Williams scholarships at $180 a year.
In addition, special scholarships have been awarded from time to
time. For instance, a few years ago one graduate of the university
stated that he would be responsible for meeting the tuition charges
of ten Chinese students.

There is a special organization of Chinese students. There is also
a Cosmopolitan Club which has members from all the different na-
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tionalities represented at the university. Occasionally Chinese
students are elected to the regular undergraduate fraternities. ThUi
is true, for instance, in the case of Ponsen B. Chu, of next year's

'senior class in the college.
(4) We have no special summer session that would be of use to

Chinese students.
We have several professors in the university who are specially in-

te;esfed in the Chinese. F. Wells Williams, who was born in ('hies,
is a son of Wells Williams.the author of the Middle K.ingdom.
Prof. Harlan P. Beach was for many years a missionary in Norib
China. These hot Ii give instruction on various problems of the Far
East.

(5) The cost of tuition in the various departments from $15:.
down. A large number of scholarships and fellowships are available
to students of character and capacity. Good board can be ,ectin..(1
at the,tfhiversity for about' $4 a week. Rooms vary in price) I pe-
sume that most of the Chinese students pay about $2 per week for a
room.

(6) dhinese students would be admitted to university dormitories
on the same conditions as all other students.

(7) There is a distinct esprit de corps among the Chinese students
at the university, and .probably a rather unusual interest in China
and the Chinese. Thi; is partly due to the fact that Yale graduates
have founded a cAlegiate school which tli6' hope to develop later
into a university, at Changsha, the capital of the province of Ihmati.

Following is a,copy of a letter with reference to entrance require-
ments in the academic department, written a year ago (January,
1907) by the dean.of the col,lege to the president of St. John's College,
Shanghai.

Our committee on admission hag examined the catalogue of St. thn's College?
In order to decide on what terms graduates of that college may he received into
the academical department of Yale University. I ant directed to any to you
that students `who have taken the full tour years' course (not the mixed course)
in the western department of the school of arts and sciences and have received
the degree of bachelor of arts may enter our junior class on the presentation of
their diplomas, without examination, withsthe understanging that they devote
themselves during junior and sefilor years mainly to history and language.
understand this to mean that more than one-half of their work Mere should be
in these two groups of study, and the languages Intended are French,,German,
English, and Latin. This would leave a fair amount of time for other subjects.

0
DISTRICT OF C

George Washington' Unirfreity, Was
1. Yes.
2. Faculty action is taken upon
5. a, $150; b, $25 to $80 per mon
0.. Dormitories kr women only.

OLUMBIA.

hington:

each application for admission.
th.

Men in 'private houses.
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IDAHO.

Unirersify of //a/to. Moscow:
1. One.
. The student would be permitted to enter any class in any sub-

ject for which his prorious educatiotonight be regarded as
sufficient preparation.

5. a. Free; b, $250.
6. Private houses.

ILLINOIS.

raiversity of Chicago, Chicaj«):
I. So far as appears from our records of attendance, Chinese stu-

dents have been in residence at the university asafpllows: .

Year.
.

1899 -1899
1999-1900
19094993.
1908-4

Student8., Year. I student*.

0 I 1904-5 3
1 !, 19a5a
0 1906.7

1907-8 8

IT. In reply to the second question, the examiner for the colleges
makes this statement :

The university has been liberal In interpreting admission requirements for
all foreign students. Since some of the admission requirements are prerequisite
to further study, not all can be replaced by " equivalent " attainments in other
lines. English, at least one European language, history (English and United
States), and Mathematics (plgebra and gempietry) should be considered as
necessary.

The Reynolds Club, au Vanizat ion like the Houston Club of
Pet Sylvania and the Harvard lino'', is open to Chinese students as
to all other members of the university. Phi Beta Kappa, to which
admission is strictly on the basis of scholarship, has included in its
membership Mr. John Yiubong Lee. Departmental clubs, such as
the Philosophy Club and the English Club, are, of course, open to
Chinese as to all other members of the University. Recently It favorite
in the chorus of the comic opera produted by-the Blackfrittrs was a
young Japanese student. The faculty of the physics department in-
cludes a young Chinese student who took his preparatory work at a
university secondary school, Morgan Park Academy, and his college
work here at the university. Mr. Y. T. Wang is a docent in Chinese,
offering certain elementary courses in that language. All of the
Chinese students in the university seem to belong to the Chinese Stu-
dents' Alliance of the Middle West.

IV. The summer quarter is a regular part*of the academic year
in our institution. No special provision has been necessary V the
large number of Filipinos and Japanese who attend during the sum -

r; neither has any special provisionubeen necessary for!the Chinas
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stude ts. When these students have not been prepared in studies
prerequisite to college work, they have been able to make up this work
in the University High School.

V. Tuition amounts to $40 per quarter; in the law school the tuition .
is $50 per quarter, and in the medical school it is $60. The estimate
of living expenses as given in the various college catalogues seems
to be too low. Many difficulties have arisen from students not being
able to keep within bounds of the estimates of these catalogues; this u.
has happened very often, not only here, but at other institutions as
well. Parents can not understand why the university allowance when
labeled " liberal " is not liberal at all, and very often the student is
placed in a very embarrassing situation. This would be particularly
true of all foreign students. On the basis of reports to ma. from
some of our Chinese students, I suggest that $500 be allowed for
living expenses for the year. A man living carefully can keep within
this sum. The circular entitled "Assistance .to students explains
certain ways in which our Chinese students, like others, have earned -

their way through the university.
VI. The dormitories of the university are open to Chinese students.

At the present time Middle Divinity Hot& and Charles Hitchcock
House have Chinese residents. Some five or six Chinese students
attempted to live together in a flat. Because each was too busy, how-
ever, tolkeep house the venture failed. There is no reason why such
a scheme can not be -practicable.

VII. The Chinese students have generally taken care of themselves.
Of course, like all other members of the university, they are assigned
to a dean who has oversight of them, The presence of Mr. Lee and
Mr. Wang, both above mentioned, will insure proper care of Chinese
students in the University of Chicago.
Northwestern University, Chicago and Evanston:

1. Several, from time to time.
2. See page 120.
3. The university offers a large number of scholarships that will

be available to Chinese as to other students.
4. A summer school in Evanston.
5. a, $100; b, $200.
6. Dormitories and private houses.

University- of Illinois, Urbana:
1. About twenty in attendance.

Amy2. Yes.
4. Summer session of nine weeks.
5. a, $25; b, $500 is not too much.
Z. Private families.

1
7. The dean will undertake the special supervision of students.

when requested.4 .
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Indiana University, Bloomington:
1. One at present.
2. Yes.
4. The summer session equals- a term's work.
5. a, None but laboratory fees, about $41); b, $300.
6. Private houses.

Purdue University, Lafayette:
1. Yes; two at present.

-
2. Yes; if we were satisfied that the candidates had the strength

and equipment to undertake the work successfully,
5. a, $60; b, $300..

'6. Private houses.
7. If desired, a member of the faculty could be assigned to such

duty. Regular faculty advisers are assigned to all new
students.

8. Purdue University is a scientific and technological institu-
tion. The faculty would welcome in limited numbers stu:
cents from China.

De Pauw. University, Greencastle;
1. Yes; two last year.

-2. Yes.
4. Summer school.
5. a, Free, for Chinese students; b, $250 the lowest.
7. Yes.
8. Chinese students are hetirtily welcomed to the university.

Those we have had hitherto have been happy in their asso-
ciation and work..

Rose Polytechnic Institute, Terre Haute:
1. No.
2. Yes.
5. a, $75; h, $300-$450.
6. Private houses.

IOWA.

State iktiversity of Iowa, Iowa City:
1. None in recent years.
2. Yes.
4. Summer session of six weeks.
5. a, Free; b, $225-$300.

*6. Private houses.
7. Faculty advisers for every group of 10 or 15 students.
8. There are a number of foreign students here. We would be

glad to receiTe a baited .'number of Chinese.
yr-
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lazed -Wesleyan University, Mount Pleasant:
1. One student last year.
2. Yes.
5. a,.Free; b, $150,1 .

6. Private houses.
Iowa College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts:

1. One at present.
2. Student must present the equivalent of 30 secondary school

credits. The following are required: Algebra, 3; plane
geometry, 2; English, 6; history, 2; foreign language, 4.
The latter may be waived under certain conditions. In all ,

cases foreign students, as well as others, should submit all
credits before entrance.

- 8. We have a number of scholarships in agricultural .science
courses, open to all on scholarship competition or assignment
of faculty on basis of scholarship.

4. No summer sessions as yet.
a, $50; b, about $300 to $400.

6. Same as other students, in rooming or boarding houses or in
private families.

7. We have not found it necessary to extend any special rare to
foreign students. They do quite as well as native American,.

KANSAS.

University of Kansas, Lawrence :
1. No.
2. Yes.
4. Summer session of six weeks.
5. a, $30 to $45; b, $200.
6. Private houses.

MARYLAND.

Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore :
1. One, who is still in. residence.
5. a, $150 ; b, $5 a week moderate.

MAINE.
-

University of Maine, Orono:
1. Yes.
2. Yes.
8. Summer session of six weeks.
5. a, $80; b, about $200.
6. Dormitories.

MASSACHUSETTS.

liarvard University, Cambridge:
1. Few. until.1906. Twenty-three students in all
0 ;lea nano 1911
.110111
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Harvard University, CambridgeContinued.
3. The students now here are having their tuition and traveling

expenses defrayed in part by a subscription of $10,000 raised
in Boston and offered to die Chinese Government in 1905-6.

4. If the need exists we can offer, and have offered, special lan-
guage courses for Chinese students. Hereafter there will be
a special " foreign " section in freshman English.

5. a, $150 to $175; b, $350 and upward. (See p. 176.)
6. In term time, dormitories and private houses: in vacation,

private houses.
7. Each would be assigned fo some instructor. who would give

advice and interest himself in the student personally.
.Vosachu,--tte irratityte of Technology, Boston:

1. Yes. Several students from China are attending the insti-
tute at the present time.

2. See page 120.
4. All courses in our summer school arlopen to students who'

are prepared to take the work.
`5. a, $250; b, $400 to $600.
6. The dean has an extensive list of desirable residences and

boarding places and is glad to assist students in securing
suitable accommodations.

8. We shall be glad to send any of our publications to those who
may be interested in them,

Amherst College, Amherst:
1. Yes.
2. Probably.
5. a, $110; b, 1450 to $600.
6. Dormitories and private houses, the latter. exclusively during

vacation.
7. None.

Boston. University, Boston:
1. Yes.
2. Chinese is recognized/as a study of collegiate gritde and

credits awarded accordingly.
5. a, $130Lli, from $5 per week up.
R. Private inOuses in Boston and die suburbs.
8. The school of theology has enrolled many foreign students

and has always been generous to th &n.

MICHIGAN.

University of Michigan, Ann Arber,..:
1. Yes; we have, several here stoic
2. We require the same preparation for them as for °them

a
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University of Michigan, Ann ArborContinued.
4. Summer sessions, in which some deficiencies in preparation

can be aide up.
5. a. $25 for matriculation. $40 to $65 for tuition; b, $400.
6. Private houses.

MINNESOTA.

University of Minnesota, Minneapolis:
1. No.
2. Yes.
4. Summer session of six weeks.
5. a, $50; h, $350.

JAISSOURI.

University of Missouri, Columbia:
1. One.
2. Yes.
5. a, free; b, from *13.50 to $3 per week.
6.-Dormitories and private houses.

NEBRASKA.

University of Nebraska, Liiteoln:
1. Yes.
2, Yes.
4. A summer term.
5. a, $20 the first year b, $300, but many students spend three

four times that amount. .

6. Private houses.
7. They would, if desired, be placed under the special charge of

their advisers.
8. We have many foreign students here who seem to enjoy the

university.
NEW JERSEY.

Princeton University, Princeton;
1. Yes.

1
r. 2. No.

5. a, $150 to $160; b, beard $198, room $108 to $180, other
fees $14.

4.t:- NEW YOZZ.
k 1
ke.: Columbia University, New York City:_

,' ... (1) A great many Chinese students have attended Columbia
University since 1902-3. There were nine in residence
in 19013-7.

.0 (2) Apart from the regular collegiate examinations in English,
the university has no formal examinations to test the knowl-

..,:- , edge of foreigners. No student, however, who understands
. enough English to profit by instruction need fear embarrass.

Plea on this ixtore. .
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Columbia University, New York City--Continued.
(3) In the award of the four university scholarships (i. e., for

post-graduate work) preference is given to Chinese students
nominated by the Chinese minister at Washington. At least
one Chinese student at Columbia University is a memher
of a secret society, and, so far as the university knows, -there
is no restriction against them in any of the student organi-
zations.

(4) At Columbia University students can take advantage of the
summer session, at which there were registered 1,510 stu-
dents in 1908. The university has also a well-organized de-
partment of extension teaching. Of particular interest t@
Chinese students is the illiAtence at Columbia University of
an endowed department of Chinese, the head of which is
thoroughly familiar with the needs of Chinese

(5) See page 161.
(.6) The university residence halls for men are open both during

the academic year and the summer session. least two
Chinese students live in the dormitories.

(7) All the machinery of student supervision and assistance is
at the service of all students alike. The head of the depart-
ment of Chinese is always glad to give personal attention to
the needs of Chinese students.

(8) The large Chinese population in New York City, the num-
ber of Chinese objects of art in our museums and galleries,
the fact that the chief offices of most of the foreign.mission-
ary organizations are in New York, and in particular the
existence of a special department of Chinese at Columbia,
should all be of interest to Chinese students. Any of our
academic documents will be gladly sent to inquirers, and we
have nnder consideration the preparation of a specia,l pam-
phlet for the information of Chinese students.

New York University, New York City:
1. Yes; many during the last 20 years.
2. Yes. We admit on a certificate to be furnishea\by the school

last attended by the applicant, showing the brInches com-
pleted, or equivalent for the same.

4. A large summer school of some 600 students.
5. a,$100; b, $400 to $600.
6. College residence halls.
7. We point a professor to be special adviser to each student._

gaggle Uni4rtity, Hamilton:
I. Yee.
2. Yes, if they were of such a character as to form a reasonable

preparation for . such courses as we 'have to offer.
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Colgate University, EltimiltonContinued.
5. a, $60; b, about $300.
6. Dormitories and private houses.

Cornell University, Ithaca:
1. Yes.
2. Yes.
4. Summer session.
5. Expenses as fo,,ows:

PAYMENTS TO THE UNIVERSITY.

Annual Tuition. Regular.
Graduate Department (General) / $100

r
Npreial.

Graduate Department (Architecture)._ . 125
Graduate Department (Engineering)._ 150 ____
College of Arts and Sciences 100 $125
Medical College 150 150
Veterinary College 100 125
College of Agriculture 100 125
College of Architecture 125 125
College of Civil Engineering___ 150 150
Sibley College 160 150

The $100 tuition Is payable $55 nt beginning of first term and $15 at
beginning of second term: the $125, $70 and $55: the $150, $85 and
$05; in the Medical in New York City, the intire fee is paid
at the beginning of the year.

These fees must be pals at the office of the treasurer within twenty
days after the registration day of the term announced In calendar.

Tuition is free to students with state scholarships, to New York
State students in the State Veterinary College; to students pursuing
the prescribed course In agriculture and !mending to complete that
course; and to special and graduate students in agriculture taking at

' least two-thirds.of their'entire work in subjects in the State College of
Agtlcultare. . .

Any student who has received free tuition under the above regula-
tions and who desires to change to tecourse for which tuition is charged,
must first pay to the treasurer of the university the tuition fees for
the full time spent in the tree tuition course. For further fees see
University Register.

A matriculation fee of $5 is charged to all students on entering the
University, except for summer session.

The graduation fee for the first degree is $10, second degree $20.

OTHER EXPENSES.

The expense of text-books, instrument!, etc., varies from $25 to $75 ,
per 111111111/1.

The cost of living in Ithaca, including board, roam, fuel and lights,
varies from $4 to 10 per week. By the formation of clubs, students
are sometimes able to reduce their expenses to $8.50 per week for room
and board, and occasionally to eves less than that amount.
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Cornell University, IthacaContinued.
A fair estimate of the yearly expenses is from $300 to $500, but much

depends on the student's personal tastes.
Rent of furnished rooms, fuel and lights, in Saw. "allege and Sage

Cottage, which are excluakely for women, varies from
. '25 to $300 per

year. The cost of board Is $4.25 per week. Both buildim, are warmed
by stea), lighted by electricity, and in most cases, the sit% 'ng apart-
ment Is separated from the study. Letters of Inquiry in regard to
board and rooms at Sage College and the Cottage should be addressed
to Mr. G. F. Foote, Business Manager of Sage College, Ithaca. N. Y.

6. Private houses.
Syracuse University, Syracuse:

1. Yes.
2. Probably no great change would be allowed by our faculty.
3. In our College of Liberal Arts we would give scholarships

paying $60 a year, leaving $48 to be paiYI.
4. Su.nmer session of six weeks.
5. a, $48 (see 3); b, from $300 to $450.
6. Private houses.
7. Special arrangements would be made if necessary.

Rensselaer Polytechnic Insatute, Troy:
1. Yes, we had three last year and more entered in September.
2. Yes.
4. Special courses in shop work and surveying.
5. a, $200; b. $5 to $9 per week.
6. Dormitories a d private houses.

NORTH DAKOTA.

University of No akota, Grand Forks:
1. No.
2. 'Yes, if their attainments were such as would enable them to

pursue our courses with profit
4. Summer session of six weeks.
5. a, Free; b, $200.
6. Dormitory and private houses.

OHIO.

Western Reserve University, Cleveland:
1. Y,es, two in the Medical College.
2. It is probable that a liberal interpretation would be given

of requirements for admission.
5. a, $100; b, $300.
6. Private houses.
7. The students would be Put under the special charge of an

individual officer.
70040Nti

S
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University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati:
1. No.
2. Yes.
5. a, $90 to $100; b, $160 to $250.
6. Private houses.
7. Some fair and rational special-oversight would be instituted..

Ohio 'Wesleyan ,University; Delaware:
1. Yes.
2. Yes, for purposes of assigning rank. But deficient studies-

would have to be made up before graduation.
4. Summer session of six weeks.
5: a, $60; b, $150.
6. Private houses; board in student clubs. -

Case School of Applied Science, Cleveland :
1. No.
2. As far as possible. We should require them to have training

sufficient to take up engineering studies.
4. Slimmer school from July 1st to August 15th.
5. a, $120; b, $200 to $250.
6: Private houses.
7. Each student has an adviser who looks after his work.

OREGON.

University of Oregon, Eugene:
1. No..
2. Yes.
5, a, Free; b, $350.
6. Private families..
8. The University of Oregon would be glad to wekonie'Cliiiiesse

students.
Oregon Agricultural College, Corvallis:

1. No.
2. Yes.
5, a, $5; b, $250.

Willamette University, Salem:
1. Not.in recent years.
2. Yes; proof of equivalent attainment would be accepted.
8. Special arrangements for soholauthips might be made if neces-

sary.
5. a, $50; b, $150.

PENNSYLVANIA.

University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia:
t. Twenty-three at present- (January, 1909).
2. The University of Pennsylvania will accept the credentials

from accredited institutions in China and omit the usual
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University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphic":-Continuea.
written requiremenotis and examinations in all subjects cov-

& ered by these credentials, when so decided by the entrance
committee.

3. Chinese 4tudents are eligible to the scholarships open to all
students. The fraternities and societies and the many stii-
dent activities of the university are open to them.

..4. In addition to the regular academic year, which begins upon
the last Friday in September and ends upon the` 'third
Wednesday in June, we have a six weeks' summer school'
beginning early in July of each year. The circular of infor-
mation containing the subjects offered at our summer school
will always be mailed to any address upon ,request.

6. Accommodations excellent the year through/. Several Chinese
students rfew live in the dormitories; others in approved
barding and lodging houses; and these are open both during
term time and daring vacation. ,,.

7. Whenever requested, a member of the teaching body will
cheerfully assume the care of watching over the welfare of
any Chinese students whoinay corny to us.

We are about to issue a circular in Chinese, prepared by our/".

own students from China. .
Haverford College, HaverfoOd: )

1. One.
2. We have not given-a degree of recent years to anyone who

entered car freshman class without examination. No de-
cision has been reached to change thif

5. a, $150; b, $300.
6. College dormitoriesinot open during vacation.
8. The Canton Chrisfian College writes that it will send its

students to Illverford. If the result is favorable we shall
try to formulate definite plans for Chinese students in .the

. future.
Lehigh.Fniver8ity, South Bethlehem:

1. l'ecs; four.
2. Yes.
8. The lariversity is now extending financial aid from funds at

its disposal to Chinese students.
4. Summer sessions.
5. a, $60, arts and sciences; $100, chemistry; $150, engineering.

b, college commons, $15 per month; college dormitory,.$65
, for single room, or 1 for half use of suite consisting of

-two bedrooms and a study room. This includes heat, light,
care taking, and essential furniture. Board in the town can ,
be had from $8 to $4 per week'; rooms from $5 to $8 and
$10 per month.
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Lehigh University, South Bethiehent,Continued.
6. As outlined in 5 above.
7. Personal individual interest is exercised in the case of all

is students requiring help if sick, or advice if deficient in
educational work.

RHODE ISLAND.

Brown University, Providence:
1. Several in the last few years.
2. See page I20.
3. Four scholarships were awarded to Chinese students last year.
4. Evening courses throughout the year. though primarily for

teachers.
5. a, $150; b, $300 at least.
6. Dormitories in term time, otherwise private houses.
7. The president would depute Aoe member of the faculty to

have special oVersight, if requested.,

SOUTHXAROLINA.

University of South Carolina, Columbia:
1. No.
2. Yes.
5. a, $58; b, board from $12 to $15 per month. Unfurnished

rooms in the dormitories are offered free. subiect to a fee of
$8 per year for care.

6. If students occupy rooms in the dormitories, they would be
permitted to retain them in the holidays. There would be
no difficulty in securing board in private families. .

7. The authorities would do all in their power to promote the
welfare of such students.

8. Columbia is the center of an extensive cotton- growing and
cotton-manufacturing region. Chinese students would no
doubt find it a convenient place to familiarize themselves
with these industries.

TENNESSEE.

Vanderbilt University, Nashville:
1. Yes. Several have received degrees and now hold =Mein

positions in China.
2. Yes; equivaletits will be accepted,
6. a. $100, not including laboratory fees; b, dormitory rooms. $30

to $45 per yeas; board, $18 per month, and in private
families $20 per month. r

6, See under 5.
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TEXAS.

2b3

Baylor University, Waco:
el. No.
2.! Yes.
3. Two scholarships for Chinese students. covering ihe amount

of tuition.
4. Summer session of two months.

; 5. a, $60; b. about $13 per month at least.
7. Spelial help when needed would be given.

WEST VIRGINIA. I
B'ext Virginia Unioemity, Morgantown:

1. Occasionally.
2. To a limited and reasonable qxtent. Examinations for

entrance are not required in cases where other adequate
evidence is offered.

3. A few five scholarships are offered in cases of exceptional
merit.

4. Summer session; special courses may he taken at any time
during the year.

5. a, $25 to $50; b. $20().
G. Private houses.

VIRGINIA.

Waxhington and Lee Unieermity.
1. Very rarely,
2. Yes.
3. We shall he willing to offer six tuition scholarships.
5. a, $85; b, $200.

University of Virginia..l'harlottesrille:
1. Yes.
2. Yes.
3. One scholarship is at the disposer of the China local chapter

of the University of Virginia Alumni Association. Dr.
E. L Woodward, Nankin, China, is qt present secretary
and treasurer of this local chapter. The scholarship is
available for the academic departments only.

4. The summer session may be used to make good any lack of
preparation for entrance requirem-nts.

5. a, $75 for academic departments; 13, 065 at least. -
6. Privak3s. houses.

Randal) lt-?Macon College, Ashland:.
1. No.
2. Yes. -
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Randolph-Macon College, Ashland--Continued.
3. Scholarships to the value of $75 would be offered in case

of need.
5. a, $100; b, $350.
6. Rooms on the college grounds.

VERMONT.

Diversity of Vermont, Burlington:
1. None.
2. Yes; if competent to take up studies with regular classes.
3. Five scholarships of $50 each- would be offered for each class.
5. a, $80; b, $150 'to $200.
T. Chinese students would be placed under care of special

advisers.

WASHINGTON.

University of Washington, Seattle:
1. Two at- present.
2. Yes.
5. ti, Free; b, $200 to $3,00 a year.
6.Irivate. houses.

Whitnran College, Walla W alio:
1. Yes.
2. Yes.
5. a, $50; WO.
6. Dormitories.

WISCONSIN.

University of Wisconsin, Maditton:
1. Yes.

2. Attainments equivalent to Qv admission requirements would
. be accepted in lieu of full examinations, provided prepara-
tion seemed adequate.

4. Summer session of six weeks.
5. a, $50; College of Engineering, $70; b, $4 to $U per week.

SPECIAL COLLEGES FOR WOMEN.

(All the state universities are coeducational 7 that Is, they admit women on the same
terms as men. Many colleges other thaw-state universities admit women on the tame
principle, its. for example, the I nlverelty of Chicago and Leland Stanford Junior ('ril
varsity. Among the colleges foV women exclusively, the following sent replies to the
queatIons.of the Bureau of Education.)

Mills College, Alameda County, Cal.:
,1. Yes, chiefly young girls.
2. Yes, such proof has been accepted.
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Hills College, Alameda County, Cal.Continued.
3. There are,inducernetits.in tilt way of scholarships and a large

deduction of expense' if necessary.
5. For tuition and living 'expenses, $500 a year.
6. All students are residents at the school.
7. Special and particular care would be taken of such students.

Loot Holyoke College, South Hadley, .1hota.:
I. No.

Yes, to a certain extent.
3. Three scholarships of $125 each ; after 1908-9, $150.
5. a, $150; b, $200 on the campus. Private families,I30 or more

per month.
6. The college houses are closed for the summer, but lodging may

be had in private families.
7. A particular effort would be made to oversee the work of

Chinese Ntuden ts.
8. Several officers of the college remain in South Hadley during

the summer, so that girls would not he left. during the sum-
mer months without supervision. Chinese students *could
be gladly 'received.

W (Wesley College, Wellesley, 3/ am.:
I. One is now in college.
2. Yes, special consideration is made in such a. case.
3.Three such scholarships were established by the college at

the time of the visit of. the Chinese commissioners in 1906.
5. a, $175; b, $275.
6. Every care would he taken to secure suitable places of resi-

dence in Wellesley.
7. Some member of the faculty would act as adviser jn each

case.

h'odeliffe College, Cambridge, .

None.
The same substitutions would' be allowed as

Colle*efitrance requirements, which see.
4. The summer school of Harvard is open to

alike.
5. a, $200; b,.from $270 to $540 a year.
6. College dormitories or in private houses.
7. The officers of "the college would extend all the help and

assistance necessary for'such students.
Simmons College; Boston, Mass.:

1. No.
2. yes.
3. Scholarships equivalent to tuition would probably be open to

a limited number.

"31111111ng

1.

2. for the Harvard

men and women
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Simmons College, Bosto713 Mass.Continued.
5. a, $100; b, $300 for college year,.$400 for whole year..
6. Dormitories during term and approved 'lodgings in vacation.
7. Under special supervision of the dean.
8. This institution is for young women only, and offers technical

instruction in household economics, library science, secre-
tarial studies, general science, and philanthropic work, to.
gether with the general academic studies needed as a basis.

Woman's College of Baltimore, Baltimore, Md.:
-1. Yes, and one is in attendance at present.
2. Yes. We accept English as a " foreign " language, and regard

work done in Chinese as similar to work done in our own
fitting schools. Admission is acceptable by certificate...

5. a, $150; b, $275.
6. There are four residence halls as dormitories, and some stu-

dents spend the vacation in residence.
8. " It would please us to have Chinese girls in the college.

Vassar College, Poughkeepsie, N. Y
1. No.
2. The special cases would have to be referred to our faculty.
5. a, $150; b, $500.
6. There is no provision for students during the sunnier coca.

tion.
Barnard College, Neal York City, N. Y

1. Yes.
2. Some exception would probably be made in favor of properly

equipped students..
5. a, $150; b, $4C)0(--
6. Two dormirories open during term time and in the summer

'session. Otherwise private families.
7. Special care is exercised over students in the dormitories.

Randolph-Macon Woman's College, Lynchburg; Va.:
1. One at present,
2. Yes, provided the student were prepared in mathematics and

able to study a modern language other than English in
class.

3. Free tuition to those preparing for mission work.

6. Studenti reside at the college.

4,-)

sn "
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REFERENCES TO CHINESE STUDENTS IN THE
UNITED STATES.

American education for the Chinese. Outlook, 82: 387-88, February 24, 1906.
Baldwin, S. L. [Education of the Chinese In the United State) In Nationaleducation association. Journal of proceedings and addressee, 1886.

Salem, Observer book and job print, 1887. p. 216-2L
Chentung Liang-Chang, Sir. Carly Chinese graduates. Tale alumni weekly,15: 871-72, July 1906.

"Over fifty years ago first Chinese student graduated from Yale "; thatgraduate, Yung Wing, class 1854, succeeded In Inducing the Chinese government tosend 120 boys to the United States to be educated, " in the early seventies."
Gray, Mary Richards. Visit to a Chinese kindergarten. Elementary schoolteacher, 7: 214-19, December 1906. Illus.
Miner, Luella. Chinese students and the exclusion laws. Independent, 54:974-79, April 24, 1902.

Exclusion of Chinese students from the United States. Outlook, 72:984-88, December 27, 1902.
United States. President. Remission of a portion of the Chinese indemnity.

Message . . . transmitting i..opy of an executive order signed ... 28thday of December, 1908 . . . 11 p. 8° (60th Congress; 2d session. Houseof Representatives. Document no. 1275)
Walker, C. S. Ar j Chinese students abroad. World's work, 13: 8471-74,

.

Young, Charles S. Co-education of the recd. In National educatiOn associa-tion. Department of superintendence. ProCeedings, 1886. Washington,
Government printing office, 1886 p. 96-103. (United States. Bureau ofEducation. Circular of information, 1886, no. 2)

CHINESE STUDENT PUBLICATIONS,

Chinese students' alliance, Pacific coast. Annual bulletin, August 1908. P. M.
Jee, editor-in-chief. 21 Brenham Place, San Francisco, Cal. El-lingual,English and Chinese.

Report, 1905-6.. P. H. Linn, acting English secretary. English andChinese edition.
The Chinese students' monthly. volumes 1-3, 1906-8. (Published by the -

Chinese students' alliance of Eastern states, U. S. A. V. it. Wellington
Koo, editor-In-chief, Columbia Univteralty, New York) 1906-08. 3 v.

The Dragon student. volume 1, 1904. (Publishea by the Chinese students'
alliance of America. P. M. Jee, manager, 21 'Brenham Place, San Fran-cisco, Cal.) 1904. lv.

Official organ of the C, S. X. BI- lingual annual, English and ,Chinese.Illustrated.

The World's, Chinese students' Journal. volumes 1-2. (Published by theWorld's Chinese students' federation. E. 602, Burkhill Road. Shanghai. ,
1907-8. 2v. A hi-lingual hi-Monthly, English and Chinese.
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Admission niquirenients,iit the University of Chi-
cago, 107; Columbia, 57, 63, 66; Harvard, 4, 20;
Massachusetts Institute of Technology 108, 116;
Sheffield Scientific School, 82; Tu lane Ifniversity,
32; University of Michigan, 2631; University of
Pennsylvania, 40.

American Colleges, diversity azng, causes, 1.
Amherst College, provision for Chinese students,

205.
Astronomy, entrance requirements, Chicago Unl-

versity,104.
Baltimore.Woman's College of, provision lor Chinese

women students. 216.
Barnard College, provision for Chinese women

students, 216.
Baylor University, provision for Chinese students,

213.
Biblical history and lltersture, entrance require-

ments, University of Chicago, 103.
Biology, entrance requirements, University of

Chicago, 105; Massachusetts Institute of Technol-
ogy, 116; University of Michigan, 30; University
of Pennsylvania, 43; Tulane University, 380.

Batton University, provision for Chinese students,
206

Botany, entrance requirements, University of Call-
biota, 92; Chicago University, 106; Columbia Uni-
versity, 60; and rooiogy, Harvard, 18; University

Pennsylvania, 55;
Sheffield Scientific School, 81; and roology,
Tulane University, 38.

'Brown University, provision for Chinese students,
120. 212.

California, University of, admission requirements,
84, 96; botany, 92; drawing, 95; English, 93;,
French, W; German, id; Greek, 90; history, 89,
90, 93; Latin, 89; mathematics, 88, 91; physical
geography, 92; physics, 91; Spanish, Z' PYhsi-
ologyog,y92; provision for Chinese students. 198;zool, 92.

Case School of Applied Science, provision for Chi-
nesettudents, 210.

Chang T. Y., Chine* students in American uni-
versities, 180.

Chemistry, entnuse requirements, Columbia Uni-
versity, 60; university of Chicago, 104; Massa-
chusetts hut flute of Technology, 116; University
of Michigan. 30; University of Pennsylvania, 52;
Sheffield ScientlfleSchool, 81; Tulane University,
28.

Chicago University, admission requirement!, 06;
astronorm , 104; Biblical history and literature,
103; biology, 106; botany, 108; chemistry, 104;
(barring, 105; English 102; French, 100, geolosq,
106; German, 101; Gret, 99; history, 98; Latin, 99;
mathematics, 103; physics, 104; phYsingraPhY.
105; physiology, 106; political economy, 98; shop

106; Spanish, 101; soology 105; provision
for anew students, 120, 201; fee& 167.

China, odambing of, xl.
Chines, students, silisnoes, 177; In eastern States,

oonstitutien, 1ST; report foe 1907-8, 185; association,
Pacific coat, constitution, 190 choice of college,
advice on, 194; conditions of admission to various
institutions, 120; conferences, 184; expenses of
journey to the United States, 198; In American
universities, by T. Y. Chang, ISO; in the United
States x; account of by Samuel I. Young, 17E
to United aisles, organization of 177; information
obtained for, 197; inquiry by U. S. Bsurais of Edu-
cation as to provisions at various Institutions, 197;

Mr2OttineBeerar6lornitenity, 213; Boston Univer-
for, 196; provision be at Am-

2102,06, ; Brown University, 21E Unlyearno:(
la, 120,198; Case School of Applied

210; University of Chicago, 201; University of Cli;
cinnati, 210; Colgateifolversity, 207; Univeisity
of Colorado, 199; 1176rumbia, 206 De
Pause University, 203; (Irerge n Uni-versity, D. C., ww, at Hui-card, 204; veriord
College, 211; UniversitY of Idaho, 201; Indians
University, 203; Iowa of Apiculture and
the Mechanic Arts, 204; lows Wmbyan Unfree.
city, 204; lows State University, 203; Hop.kin University, 204; Univerdt , 211M,
Lehigh Univenity,211; Leland ,Jr , Uni-versity, 198; University,of Maine, Massachu-
setts Institute of Technology, 205; University of
Michigan 205; University of Minnesotan 205; Uni-

y
Its,

Wesleyan Univensity, 210;Algrversity of Oregon,
., 198; Ohio

210, Oregon Agricultural College, 210; University
of Pennsylvania, 210 Pomona College, 199; Prince-
bin 206; Purdue University, 203; Randolph-
MaCon College, 213; Rensselaer Polytechnic hail-
tute,202, Rose Polytechnic Institute, 203; Unfree-
aity of South Carolina, 21Z University of South-
ern Calilornia, Los Angel* 198 Syracuse, 200;

- Vanderbilt University, 212; University of Ver-
mont, 214; University of Washington, 2.14, Wash-
ington and Lee Western Reserve
University, 209; West V is University, 213;
Whitman College, 214; illamette University,
21E University of Wisconsin, 214; Yale, 120, 199;
sent abroad, xl, xil; special provision for, 118; ins-

7tions to those proposing to enter college, 193;
omen), provision for at Barnard College, 216;
Oman's College of Baltimore, 216; Mount Hol-
Lice College, 215; Milb College, 214; Radcliffe Opt-
, 215; Randolph-Macon Woman's College, 218;8 mons College, 215; Vassar, 218; Wellesley Col-

lege, 215.
Chinese Young Men's Christian Associations, XII.
Cincinnati University, provision for Chinese stu-

dents, 210.
Colgate University, provision for Chinese students1207.
College, choice of, for Chinese students, 194.
College (university) entrance requirements, 4.
College entrance examination board, 118.
Colleges and universities, distinction between, 2.
Chloride, University of, provision for Chinese stu-

dents, 199.
Columbia University, admission requirements, 57,

63, 6.5; botany, 40; chemistry, 80; drawing, e0;
English, 60; IV; German, 63; Greek, 81;
history, 61 Italian, 61; Latin, 61; mathematics,
01 ;music 62; physics, 02; physlqtrohy, 62; ahop-

sloes for CAI nese students, 1 206 school of applied
work, 82 'Spanish, 62; 62; Nes, 161; rovl-

science (mines and mid ng), 62; specimens of
examination papers, 129.

Cornell University, provision for Chinese students,
206.

De Pam University, provision for Chinese stu-
dents, 203.

Drawing, entrance requirements, University fo"
California, 96; University of Chicago, 106; iftluni-
Dia, 60; Harvard, 19; elective, Massachusetts In-
stitute of Technology, 115; Tulsa., 39.

E entrance, MassardusettS Institute of
entrance examination at Harvard, 20.

116.
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varsity of Missouri, 206; aircraft
206; New York University, 207;

I North Dakota 209; Northwestern
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English, entrance requirements, University of Can-
tonal, 93; University of Chicago, 102; Columbia,
60; Harvard (list of works), 0; Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, 112; elective, Massachu-
Intim Institute of Technology, 114; University of
iliehipn, 25; Univ ty of Pennsylvania, 44;
Sheffield Scientific 1, 77; Tulane, 33; Yale,
71,

Enlarge esevehrrlon pens, specimens from
MesmehneettsInstitute of Technology, Columbia,
and Sheffield Scientific School, 121.

Expenses at Anierlm c41leges, 159.
Expenses, corer .rnve table, Harvard, 176.
Expenses of journey to United States for Chinese

(Feel
stpdents, 196.

, University of Chicago, 167; Columbia Univer-
sity 161; Harvard, 171; University of Pennsyl-
vania, 168.

Finance and commerce, entrance requirements
University of Pennsylvania, 43.

Foreign students in the United States, x, 225.
French, entrance requirements, University of Cali-

fornia, 04; University of Chleago, 100; Columbia,
60; University of Michigan, 28; University of
Pennsylvania, 47, 48; Harvard, 11; Massachu-
setts Institute of Technology, 112; elective, 114;
Sheffield Scientific School, 80; and Spanish, Tu-.

e, Yale, 70.
, Prof. John, oriental scholar, author of pres-

ent Bulletin, p. ix.
Geology, entrance, Chicago University. 106,

Washingtonashington University, provision for Chi-
nese students, 200.

German, entrance requirements, University of Cali-
fornia, 95; University of Chicago, 101; Columbia,
60; Harvard, 11;liassachtisettsimtitute of Tech-
nology, 112; elective, 114; University of Michlesir,
29; University of Pennsylvania, 47,49; Shefneld
Scientific School, 80 Tubule, 38; Yale, 70.

Greek entrance requirements, University of Cali-
fornia, 90; University of 99; Columbia, 61;
Harvard, 9; University of &limn, 27; Univer-
sity of Pennsylvania, 46; ale, 69; Tulane, 33.

Harvard admission requirements, 4, 20; compara-
tive ttle of expanses, 176; entrance examination
In botany and soology, 18; drawing, 19 economics,
20; English, 6; French, 11 German, ill; Greek, 9;
history, 12; Latln, 10; mathematics, 14; music, 13;
physics/ science,

Harvard University, fees, 171; provision for Chinese
students, 120, 204; special students admitted with-
out elimination, 4.

Haverford College, provision lot Chinese students,
211.

History, entrance requirements, versa,. of

I

Call-
98; Colum-

bia, 61; flasIvaid, 12 Massachusetts; nstitute of
Technology 11 11 elective, 114; University of
Mkbipn, adversity V aPeannic, 157
Sheffield Seise fie 37;
Yale, 73.

Idaho, University o on for Chineee students,
201.

University of, on for Chinese A-
den 20&

Information for Chinese students, how obtained, 197.
Iowa College of Agriculture and the Mechanic Arta,

provision for Chinese students, 204.
Iowa Mats University, provision for Chinese stu-

dents, 203.
Wesleyanesleyan University, provillSon for Chinese

students, 204.
Italian, entrance requirements, Columbia, 61.
Japan, Chinese students in, xli.
Johnellopkins UnIvrity, provision for Chinese

*Odeon, 204.
Kansas, University of, provision for Chinese stn.

Latin, entrance requiremenn,biiivessity of Call-
dents, 204.

lords, 89; tiniversity of Chkago, 90; Columbia,
61; Harvard, 10; &Wye, Massachusetts Institute
of Techaology,114; University of Michigan, 28;
University cif Pennsylvania, 46 Sheffield &len-

Le University, provision for Chinese students,
tiilebool, 79; Tulsa% 35; Yale, 67.

211.
Leland Stanford limier University, provision for

Chinese student*, 123, 198. .,

Mte,Uni versity of, provision for Chinese students,

Massachusetts Institute of Technology. admission,
loft; entrance requirements, biology
116; chemistry (efecti ve). 115; drawing elective),
115; electives, 114; English, 112; (elec ye). 114;
French, 112, 114; German, 112, 114; history, 113;
(elective), 114; Latin (elective), 114; mathemat-
ics, 111; physics, 115; provision for Chinese stu-dents. 2A5,; specimc examination papers, 121.

Matbema t Ms, entrance requirements, University of .California, 88, 91; Chicago University, 103; Co
lumbla.61, Harvard, 14; Massachusetts Institute'
of Technology. 111; University of Michigan, 27;University of Pemilylvania, 45, 49; Sheffield
Scientific Stnlool, 80; Tutees, 34, 351 Yale. 03.,73.

Michigan, University of, admission to, 25; entrance
requirements, biologS, 30; botany, 30; chemistry,
30; English, 25; French, 28; German, 29; Greek,
27; history, 29; Latin, 28; mathematics. 27 phys-
iography, 29; zoology, 30; provision for ChilICSO
students. 120. 205.

Mills College for women, provisions for Chinese
women students, 214.

Minnesota University, provision for Chinese stu-
dents, 208.

Missouri, University of, provision for Chinese stu-
dents, 2061.

Mount Holyoke College, provision for Chinese
women students, 215.

Music, entrance requirements, Columbia Uni-
versity. 62; Harvard, 13; University of Pennsyl-
vania, 43. ,

Nebraska, Univerfity of, provision for Chinese stu-
dents, 206.

New York University, provision for Chinese stu-
dents, 207.

North Dakota, University of, provision for Chinese
students, 209.

Northwestern Utfrversity, provision for Chinese
students, 120, 202.

Occidental College, Los Angeles, CAL, provision for
Chinese students, 198.

Ohio University, provision for Chinese
tsstuden, 21

Oregon Agricu tural College, provision for inree
students, 210.

011egon, University of, provision for Chinese sto-
dents, 210.

Passports necessary for Chinese students, 196.
Pennsylvania, University of admission reclince-

ments, 40, 56; entrance requirements, biology, 43
botany, 55; chemistry, 52; English, 44; finance and
commerce, 43; French, 47, 45 German, 47, 48;
Greek, 46; history, 45; Latin, 4d; mathematics, 45,
49; physics, 50; Spanish, 49: zoology, 55: fees,
168 provision for Chinese students, 120, 210.

Physics, entrance requirements, University of Cali-
fornia, 91; University of Chicago, 104; Columbia
62 Harvard; 16; Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology, III: University of Pennsylvania, 50;
Sheffield Scientific School, 81; Tulane, 38.

Physiography (physical geography), entrance re.
quirements, University of California, 92; Univer-
sity of Chicago, 105; 9f:durable, 02; University of
Michigan, 29; Tulane, 39.

Physiology, entrance requirements, Untiersitv of
Califoa, 92; Vniverstty of Chicago, 106; Tulin,
39.

Political economy, entrance,requirementa, Univer-
sity of Chicago, M.

Pomona College, Claremont, Cal., provjelon for
Chinese students at, 199.

ceton link/entity, prervision for Chinese Mit-
ts, 205.

tre University, provisian for Chinese stn.
120, 203.

Radon College, prqviiton for Chinese women
etude , 215.

Randolpb.Slacon College, provision for Chinese
students, 213.

Randolph-Macon 0/man's College, provision for
Chinese women students, 216,

Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, provision for
Chinese students 209.

Rase Polytechnic institute, provision for Chinese
students, 203.

e9
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Sciences, the physical, universities and col-
eges, 3.
llteld Seientnic School, admission requirements,

77; entrance requirements, botany, 81; chemistry,
81; English, 77; French, 80; German, 80; history,
79; Latin, 79; mathematics, 80; physics, 81; speci-
men examination papers, 14.5.

Bhopwork, entrance requirements, Chicago Univer-
sity, 106; Columbia, ea; Harvard, 18; (elective),
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 115; Tu-
lane, 40.

Simmons College, provision for Chinese wormier
students, 215.

South Carolina, University, provision for Chinese
students, 212.

Southern California, University of, provision for
Chinese students, 198.

Spanish, entrance requirements, University of Cali-
fornia, 95; University of Chicago, 101; Columbia,
62, University of Pennsylvania, 49; Tulane, 36.

Bun, S. C. Address Orr acadenlio education foe
Chinese, In

Syracuse University, provision for Chinese stu-
dents, 209.

Tulare University, admission to, 32; entranpe re-quirements, botany, apology and biology, 38;
chemistry, 38; drawing, 39; English, 33; French
and Spanish, 36; German, 36; Greek, 35; his-tory, 3 ; Latin, 35; Mathematics, 34, 35; physics,
38; physiography, 39; physiology, 39; shop work
(woodworking, blacksollthing, etc.), 40.

University, defined, 2.
Vanderbilt University, provision for Chinese stu-dents, 212.

Vassar College, prevision for chine, woui4n kin-dents. 218.
Vermont. University of. provision or t hints, stu-dents. 214.
Washington and tee University, provision for

Chinese students. 213.
Washington, University of, provision for Chinese

students, 214.
Wellesley College. provision for Chinese wernfn

students, 215.
West8rn Reserve University. prevision for Chinese

students, 209.
West Virginia University.. provision for Chinesestudents. 313.
Whitman College. provision for Chinese etudenii,

214.
Willamette Sparsity, provision for Chinese stu-dents, 210.
WI3C0131th, University of, provision for Chinesestu-dents. 214.
Yale University, admission requiremerits. 87, 73.
Yale College, entrance examinations, equivalents,

73; entrance irquirements. ancient history, 73;
English, 71; 'tench, 70; German, 70; Greek. P.
Latin. 67; mathematics, 09, 73; provision for
Chinese students, 120, 1W.

Young, &mai S.. account of Chinese students in
United States, 178.

Zoology, entrance requirements, University ofCalifornia, 92; University of Chicago. 105,
Columbia, 62; University of Michigan. 30, Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania, 56; see Botany and
zoology, Harvard.
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